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I \i;l.V PRINTED BOOKS. 1

WINTER JONES, P.8 v. Principal Librarian and Secretary • •( the Briti-h Museum.

The history of printing is ;i large subject, comprehending
many branches, each of which would require much more

time for its discussion than could be given to it on the

present occasion. I do not, therefore, propose to do mere
than to touch upon a few of the many interesting points it

involves, and to oiler such remarks as appear to me to admit

of the widest application.

I, lined and ingenious men have occupied themselves

from time to time during upwards of three hundred years in

endeavouring to decide upon the country which is entitled to

the honor of being the birth-place of printing. Dutchmen
have been loud in asserting the claims of Haarlem, and

Germans have been no less earnest on behalf of Menu
;

while the learned of other countries have advocated the

claims of either city. A Dutchman, lladiianus Junius,

commenced the discussion about 1569 by bringing: forward

arguments and documents in favour of Haarlem. Another

Dutchman, Dr. Van der Linde, seems likely t<» terminate the

discussion by his exhaustive work, De Haarlemsche Coster-

nde wetenschappelijk ondersocht, a second edition of

which was published in 1870, in which he proves thai

Junius's facts are no facts, that many <>l his documents are

myth-, that Haarlem has no claim at all, and that all the

evidence is in favour of Mcntz. Under these circumstances

1 may well pass on I" other subjects, merely stating that one

great argument in favour of Dr. Linde's views is that tie'

1 A discourse delivered Hay 5, 1871, upon the collection of Printed Books exhibited
in tl. the Institute.

vol. xxvm. (No. 1" u



2 EABLT. PRINTED BOOKS.

earliest books known bearing dates and the names of

printers were produced ai Mentz and not at Haarlem.

\ ray objecl is i" confine myself as much as possible to

established facts, 1 shall pass over the commonly received

history of the manner in which moveable types were first

produced, namely, that they were first cut in wood, of course

slowly and laboriously, that they were then cut still more
laboriously in m :tal, and that the third step was the dis-

covery of the art of cutting punches and casting types in a

matrix. W e are told "li the oik- hand that sonic of the

earliest books were certainly printed from wooden types,

while others assert that to cut wooden types for printing

books would 1'" practically impossible. 1 may say that 1

have long entertained this latter opinion.

However produced, the first printing types were generally

cut in imitation of the recognized or set hand-writing of the

1 and country, as can be verified by reference to manu-
scripts. The result of this practice is that the early specimens

of printing display a striking national character, and one of

the most interesting features of an exhibition of the early

sp< cimens of the presses of different countries is the oppor-

tunity which such an exhibition affords of tracing this

national individuality.

Of the artists by whom the types were cul we kno\N little
\

I'm ii is most probable thai goldsmiths, who were the workers

in metal of those days, were employed for this important

purpose. The besl engravers in metal would be the

able i" cut the types or pundits. And tins I believe to be

the true, or at least one great cause of the connection

between Guteuberg and Fust, and not merely Gutenb

erty, as is generally stated. Fust was a goldsmith, and

his artistic skill would be more* important even than lii^

money. We gel occasional glimps< \ of this practice. In an

action brought ngainst Gutenberg in L 439 by the represents

of a decco d partner, one Hans Dunne, a goldsmith,

evidence to the effect thai three years previously, or

• about he had earned from Gutenberg aboul LOO florins

for work relating to print in

A • mi. the fir i book pi ititi I al Florence w it h n date

!• rhap the lii i book pi intcd t hci o al all, was onl il led

I • mmeutai ii in \ irj ilium it wn commenced in 1471,

and fiui bed in I tctobi r, L472, The printer, Bei nardo
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Ccnnini, is described as Aurife.1 omnium judicio prtsstantis-

simus.

In 1501 Aldus printed his first edition of Virgil, using

for it lu's beautiful [talic type for the first time, and at the

end of his preface adds these three lines, which he entitles

—

! n grammatoglyptse laudem."

Qui ( Iraiis dedil Aldus, en Lai iuia

Dat niinc grammata, scalpta Dsedaleia

Francis ci mauibiis Bononicnsis.

And Soncino, in the dedication to Duke Valentino of his

edition of the lyric poems of Petrarch, states that all the

types used by Aldus, as well Greek as Hebrew and Latin,

had been cut. by tins Francesco da Bologna.

The question who was Francesco da Bologna had never

been decided until Sir Anthony Panizzi, in a monograph

privately printed in 1858, proved that Francesco da Bologna

and Francesco Raibolini, commonly called Francia, the

celebrated painter, wore one and the same person ;
and

it is well known that Francia was a goldsmith, and was in

the habit of signing his pictures with his name and descrip

tion, " Aurifaber " and ' l Aurifcx."

I have already said that the earliest types generally present

a close imitation of the hand-writing of the period. There

are, however, seme exceptions to this rule. The most strik-

ing is the first book printed in Paris. It was produced by

three Germans, named Michal Crantz, Ulric Gering and

.Martin Freiburger, and was printed at the Sorbonne aboul

1470. lr consists of the Liber Epistolarum of Gasparinus

Barzizius, and is printed in the Roman character. The book

concludes with the following lines :

—
Primos ecce libros quoa hsec iudustria finxit

Francorum in ten-is sedibus atque tuis.

Michael, Udalricua, Martimisque magistri

Hos impresscrunt, ac fncieul Mi.>s.

And they did so, printing several others in the Roman cha-

ir; bul as othi r printers established themselves in Paris

the practice was discontinued, and the Gothic character pre-

vailed. In Germany the Roman character was not intro-

duce. I until 1472, when Gunther Zainer, of Augsburg, used

it for his edition of the Etymologise of Isidore ol Seville.
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In Italy the first book printed in Roman type la the

Bpistolae ad familiares ol Cicero, printed at Rome by Sweyn-
heim and Pannartz in 1467. This was also the first book

printed in Rome. In England the Roman character was

firsl used by I'vie.ni in 1509, who printed in that t y
j

•
• some

parts o I hu Sermo Pratris Hieronymi de Perrara; and liis

edition of the Oratio Ricardi Pacei, printed in 1518, is sai<l

to !"• the firel 1 k in which it is wholly used in England.

The processi - of the early printers would naturally be

simple. They did nol use large sheets of paper and fold

them twice or more to form quartos, octavos, &c, but merely

folded their paper once, thus making folios or quartos (to

use modern terms) according to the Bize of the shed of

paper. Three or more of these sheets were laid one within

another, and formed gatherings or quires, each Bheet after

the firsl in each gathering being called an inlay. This print-

ing by gatherings was adopted for the convenience of bind-

ing. The consequent I this practice would be thai the

printer would either prim one page at a time or two, but no

more. If two he would have to divide the matter to I" 1

1
rinted into portions sufficient for twelve, sixteen, or twenty

s, according to the number of Bheets in each gathering,

and then print, say the first and the twelfth, then the second

and the eleventh, and bo on, and the result of this practice

]- occasionally seen in an inequality in the length of the

pages, particularly in the centre inlay, which would be printed

and therefore either have too much or too little matter if

the calculation of the necessary quantity had nol been exact.

The question of punctuation is one which deserves a few

minutes attention. Por some years after the introduction

of printing the ordinary practice in this respect was verj

simple. A Btraighl Btrokc pa ins through the line obliquely

generally indicated n pause, and a lull point closed a

paragraph. A colon was occasionally used. The exceptions

to thi practice were few. The Lactantius, printed al the

monastery of Subiaco, in the Campagna di Roma, in I 165,

the first book printod in Italy, has b lull point, colon, and
Hole of interrogation. There arc also two books which are

in advance of all others in this re poet. One is the Liber

Kpi tolarum •«! Gasparinu . before mentioned as being the

book printed in Prance, about 1470. Ii contains the

lull p lint, mic< don, comma, parent he i . note "I inten
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tioiij and note of admiration. 15ut the semicolon appears to

have more force than the lull point, for while it is used

reversed indiscriminately with the full point in the middle

or al the end of ;i sentence, it is alone used at the end of a

chapter or of a heading to a chapter, and then turned as we

use it n«»\v. The other early book with these points is the

Philogcnia of Ugolino Pisani, a dramatic composition in ten

acts, printed in Germany between the years I I7<> and 1480.

The necessity of sonic guide for the proper arrangement

of the leaves was not met until the year 1470. In that year

Arnoldus Verhoernen, of Cologne, introduced pagination by

numbering the leaves of his edition of the Sermo ad

Populum. In the following year he printed the Liber de

remediis utriusque fortunse of Adrianus Carthusianus, in

whi.-h he placed the pagination in the centre of the right

margiu of each leaf.

Signatures were used by the copyists of manuscripts Ion-;

before the introduction of printing, hut the early printers

neglected them. The earliest instance we have el' them is

in the Praeceptorium divinae legis of Joannes Nider, printed

at Cologne by Johan Koelhof in 1472.

Catchwords were introduced about the same time in the

first edition of Tacitus, printed by Vindelin de Spira at

Venice, and it is possible that the signatures were not con-

sidered necessary where catchwords were used, they answer-

ing the same purpose, that of showing the proper sequence

of the leaves. There was not at this early period any

uniformity of practice among printer-, nor was any improve-

ment introduced by one followed by others. There does not

in fact appear to have been much communication between

the printers of different countries or localities.

The last step to the completion of a book according to

modern notions was made in 1
|s7, by the printing of the

nfessionalc
"'

of Antoninus, Archbishop of Florence, with

a title-page. This book was printed probably by Martin

ITich ;ii Strasburg. But an approach to a title-page was
made as early as 1476, ai Venice, by Bernardus Pictor,

Petrus Loslein, and Erhardus Ratdolt, who in that year

printed an edition of the Calendarium of Johann Mullet

(commonly called Regiomontanus or Monteregio bom the

fact that he was a native of RLonigsberg), to which they pre-

fixed a leaf containing ten lines of Latin verse, ending with
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ilif date and names of the printers. This was one of the

earliest calen lars, and ili<
i title or announcement is so

iiar that I venture to read it in full :

—

Aureus hie liber «
,v t, non • ior alia

i ,i i i ilendnrio, quod docel i- 1 u<l opus
\;m- i! bic numcrus, lunn?, solisque labore

: rani ur fiicilo : cuuetaque .u > poli :

Quotquol .-uli li<"- libra terra) per longn regantur

Tempora : quisque dies, mensis el annus erit.

!• iii instaul i qurccunque -it bora diei.

I i till-- ciiiiit ;i-l rologUS ipli vrlil •

II c L aunes opus regio de monte probal urn

I iposuit, t
- in 1 talia.

I \ .ii. i i imprc -iiih I'uit in tellure per ill -

Infcrius quorum nomine pictn I

I I7'i.

Then follow the names of the printers, lip' whole enclosed

in an elegant floral border. In the same year they printed

:ni Italian anil a German edition of the same work with a

similar title. I nra nol aware thai tins example was re-

I or followed l»v other printers until the year I 187, as

menl ione I abo> e.

I have already said thai established farts are all in favour

of Mentz being entitled t<> the honour of having produced

the earlicsl specimens of typo ;raphy. I ma} here enumerate

the few 1"' !.• of ill'- date "I which there can be no doubt

up t'» the year 1462. A Bible, a copy of which, found in

the library of Cardinal Mazariu, and therefore called tin'

Mazarine Bible, first attracted the attention of biblio-

graphers, although printed without the name of either place

or printer, is by universal consent assig I I" Mentz,

and i gi nerally considered i" have is ued rrom the press of

Gutenberg and Fu t. The date i.- approximalively proved

contemporaneous memorandum written in the copy in

tin- National Library in Paris to the effect that that copy

illuminated, hound, an I completed by Henry Cromer,

Vicar "i tin' Collegiate Church i f St. Stepln n, in Mentz in

the year 1456. The book may, therefore, be reasonably

supposed i" have been printed not later than 1455, and

il.lv threo oi eai licr. The earlie i document

with a date i an Indulgence granted by Pope Nicholn V.

to all iln. •• who Bhould nid the King "I Cypru again I the

'I'm I. . and i dated I 1 55. I hi was moi i probably printed

in Mentz, The n< nl book i commonly called tli'- Mentz
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Psalter, because printed in thai city, and bears date 1457.

It is the first book which was dated, and was printed by Fust

and Schceffer. In the initial letters of this book we havethe

earliest specimen of printing in colours, and the earliest and

for many years almost the only specimen of printing initial

letters al all, for the custom long prevailed of leaving out

the initial letters of paragraphs, or indicating them by a

small letter, in order that they might be filled in by the

illuminator. Two years afterwards, that is, in the month of

August, 1459, a second edition of this psalter was printed

in Mentz, also with a date, and in the same year, in the

month of October, was printed the Rationale divinorum

officioruni of Durandus, Bishop of Meaux. This was fol-

lowed, in the year 1460, by the Catholicon of Giovanni

J5albi, commonly called Joannes de Janua, the printing ot

which is attributed to Gutenberg, and the Constitutiones

dementis Papas, printed by Fust and Schceffer. In the year

I 162 was produced tin- first Bible with a date, printed by

Fust and Srh.. 'Her at Mentz, and also a German version.

This list includes all tin- books which bear a date up to

the year 1462 ;
others may have been printed during the

period, but the date can only be conjectured.

Xn book is known bearing the date of 1463 or 14o'4.

This circumstance is attributed to the war between Adolpli

von Nassau and Diether von Isenburg, the two rival arch-

bishops of Mentz, The former obtained possession of Mentz,

and sacked the city in 1462. The printers were dispersed,

and printing slumbered lor the next two years. The wander-

ing printers settled in different places on the continent, spread-

ing a knowledge of their art wherever they went, but

• ially in Italy. In Rome there were more than twenty

mans who printed, from the year 1465 to 1480. Ju

Veuice there were upwards of twenty Germans, whose books

lite 1 from 1469 to 1480. In Naples there were eighl

Germans and one Belgian, and in Padua eight Germans and

• u" Dutchman up to the year L480. There were about L10

Germans exercising their crafi prior to the year 1 180 in

twenty-seven different cities. About the year 1480 there

were i stablished in Italy alone not less than forty printing

presses in as many places, whilst in Germany there were

only fifteen, Printing was introduced also into France and

Spain by the Germans, who likewise came into England and
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worked at Oxford and in London, and possibly also at St.

AJbans, soon after Caxton set up his press in Westminster

Abbey.

Some writers have laid great stress upon paper marks,

and have founded upon them theories as to the country

in which c< rtain books may have been printed. But no

guides could 1"' more fallacious. A great deal of paper was

made in Italy and in the Low Countries, and supplied

thence to German}', France, and England. The first paper

mill erected in Euglan I was established at Hertford, by one

John Tate, in tin' reign of Henry VII.; and tin- first book

printed on English-made paper was John Trevisa's English

translation of the De Proprietatibus Rerum of Bartholomeus

de Glantvilla, printed by Wynkyn de Worde at Westminster,

about the year 1 195, at least twenty years after the intro-

duce I printing into England.

Block books, that is, books the pages <>! which were

printed from blocks of wood, having the subjects of the

i or cut upon them, possi — ;i peculiar interest,

as being the immediate precursors of books printed from

moveable types. Those that have come down to us are

omewhal numi rous, when \\o consider the laborious nature of

their production between thirty ami forty, without reckou-

I

ecimens of xylography, c< nsisting of a single plate.

These latter have generally been preserved by having Itch

pasted inside the covers of hooks. Impressions were not

obtained by means of printing-presses
;

but, alter the face

«!' the Mock had been inked, the paper was laid upon il,

and the impression was obtained by rubbing the back "f the

paper v* ith an instrumi nt made for the purpo $e.

The earliest specimen ol a block impression known that

lie earliest Bpecimeu of the date of which there is no

doubl is a representation of St. Christopher bearing the

infant Saviour over a stream, with the date I 123. This

wa discovered hv the learned German, Heiuccken, in

the Carthusian monastcn of Buxheim, near Memmingen,
and i^ now in the library ol Lord Spencer. In 1844 Mure

announced the di covery, .'it Maliucs, of a wood engrav-

iii •. in the lid of an old colli r, n presenting the Virgin and

Child hi i oiiicle I \,\ the saints Catherine, Barbara, Doro

thea, and Margaret, and bearing the date Ills. This was

immediately secured for the ttoyal Library al Brussels, ty
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the Baron dc Reiffenberg, who published a long and interest-

ing account of it. The genuineness of the date of this piece

has, however, been doubted by several competent judges,

and it is not now, T believe, shown to visitors. The
Christopher may still, therefore, be regarded as the earliest-

dated block impression known.

The latest xylographic production is a small work consist-

in-- of sixty-three leaves, entitled Opera Nova Contempla-
tiva: Figure del Testamento Wcchio; printed at Venice, D3'

Giovanni Andrea Vavassore, about the year 1510. The latest,

with a date, is a German edition of the Biblia Pauperum,
dated 147.";. During the intermediate period, from 1423, a

great number of block books were produced, of which the

mosl popular were the Biblia Pauperum and the Ars Mo-
riendi, each of which passed through several edition-.

One of the rarest block bocks is the Defensorium Invio-

Iatae V'irginitatis Beatse Marias Virginis, printed in 1471.

It consists of twenty-seven leaves, twenty-three of which

contain two subjects each, with descriptive lines beneath,

proving the possibility of the immaculate conception by

reference to the wonders of nature and remarkable events

chronicled in Albertus Magnus and other writers, Christian

and pagan ; such as—that if a newly born child can open

locks with a touch—if the companions of Diomedes were
turned into birds— if a lion can resuscitate its offspring

by roaring, &c. why should not a virgin conceive ?

Of all the block books the Biblia Pauperum is the largest

and the most important. It consists of forty plates, printed,

or rather taken off", on one side of the paper, in the manner
above described. It has passed through several editions,

which are evidently copies by different artists, and in one or

two instances show the style of different countries. It is

supposed, and 1 believe correctly, that all the known exem-
plars were produced in the fifteenth century. The object of

tic work is to show the foreshadowing of the leading inci-

dents in the life of our Saviour by prophecies and typical

events iii the Old Testament. Each plate contains a central

picture of an incident in the life of Christ, with three rhyming
Latin verses in explanation underneath, and, at each corner,

i texl from one of the Prophets. The typical events in the

Old Testamenl are represented in two pictures, with the

text, one on either Bide of the central design. The result

V"! . XXVIII.
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is a pictorial exposition of Gospel history, calculated to

impress itself lastingly on the memory. The same inten-

tion is shown in works of the thirteenth century, only found

in manuscript In these, Bible history is explained by pic-

torial designs, accompanied by the texts, each subject being

represented in two pictures—the type and antitype.

In all the printed impressions this arrangement of the

three subjects prevails, and is generally followed in the

manuscripts, of which there are several, dating from the end

of the fourteenth century downwards. There have been

many speculations as to the original designer of this book,

but I am not aware thai these speculations have led to any

practical conclusion. The oldesl compositions of which I am
aware, of the Bame character as those in the Biblia Pau-

perum, are representations in enamel on an Antependium in

the St. Leopold Chapel at Klosterneuburg, a town in the

Archduchy of Austria, nol far from Vienna. This Ante-

pendium, or altar front, contained originally forty-five sub-

jects in euamel, taken from the Old and New Testaments,

and so arranged vertically in triplets, thai the first painting

represent i a Bubject before the Law, the second under grace,

and the third under the Law, in the order I have before

mentioned with respect to the subjects in the Biblia

Pauperum. The work was executed by Nicolas de Verdun,

in the year 1 181. In L329 it was removed from before the

altar and placed en tin- altar, and -i\ new subjects were

added, making the number fifty-one. This Bplendid work

has been minutely described, in L844, by Joseph Arneth,

th.n Directoi of the Department of Coins and Antiquities at

Vienna, and the subjects have been carefully lithographed,

the expense el' Alberl Camesina, an accomplished connoissi ur

and artist of Vienna, Three of the subjects taken from this

Antependium, viz., Joseph's Brethren putting him into the

Pit, our Saviour being laid in the Tomb, and Jonali being

c i i <.iit of tl"' ship and swallowed up by the Whale, occur

in precisely the same order in the printed Biblia Pauporum,

although the tyle of execution < I i 11 < is according to the

different style of art prevailing in the re pectivo agi

the two woi

There i- little probability thai the anther or de igner el'

the Biblia Pauperum will ever be discovered. In the Royal

I
i at Hanoi er th< i e i an i 'In ion in w hich occurs i he
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following memorandum :
—" S. Ansgariua est autor hujua

libri." Ansgariua was a monk (subsequently Archbishop of

Hamburg), who lived at the commencement of the ninth

century, and may have composed a Biblia Pauperum ;
hut

it does not follow that his Biblia Pauperum was the sam
the block book so called, printed in the fifteenth century. In

the British Museum there are two manuscripts of the fifteenth

century, called Biblia Pauperum, but they again arc totally

different from the printed block book. Neither of them has

illustrations. One consists of 212 Latin hexameters, de-

scribing the leading events of the Bible, with other short

abstracts, and was evidently intended as a sort of Memoria
Technica, and designed most probably to assist both preachers

and laymen in. remembering the events of the Bible in their

chronological order. A memorandum at the head of this

manuscripl states that the author was Alexander Villa Deus,

a Franciscan friar. This writer lived in the middle of the

thirteenth century. The other manuscript, also called Biblia

Pauperum, is an enumeration of virtues and vices, and con-

tains, under each head, abstracts of Scripture passages bear-

ing upon the subject of it. This also would appear to have
been a guide or text-book for preachers. We learn from
Lcssing, in his Zur Geschichte unci Literatur, that in thu

abbey at Hirschau, in Wurtemberg (destroyed by the French
in L692), there were forty "windows in the abbey cloister.-,

on which were represented the same subjects as those in the

Biblia Pauperum, and in exactly the same order. Lessing,

however, was not able to trace the age of these windows
further back than the year 1491, so that we are left in a

-tit'' of uncertainty whether the Block book was copied

from the windows or the windows from the Block book.

It is singular that the authorship of a work which must in

its day have been so popular should rest in such total ob-

Bcurity, and that even the meaning of the name "Biblia

Pauperum" should be uncertain.

Books at all times have been produced more frequently to

meet a want than to cultivate or to guide the taste. But
this was more true in the early age of the discovery of the

ait of printing than it is now. The first books show the

peculiar tendencies and phases of thought in each nation,

—

jurisprudence and speculative philosophy in one ; classical

learning and poetry in another ; history and romance in a
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third ; and tl in all. It is not my purpose to indulge

neral remarks, and if it were 1 need nut expatiate on

the flood of light diffused over the world by the introduction

of printing. The discovery was permitted in God's own

time. But in this, as in other branches of our subject, I may
be permitted to allude to a few facts.

About the year 1360, Wycliflfe finished his translation

of the Scriptures into English. Copies of this translation

were made by his followers, and circulated as widely as

circumstances would permit. But the work was long and

Laborious, and although carried on with the energy which

characterises the disseminators of new opinions, it may
if.lv asserted thai during the forty vears from 1360

ii 1400 the cumber could not have exceeded a few

hundreds. Contrast this with what follows, and we may
form a tolerably accurate conjecture of what the number
would have been had the art of printing then been known.

A.bout LOO years later (between 1450 and 1460) the art of

printing was perfectedj and the ]Jible was one of the fir I

books issued. Panzer, in his Annales Typographici, records

n<>i less than _* : J i2 editions of tin' Scriptur* - and portions of

the Scriptures which were printed during the forty years

from L 460 to 1500 ; and if we assume the number of each

edition i" have been n<>i more than 500 (and this 1 believe to

b< a moderate estimate) we have a result of about 116,000

copies. Of these editions, L55 were Latin, 391 lebrew, 5 Dutch,

<; Bohemian, 7 French, ''> Greek, 2 Spanish, and L5 Italian.

German, Dutch, Italian, and Bohemian were tin 1 only lan-

guages in which translations of the entire Scriptures were

printed (luring tip' fifteenth century. Portions of the Scrip-

tures in English were printed for the first time l>\ Caxton
in his Golden Legend "I 1483. 'In his translation of verse

7 of the 3rd chapter of Gem ' he anticipated the peculiar

term which has procured for the Geneva Bible, printed in

1560, the name of tin' Breeches Bible. Caxtoi "And
they toke figge Levis and Bowed them togyder in manor oi

brechis." And Caxton again was anticipated b\ Wycliflfe,

who Hi. s oweden to jidre leeves of a fige tree and

maden bem brechis."

Until Hi'' y< ar I 528 the Bible bad alwaj bi en printed

in paragraphs. The division into verses was made l>\ Santes

Pa inn", in In- Latin Bible of L 528, and this example was
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followed in tin? Bible printed at Geneva by Rouland Hall in

1560, and which waa also the first Bible printed in Roman
letters.

Although bo many editions of the Scriptures were pro-

duced within the fifteenth century, they afford but a very

imperfect notion of the wonderful activity of the printing

press during that period, llain, in his Repertorium Biblio-

graphicum, enumerates no less than 16,299 works and edi-

tions which issued prior to the year 1500; and we may
safely assert that if a new edition of Hain's work were pub-

lished now, large additions would have to be made to it.

Before bringing these remarks to a close, I may be allowed

to mention a few unconnected particulars of a more specially

bibliographical nature. We have already seen that the

earliest printed book which has come down to us was the

Bible. Of the profane classics the first which was printed

was the De Officiis of Cicero, printed at Mentz in 1465 by

Fust and Schoeffer. This was also one of the first two books

in which Creek type was used, the other being the edition

of Lactantius, printed at Subiaco also in 1465. The first

(.'reck classic was the edition of jEsop's Fables, printed at

Milan about 1480, and the first book printed in Greek was

the Greek Grammar' of Lascaris, printed at Milan byDiony-

sius Paravisini, in 147G. Homer was not printed until

-. when it was produced at Florence in two splendid

folio volumes, and in precisely the same character as that

used for the Lascaris and iEsop printed at Milan. It is

mosl probable that the type used at Milan was afterward

transferred to Florence. An edition of the Psalms was

printed at Milan in 1481, but the type is larger than that of

the Lascaris. The first Latin classic printed in England
was the Comedies of Terence, printed by Pynsou, at London,

in ll:'7. No attempt was made to print a Creek book in

England until the year 1543, when Reyner Wolff printed

an edition of the Homilies of St. Chrysostom at London.

The first dated German book printed with woodcuts, and

also the first specimen of German poetry in print, is said to

be the Fables of Bonar (Das ESdelstein), a small quarto printed

by Pfister at Bamberg, in L461. The only copy known is

in tin.1 Wolffenbuttel Library. 1 am not aware of any I k

illustrated with wood engravings of an earlier date than

this. 1 speak of Course of a date which cannot be disputed.
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>ok illustrated with copper-plate engravings
is El Monte Sancto di Dio, by Bettini, printed at Florence

in 1-177 by Niccolb di Lorenzo, h has not been Bettled

whether the engravings arc by Baldini or by Botticelli.

first book printed in England with woodcut illustra-

tions i.s the second edition of the Game and Playe of the

I printed by Caxton, at Westminster Abbey, about
14 s <>; and the first book printed in ESngland with copper-

plate engraviugs is Hugh Broughton's Concent of Scripture,

printed in 1 590.

The earliest book illustrated with folding views is Brey-
denbach's Opus Transmarine Peregrinationis ad Sepulchrum
Dominicum in Jherusalem, printed in Mentz in 1 176, which

contains the earliest specimen of cross-hatchiug in

wood-engra^ in°r.

1 will now proceed to notice a few of the more remarkable

:s contained in the present exhibition, and must express

ni) regret that it has not been in my power to devote bo

much time to their examination as would have enabled me
to direel attention to .

-

i greater number of the very interest-

in- works which have been brought together.

Her Majesty has been pleased to allow six works to be

exhibited from the Royal Library at Windsor.

1. The Mentz Psalter before referred to as printed ai

Mentz by Fusl and Schceffer in 1 L57, the first book printed

with a date, and th i earliest book containing a specimen of

printing in colors, as will be Been in the initial letter B. It

been said to have been printed by those impossible

things wooden types; but I do not Buppose that any biblio-

grapher would advance Buch .-in opinion ,-m tin- present day.

There is much yel to be learnt about tin's book, but its ex-

tr< in- rarity has hitherto made comparison difficult.

2. Th' subty] Historyes and Fables of /Esope. Trans

E .' lie bv William Caxton, and Emprynted by

William Caxton al Westmynstre, L484. This is the

translation of Jvop into English, and the royal copy is

the only perfect one known, all others wanting the frontis-

picc

I
, lie< ii 'I' Histoin de Ti ><\ e -. Printed bj ( !ax-

ton, a is supposed, abroad, and gi nerallv laid to be the first

production ol hi prefi II has also been generally considered

printed in French ; bul w lienever and
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wherever printed there is another book which has equal

claim upon all these points, viz. a work entitled, Meditacions

but les Sept Pseaulmea Penitentiaulx, which I had the good

fortune to discover in the British Museum in the year IS 16.

The type is the same as the Etecueil, and the work is bound

with another Caxton, equally unknown, entitled, Les Quatre

Derrenieres Choses, printed in the same type ns the Mirror

of the Worlde. ]\lr. Blades, however, in liis excellent work

on the Life and Typography of William Caxton, contends

that neither Le Recueil, Les Meditacions, nor Les Quatre

Derrenieres Choses were printed by Caxton, but by Colard

Mansion of Bruges. He will, I am sure, forgive me if 1

decline to adopt that opinion ; although, where there
i

little positive evidence on either side, I should hesitate to

pronounce him very positively wrong.

4. The first edition of Coverdale's Bible, printed in 1535.

This was the first time that the entire Scriptures were
printed in English, and. like all other editions of the English

translation of the Bible, printed prior to the year 1537, was
printed abroad. Another peculiarity attaches to this edition

in common with almost all other previous editions of the

English version, viz., that the place at which it was printed

was net known. It' was generally supposed that it was
printed by Froschover at Zurich ; but a book discovered a

few years ago in the library of Lord Ashburnham of the

same date, in the same type, and with many of the same
rial letters, proves that it was printed at Frankfort-on-

the-Maine. The work in question is entitled Cronica. Bes-

chreibung und gemeine Anzeige vonn aller Wellt herkommen
Furnehmen Landen, &c, by Christian Egenolff.

All the copies of this edition of the Bible, with the one
ption after mentioned, have the introduction printed in

a different type from that of the body of the work; and it

only about twenty-three years ago when a copy was dis-

covered in the library of Earl Leicester at Holkham with a

fragment of the introduction printed in the same type as the

that it became known that the introduction had been

changed. The title also generally bears date 1536. The
tni" explanation of these peculiarities appears to be that the

book \s.is originally dedicated to Queen Anne Boleyn, but
her death having taken place before the book could be circu-

lated in England, the dedication was reprinted and addressed
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to Queen Jane. This alteration of course involved the i

Bity of altering the title-page.

The Boke of Faytes of Armes, by Caxton, and
6. Guy de Etoye's Doctrinal of Sapience, also by Caxton.

This book was supposed to have been the only work bv

Caxton printed on vellum until the discovery, by Mr.

Maskell, of a copy of Bonaventura's Speculum vitse Christi,

a much finer book than the Doctrinal of Sapyence, and which

was acquired by the British Museum in 1864.

No book can pi « greater interest for Englishmen than

the English translation of the Scriptures. 1 have already al-

luded to WyclinVs version made in the fourteenth century,

and disseminated among his followers in manuscript. Tyn-
early in the sixteenth century, did more than tins

;

he translated the Scriptures into English, and then printed

them in portions on the continent and smuggled them into

England, lie quitted England for the purpose of prose-

cm in"- this great work in 1524. His history from this time

until his martyrdom a< Antwerp in L536 is well known to

most persons through the exhaustive work of Christopher

Anderson, The Annals of the English Bible. Wycliffe was

protected by John of Gaunt, Luther by the Duke of Saxony
;

Inii Tyndale tood alone, supported only by the deep convic

tion that he was doing God's work, for of earthly support he

had none. A frequent fugitive from one continental town to

another he printed his books in secret, so that weareobliged

to have recourse to indirect evidence in order to ascertain

where many of them were produced. Of some only one copy

or fragment is known. Soon after lie left England he took

up his residence at Cologne, from which city he was obliged

to fly in order to escape from the persecution of CochlaQus.

mi to have been engaged in printing the New
amenl .-i 1 this time, bul il was only about twenty-four

o that Mr. Etodd, the bookseller, discovered a I

men! of thi Te tament, con i ting of thirty one leaves,

printed by Peter Quentell of Cologne, and which is now de-

posited in the Bi iti li Museum.

1 1 Is recorded in a manu criptin the Lambeth Library (No,

300, fol. 65), that "upon the fir i Sunday of Advent, L531,

following v.* re openly al Paul's ( Irosse, by the

authority of m\ Lord of London prohibited and Btrictly

commanded by no manner of men to be used
;

and there
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follows «i list of Tyndale's works, the last of which is "Jonas

in English/' This Jonas was thought to have been irre-

coverably lost, until a few years ago, when a copy was dis-

covered bound up in a volume with several other works. It

was acquired by the late Marquis of Bristol. Another unique

work of Tyndale's is a copy of an edition of his New Testa-

ment, printed without the name of cither place or printer,

but no doubt produced by Peter Schceffer at AVorms. This

is deposited in the library of the Baptist Museum at Bristol,

and Mr. Fry of that city has produced a most excellent fac-

simile of it.

Sir William Tito exhibits to-day two editions of Tyndale.

The Pentateuch, printed in 1530, and the New Testament,

printed in 1534. The Pentateuch is very rare, only one

perfect copy being known, that in the Grenville Library in

the British Museum. Of the New Testament there are three

editions printed in the year 1534. One printed at Antwerp
by the widow of Christopher Endhover ; a second, more
correct in the text, was printed in November, 1534. The
third is supposed to have been also printed at Antwerp.

The edition now exhibited is the one last mentioned.

I would also draw attention to the copy of Caxton's

Mirrour of the Worlde, 14S0, exhibited by Sir William Tite,

which is remarkable for the beauty of its condition.

The Rev. Mr. Fuller Russell exhibits a fine copy of

Parker's work entitled De Antiquitate Britannicse Ecclesire

et Privileges EcclesiaD Cantuaricnsis. Cum Arcliiepiscopis

ejusdem 70, 1572, printed by John Day. Parker was the

first Protestant Archbishop of Canterbury—that is, he was
the first who was a Protestant at the time when he was
iviised to the Archiepiscopal dignity. His History was the

first book privately printed in England, and is of great

rarity, the number of impressions being very few.

It was the custom in most churches in England to elect

on t lie Day of St. Nicholas (Dec. 6) the patron of children, a

Boy Bishop, who assumed the attributes and received the

honors of a bishop during the days intervening between
that date and Innocents' Day (Dec. 2>), on which occasion a

sermon was preached by him in full episcopal robes, wearing

a mitre on his head, and assuming all the episcopal offices.

The Rev. Mr. Russell exhibits a sermon delivered upon
one of these occasions. The title is as follows:

—

"Indie

VOL. XXVIH. U
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Innocenciu frao (sermo) pro episcopo pueror." London,

small 4to, Wynkyn de Wbrde. This is a sermon in English,

written for the Boy Bishop, which was to be delivered by

him at St. Paul's on [nnocent's Day (Dec. 28). The follow-

ing passage occurs in il :

" Pray for the sonle of the

reverende fad' my lord Thomas Etempe late bysshop, and

for the Boules of alio benefactours of this chyrche of Poulis."

Dean Colet, in the Statutes of St. Paul's School, which

he founded in 1512, expressly ordains that his scholars

should every childermas (Innocents') Day " come to Paulis

churche and hear the Chylde Bishop's sermon : and after be

at the hygh masse, and each of them offer a penny to tin?

Chylde Bishop : and with them the maisters and surveyors

of the scole."

The ceremony of the Boy Bishop is supposed to have ex-

isted not only in collegiate churches, but almost every parish

in England. The service of the Boy Bishop set to music,

appears in the earl)r editions of the Sarum Processionale.

Gregory, a prebendary of Salisbury, describes the finding

of a boy bishop's monument in the cathedral there.

Mr. Russell also exhibits one volume of the Complutensian

Polyglot, entitled, Biblia polyglotta, Eiebraice, Chaldaice,

Grece el L tine, nunc primum impressa de mandato et surap-

tibns Francisci Ximenez de Cisneros. In Complutensi

universitate. [ndustria Arnaldi Guillelmi de Brocario, l.".>]4

— 1517. 'I v<»ls. This is the Brat polyglol Bible, and

is a splendid monument of the enlightened views of I 'ardinal

Ximenez. This Bible was superseded by the Antwerp

polyglot published in L573, but is a ran 1 hook and of much
bibliographical intei est.

The Boke called the Mirroure ofour Lady, very necessary

for all relygyous Persones. London, by Richard Fawkes,

L530. This is a very rare and curious work, treating of the

proper behaviour at divine Bervice, and containing also the

ce for each day of the week under the title of Seven

exhibited by the Very Rev. ('anon Rock.

The [Calendar of Shephardes, printed at London by Julian

»me time aft< r I 500. This is a rare edition ol r

Inch i a 1
1 an la! ion from a French work

entitled, " Le Compos! i
I Kalendrier des Bergers, printed in

I 193. The French original pa ed through nearly thirty edi-

between L493 and the year I 540, and thi editions of the
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English version were also numerous. The work is interest-

ing both for its contents and illustrations. Of the latter

man}' are taken from the " Art de bien vivre et tie bien

mourir," printed by Verard at Paris in 1492. The contents

arc divided between Astrology and Theology. The usual

information of a Calendar or Ephemeria is followed by the

Trees and Branches of virtues and vices, with a Ballad of a

woman shepherd. Also the ten commandments of the Devil

and the reward that they shall have that keep them ;
" and

howe men should do when phisicke doth fail them for health

of body and soule made in a ballad royall,"' etc., etc. Ex-

hibited by the Rev. Mr. Fuller Russell.

Another edition, but imperfect, is exhibited by Canon
llock.

At the end of the edition of the Shepherd's Calendar,

printed by Pynson in 1506, are some stanzas by the printer,

in one of which is expressed a regret that the Bible was not

then printed in English. The lines are

—

" Remember clarkes dayly dothe theyr delygena

Into oure corrnpte sneche matera to translate,

"Yet betweue Frenche and Englysshe is grete do lions [differenoej.

There longage in redynge is donse and dylycate.

In theyr mother tonga they be so fortunate.

They have the Bybyll and the Apocalypys of devynyte,

With other nobyll bokea tJtat in Englyclie may no he."

The edition of 1604 has the last line altered thus :

" With other noble buokes that now in English be."

In the above-mentioned edition of 1506 is recorded the

fall at Ensisheim in 14D2. of the celebrated meteorite, "a
greate Thonder .Stone,'' a great portion of which is now in the

Mineralogies! Gallery of the British Museum.
The Nuremberg Chronicle, exhibited by Mr. Russell, was

compiled by Hartman Schedel, a physician of Nuremberg,

and was printed in that city by Anthony Coburger in 1493.

It is illustrated by upwards of 2000 woodcuts, which were

executed under the superintendence of Michael Wolgemuth
and Wilhelm Pleydcnwurlf, distinguished artists of that day.

Although the number uf the cuts is so large, it must not be

supposed that they are all different one from the other.

Chatto, in his History of Wood Engraving, gives a copy of
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one which first occurs in the chronicle as that of Paris, the

lover i :. then as that of Thalos, of Anastasius, of

Odofredus, and of the poet Dante. Other heads and Buhject-

cuts are made in like manner to Jo duty for different indi-

viduals and event-.

Epistolae Christophori Colombi. These are the first and
fourth editions of a work of the highest interest, being the

letters of Columbus, addressed on the 14th of March, 1493,

to Raphael Sanchez, the Treasurer of Ferdinand and Isabella

el' Spain, and giving an account of his first voyage and dis-

covery of the West Indies. There were several editions of

this letter, and all are of great rarity. Exhibited by the

. Mr. Russell.

Of the several service books of the Church of Rome there

were two, which as late as the first quarter of the sixteenth

century, were generally profusely illustrated and frequently

very richly illuminated, these were the Missal and the llone

—

the Missal for public and the Horse for more private devo-

tions. These books frequently varied in some particulars,

according to the diocese for which they were prepared. The
cities of Paris and Rouen enjoyed almost a monopoly of

printing the Bervice books both for France and England up

to the early part of the sixteenth century. This probably

je from the circumstance that the printers of other plac

might not have been possessed of the pictorial illustrations

with which, as I have stated, it was the custom to ornament
these book-. There is an especial interest connected with

the Horffl for Salisbury use. It supplied the materials for

the English Prymer, and the Prymer was the manual which
in the reign of Edward VI. supplied a portion ofthe contents

of the Book of Common Prayer.

Of the Missals, Mr. Russell contributes one which merits

careful examination. It is entitled, Missale Parisiec

urn, printed at Paris in L489 by Jean Belin, Guillermus

le Caron, and Johannes de Prato, and is printed on vellum,

with illuminations of a irery superior order. It has the

Maji ' ;. as well as the Crucifixion, the former occurring

much more rarefy than the latter. This copy was Bold al

Hanrott's sale in 1833 for the small sum of £20. Another.

• •in less fine copy, is in the Bibliotheque de Sainte Genevieve
.-I i Pari .

There are al o i thibited on the present occasion several
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I lone of great interest and beauty. I cannot pretend to

describe them severally, as that would occupy too much
time, but 1 would particularly direct attention to two exhi-

bited by Mr. Fisher. The first is a Ilora) for lloman use,

printed by Simon de Colimeus for Geoffroy Tory of Bourges,

dated at the commencement 1524 and at the end 1525.

The ornamentation of this volume is extremely delicate

and Italian in its style, differing from most others, 'with the

exception of the second, which is fur Paris use, printed by

Simon du Bois also for Geoffroy Tory of Bourges in 1527.

Whoever the artist may have been, he must have studied

Italian art carefully. I know of no Hone with the same

style of ornamentation but those printed for Geoffroy Tory.

Mr. Addington also exhibits a fine Ilora) printed by Simon

Colinanis at Paris in 1543, with Italian borders of the same

character, and also one printed in 1541, with remarkable

borders containing representations of flowers and insects of

Flemish design.

The first Bible printed by authority was that which is

known as the Great Bible, printed in 1539, also called

Cranmer's Bible. But Craumer was not interested in that

edition, but in the second, printed in April, 1540, for which

he wrote a preface. 'There are seven commonly recognised

editions of this Bible, one printed in 1539, three in 1540,

and three in 1541. But Mr. Fry and other diligent biblio-

graphers have discovered variations between existing copies,

which in their opinion justify them in declaring that there

are more than seven editions of this important work. The
pictorial border to the title-page of these volumes is said

to have been designed by Hans Holbein. It contains the

full length figures of Cranmer and Cromwell, Earl of Essex,

with their armorial bearings. But after the execution of

\, his arms were cut out of the block, and the circular

place was left vacant or painted over.

A copy of the edition of 1540 is exhibited by Sir William

Tite.

Mr. Talbot Bury exhibits a copy of the Theurdanck,

printed by Matthias Schulter at Augsburg. This work Mas

written by Melchior Pfintzing, the Secretary of the Em-
peror .Maximilian I., and is supposed to record the adventures

of the Emperor prior to and consequent upon his marriage

with Maria of Burgundy, the daughter of Charles the Bold.
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Sill JAMES TYRKLL'S CIIAFEL AT GIFTING, SUFFOLK.

By W. II. SEWELL, M.A , Yaxlby, Suffolk.

GlPPING is a hamlet, with a population of fifty persons, in

the county and archdeaconry of Suffolk, and in the rural

deanery of Stow. It is, however, exempt from episcopal

jurisdiction, being a donative.

In the district a rivulet, here called The Gipp, begins

to flow, becoming afterwards the river Gipping, which, pass-

ing Stowmarkct and Needham-market, leaves its name at

Gippingwich or Ipswich, whence it flows into the Orwell, and
at Harwich into the sea.

The parish of Gipping contains about .900 acres of land

(chiefly owned by Mr. Charles Tyrell), and lies nearly mid-

way between Mendlesham and Ilaughley, and is distant

about four miles from Stowmarkct, where is the mother
church, and about two miles eastward from Haughley

Road Station on the Great Eastern Railway. The object

of chief interest is the small and beautiful fabric of the

Perpendicular period, called Gipping Chapel. It is an
extremely fine example of flint panel-work, or cut flint

worked into the quarried stone or ashlar. The flint-work

is hero spread over the greater part of the four outside

walls ; being generally found on chief porches, and on the

smith side only of our Suffolk churches, usually adorning the

wall-spaces between the clerestory windows.

There was, however, an older chapel than the present

fabric. For at the latter part of the Decorated period we
find, from the Inquisitioncs Nonarum (as quoted in Hol-

lingsworth's History of Stowmarkct), that in the year 1340

there then existed a chapel at Gipping, and that its tithe

was valued at 1/. Hoilin o;sworth further states that the

abbot and abbey of St. Osythc were possessed of the rectorial

tithes, and as patrons appointed the vicar at Gipping.

The chapel is dedicated to Almighty God, in honour of
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Saint Nicholas, as appears in the following extract from the

will of Hubert Cosyn of Stowmarket, 1474, kindly given

me by my friend the ltcv. C. R. Manning:—"Item, lego

capelle Sci Nich'i de Gyppyug ad reficiendum ct reparan-

dum xx\" Bury Will Office. Vol. II. fo. 565.

Beyond this fact very little is known concerning the

chapel, except what is to be learnt from its inscriptions,

of arms, and painted glass. Mr. Hollingsworth, in his

History of Stowmarket (p. 105), gives only some thirty

lines to the fabric. No information relates to it in the Fitch

Collections at Bury or in the collections at Ipswich. The

Suffolk Collections of Davy and Jermyn in the British

Museum contain but little about G-ipping. And there are

no register books belonging to the chapel.

Trustworthy information is thus alone to be obtained from

the chapel, which stands sheltered in a beautiful woodland

retreat.

No burial appears ever to have taken place in this ground.

Mr. Davy states, however, that Thomas Tyrrell, Esquire, of

Gipping and Wetherden, was in 1585 buried at Gipping.

The chapel was erected or thoroughly restored about a.i>.

I 1 BO, judging from the style of its architecture, which is

such as then prevailed. It may be assigned to the fifteen

years after 1480, or more probably to the fifteen years before

that date, since we know that in 1474 a small sum of money
was piously left fur its restoration. Is seems certain that

the work was done before Sir James's sun. Thomas, married

Margaret, daughter of Christopher Lord Willoughby d'Eresby,

since their shield of arms is not found anions; the other shields

on the chimney shaft. In fact, the fabric was brought into its

present state chiefly at the expense and in the lifetime of

that brave knight ol slandered memory, Sir James Tyrell, 1

as may be inferred from the inscription over the vestry

door :
'• Pray for Sir Jamys Tirol!

I
n knol Dame Anne his

A -t.'i! the chapel will naturally have his atten-

1 The wi lit r, whilfl a to prove a negative,) thai

I Sir Jamea T\ rell i i
""t fco be beld

to inquire Into tbi I be in the life of the murdori of the Prinoi in 1488,

and hi i i : and that be osnnol be bown to have
i M iy l nil, /'/'., before the Society been even remotely i mcerned in that

of Antiquari< , hi thinki be hi proved atrocious deed,
fi .in oonl
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tion first drawn to what may, perhaps, be termed a label, in

stone, inscribed. The full inscription is found repeated

six times on the nave and chancel ; it occurs once on the

north side of the nave, but without the last letter a.

There is some difficulty in deciphering the letters, and
more in determining what they mean.

(1.) They were formerly read by Sir William Betham as

a.m.—half an M.—and la., and explained by him thus:

—

a. for Anno; M. for 1000; half an M. for 500 ; L. for 50
;

and a. repeated fur Anno, indicating the year 1550, the

supposed date of the chapel, which, however, must be placed

some seventy or eighty years earlier.

Again (-2.), the letters have been read thus :

—

a. if. l. a.

and on the occasion of the Archaeological Institute's inspec-

tion of the chapel, on July 23, 18G9, were conjectured to

stand for—Ave ' Alalia ' Lrctare Alleluia.

(3.) Since then, however, they have been supposed to be,

in fact, a Hebrew charm. Some short time ago'2 a slip of

parchment, inscribed in Hebrew characters with the letters

a. a. L. a., was found in the stem of a crucifix that belonged

to the Priory of Gisborne, Yorkshire. Four Hebrew words
were found )>y the late Mr. James Yates to fit the initials:

—

ATE QEBUB LOULEM adonai — which, being interpreted,

mean :

—
" Thou art great for ever, O Lord." Mr. Yates

would accordingly consider

—

a m l a—to be possibly a

similar Hebrew charm; and although the four characters

are certainly not Hebrew, he would interpret them Hebrais-

tically, and assign for the four initials the Hebrew words :

—

ATAB MELECH lkoxlau aooxai,— meaning,— "Thou (art)

king for ever, O Lord."

With great deference to Mr. Yates, I beg to observe that

this explanation appears to me somewhat forced, and in one
respect without precedent ; for I am not aware of any
instance of a Hebrew or other charm applied to the fabric

of a Christian building
;

yet I must acknowledge that I

have myself no better interpretation to oiler.

The fabric now consists of western tower, nave, chancel,

and north chancel vestry.

I believe that the north chancel vestry was added some
few years afterward-. It is in the same style as the rest of

• See Arch. Juurn., vol. xxiv. p. «

-<
. See ftlso some otlcr notices of the use of the

myiteriuiii word agla, ibid., vol. iii. p. 3J'J ; vol iv. p 7'.
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the building:, but tlic cast wall shows on the outside an awk-

ward joining to the chancel.

The measurements of the building in the interior arc the

following :
—

IT. ight at

Length. Breadth. central

beam,
ft. ft. i\

Nave .... 33 Is 20

Chancel . . . . 24 14} l!'.l

\ stry . . . 1-j 1"! L9

The nave is lighted by three windows on the north, and
by three on the south. Below the middle window on the

south is the chid' doorway ; below the middle window on

the north is a corresponding- doorway, opposite the other,

but now stopped up. The lour larger windows have three

lights, with transoms ; and both the middle windows are

made up of a pair of two lights, and are very skilfully

grouped with the doorway below, and with the two but-

ses beside them. Formerly there was an opening (still

obsi rvable) in the west wall, perhaps for a window, which is

now blocked by the tower. The inner roof of the nave (as

well as of the chancel) is nearly flat, ceiled with plaster, and

divided into square compartments. The outer roof is tiled.

The Btone font at the west end of the nave has a circular

bowl, which stands on an octagonal shaft, with the original

square 6tep for the priest on its west side. The sacrament

of holy baptism is only rarely administered here, and the

baptism is then to be registered by the Vicar of Stowmarket.

There is a little good carving on the benches Bome ex-

ample-; of the Tyrell knot or badge. One Bel of tin 1 benches

was placed here Beveral yc-.wy, ago, having been removed in

Mr. Hollingsworth's time from the Tyrell Chapel in the

north aisle of Stowmarket Church.

This chief part of the chancel is lighted on the south by

of three lights, with transoms ; on the north

now by one window, formerly, I believe, by two, and by a
:'

.

•• lighi east window, also with a transom.

In the east window m.'iv I"' eon fragments of inscriptions,

and of several religion emblems. The ten upper smallest

were once filled with angels holding shields with the

emblema of the Pa ion of our Saviour. On one of the shields
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are represented two bleeding hands, two bleeding feet, in tlie

centre a bleeding heart. This shield of the five wounds is less

frequent here than in some other districts. There is, be-

sides, an early painting from the chapel, remaining in I860,

of the head of our Lord after death, decollated, and crowned

with thorns.) The panel measures 12 by 15J in. The
cast window is of ten lights, five upper and five lower, in

which are some fine fragments of painted glass. The most

northern of the upper live lights represents the body of a

man in plate armour, of, as I suppose, the fourteenth

century, perhaps Sir James Tyrell. The second upper

light to the south represents an ecclesiastic reading from a

book held in his left hand, with a gold ring on five fingers
;

red cope, jewelled; mitre jewelled on the head, and jewelled

pastoral staff held in his right hand ; a sable almuce around

the neck. This is supposed to represent the Abbot of St.

Osythe. In the third upper light to the south is a female

figure, shedding tears, a radiated nimbus round the head.

It is doubtless intended for the Blessed Virgin Mary. In

the fourth upper light to the south is a male figure, weeping,

with a nimbus. This is doubtless meant for the Beloved

Disciple. In the fifth upper light is a female figure with

long hair flowing down the back, reading a book, perhaps

intended for Dame Anne Tyrell. In the second, third,

fourth, and fifth of the lower lights the canopies are more

or less perfect. The third lower light represents a peacock's

tail in a boar's mouth, which is the Tyrell crest. There

are many line quarries and fragments of designs scattered

throughout the window ; on one piece of glass the following

words are scratched:—"Edmd Tyrell Patron Richard

Chilton Curate ' 1756."

A doorway to the west of the only window on the north

side of the chancel leads into the vestry. The chancel wall

west of the doorway bears traces of a former opening of

some kind, measuring, within the vestry, 3 ft. 0' in. by 6ft.

This perhaps was the original priests' door, before the

present north vestry was built on to the somewhat older

chancel wall. This small room is termed a vestry because

it is now used as such. Mr. llollingsworth (Hist. Jm<>\y-

market, p. 103) considers that ''it cannot have been intended

as a vestrv." I merely use the term for convenience, and

do not wish to prejudge the matter. I have found no
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piscina, the usual token of a chapel, nor any other distinctive

features to lead me to conjecture a definite use.

No interment appears to have taken place in the vestry or

in any part of the chancel or the nave. The vestry is lighted

by a fine east window of four lights. In the opposite (W)
wall is a corresponding window-bay, now stopped up. In

the north end is a stone fireplace, originally measuring five

Feet six inches across, and lour feet high. Close by the

chancel wall in the west side of the vestry is a doorway
leading outside. Over the door in the moulding is the in-

scription :

—
" Pray for Sr Jamys Tirell * Dame Anne his

wyf." In the right spandril above the door is the Tyrcll

badge ; and in the left spandril two hearts entwined.

When any such inscription as this referred to a deceased

person, it invariably, I believe, was worded, Pray for " the

soul of" so and so. When, however, it was set up in a

person's own lifetime, it ran, Pray for " the good estate of/
5

or simply, Pray " for " such a person. From the wording,

therefore, of this inscription, we should certainly conclude

that it was placed where we find it in the lifetime of that

brave captain of injured memory, Sir James Tyrell, Knight-

Banneret.

Notwithstanding the modern addition of a small square

flue, the fine old chimney shaft of the vestry, on the out-

side, must excite the admiration of every beholder. The
shaft is built in the form of a bay ; and its window-like

compartments, filled with cut flint, contain five shields, one
at the top of each division, all being surmounted by a
shield of the Tyrell arms with supporters. The explanation

of the heraldry will be rendered more intelligible by the

accompanying portion of the Tyrcll pedigree, which I have
collected from Perry's Essex Genealogies.

(1.) Tyrell with supporters. Arms—argent, two chevrons azure within

a bordure eugrailed gules. Crest—a boar's head, erect, argent, out of

the mouth a peacock's tail ppr. Supporters—two tigers regardanl ppr.

Motto—-Sana crainte. The dignity of knight-banneret was originally

conferred on such gentlemen as had Bignalized their valour in two royal

battles; and such knights were allowed to display their arms as barons

did, and to bear arms with supporters, as in this instance.

(2.) Clopton impaling Darcy.

(.'}.) Tyrell impaling Darcy, Sir James's mother, whose Christian name
Margaret is to be seen among the fragments of glass in the east

window. For difference, see Archaeol. i. 382.
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8. Tyrell impaling Darcy. 2. Clapton impalii I
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(I.) Sir James Tyrell impaling the arms of Anno Arandell his wife,

viz., quarterly, 1 and 4, azure, a bend orj 2 and 3, Bable, six swallows

argent.

(•">.) Arundel and Carminow impaling, according to Mr. Almaok,

what is intended for Mann ly.

(6.) Tyrell impaling Maritcy. Sir James's uncle and aunt, of Heron,

On the south-cast buttress of the chancel the Tyrell shield

is again to be observed ; and on the north-east buttress that

of Arundel] quartering Carminow, an ancient Cornish family.3

Above it is an old French motto, Groyne (or Groyne?) que

vodroy, meaning '"Let him complain who -will."
1 This

may be found to be a motto of the Arundells, Dame Anne
Tyrell's family.

On a south buttress of the chancel is a shield bearing the

Darey arms. There are also many graceful monograms,

rebuses, and badges scattered profusely about the flint frame-

work. Amongst these may be mentioned the following,

i and t for James Tyrell

—

d and a (in two hearts) for

Dame Anne—the letters I and s, probably for James. Also

the sacred monogram for Jesus,—Maria in a monogram of

M., and a very elaborate monogram, occurring once only,

containing the Tyrell knot or badge, resembling the triquetra,

or semicircles interlaced, combined with the letters w, a, and

perhaps also the letter T.

On the north side of the nave, over the door which is

stopped up, in a wheel-like design, are the letters—G—and

t—a monogram of l and s, combined,—and the letter E.

And here 1 leave my reader to discover some interpretation

of these initials, more probable, yet not more fitting to con-

clude with than

—

" Gratios Tibi JESU Reddo."
I return to Thee thanks, Jesus.

The reader is indebted to my courteous correspondent,

.Mr. Charles Tyrell, jun., of the Plashwood, near Gipping, for

allowing this description to be illustrated from the accurate

drawings of the chapel, made in the year 1S69 by the master

of the Earl Stonham village school, Mr. Watling. And my
own thanks are due to Mr. Ahnack, of Long Melford, lor his

kind and promptly rendered assistance in the heraldry.

1. p. exxv—vi. The motto may possibly o mrey some
« i,

. inder, allusion to the boar's bead crest.

murmurer, in Lat. grannire, Roquefort.
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REMARKS OX ROMAN COINS FOUND NEAR WOODBR1DUH,
SUFFOLK. 1

By BUNNELL LEWI?, M.A., F.8.A., Professor of Latin in Queen's College, Cork.

In digging for coprolites at Sutton, near Woodbridge, sonic

labourers recently found a vessel, which is said to have con-

tained nearly a bushel of Roman coins. They belong to the

period of Constantino, and are for the most part of ordinary

types ; but as illustrations of history they are interesting,

and from this point of view I propose to consider them on

the present occasion.

A modern writer,2 more remarkable for rhetorical bril-

liancy than minute accuracy, has said that the series of Greek
coins docs not yield to the Roman in " historical interest."

This statement is not correct : the Greek coins are incom-

] arably superior as works of art ; they also afford much
curious information withrespect to mythology, manners, and
customs, and the productions of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms; but, as Eckhel observes, "Facta histories non
facile admittunt." On the other hand, the Roman scries,

both consular and imperial, though inferior in execution, arc

invaluable as records of events.3 Had all the MSS. of the
(nek and Latin writers perished in the confusion of the

Middle Ages, these coins would still have supplied us with

-in outline of the principal facts- and personages. This re-

mark applies to that glorious era in Etonian history when,

according to Gibbon, the human race enjoyed the greatest

happiness, under Trajan, Hadrian, and the Antonines ; it is

equally true with respect to the period with which we are

now immediately concerned, i lie commencement of the Lower

1 IN l In

•

can irc< ly glean any addil Ions] teu I

.

bhi i Queen Phi
i

•
n ••II. Lord Talbot de Blalahide, (BA2IAU2A MAI3TI3), we learn from

I. A., in the chain the coin* <>f .1 single emperor, Trajan,
1 v on Addison. ral oiroumstanoes otherwise un*

.'.1 toe inn. fcifu] known.
f Bioilian ooins «<
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Empire, when the decline of art corresponded with the loss

cf freedom and the decay of political institutions. It has

been justly said that art is the reflection of literature ; ac-

cordingly, as after Trajan and Hadrian we scarcely meet

with a single writer of original genius, so, when we descend

below their date, we observe that the coins degenerate, ex-

hibit false taste, and sacrifice the objects that should be most

prominent to meretricious accessories.

Many of the coins found near Woodbridge belong to the

class called votive, and corroborate the accounts given us in

the Augustan history of the acclamations and prayers for a

happy reign which greeted the new emperor on his accession

to the throne.

AVe find on their reverses the letters V and xx, &c. ; these

probably refer to the number of years of the reign, and their

origin may be traced to the age of Augustus, who accepted

supreme power for periods of ten years—a fact which was

commemorated by the institution of the festival of the De-

cennalia. On the coins of Constantine the letters xxx some-

times occur, denoting that his reign lasted for thirty years
;

and similar votive inscriptions are visible in the medallions

on the arch of this emperor at Kome.
Amongst these coins we have one that bears the legend

saumatia DEVicTA, and thus confirms the statements of Am-
mianus, Eutropius, and other historians. But we meet very

frequently with the legend gloria exercitvs and VIRTVS

EXERCIT ; and here again we have an illustration of the Gothic,

an, and civil wars in which the Romans were engaged
during this period.

Some of these coins have the abbreviation avgg. for

Augusti, and CAESS. for Caosares, thus bearing testimony to

the division of the Roman world between two orders of

emperors, which began in the time of Diocletian.

All the coins with the legend beata tiuxqyillitas on the

reverse have the mint-mark plon, and appear to have been

Btruck in London. I cannot help remarking that by a happy
coincidence these words, which were first used in a remote

antiquity, aptly describe the peaceable population of our

capita] at the present day.

The legend coxstantixopolis reminds us of the change of

the seat of empire.

The legend viCTorviAE dd. avgg. q. nx. has been variously
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interpreted ; some explain it as, Victoria} dominorura Augus-

torum guinque nostrorum,4 the five princes being Constan-

tine II., Constantius, Constans, Delmatius, and Ilanni-

ballianus. Others suppose that q. means que (and), as

in the abbreviation s. P. Q. B., i. c, Senatus Populusquc

Romanus.
A Blight inspection of this series will show the personal

advantages which Constantino possessed over his rivals. In

the long line of Roman emperors, with the exception of

Augustus, we scarcely find a face superior to his " majestic

countenance/'

Two of these coins indicate the deification of the emperors

Constantius and Constantino the Great : in the latter case

the emperor stands in a chariot and extends his arm to

grasp a celestial hand which is raising him to the skies. At
an earlier period the apotheosis was represented by a dif-

ferent symbol : the emperor was borne aloft by an englc,

the bird of Jove ; and the empress had for her device a

peacock, which was similarly appropriated to Juno, as is seen

mi the coins of Samoa, the seat of her worship. The epithet

hints in the legend often occurs in Tacitus and Suetonius,

and has been adopted by the Christian Church as the title

of canonization, The letters DV., the abbreviation of this

word, may be seen on the Roman milestone in the town

Museum at Leicester.

In several cases we find on the reverse a gate with orna-

ments at the top, that seem to be trophies, where we have the

letters ptb (pcrcussa Treviris). Some antiquaries have en-

deavoured to identify it with the Porta Nigra at Treves,

which is described by Wyttenbach in his Treatise on the

Antiquities of that city; bm, perhaps, we have here only

the representation of the gate of a cam]'.

It remains for me to say a few words on mini marks, a

branch of the subject which presents man)' difficulties, and

not yi t been fully elucidated by any writer on numis-

matics. These marks are letters in the exergue of the re-

1 1 r e, i.e., in I be lower pari of the field of the coin, separated

from the rest by a line. The following occur amongst others

on these coins, and may be thus explained :

—

sis— Siscia, now Sissek, the chief town in Pannonia.

4 C i.
i'. 2T0.
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const—Constantinople.

plon—struck at London (percussa Londinii).

trs—struck at Treves (Treviris signata).

SMANTB—struck at Antioch (signata moneta Antiochia? ;

b, second issue).

trp—struck at Treves (Treviris percussa).

str—struck at Treves (signata Treviris).

After the exergual letters denoting the mint, we often find

another letter, a, b, r, a, &c, which seems to signify the

issue, first, second, third, fourth, &c. Besides the mint-marks
we frequently meet with letters on the field of the coin which
are hard to explain; c. ()., on one of Crispus we have *, which
some have read *. We can hardly suppose that these letters

denote the issue, because this is expressed in the exergual

letters smka, i. e. (signata Moneta Karthagine), money struck

at Carthage, fourth issue. This is an enigma which I must
leave to some more learned numismatist to solve. 5

These coins vary in execution : some exhibit considerable

skill in portraiture ; others are comparatively rude ; but on
the whole they represent the decline of art corresponding

with the debasement of literature. So, on the Arch of Con-
stantino, we find the sculptural decorations borrowed from a

monument of Trajan,' as if there were no competent artists

living at the time when it was erected. If we may judge
from the ruins of Diocletian's Palace at Spalatro, architecture

appears to have survived longer than the sister arts.

The following are the principal authorities for the numis-
matics of this period :

—

Agostini of Tarragona, whose great work, first published
in Spanish, is generally quoted by the Latin title—Augusti-
nus Tarraconensis, Dialogi de Nummis Veterum.

Ezechiel Spanheim—l)e priestantia ct usu Numisma'tum
;

folio.

Banduri—Nuinismata Impcratorum Romanorum ; folio.

• Since these remarks were written the Jersey. The final lettersA, B, r, &c„ may
Rev. <'. W. King has suggested to me perhaps denote distinct officinse of the

that the Utters ^ (so they should pro- saine unnt - On the subject of mint-

bably he read,) indicate the number of '"'J'^/
must refer the reader to the

copper coins contained in the silver ™Table
. ^^"On Roman Coins

denarius, just as we find X1L on the ob-
Btruck l

?
"' t;un '

J*
M, '-. IV &lii *>

Edward the Sixth's shillings.
communicated at the meeting of the

With the number 13, which may seem
^^ological Institute, held a London,

at first frig] b- ^y- 1868- See Arch. Journ. voL xxiv.

division of the shilling into 113 pence at ^
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This work treats of the later Roman emperors, from Trajanus

Decius downwards.

Eckhel—Doctrina Numorum Veterum, especially vol. viii.

For the Numi Votorum, vide vol. viii. p. 47o.

Cohen—Les Monnaies frappees suns ['Empire Romain,

vols, v., vi., and vii. This work, being the last on the sub-

ject, and containing the most copious list of coins, is very

useful to the collector ; but the earlier numismatists must be

consulted for the sake of references to ancient authors and

other collateral information.

Sabatier—Production dc l'Or, de l'Argent, et du Cnivrc

chez les Anciens, et h6tels monetaires des empires Romain
ct Byzantin. This work gives a list of the Roman mints,

but is very defective in the explanation of the mint-

marks.

Madden—Handbook of Roman Coins. This small and

unpretending book affords much useful information, and the

results of recent investigations.

I may take this opportunity of expressing my hope that

numismatics and other branches of archaeology may be more
generally introduced into the higher education of our country.

If classical studies arc to maintain their ground, they must

be pursued in a more realistic manner, and the authors of

Greece and Home illustrated by the remains of ancient art:

where originals cannot be pr< cured, they should be copied

and reproduced by all the aids and appliances that modern in-

genuity • -.•in devise. The great writers of antiquity will then

cease to be mere lessons in philology; the student, as he

peruses their works, will picture to himself the seems which

they describe, and for a time, al least, "live in the life of a

bygone a

These apparently Insignificant memorials of the past are

seen by the vulgar with indifference, and offer few attrac-

tions i" the technical artist; but they are viewed by the

antiquary with far differenl eyi .
As he handles these

of copp r thai issued from the Roman mints mure

than fifteen hundred years ago, now coated with the rust of

centui ies, bearing <•], illegible, and presenting

i the tyl of •' degraded art, he thinks of the per-

•iii I events which they Bymbolize and record, the close

of the long Btruggle I" I

•..
i Paganism and Christianity, the

founds ion ol a m-v, capital, and the e tablishmenl of a new
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religion. He is reminded of the varied fortunes of the reign-

ing family, of the piety of Helena, the crowning victory of

Constantino, and the tragic fate of Crispus. His thoughts

are carried away by the subject to lands and times alike re-

mote ; but they will revert to our own countryman/' the

greatest of all historians, who has used so happily the coins

and medals, as well as every other monument within his

reach ; who has woven the discordant statements of ancient

writers into one harmonious narrative, who has shed the

light of learning and genius on a period previously as obscure

as it was interesting to the philosophical inquirer. 7

Lcgemh (m Coinsfound near Wbodbridge, Suffolk.

1.

:'..

4.

5

7.

8.

9.

lit.

11

13.

14.

15.

1G.

17.

IS.

1!'.

20.

21.

22.

i'.;.

24.

Obverse.

OONSTANTINVS AVG.

«fc G.

- 1'AXTIXVS P. AVG.

DIVO CONSTANTIO OPT. [MP.

.V 12. 0ON8TANTINOPOLIS.

OONSTANTINVS MAX. AVG.

\X1TXVS 1V\. XOD. c.

1). X. PL. I VI.. ( EUSPVS HOB. CAF.S.

II.. IVI.. CON8TAM HVS NOB. 0.

IVL. CRISPVS NOB. C.

PL. IVL. CONSTANTIV8 NOB. C.

CON8TAN8 V. P. AVG.

Reverse.

P. X. COXSTAXTlXr M \7.. AVG.

SARMATIA BEVICTA.

PROVIDENT] AE AVGG.

VIRTUS AVGG.

VIRTVS EXERCIT.

DEATA TRANQVILLITAS.

BEQVIES OPT. MER.

GLORIA EXERCITVS.

9 PROVIDEXTIAE CA

I

CAESARVM NOSTRORVM.
BEATA TRANQVILLITAS.

[OV] CON8BRVATORL
CAESARVM NOSTRORVM.

GLORIA i:xi RCITVS.

PROVIDENTIAE I LESS.

GLORIA EXERCITVS.

VICTORIAS DD. AVGG. Q. XX*.

c Gibbon.
*

I beg to acknowledge with thanks

the kind assistance 1 have rec< ived in

preparing these remarks from Mr.

Corkran, of the British Museum; Mr.

William iry of the

Royal Astronomical Society; and my
brother, -Mr. S. S. Lewis, Fellow and
Librarian of Corpus Christi C
Cambridge.

VOL. XXVIII.

8 This legend appears to refer to the

Bupply of corn provided for the Roman
people by the care of the emperors.

Compare the words Ann na, Cbertas,

Abundantia, Liberalitas, which often oc-

cur on the coins. For this subject, see

Dictionary of Antiquities, s. v. Frumta-
twice Leges, and Merivale, Bistory of the
Romans under the Empire, ed. 1 S ' • £,

vol. iv. pp. 391, 3 (J2.
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Obverse.

25. PL. rVL. !ii i.i:n.\i: ayg.
26. 1 I. MAX. THEODORA AVG.
27. VBB8 ROMA.

LNTINVS PT. AVGG.

Reverse.

PAX PVBLICA.

"PIETAS BOMANA.

9 These words remind as of Virgil's
'• Pius - 1 ::i. is," of the Emperoi
ninus Pius, and of Sextos Pompeiua,
whose denarii are inscribed iiaq. piyb.

imp. iter., and Lear on tho reverse, some-
times, Pietas, Bometimee, the Catamcan
Brothers -a type of filial devotion.



THE HOUSE OF PUDENS IN HOME.

15y J. II. PABKBB, F.S.A.

It is well known that the early history of the Bishops

of Rome, afterwards called popes, is very obscure and of

doubtful authenticity. The earliest historian is Damasus,

who lived in the latter part of the fourth century, and
must have relied on tradition for the history of the three

previous centuries. lie states that Pius I., "who was

bishop from 154 to 162, "made a church in the thermal

of Novatus, and dedicated it in honour of his sister

Pudentiana, the martyr."' The authenticity of this state-

ment, which is printed in Anastasius, is disputed by Pro-

testant historians, and warmly contended for by Roman
Catholics. Pius I. is said to have been a brother of the

Pastor Hernias, who wrote the celebrated treatise called by
his name, the genuineness of which is also a matter of dispute.

If the Roman Catholic historians can be accepted, Pius was

the brother of this Pastor Hennas, and the grandson of

Pudens, the Roman senator, and the friend of St. Paul.

The coincidences are very great respecting the family of

Pudens as being among the earliest Christians, and the

most important family of Christians in Rome. The legends

of the Greek Church and those of the ancient British Church,

now called the Welsh, agree substantially with the Roman
l< genda respecting this family. The connection of Pudens

with the British royal family, and his marriage with Gladys,

the daughter of Caractacus, is a staunch matter of belief in

Wales. These legends have been collected bv a Welsh

clergyman of the name of Morgan, 1 now an archdeacon.

Some of the leading facts are confirmed by Tacitus,2 and

by .Martial in his epigrams. 3

1 Morgan's St. Paul in Britain, 12mo. Ibid. lib. W. 29, ".\n rpDr.NTnxi
;

"

Oxford, 1861, p. 1U to 129. lib. v. 48; lib. vi. 68; lib.vii.97:—
1 Annals of Taoitua,BookxiLe.88 to 3S. "di claudia rufiha.
3 Martialis Epigram, lib. i. 32 ; lib. iv.

M Claudia cccruleis cum sit Rufina Brit-

18 :
— tannia

ad rvfcm dh semis PODBBTU lt Edits, quam Latix pectorc plebis babet I

CLAUDLfi n: -

tLGi:i.v.K. Quale decus fornix,' &c. lib. xi. 53.
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Another incidental confirmation of the connection of the

family of Pudens with Britain is afforded by the well-known

inscription found at Chichester, and preserved in the park of

Goodwood, near to that city. This inscription records the

grant of laud for building a temple by Pudens in his capacity

of governor of the southern province of Britain.

It is now generally acknowledged that the Acts of the

Martyrs and the Roman Martyrology were compiled in the

1 1 tli or ninth century, and are in themselves of no

historical authority. They are compiled from various sources

of very different authenticity, but the Acts of Justin Martyr

have generally been allowed to be genuine, and in these we
have strong testimony in favour of the history of the house

of Pudens. When S. Justin is being examined by the

Prefect he is asked " in what place the Christians were

accustomed to assemble in Rome?" At first he evades the

question, saying that they do not all assemble at the same

place; but, as the Prefect presses the question again as to

where he himself has resided in Pome, he replies, in the

house of a certain Martin, in the baths of Timotheus, which

is another name for the baths or thermce of Novatus, made
in the house of Pudens. Timotheus was another member of

the same family. According to the traditions of the Roman
Church, this senator's largo family palace, in a part of which

hot-air baths, called by the Greek name of thermce, had been

made, and afterwards abandoned, was the usual abode of all

foreign ( 'hristians coming to Pome, a sort of gratuitous hostel

open to all fellow-Christians coming with proper certificates.

The archaeological evidence is strongly in favour of the

truth of these traditions ; the existing remains of some great

palace of the first century, with alterations of the second, arc

very distinct. It was built against the southern cliff of the

Viminal Hill. The cellars under the houses in (lie Vi;i <li

S. Pudentiana (originally called the Vwus Patricias) consist

of •

of long, narrow, vaulted chambers, the arches of

which are buill ol the line brick-work of the first century,

<t.i] of which are upported by other arches under them,

and these lower arches are ol the character of the* secou I

reunify. The subterranean church is formed out, of three of

narrow, vaulted chambers, with arches pierced

through the walls, and with clerestory windows made over

them. These windows musl have opened into an area, and so
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were just below the level of the ground, and therefore out of

sight, The whole arrangement was admirably calculated to

avoid observation in times of persecution, but the persecu-

tions usually lasted a few months only ; at other times the

Christians were treated in the same manner as other citizens,

and were governed by the same laws. They could and did

assemble in each other's houses in ordinary times, and as

their numbers increased the usual place of assembly became

the basilica, or great hall, the largest room in the house.

This was evidently the case in the house of Pudens, as the

present church of S. Pudentiana stands in the original hall

of the palace, and the outer wall of it can be seen behind

the altar, with the large hall windows in it of the first

century, filled up with brick-work of the second century, so

nearly resembling the original construction that it is not easy

at first sight to distinguish them. The original construe-

tion of the wall and of the arches of the hall windows
agrees perfectly with that of the arches in the cellars and in

the subterranean church.

According to the Roman traditions the therm cc of

Novatus had been abandoned, and were not in use when
the church was made. There is a remarkable confirma-

tion of this in the remains of the subterranean church :

in the angles of the chambers we find hot-air flues cut in

the wall of the first century, which must have been done
before the arches were pierced to make the church, and
could not have been then in use. After the arches were
made they could not have used it as a sweating-bath, what
we now call a Turkish or Russian bath, which corresponds

exactly with the thermce of ancient Rome, and these thermce

of Novatus must have been out of use when the arches were
pierced, which appears to have been in the second century,

to judge by the construction of the brick arches, and so

agreeing with the tradition. One objection to the genuineness

of tin.' dedication by Pius I. is that when the first Roman
synod was held at the end of the fifth century, in the year
•1!)!), Asterius Justinus, the priest who attended the synod, is

called "Presbyter Tituli Pudentis" This appears to me
rather to confirm the tradition that this church was made
in the bouseof Pudens, and was called indifferently either by
that general name, or by that of different members of the

family.
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Pompcius Ugonius, who was living in the sixteenth century,

at the time that this church was rebuilt by the Gaetani, was
ill of that great family, and an eye-witness and careful

observer of what was seen in his time, of which lie has left

us a record in his book on the " Stations of Rome ;" * his tes-

timony is therefore very important. He states that on one

<>f the capitals was an inscription recording that Valerius

Messala, prefect of the city, had caused some building (the

name of which was unfortunately obliterated) in the Vicus

Patricius t<» be ma le and adorned in a splendid manner for

the public.'' lb' also saw a marble sarcophagus in the court-

yard with the inscription:

—

leopakdo i:t m.wimo. These

are said by Panvinius to have been cardinal priests under

Innocent 1. (a.d. 402—407). Leopardus is mentioned by

Anastasius,6 as rebuilding the church of St. Agnes. On the

wall behind the high altar was another marble slab with the

inscription:—ETILICIO LBOPABDO rr m ax i:mo, but Ugonius

thinks that this slab may haw been moved from another

place. Over the altar in the side chapel, where the wooden
slab or table is preserved, on which S. Peter is said to have

celebrated the Eucharist, was another inscription in .Mosaic

rs,

—

maximvs • FECIT * cv.M " SVIS. This .altar is the one at

end of the north aisle, which was rebuilt by Cardinal

Wiseman. It will be Been by the ground plan of the church

this aisle, with the chapel at the end of it, projects con-

siderably beyond the line of the high altar, and extends to

the outer wall, whereas the high altar is brought consider-

ably within it, and has a chamber or sacristy behind it.

The apse, with the present line Mosaic picture upon it, also

• tin Is quite detached from the outer wall, and considerably

within it. The Mosaic inscription over the Bide altar could

therefore have nothing to do with the Mosaic picture over

tin- high altar, but on the contrary evidently belongs ton

different period. On the wall that separates the chapel

from tic- choir and the bigli altar is a marble Blab, with the

name siBiciva bpiscopvs. It has the appearance of having

been built in when tic wall was rebuilt, but being in the

pari of tic wall it, may be in its original place, the

* ••
\ U Roma i

I. mi 10 \ Krrom ib si »

I', mpii in-.\ Ml ni", \-|i.\i.i ;

"
I oil £

l\ : p. 161.

.... , I \ v. .-.
:
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upper part of the wall only being rebuilt. The low Avail with

the inscription upon it is stated by Ugonius to have been

part of the marble screen to enclose the choir, erected in the

time of Innocent III. (a.d. 1198— 121G), by Cardinal Sasso,

as recorded by another inscription. Old marble was no

doubt used fur the purpose. The character of the letters of

the name of Siricius agrees with the fourth century. It ap-

pears probable that the heads in panels of shallow sculpture

built in as a lintel over the doorway in the sixteenth century

were originally part of this screen to enclose the choir, in

which were also the Amboncs ; but this does not decide the

date, as they might also be old marble. Siricius was bishop

from 3S5 to 397, and there were only five years between him
and Innocent I. It is therefore probable that the church

was rebuilding during these two episcopates, and that the

eld hall or basilica was then pulled down, excepting the end
wall behind the altar.

The church was entirely rebuilt under Hadrian I. (a.d.

77-— 79.")), as recorded by Anastasius, 7 who says that the

church was then in ruins. His exact words here are im-

portant : he calls it the " Titulus of Ptidens," that is, the

church of St. Pudentiana.

Leo III.
8

(a.d. 79 j'—81G) is recorded by Anastasius to

have given a silver corona lucis and a white silk vestment to

this church, and may have done more ; the sculpture of the

heads may be of his time, the rebuilding being only then

completed.

In one of the side chapels of the lower church there is a
painting of the eighth century, which is published in Perret's

work on the Catacombs. It represents the Madonna between
S. Pudentiana and S. Prassedc. This painting I once saw
about five years since, by descending on a ladder throuoh
the opening in the pavement of a side chapel in the upper
church into the chapel of the lower church, tins then being
converted into a family burial vault ; as bodies have since

been buried in it. it is now impossible to descend into it. The
arch from this chapel to the aisle of the lower church was
walled up at that time.

Another battle-ground in this church is the Mosaic picture

in the apse, one of the finest Mosaic pictures in liome, rc-

'• ' Tituluin Pudentis, id est ecclesiam di i ivit." Anastaa 343.
Sanotn Pudentiana in minia poaitam 125.
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Bpecting the date of which there is the greatest difference of

opinion among the learned. The Roman school contend

that it is of the fourth century, when the upper church wns

rebuilt. The church was again partially rebuilt in the eleventh

century, as indicated by an inscription on the wall of the

north aisle, which gives a date to that wall. The last general

rebuilding was made at the expense of the Gaetani family in

the sixteenth century, as we now see it, and at that time the

nave was shortened considerably ; the square court between

the present front and the street having formerly been part

of this church, with some of the subterranean chambers of

the house of Pudens under it. The new front, now being-

rebuilt by Cardinal Bonaparte, is only on the site of the one

built by the Gaetani, still leaving the old doorway with the

-hallow sculpture over it, which may have been of the eighth

century, or possibly of the twelfth ; this kind of shallow sculp-

ture is usually of the eighth or ninth, but in Rome old

fashions lingered long, and the Latin verses round the heads

of the family of Pudens are very much like those common
in the twelfth century.

Ugonius states that he found among the fragments of the

mosaics on the ground the monogram of II \i>i;iants. which

he called Tertius, without any authority, as he gives a wood-

cut of the monogram in which no indication of the number

occurs. This appears to be strong evidence that this mosaic

picture was made when the church was rebuilt, about 780.

He also found other letters forming part of the name of

Hadrianua as of part of another inscription.

A great deal has been said about the antique character of

this mosaic picture, which is called the finest in Rome, but

1 cannot myself see the antique character
; it cannot be

i arlier than the end of the fourth century, when the church

was built on tin' Bite of the old basilica, making use of the

old crypt and outer wall only, of that period wo have no

in the lea ibling it, and the remarkable

in s. Maria Mnggiore, which belong to the early

pari of the fifth century, or uol man} years after this, are

of quite a different Btyle of work and of drawing. Thoseare

i ntirely composed of scriptural subjects, whereas these

two figures of pain! Pu lentiana and Prassede,—and

the emblems of the Evangelists in the clouds. It is true

that the e are repre i ated in a peculiar manner, unlike any
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others in Home ; but the style of workmanship and of draw-
ing does not agree with the mosaics in S. Constantia a few

years earlier, or those in 8. Maria Maggiore a few years

later, and agrees much more nearly with those in the sister

church of S. Prassede a few years after the time of Hadrian 1.

The difference is about thirty years, which may be sufficient

to account for the difference between them.

It is true, also, that there is a remarkable resemblance

between the buildings in the back-ground of the picture

under those emblems and those represented on a sarco-

phagus of the fourth century nowr in the Lateran Museum,
both being separate buildings, with circular domed roofs, and
doorways with gratings over them, similar to the door of the

Pantheon, evidently an old Roman custom. Each of the

Apostles sits in front of a door of this kind, in evident allu-

sion to the book of Revelation. This resemblance in de-

sign and execution can hardly be accidental ; but there is

no improbability in supposing that this very sarcophagus

might have been used as a model by the mosaicist centuries

afterwards. This seems more probable than that the mosaic
should be unlike any other of the period. The central figme
of Christ, with the label, having the inscription Domintts
Conservator Ecclesia P'udentiana, is an evident restoration of

the sixteenth century. The mosaic has been much repaired

and restored in many parts and at different times.

There appears to be strong evidence that this fine mosaic

picture was one of the earliest works of the Schola Graeca

in Rome, the colony of Byzantine Greek artists who took

refuge in Rome from the Iconoclasts about that time, and
had a dwelling assigned to them at the church of S. Maria
in Cosmedin, so called from the rich decorations of these

artists. In the time of Ugonius, the mosaic over the side

altar, with the inscription, was still in existence ; it has since

been destroyed. The outer side-wall of that chapel was re-

built in the time of Gregory VII., a.d. 1073— 1085, by
Cardinal Benedictus, as recorded by an inscription. The
exterior of this wall is an excellent example of that peculiar

mode of construction called herring-bone work; this was very

frequently used in the eleventh century. The present

church, with its low vaulted nave, and with the columns
cased in square brick pillars, and with all the characteristics

Vol.. XXVIII. II
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of the ugliest of debased periods, is entirely the work of the

Gaetani family, and was much admired in its time. The

very elegant campanile belongs to the end of the twelfth

century, the time of Innocent III., a.d. 1198—1216. The

chapel of the Gaetani is on the left hand in entering the

nave, and is very handsome in its details, with really tine

sculpture and mosaic pictures of the modern sehool ; one of

these (over the door) represents the saints Pudentiana and

Prassede collecting the blood of the martyrs according to

the Legends, and employing sponges for that pin-pose.

The relies of three thousand saints are said to be buried

in this church. Of course this means only that such relics

were brought from the catacombs when the church was re-

built in the eighth century; but it is absurdly misrepre-

sented, and ignorant people are taught that they were all

thrown down the well, with a grating of the thirteenth

century over it, on the left hand side of the nave, and a,

light is let down to show the bones at the bottom, which

are renewed from time to time.

It has beeu -;iid that the house or palace of the Pudens

family was built up against the cliff of the Yiminal Hill,

on the southern side, the Virus Patricius of the time of

the Republic and the Empire was made in the great fosse

or trench in the valley under that cliff, and that the street

now called the Via di S. Pudentiana is in the same line

though at a higher level. On the opposite side of the Viminal

Hill, bmlt against the northern cliff, are remains of another

Street of the same kind, in the same line that a new .street is

now being made. Against the upper part of the cliff are

remains "1 towers with tufa walls of the time of the kings,

belonging to the original Arx of the Viminal, and concrete

wall-, of a house of the time of the Republic; and on the

sloping haul, are remains of the lavacrum of Agrippina, of

the time of Augustus, which was identified by an inscription

found on the walls. There are still some Interesting remains

(if mosaic pavements and painted chambers of the firs! cen-

tury, and the aqueduct to Bupply the baths or washing

places. ThU is ingeniou l\ contrived in such a manner that

one tunnel Berved for both purposes, there being .-i small

channel fur j. ure water let into the upper pari of ;i drain.

The same convenient arrangement ma\ be seen in the Cloaca

Maxima, n< ar St. 6e< in A elabro.
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These interesting remains on the northern slope of the

Viminal have been nia<le more visible by the excavations

of the Archaeological Society in 1871.

REFERENCES TO THE GROUND PLAN.

a a Wall of the first century, with Hall Windows of the second.

b c Chambers excavated in 1870, formerly under the nave of the

church.

D E ('handlers of the first century, with alterations of the second,

now cellars.



OS A KONUMKXT IN THE CLOISTER OF ST. MARIA
A N.NTMI ATA, AT FLORENCE.

By W. BUB

Few travellers who go to Florence fail to visit the famous

Madonna del Sacco in the great cloister of the Church of the

Annunciata. Close to the chef (Fceuvre of Andrea del ISarto

is b marble monument, which will hardly claim notice except

from the antiquary, but which has a history as stirring as

those connected with the monuments of Athens or of Rome;
and as the battle of Marathon was the commencement of

the supremacy of Athens, the fight at Campoldino gave

Florence the predominance in Tuscany.

Tin- monument in the cloister of the Annunciata consists

of three principal slabs of marble, forming an ohlong panel,

in the centre of which rises a low pediment, There is also

a base below and a label above, formed of sundry other

I

- of marble. In the midst of the panel, in high relief,

is .-i warrior on horseback : the rest of the ground being

occupied by two ornaments; that on the dexter side is a con-

ventional tree, with a couple of birds on the topmost branches,

while the sinister side has simply a flat circular boss, not

unlike the ornament a modem builder puts up in the centre

of a drawing-room ceiling. On the flat Bpace which occurs

een the moulding of the bottom of the panel and the

there is the following inscription in Lombardic cha-

.Tni
'

m< « i.xxxix • me • JACET
• Ql LLIBLM1 9

-

B LLIU8 ' OLIM ' DM '

ami;i:k;i • DB ' NBBBONA.

At present the monument is placed against the wall, tho

• mi ill.' ground; but from its shape the con-

jecture may, perhaps, I"- hazarded that it may have been

the lintel of a doorway, which would account
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for its extreme length in proportion to its height, and the

employment of the foliage on either side of the figure.

Curiously enough, a nearly similar figure, only of earlier

date and of ruder workmanship, occurs on the side of a sar-

cophagus in the museum at Toulouse. The arms on the

shield have also a certain resemblance to those on the monu-
ment at Florence. The principal points to be noticed in

the latter are— 1. The shape of the helmet. 2. The
direction of the bands of mail at the chin. 3. The edge
of the breastplate under the surcoat. 4. The direction of

the hands of mail on the arm, one band being left un-

carved, as if to show the attachment of the glove. 5. The
adjuncts to the thighs, the knees and the shins. Mr.
Hewitt, who has described and engraved this figure from

the Kerrich collection in the British Museum, thinks that the

"abundance of ornament seems to imply a moulded mate-

rial, cuir houilli," hut of course there is no authority for this

opinion, as the ornament was just as likely to be beaten out

of metal as moulded in leather. 6. The shoes, which are likely

to have been made of leather, in which case the circles may
possibly indicate brass ornaments or nails. 7. The crescent

shape of the dagger pommel. This is found as late as the

beginning of the 15th century, in the woodcuts of Burgmaier.

8. The covering of the horse, which appears to be simply of

cloth, and shows no appearance of mail beneath. 9. The
surcoat of the knight, powdered with fleur-de-lys down to

the waist, but below quite plain. At present there are

no vestiges of paint upon the monument, although the

plate of it in Bonnard's " Costumes" ' is highly coloured and
the drawing improved.

Now as regards the state of art shown in this sculpture.

If we remember its date, and if we compare it with con-

temporary works in France and England, we cannot fail to

he astonished at its comparative rudeness, even when we
take into account the extra difficulty of the material, viz.,

white marble. Because Italy at a later period did take

the lead in the arts, some authors choose to imagine that

she always did so, and it is thus that we see the state-

ment continually repeated, that the effigies of Henry llf.

and Queen Eleanor were the work of a Florentine of the

1 Costumes Hiatoriquea dee XIII., XI v.. et XV. nicies, jar Camille Boonard.
Lomlou: Colnaghi, 1844, No, 12.
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name of Torelli ; whereas, we know that William Torel

- B citizen of London, and that the name occurs in

the Domesday Book. But apart from all documentary evi-

dences, a careful comparison of the 13th century sculpture

in Italy and of that of France and England, will be en-

tirely in lav. air of the latter two countries : and this tomb

at Florence is only one example out of many.

The circumstances which led to the death of the tutor of

Amerigo de Narbonne, and consequently to the erection of

the monument, are very fully described by Giovanni Villani,

from whom 1 extract the following account, merely premising

that Florence and Arezzo were at the time in question at

war with each other, for the great reason, inter alia, that

Florence belonged to the Guelph party, whereas Arezzo

held for the Ghibelline. At the same time Charles II. of

Naples had been liberated from his captivity in Spain, and

was then going from France to take possession of his king-

dom. His father, the great Charles d'Anjou, having been

dead some three years. 2

" In the said year (1289), on the 2nd of May, there came

to Florence the Prince Charles, sou of the great King

Charles, who, returning from France, and on his way to

Rieti to the Pope, was received by the Florentines with

great honour and presents, and after stopping three days

in Florence he left to make journey by way of Siena.

The prince being asked by the Commune
of Florence for a captain of war, and to allow them

t - » carry the Royal standard with their host, he granted

their request, and knighted Amerigo dj Nerbona, a great.

gentleman, brave and wise in war, and gave them him for

captain, and the said Messer Amerigo with his company,

above a hundred mounted men, came t<» Florence with the

aforesaid cavalry, and the prince went to court and was

honourably received by Pope Nicholas."

j)iii ( , Compagni,8 also a contemporary of the events in

question, in hi- Cronica Fiorentina, gives rather a different

accouut of Messer Amerigo. He Baye thai
H the prince lefl

with them Messer Amerigo di Nerbona, his baron and gentle-

man, young and handsome in body, but not very expert in

i
\ dl Oioi mm Vill.mi, lil>. 7, . . ill allow.

FiiotiEo per il Magheri, i I i i Fiorent oa di I >ino >li Com
, the ex- p tgnL Firense

i
Burl era Biani bi, L86 -,

tl Idiom oi tin' p, i v.
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deeds of anus, but there remained with him an old knight,

his tutor (Balio), and many other knights apt and expert in

war, and with great pay and rations."

Villani then proceeds to tell us how the Florentines having

got the royal standard and Messer Amerigo, immediately

proceeded to make use of them, for on the 13th of May they

Bet out on an expedition against Arezzo. In the enumera-

tion of the forces we are informed that there were one thou-

sand six hundred knights, and ten thousand foot, of which

there wore six hundred citizens with horses, the best armed
and mounted that ever went out from Florence, and four hun-

dred soldiers with the people of the Captain Messer Amerigo
in the pay of the Florentines. Now, in the previous chapter

Villani says that Amerigo had about one hundred men on

horseback ; we must therefore suppose that he had also three

hundred foot soldiers in addition, or that that number of

mercenaries had been added to his troup. The actual battlo

which took place on the 11th of June is thus described by

Villani :

" And the Florentines having joyfully received the chal-

lenge of a battle, the two hosts mutually skirmished and faced

each other in better order than had ever been done in Italy,

in the plain at the foot of Poppi, in a country called Certo-

mundo, for so the place is named ; and there is a church of

minor friars close by, and a plain which is called Campoldino,

and this happened on a Saturday morning the 11th day

of the month of June, the day of St. Barnabas the

Apostle.
•• Messer Amerigo and the other captains of the Floren-

tines skirmished well and in good order. Making a van-

guard (feditori) of one hundred and fifty of the best of the

host, among which were twenty new knights who were then

made. And Messer Vieri De'cerchi, one of the captains,

having a bad leg, persisted in being one of the vanguard,

and having to choose his men. he wished to have nobody
against his will, but chose his son and his nephew. For which

thing he had great praise, and through his good example,

and through shame, many other noble citizens put them-

sclves in the vanguard. This being done, on either win- of

the pavisera were placed cross-bowmen and foot soldiers

with long lances; and behind the vanguard tli<' great batta-

lion (of cavalry), also with foot soldiers on the wings.

VOL. XXVIII. I
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i d all was collected together, so as to

retain the great battalion, and without the said battalion

, two hundred knights, with loot soldiers from
i and from Pistoia, and other strangers, of whom the

captain was Messer Corso Donati, who was then Podesta at

Pistoia, whose duty it was. it' he saw occasion, to take the

enemy on the Hank."'

Villani's description of the arrangement of the army is

very obscure, but 1 have given what appears to me to be

his meaning. Dino Compagni tells us—••The captains of

the war put the vanguard (feditori) in the front of the

army, and the pavisers with the white field and red lily were
drawn uj them. Then the Bishop (of Arezzo), who

short-sighted, asked. ' what arc those walls '.' To which
it was replied, 'the pavisers of the enemy.'

"

Villani thus continues :
" The Aretini on their part

ordered wisely their battalions, for they had. as we have

said before, g I captains, and they made a vanguard of

three hundred, among whom they had chosen twelve of the

/e. who were called the twelve paladins; and the

word being given to the host on either side, the Florentines

• Nerbona cavaliere,' and the Aretini, ' San 1 tonato cavaliere,'

the vanguard oi the Aretini. with great spirit, charged at

gallop the host of the Florentines ; and the other battalions

followed after, excepting that the Conte Guido Novello,

who, with a company of a hundred and fifty men. with

instructions to make a flank charge, was afraid to go into

the battle, but stood still, and then went off to his castle.

The charge and assault of the Aretini on the Florentines

might be expected from excellent men-at-arms,

whose intention was to break and put the Florentines to

flight at the ack, and bo strong was the shock that

of the vanguard of the Florentines were unhorsed, and

battalion v. n back a good dr-.A
; but they

did not lose their spirit nor did they break, hut received

the enemy with constancy and fortitude ^ and the wings
eii either Bide of the loot Boldiers enclosed the enemy

sen iIp in fighting bravely a -Mi.d time. Then l£<

I i Donati, who was apart with the people of Lucca and
i i. and who had be, n ordered to remain still ami not

ht, under penalty of hi bead, when he saw the battle

i il e a valiant man, ' II' we lose, I wish to die in
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the fight with my fellow-citizenSj and if we conquer, let who
likes come to Pistoia to sec me condemned.' He then put

his company in motion, and charged the enemy on the flank,

and was the great cause of their rout; and when he had

done this, as it pleased God, the Florentines had the victory,

and the Aretini were broken and discomfited, and there were

killed more than one thousand seven hundred of horse and

foot, and there were taken more than two thousand, of whom
many even of the best escaped, some through friendship,

others by ransom, but there were led bound into Florence

seven hundred and forty. Among the dead there remained

ser Guiglielmino degli Ubertini, Bishop of Arezzo, who
was a great warrior, and Messer Guiglielmino de' Pazzi di

Yaldarno and his nephews, who was the best and most

experienced captain of war in Italy of his time. And there

died Bonconte, son of Count Guido da Montefeltro, and

three of the I'berti, and one of the Abati, and two of the

Griffoni da Fegghine, and many more Florentine exiles,

besides Guiderello d'Alessandro da Orbivieto, who carried

the imperia] banner, and many others. On the side of the

Florentines no man of note was killed, except Messer Guig-

lielmo Berardi, tutor of Messer Amerigo de Kerbona and

Messer Bindo del Baschiera de' Tosinghi and Tuci de

Yisdomini, but many other citizens and strangers were

wounded. The news of this victory came to Florence the

same day and at the same hour at which it took place
;

for when after breakfasting the Priori had gone to sleep

and to rest themselves on account of the care and watchful-

of the past night, suddenly the door of the chamber

was knocked at. and a voice cried 'Get up, for the Aretini

are discomfited,' and they did get up and opened the door,

but found nobody, and their sen ants who were without,

heard nothing; whence it was held to be a marvellous and

notable thing, for it was the hour of vespers before any one

came from the battle with the news. And this is true, fori

both heard and saw it, and all the Florentines wondered
whence this arose, and they were very anxious. But when

those arrived who came from the host, and brought the -

to Florence, there was great joy, and well they might be

joyful. For in that discomfiture there wen- killed many
captains and valiant men of the Ghibehine | arty, and

lies of the Commune of Florence; and I
- abated
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the pride not only of the Aretini, but also of the Ghibelline

party, and of that of the empire."

Thus far Villain. The account of Dino Compagni is much
Bhorter, if not quite so clear, but it has all the appearance of

being the description of an eye-witness, who would naturally

remember the discomforts of the clouds, the dust, and the

bolts. I venture to give it. as it is so seldom that the

historian is an eye-witness of the events he describes:

—

" Messer Baroni de Mangiadoro da San Miniato, a brave

and expert knight in matters of war, having collected the

men-at-arms, said to them:— 'Gentlemen,—In the wars in

Tuscany we have been accustomed to conquer by assault.

Thev did not last long, and few men died, for it was not the

custom bo kill them (? prisoners). Now the fashion has

changed, and we conquer by standing firm. ], therefore,

advise you to stand well, and let them assail,' and thus

they settled to do. The Aretini assailed so vigorously, and

with such force, that the battalion of the Florentines was

driven back a good deal. The battle was wry fierce and

hard. New knights were made, both on one side and on

the other. Messer Corso Donati, with his command of the

Pistolesi, charged the enemy on the Hank. The bolts

came down like rain. The Aretini had few of them, and

were charged on the Hank, where they were unprotected.

The air was covered with clouds, the dust was very great.

The foot-soldiers of the Aretini crawled under the bellies of

the horses, with knives in their hands, and ripped them

up, and they got through their vanguard so far that, in the

midsl of the battalion, there were many dead on either

Bide. .Many that day who were esteemed of great valour

were found out to be cowards; and many who had never

ii balked about were esteemed. Much praise had the

tutor of the captain, and there was he killed.

A mmirato, in hi- [storie Florentine, edition 1647, copies

l.i- account of the battle from \ illani, but, in bis enumera-

tion of the Florentine losses, the following passage occurs :

—

•
. . . . and the tutor of the captain, a knight of great

irth, named Guglielmo Bertaldi, whose sepulchre is i" be

n at th^ present day in the cloister of the Nunciata
;

he much distinguished himself in tin deed of arms . . . .

Ji u ill he I t bai ho! h the monument and Dino

Compagni .-or silent as to the Burname of the tutor of
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Amerigo, while Villain and Ammirato give us respectively

Berardi and Bertaldi. However, as the former was a con-

temporary of the event, we may well prefer his authority

to that of Ammirato, who did not write until the end of

the sixteenth century.

I have made an ineffective search for the arms sculp-

tured on the monument, in the hope that it might con-

firm one or other of the two names. In the Priorista di

Pirenze in the British Museum (Egerton, 1170), under the

year 1363, the name of Berardi occurs, but the arms have

no resemblance whatever with those on the monument. But

after all, it is to France that we must refer for any informa-

tion respecting the person commemorated.
In Vaissette's Histoire Generale de Languedoc we find the

name of Berard occurring several times. Thus we com-'

across a Comte Berard, podesta of Avignon, under the year

I J 1<). Now as the person in question is described, both by
Villain and Dino Compagni, as an old knight, it is just

within the bounds of probability that this may be the same
person.

From the document in Vaissette, vol. vi., p. 418, it

appears that the Vicar-general of the Emperor demanded
the Count of Toulouse (Raymond VII.) to give up the

government (podesteria) of the city of Avignon into his

hands. This the Count refused to do, alleging that he

himself held the government to the honour and profit of

the Emperor; "and that because Count Berard would
not or could not give up (refere) the aforesaid city of

Avignon there was a great scandal in the town, so that the

enemies of the Emperor rose up in arms against the afore-

said Count Berard, proposing to expel Count Berard himself

from the city, and to make a government of their own,

whence the whole city, if they obtained their object, would

gainst our Lord the Emperor, and with the Count of

Provence, and with the clergy, and all on account of the

defective government of Count Berard. and thus at the

prayer of the Count Berard himself, and at the prayer of

the general council and parliament of the said city oi

Avignon, he (the Count of" Toulouse) received the govern-

ment (podesteria) of the aforesaid city,"' &c.

This, and an allusion t<» him in another document, in

which he is mentioned in connection with the people of
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. is all that I ha I enabled to find concerning

subject of ill-- present notice : but it is very possible,

considering the time between the date of the document and
the battle of Campoldino—some forty years—that the

Avignon may have been an ancestor of the

knight commemorated by the monument, instead of the

.lit himself.

ie day. perhaps, when the Florentine archives shall

been properly examined, we may be able to discover

whether the tomb was cr.cied by the gratitude of the Re-

public or by the friendship of Amerigo.

Concerning the latter, Vaissette, in the Histoire de

gives the following account, although omitting to

mention his authority (1. 28, e. 9). After telling US that

Amalric, sen of the Vieomte of Narbonne, accompanied
(diaries II. of Sicily into Italy, and was appointed by
Charles to the command of the Florentine forces, he thus

proceeds :

—

"Amalric had led with him a hundred knights from the

Vieomte* of Narbonne, or from the rest of the province, who
entered under his banner into the service of the (Inolls,

and having entered into campaign, lie carried elf several

advantages; among which was the victory ever the Are-

tines, the' 11th of June following. The people of Florence

d< lighted with this victory that they ran in

crowds to meet Amalric, who was carried upon the lanees

of the soldiers. They covered him with a cloth ol gold and

made him ;i magnificient entry into the town."

The reputation of the exploits of Amalric caused all the

Guelph towns, who were leagued together under the title of

be* de ToBcane, t>> elect him in January, 1290, the

captain el' a corps <»l 450 knights, who were engaged at

their expense to continue the war against the Ghibellines for

I jpace of a year. Among this number there were thirty

knights who were called De Corredo. These had already

given proof, and had grown old in the exercise of arms.
They had the right to wear gilt spurs. The wa

each of tin e knights was a florin ;i day. Amalric served

with distinction the Florentines and other people of the

Sode* To cane during the years 1 290 and I 29 I . On
Ith of December of this last year the Byndic of the

people of Florence declared thai the noble and magnificcni
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ni.iii, the Lord Almeric, the eldest son of tlie illustrious and

magnificent man, the Lord Aymeri, Viscount and Lord of

Narbonne, captain general " militum et equitatorum taillae

communitatum Tosci®," since the first of January of the

preceding year up to the first of January following, had

perfectly fulfilled his engagements. Amalric recrossed the

Alps in the month of January, 1292. On his return In'

succeeded to his father, was employed in various offices by
Philip leBel, and .lied in 1325.

A gnat deal more may be written concerning the battle

of Campoldino, more especially of its connection writh Dante

and the Divina Comedia. All the biographers assert that

the poet served in this battle among the cavalry under the

command of Messer Mangiadori di Sanminiato. Arrivabene,4

([•Kiting from Ammirato, refers to a letter of Dante, now
lost, in which occur the following words:—"In the battle

of Campoldino the Ghibelline party was almost entirely

killed and undone. 1 was there as a young man, and
J was in great fear, but in the end I had great joy on ac-

count of the various occurrences of the battle."

Every student of Dante will remember the beaut i fid

episode of Buonconti de Montcfeltro in the Purgatorio ; but

nearly every name connected with the battle is more or less

interwoven into the great Christian poem.

* 11 sccolo di Dante, Monza, 1838, p. 17-.
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AN EXTENT OR SURVEY BY INQUISITION OF THE COUNTY
OF GLAMORGAN.

Tin- is the earliest extent or survey of Glamorgan which has yel been

discovered, and probably the earliesl uow in existence. Though not dated,

it is one of a roll of ten documents relating to the same county, also

without date, but which are referred to in the Calendar as of the 8th

year of Edward I. Before admitting the precise correctness of this date,

explanation is needed how it happened that an inquest undertaken, as

some of these are stated to be, and this, from its company, probably was,

"per preceptum domini Regis," should go forward when the lordship was

not in the hand- of the Crown. Gilbert, the Red Earl of Gloucester and

Hertford, son and heir of Earl Richard by his second wife Matilda,

daughter of John de Racy, Earl of Lincoln, on the death of his father,

16 II. IN., was of full age, as appears by his having livery at once of the

inheritance, which he hold unmolested till the L8th of Ed I. In that

rear in consequence of a breach of the peace between Earl Gilbert and

the Earl of Hereford, and of an impending marriage with the king's

daughter, Earl Gilbert surrendered his estates to the king, who imme-

diately regranted them, on his marriage, with a now settlement.

The Earl died 24 Ed. I., leaving his son and heir, Gilbert, the Last

earl, then five years of age. Hence the royal precept is not Likely to bear

date the 8th of Ed, 1., but may have been issued in the \<-\-\ short in-

terval between the surrender and there-grant, 1* Ed. I., or during the

subsequent minority, which Lasted from the 24th of Ed. I. to the ith of

Kd. II., 1295— loll ; or, finally, which is perhaps most probable, the

Inquisition may have been taken in L6th of Hen. III., 1262, on the

of Earl Richard, notwithstanding the majority of his Bon, and before

his I, ' tnted,

Though generally well preserved, the parchment is in one place torn

n away, and m another so decayed as aol to be legible. Unfor-

tunately, almost tl ^y words wanting are the figures declaring the
> it,, rents of the free tenants, and the complete revenue of the

county; Hums which can only be oonjecturalrj supplied from tun later

documents of the same oharacfr r taken in the succeeding reigns.

[Wall re 1 1 ' l . \ o. 15. Department of the Tn a ury of the Receipt of the

i
i hequer in t he Public Record < Iffice.

|

i
• at i Com : Olammorgan facta per sacrami at Roberti de

Sumeri, Willielmi le Flemmeno, Johanni Le Nom , Henrici Odin, Wil-
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iielmi Juel [<>r Ivel], Willielmi da Barry, Ivel filii Roberti, STimonis <lo

Bjonevile, Adami Walensis, Elie Basset, Philippide Nereberd, et Philippi

le So.,1-. Qui jurati diount quod redditus liberorum tenendum conii-

taftus] . . . . i
d

. Et de Wardis feodorum militum xij 1
'. v 9

. Et de pla-

citis et perquisitis comitatus per estimacionem xxx"

Summa . . . . li. viij 9
. ij°\

i i :• > [ • \ MILITUM.

[Robcrtus] de [So]mer[i] tenet ij feoda et dimid. . . . Dinas Powis et per

estimacionem valent lx h .

Johannes de Cogan tenet ij feoda in Cogan et valent x 1 '.

Heres Gilbert] tie Costantin i feodum in Costantinestun valet x 1 '.

Walterus de Sulye iiij feoda scilicet ij feoda in Sulye emu pertinenciis

valent xx 1
' et ij feoda in Wnvo valent x".

Walterus de Gloucestria dimidium feodi in Wrenchestun valet c

solidos.

Willielmus le Soor j feodum in Sancto Fagano valet x 1 '.

Willielmus Corbet tenet iij feoda in capite in St. Nicholas et tenentur

de eodem in feodum.

Gilbertus Ymfravile iiij feoda in Penmarc cum pertinenciis et valent lx".

Willielmus de Kayrduf dimidium feodi in Lanririd valet x h
.

Philippus de Nereberd iiij feoda in Abrouthawe cum perti-

nenciis valent xv h
.

Adam Walensis j feodum in Landochbe valet xH .

Johannes le Nforreis] .... in Penthlin valent xvu .

Willielmus de Wincestre j feodum in Landau valet xv".

In Lanmais j feodum de quo Walterus de Sulie tenet ij partes valent

x' 1 et heres Gilberti de Costantin tertiam partem valet c. solidos.

Thomas de Baweye j feodum in Sancto Donato et valet x 1
'. In Marcros

j feodum quod heres Ricardi le Butiler tenere debet valet xh.

llawisia de Londino iiij feoda in Oggemor valent xlh

Daniel Si ward j feodum in Merthur Mam- valet xv h

Adam de Piretone quartam partem in Nova villa valet xv' 1

.

Abbas de Morgan j feodum in Langewy. 1

Gilbertus Turberville tenet honorem del Coytiif cum pertinenciis per

serjanciam venatue valet lx".

Elias Bassel tenet dimidium feodi in Sancto Hyllario et valet x 1 '.

Philippus de Nereberd quartam partem in Lancovian valet lx solidos.

Xm\ PATT.

Fulco ile Santford tenet quartam partem in Lecwiththe et valet xv' 1

.

Henricus de Sulye quartam in Pentirech q[ue ante tempus pacis]

valet xK
Willielmus Scurlag tenet quartam in Lanhary valet xl'.

Gilbertus Turberville tenet decimam partem in Novo ('astro valet x' 1

.

Rogerua de Clifford dimidium feodi in Kenefeia valet xxx' 1
.

Willielmus Mayloc dimidium feodi in Capella valet xx 3
.

MorganuB Vochan tenet dimidium cummod in Bagelan per Wales-

1 The value of thi* fee seema to have to be inducted, for purposes of taxation,

l».-.-n intentionally left blank, probably in the Borvt

because church landa were not intended

VOL. X XVI II. K
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eariam et iion facit aliquod Bervicium nisi herriettum videlicet equum ct

lima cum moriatur.

Duo tilii Morgani ab Cadewalthan tenent dimidium oummod in Glin-

rotheni et nun faciunt aliquod Bervicium nisi ut supra.

Griffid ab Reee tenet i.i oummods in Seingeniht, et Morediht ab Griffid

tenet j oummod in hfachhein ut Bupra dictL

Robertufl de Sumerl WillielmuB le Flemmeno.

Job,1 le Non Efenrious Odin.

Will-. Juel [Ivcl]. Willi, huus de Barri,

Eve] filius Roberti. Simon de Bonevile>

[Nomen amissum]. Klias Base

Philippua de Nereberd. Philippus Le Soor,

[Endorsed] Comitatua de Glammorgan.

The names of the twelve jurora are written od the ends of the Blender

labels out from the deed, and Btill pendent to it, and which 1""'*' the

small Beals now lost The writing is evidently of the date of the deed,

and may have been written to guide these who sealed. The total of fees

appears to b< 36$ and /..th with a value, supposing £30 to be added

for the three fees in St. Nicholas, of 6518, besides B42 5*. for wardships

and perquisites. There are two other returns with which to compare
figures, an Elscheat of 35 Eld. I. printed in the [nq. P. M. tut- thai

year, and an Extenl of the reign of Edward III. taken by Sugh le

oser. The former gives on addition 36 fees
|
and ,',,, and the latter

a -um of 361 and ,',,, to which, however the addition of the items dues

not correspond. The Fscheal roll gives do values, but the later survey

gives figures winch amount only to £349 10*., and 20 marks, a con

siderable falling off This, however, is probably nominal only, and due

to the omission of entries, for most of the fees given are Bel down as

produc much or more than is credited to them in the earlier

survey.

The tradition of the county bas Bteadily assi rted that Pitzhamon, upon

aquesl in 1091, parcelled oul the low lands, those between the

mountains and the sea, and from the Ethymny to the Nedd, between

the twelve principal followers to whom he owed his victory, leaving to

the native Lords, or to such as. however unwillingly, accepted his rule, the

rtile and Let acct sible hill country to the oorth, Thai this was
eneral policy pursued is certain enough, as well as thai the fees

me kind of militai to Cardiff Castle; bu1 that

ecisely twelve tenants-in-chief, and thai they were the

hose names and holdings are usually given, is opposed to

dence. The
|

me way towards supplying

an aooounl of the actual state of things, and hi
i value iu

the i

'

in.

The knigl led by tradition are De Londi more, De Gran-

I

i i pty, St. Quintin of Llanblethian, Siward

ofTalavan, Umfreville of Penmark, Sully of Sully, Berkrolles oi

Orchard, Le Sore of St. I Pi i, Fleming of Wenvoe Lan
I •! Flemingston, St. John ol Fonmon, and Stradling of St. Donate.

Of these there is evidence thai De Granville founded Neath Abbey with

rtion, and he I have retired very earlj to his richer and
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more secure fief at Bideford in Devon. St. Quintin is Baid to have failed

in the male line, and to have disappeared during the reign df Henry III.

Probably lie was df the family which gave dame to ETrome St. Quintin ami
other manors in Wilts, but no evidence has been produced of this, or to

show that he was, as usually stated, the ancestor of the heir general who
intermarried with the Herberts.

This leaves ten of the twelve knights to be accounted for, and of them
six are found in tin' present record, namely, De Londres of Ogmore, De
Turberville of Coyty, Umfreville of Penmark; Sully of Sully, Le Sore of

St. Pagans, and, in the list of jurors, Fleming.

Of the other four, Daniel Siward, was doubtless of the family of

Siward of Talavan, an important barony, then, it is presumed, in the

hands of the chief lord by the forfeiture of Richard Siward, and there-

fore not here set down. The outline of the castle is preserved, and the

Dame of the family exists in the meadow near, still called "Maes Siward."

The Stradlings are always counted among the very earliest settlers.

This document, however, shows that St. Donats was then held by Thomas
Hawey, rioi as he held Manross, for another person, but as his own.
Sir Peter Stradling, about the close of the reign of Henry III., married

Joan, daughter and heir of Thomas Hawey of Uomb-Hawey or Hay, co.

and is always supposed to have been himself of St. Donats.

But that Thomas was not a mere feoffee for his grandson is evident,

not only by the distinction taken between his tenure of St. Donats
and Marcross, blit by a Plea in Michaelmas term, 15— 16 Ed. I., by
which Earl Gilbert de Clare claimed the marriage of the heir of John
or Thomas de llanweye [Hawey] against the Lady Beauchamp, of

Somerset, on the ground that Hawey held lands under him at St.

Donats. [Abb. Placit, p.' 213.]
St. John, the third name, is that of a family usually regarded as

early settlers at Fonmon; but how it comes that neither he nor his

fee of Fonmon are here mentioned, it is difficult to say. Mr. Jones, the

owner of Fonmon, suggests that probably it was not originally held in

capiU of the Lord of Glamorgan, but formed a part of the Umfravilc fee

t' Penmark, a dependence winch would naturally he allowed to be for-

gotten when the heiress of Lnifravile carried Penmark to the St. Johns.

If this be so, as it probably is, it is odd that the St. Johns, not being
tenants in chief, should appear among the twelve knights.

Berkrolles of East Orchard, the fourth name, does not appear in this

survey. That William de Bercherola was a landowner on the EbbW in

Monmouthshire, appears from Bishop rjchtredTs declaration ^i' 11 Id, tod
l de Berkerol was a Gloucestershire knight in 11G5, but the family

probably did not settle in Glamorgan till late in the reign of Edward I.

1'" fore that time Fast Orchard was one of the Nerber fees. In the 8th
year of King John, Peter de BerkroKes is mentioned in some local plead

tngB as the purchaser of half a virgate I f land at Watton, Herts. [Arch.

Camli. for 1869, p. 69 ; AM'. Placit, p. 56.] Thus, thin, on the whole,

ridence of the newly discovered record goes to support the populai

tradition, only as regards six of the twelve knights, who may, therefore,

have oome in early.

There remains the further question, whether they were the only or

(ven the most important of the tenants in chief. De Granville certainly

was a \ery large holder, and of the rest De Londres, Sully, and I'mfra
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ville held four fees each, the lai rded holding. The Honour of

I y Turberville, was equally considerable, and Talavan

was an important barony; bul I 3 ar held only one fee. Of the

landi :' Fleming before 1307, nothing lb known.

ie other hand, Nerberd held four, and Corbel three fees, and yet

they are not among the twelve. Cogan also held two, and many others

i it the possession of a castle that gave the rank, for Somen
imly held D • at a very early period, as did Norreis Pen-

Uyne, Walsh Llandough, Barry Barry Castle, Bonvile Bonvileston, Win-
De Winton Llanquian, Butler (not Pincerna) Dunraven, and

berd Castleton Castle, of all of which buildings parts, more or less

- derable, remain.

ral other tenants, not among the twelve, may also be presumed to

have come in very early, Binoe the} gave their names to their lands, and
i-vi d to whole parishes, which Looks as though they were original allottees.

Thus Constantineston"or Coston was bo called from Constantino; Bon-

vileston or Bolston, by the Welsh Tre Simon or Simon's place, from Sir

Simon d< Bonvile; Odyn's fee in Penmark from Odyn; Gileston or Joel-

ston from Joel; Cogan from Cogan; Scurla Castle, a manor in Llanharry,

from Scurlage, who bIbo gave name to a manor in Gower; and Sigginston

or Tre Siggin, from a family of whom Hugh Sygin was a Llantwit juror

about this time. Mayloc was no doubt Welsh, and possibly gave name
to the lull Btill known as Garth Maylog. The family of Someri had the

manor and castle of Dinas Powis very early, for Roger de S. of Dudley
I tie had it on his death, 1 Kd. I. It seems t" have fallen into ward

ship, as .Matilda, widow of Karl Richard de Clare, granted, 1 Ed 1., the

custody of it and of Roger the heir, then L8 years <!' age, during his

minority, to Alina Countess "i' Norfolk, daughter of Philip Basset of

Wycombe.
irther supports the statement of the disposition <'f the

hill country among the greater Welsh Lords, of whom Morgan Vachan,
i of the Jestyn branch of A.van, had Baglan, that is to say, the

lands from Aberavan t.i the Nedd, most of which came afterwards to the

limi • - of Margam and Neath. The sons of Morgan ap Cadwallan, also

from Jestyn, had half a eommote, or Welsh hundred, in Glyn Rhondda.

They were then ii on. It appears from the Annals of Margam
that Morgan their father was cruelly, and | irol ial ily fat ally t ort u red l.y

hit kinsman Howell ap Meredith in L228. Griffith ap Rhys, one of the

Van family, had the Large tract of Senghenydd above and belovi the

I iach river, being two commotes. The commote held by Mordihl ap

Meredith ap Griffith have been mainly in Gwent, or

nd 'he l!h\ m i iv, m a quarter where the two counties of Monmouth
and Glai 11 intermixed, parts of parishes belonging to one

running into the other Meredith was lord of Hirvayn commote in

1 ermarthen a - well ai of the northern part of the modern Hundred of

Wentlloog in Monmouthshire ; lie d( condod paternally from the cele

brated Reea ap Griffith, and maternally from Howe! of Caerleon, and
tin mother v. Lie died 1270. See Brut,

id < al. ( leneaL p,

ii m tin- Oerning which a word or two
may I., aid Walter de Gloua ter l cheator to the Crown on either

the Trent at • hi n ra of Edward I , and
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lived into that of Edward II. [vel Kit/ Robert docs not oocur else-

wbere as oonnected with Glamorgan, neither do Piretun nor Clifford.

The family of De Cardiff, of Walton Cardiff in Gloucestershire, held

Newton Nottage by grant from William Earl of Gloucester, one of w1kj.sc

charters is witnessed by Robert de Cardiff, whose heiress married San-

ford, who also had a quarter of a fee in Leckwith. Cardiff of Lanirid or

Llantrythid was a kinsman, whose daughter seems to have carried that

manor to Basset! Earl Richard de Clare, before 12.07, granted the
manor of Leckwith, being a quarter of a knight's fee, to Nicholas de

Sanford, who gave it to his brother Laurence, who gave it to Philip

Basset. How it came back to the Sanford family, so as to belong to

Eulk Sanford, is unknown. He had however been newly enfeoffed.

Butler or De Pincerna was a very early settler, and held Kelligarn
under Le Sore; a match with the heiress of Sir Ph. de Marcross
gave him that fee. Chapel, in which William Mayloc held half a fee,

seems to be the same with Littlebone and Llystalybont, a manor
near Cardiff held by him in the Spenser survey. There was a Galfrid dc
Constantine, who had ] "^sessions in Bedfordshire and Ireland in the reign

oi Henry III., possibly of this family, since migrations to that country
from Glamorgan were common. The Cogans seem to have gone thither

w on alter the date of the survey.

G. t. c.



Proceedings at ittcetings of tljc Eogal Srcjaeoiogical

Institute*

November l. I 870.

I i . I: \., i !.B. and Y.I'., in the Chair.

\ few introductory remarks appropriate to the commeucemenl of

:, the Chairman referred to the pleasanl gathering which

had taken place on the occasion of the annual meeting at Leicester, and

to the excellent prospects of the meeting al Cardiff He then adverted

to a very remarkable discovery which it had been his good fortune to

make in Ireland wit liin the last few 'lavs, -that of a Runic inscription OU

verse of a small ornamental object of bronze, part of a sword belt.

It had been found in a tumulus at Greenmount, in the County of Louth.

He promised a full account of this very curious and interestin

an early date. 1

Mr. S. J. Ni' boll gave an account of the discovery ofa Roman villa

and Mosaic pavement, representing Theseus in the Cretan labyrinth,

found at Oldcotea oear Worksop, Nottinghamshire. Small por

tions of the pavement, specimens of the tessera, mortar, tiles, <feo., were

exhibited in illustration of the discovery. Mr. Nicholl remarked:

"The Roman pavement and ofa villa which I wish to bring

before the notice of the Institute, were discovered at Oldcotea, Notting-

hamshire, "ii the estate of E. Chaloner, Esq., in May, L 870, during the

: the works for St. Helen's Church, then being erected from my
The Beld in which the ohurofa was built was known as the

Manor Field, and \\a> supposed to have been the Bite of a mediaeval

manor bouse. The distance is not great from Roche Abbey, Blythe,
1 nit. .)i. and Tickhill, well known for thru- abbeys and ohurohes,

were uo traditions of Roman' occupation, or reason to expeot

ry made. The principal room excavated was 20 feet in length

from north to south, by 17 feet in width Close to the smith end, on

t J i <
• west Bi le, wai the entrance, marked bj a Btep down and a threshold .

at tiii . nl api mgway across the room, the

,i . .i" t he floor being a ohequi r of . red and

alternately; th< tnestone and s red grit (being

[uare in this portion of the desi m), 7 feet in width; t.>

band 1 l in. \\ ide, of small* . ai rangi 'I in a verj

roll and iquan b 1 he centre port ion of i bis ban i

ii im: on of th

column maj have st 1 here, forming port of the construction of thi

1

'I |
iv. ii iii vol \ vvii |. I
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The remainder of the design consists of a labyrinth almost identical with
thai discovered at ' laerleon, and described by Mr, ( tctavius Morgan, in the
" Publications of the Caerleon Antiquarian Association." The labyrinth,

6 in. Bquare, had on two Bides a margin 7 in. wide, of very white
limestone tess< 1*93

1 fri m the Roche Abbey quarry)- Lite 1 res to the 7 in.

—and the whole is Burrounded by a border of triangles, alternately red and
grey, leaving a broad margin of coarser grey to till oul to the side of the
r 11. The centre of the Labyrinth, 2 ft 7 in. Bquare, was unfortunately

much injured, but the Lower portion of a human 6gure remained in an
attitude of attack; one arm had been extended, with a short broad Bword
pointed downwards, the lower part of the blade remaining, and over the
shoulder the outline of an oval Bhield was evident. The tessera were
very small, of the same materials as the rest of the work, with the addi-

tion of some of a greenish tint; the watershed was towards this centre,

which may account for its being so much more damaged than the rest of

the work. Al the BOUth end, towards the west, there is a projection

with round'. l corners, perhaps an altar; this and the sides of the room
had been finished by a plaster moulding, a quarter round, to form a

plinth, coloured red. The whole of this pavement rested on a solid bed
of concrete. Parallel with this room we discovered another paved room,
the tessera being all grey, 1 * 1 \ in. and 2 ft. 6 in. lower than the floor

of the labyrinth j a portion of this appeared to have been covered over
with a coarse concrete, and a passage next to the wall of the labyrinth room
formed at the same level; the soil here showed abundant traces of charred
wood, and fragments of coloured plaster, roofing tiles, &c, Other walls

were discovered, and partly traced, but probably much more remains yet

to be excavated. One singular discovery was that of a rough trough
formed of slabs of stone filled with a hardened mass of lime. This may
hav been lime set aside for use in the fresco paintings, either as a pig-

ment or plastered ground. A large quantity of fragments of decorative

paintings on plaster were discovered in various places, including portions
of a human figure. The plastered ground of a large part of these paint-

ings was laid on concrete of irregular thickness attached to tiles ; these
tiles resembled the rooting tiles in being turned up at the sides, but the
projecting part or flange had been cut away, whilst the clay was wet, so
that the tile rested on four points only, an evident arrangement to
prevnt the absorption of moisture, and suggesting the probability of a
painted floor.— an idea which has also the negative evidence of a third

room being discovered without any existing pavement; we found also a

r plinth moulding, which has ap] arently had two painted plaster
continuations. The roof tiles were flanged, and had a very ingenious
section, with water grooves and a covering tile. The pavement soon
began to Buffer from exposure and the depredations of visitors) and the
whole area of the excavations has been covered up, and, it is hoped, pre-

Bt rved for future exploration."

Dr. I lock made Borne remarks upon th ainting being of the time
of Hadrian, upon the atrium being probably an impluvium, and upon the
Bymbolism of the labyrinth.

The Chairman expressed the hope that local influence might i

the preservation of the remains, and referred to the discovery of pave-
ments at Silchi Bter.

The Si. R] r.\KY read notes, by Mr. Albeit Way, upon the Collection
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of Ancient Implements of Stone lately found in the circular Dwellings on

Holyhead Mountain, and exhibited by the Hon W. 0. Stanley, M.P.

notes upon this further discovery on this interesting site 'will be

in ;i future number of the Journal

Dr. Tiuknam Bent a few notes on an " inoense-cup" found in a barrow
;,• D s, Wiltshire. He suggested that the two holes with which one

side of the cup is pierced might have been intended for the insertion of

a a \\ leu implement with a long handle (similar to that sent l>y

by which vessels of this description, tilled with odoriferous com-

bustibles, might have been lifted <»n to the pile at the right moment, and

deposited on tin- corj bo, the cremation of which had begun.

I>r. Rook thought the term "incense-cups'
1

a misnomer. Such vessels

more probably oontained the remains of children who died before teeth-

ing, and whose bodies were not burnt : but their bones were colli

when '!••. i\ ed, and placed therein.

Mr. C. S. Greaves adverted to the discoveries of Bomewhat similar

oups in the Troad, in burials without cremation.

The Sb ki.i akv read " Etemarks on the origin of the Megalithic Struc-

tures of Carnac in Brittany," by Mr. Jambs Sates, M.A.. F.R.S., which

h id I'- en called forth by the presentation of l>r. Blair's and Sir F. Ronalds'

Survey of those structures by Mr. Yates to the Library of the Institute.

••1 visited the Megalithic Structures of Carnac on the 24th of July,

My friend, Dr. Alexander Blair, accompanied by Mr. (now Sir

Francis) Ronalds, had spent five weeks in the examination of them

during the preceding Bummer. Besides numerous French antiquaries

they had been visited in 1825 by Mr. Alexander Logan, who calls them
ie of Druidical worship" and BUppOSes them to represent the

winding form of a serpent. His ai unt of them is published in the

Arohasologia, vol xxii. The inquirj into then- form and origin was soon

afterwards prosecuted with extraordinary zeal and diligence by the Rev.

John Bathursl Deane, one of the original members of tin Archaeological

Institute, whose "Observations on Dracoutia" are published in the

Archsaologia, Vol. XXV. Although this learned writer appears to me to

have been misled by his attachment to a preconceived theory, be ren-

dered a gi e to Archaeology, and especially to the study of these

structures, by taking with bim to Brittany a competent Burveyor, Mr.

i ecuted the first aoourate plans of these structures. Mr.

Deane has given minute accounts of them as they really exist, and, he

lv accommodated Dr. Blair and Sir Francis

Ronalds with the use of the survey, which he had obtained. Hence the

work, published by Blair and Ronalds, contains the only full and correct

citation of tl K non ing i hat only fifty oopii

been printed, I copy for i he Library of the

ite, and on mentioning this to Dr. Blair, he sent me bis only

for Hi" pm pose. I nei er could bi
I w it h the

fanciful explanations of the design and tructui which

l, ,,| hitherto been received, and I have been d< iroua after long con-

tion to offer a theory, which is founded on Bimple and indispu-

, and which, as it appean to me, fully explains every existing

The tract of oountry, in which these structures are found,

jlar, in it il Feat un -, to I he list ricl of < loi u

whII. i

•

te of gi mite in ol deoomposit ion, I i
i
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the greatest pari it Lb reduced to the state of gravel and Band, which baa
been cultivated to some extent bo as to feed cattle, and to yield a

moderate harvest. Blocks of granite of various i strewn over the

surface of the ground, anl there can I"' do doubt that it must have been

a great object with the people to rid themselves of this incumbrance.

Bui how was this to be done i In one way only, viz., by turning them
bo as i" make them stand on end instead of lying on their Bides. For
tliis purpose the people would dig a hole about two feet deep, and erect

the stone in the hole. By this method the Burface capable of cultivation

would be increased four or five-fold. The arrangement of the stones in

groups, Lines, or avenues, bo far as there is any arrangement, may be in

part accounted for from that Love of order, which seems to be a part of

human nature. But it would he required for various purposes of utility.

It would form Lnclosurea for sheep and cattle. It would mark the

boundaries between the properties of different parties. These structures

cannot properly be called monuments; for they record nothing. They
have been called pre-historic ; but I should prefer calling them, as Mr.

Pergusson does, non-historic, for all history is silent concerning them. As
to the period of their erection, we can only form conjectures; but it is

evident, that it would depend on the increase of population, and it is

probable, that it may have followed some great deliverance from danger.

When, for example, the Veneti had succeeded in expelling the Roman
invasion under Julius CsBsar, the feeling of patriotism and the sense of

deliverance awakened within them might have instigated them to united

action, although they had no parliament, and preserved no written

records.

The theory of those who rail any of these structures a Dracontium, or

at-temple, assumes, that the form of a serpent is shown in their plan.

This assumption is manifestly inconsistent with the fact. The arrange

ment of the .-tones in .Mr. Yiears's survey, if it can be called an arrange-

ment at all, is not like a serpent ; and, when altered by Mr. Deane to

suit the theory, the form of a waving line, which is adopted, is little

better suited to the hypothesis. It might be argued, that we know-

little or nothing on the subject of the worship of serpents in that

country
; but enough has been said to show the real merit of a work,3

which may be prized for its learning and eloquence, but which cannot lie

followed as a guide in archaeology."

Mr. Fbrousson expressed his thanks to Mr. Yates for the presentation

of 80 valuable a contribution to the Library of the Institute. 1 1
. could

not however coincide in the views which had been expressed by Mr.

Yates as to the origin of those structures, as there certainly was an

arrangement of the hich were not accidentally placed, and were

certainly roughly shaped. Perhaps they were marks of battlefields, or

troph

Mr. Bubtt thought that the Stones of Carnac were a monument of

BOme kind, however obscure. If it had been intended simply to clear the

ground for cultivation by so arranging them, that purpose would have

been better attained by piling them in heaps.

:
Tli.- Worship »f the Serpent traced ii of the author's paper

hont the World, Ac, by the Eter. in th< ' gia, voL xxv. already

John Bathurst Deane. London, U 13. This i

v.'i wviii. i.
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quilted .ma BBtoriul of 3it ffj$ftiteto.

!;..„. W. i . M P . F.S.A. Sevend ancient relice

,
- !•:,, 5 on 1

- in Holj bead Island. These
• stone, will be I and figured hereafter in

•

I sjb follows :—A ponderous block,

i 10 in. by 9 in., the upper Burface concave, possibly

jhing Bome Bubstaoce by means of a muller or roller, or

sharpening implements and the like— A Bharpening-

r, about '<}. in. in Length, having on each of its sides a

a, thai may have been worked in sharpening implements :

it had a hand-hammer.—A moiety of an axe-head of quarts,

that had been perforated for hafting : these objects are comparatively

rare in England and Wales, and no example had occurred previously in

Mr. Stanli bions.—A Hat heart-shaped atone pebble that had

I eleoted a- su ted for some domestic or meohanioal uses ;
alsu two

other rolled pebbles, of ovoid form, bearing traces of percussion.—

A

rudely Bhaped disc, about 5 in. in diameter, possibly intended for use in

i . like quoits, or as an object of domestic use, like ;i plate.— A

gai perfon >, of oval Bhape, measuring nearly '•'> in. in the widest

diameter: such relics may have Berved as hand-hammers, being too

reg irded as whorls, or as button-stones for fastening the

-The moiety of a rudely fashioned saucer, that in its perfect Btate

ired about 5 in. in diameter: Bimilar applianoee have occurred in

"Piots
1

Houses," in the Hebrides A singular, very rough oasting in

yellow metal, bearing Borne resemblance to the upper part of a looped

.! i>. however, in bo damaged a condition that [\ is diffioull to form

any p ojecture intention. It was found at Ty Mawr.

r from the Bpot where a large deposit of bron spears, and

found in 1832, as related by Mr. Stanley in tins Journal,

vol i riv. p. 2

By Mr. W. \V. I'.. Wynne. A ponderous ovoid stone, found near

I Merionethshire. It measures about •"»'. in. by I
'. in., and is

symmetrical in form, the surfaoe also being uniformly Bmooth, the result

ently of art, and d I bj rolling amongst other stones in a

ke.

By Dr. Tin rnam, M.I>.. F.S.A.—

A

of part of the run of a eery large cine

rary urn, found in a harrow at Winter

slow, Wilts. This urn i-< now preserved

in the Ashmolean M useum at < xford, 1

1

in. a on l
- in. in beighl . I he upper port ion,

oi rim, whioh is elaborately wrought with

ornament of very unusual oharaoter, resera

bling the Bpil ' it of grac -. me >

in. in d« pt h. .1 U8t IhI.iw the run

there in on each ide, a Bmall haudle or ear.

It is difficult t" explain how tl rnament

been produoed (see woodout, ;i quarter

d diiiieu An account of

t hi remarkable urn w ill be eiv< n by I >r.

I hut nam ill a hat he. .nun/ memoir in the

up," found ui a bai ro* tear I Revises, li
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measures 3j in. at the top, - in. at the bottom, and about I

in height ; it is pierced with two small boles on one aide, and is

ornamented over the whole of the surface, and also within the Up,

with impressed and corded lines, disposed horizontally, diagonally, and

in zigzags. Dr. Thurnam sent for inspection a mode] in wood of an

implement devised by him, being formed with two small pegs thai might,

as conjectured, be inserted in the two lateral perforations. It was Bug-

i that by means of such a contrivance, With a handle of convenient

length, vessels of this peculiar description, filled with odoriferous com-

bustibles, may possibly have been lifted on to the funeral pile at the

moment most suitable for such a rite, in the progress of the combu
and deposited upon the corpse of which the cremation had commenced.
This curious little cup will be figured in Dr. Thurnaiii's memoir, of which

mention has been made.

By Mr. S. J. Nioholl.—Numerous specimens of tessera', tiles, frag-

ments of bright decorative painting on plaster, flanged roofing

mortar, and other remains found in the

excavation of a Roman villa and mosaic

floor at Oldcotes, near Worksop, Netting

hamshire. Also diagrams, a ground plan

of the building, and drawings illustrating

this discovery, of which a notice will be

found ante. In one fragment of a flanged

roofing-tile the construction is ingeniously

devised, with small channels along the flanges, serving to collect any
water that might be carried by the wind under the covering-tile that

closed over the junctures of the rows of tiles. (See woodcut, showing the

section of the tiles as restored from imperfect fragments.)

By Mr. Henri S. BLarland.— Portions of wall-decoration, tiles for

roofing, and various relic3 of Roman construction obtained in researches

at the site above mentioned, at Oldcotes. The spot is situated on the

east side of the road from Worksop to Doncaster, the Danum of the

Itinerary, and about two miles north-west of Blythe. A line of ancient

way from Lincoln to Pontefract, crossing the Trent at Littleborough

(Segelocum ?), passed at a short distance to the north of Oldcotes. (Seethe
Map of Roman Britain given in the Monuments Historica.)

By Mr. Albert Wat.— Photograph of the remarkable sculptured cross

in the churchyard at Eyam, Derbyshire, [t is decorated very elaborately

with interlaced riband -work, and a trailing stem of the vine, charged with

grapes. On the head of the cross there are angels holding crosses, and
thne of them blowing trumpets. On the west side are seen the Virgin

with the Infant Saviour, and a seated figure holding a large horn, possibly

the donor of this very curious monument, which may be to the

eleventh century (?) It has been well figured, from drawings by Charles

Stothard, in Lysons
1

Derbyshire, p. cexxxv. In the character of

mid sculpture, this cross bears much resemblance to the coeval monu-
ment more generally known, but less perfectly preserved, in the church-

yard at BakewelL This last is figured in this Journal, vol. xi. p. 2

By Or. Ferdinand ELbller, Hon. F.S.A., President of the Society of

Antiquaries of Zurich.—Two photographs of the Castle of Mann
hofen, in the canton of Thurgau, Switzerland. This remarkable build-

ing is a square tower of three flo \eiy large blocks I f
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dimensions, Thelighl is admitted

by small ind of two other megalithio

sen given by Prof I >r. I •.

iu, in the Transactions of the Society of Antiquaries of

b.
1

tille Chester.—A thurible from the ancient Coptic

church of Mai in < »M ( lairo.

BySirWALTEi l
I lyan, Bart— A. photograph of a dragon's head

carved in Portland Btone, being part of the achievement of the arms of

the city "f London, formerly at Aldersgate, demolished in L760. This

ancient relic from the metropolis is now preserved at the residence of

v.
. \\";tl 1 i i iirt . >n Park, Northumberland. See Hodgson's lli-t.

1 1., vol L, p. 305.

By Mr. Henri Laing, of Edinburgh.—A photograph emblazoned, dis-

playing the arms of the Lords Lyon, in Scotland, nineteen in number,
from the fifteenth century to L870. Mr. Laing's valuable descriptive

- ttish Beala (2 vols, tto, with numerous illustrations) are

will known to all who take interesl in the history of Bphragistic art in

• Britain. It may be acceptable to collectors of seals to be reminded
of all the examples there enumerated, 2608 in number,

maybe obtained on application to Mr. Laing, at 1, Elder Street, Edin-

burgh, by whom also glass matrices of any of these seals are supplied.

Matrices and [mpressions of Seals. By Mr. Jambs I'.. Nightin-
\ •

-• il, of pointed oval form, found in the Rectory Garden at

Langtoo Matravera, near Swans , Doreel l\ is no* in the possession

of the Rev. E. F. Trotman, Rector of Langton. This seal may be

ribed to the later pari of the thirteenth century} the device is the

n of a tree, issuing from a well, and terminating at top in a fleur-

1 1 of the lirain h, i
i

-

1

m\ ersed by b fish ; on
ide there is a bird, perched on the fol age; on the sinister

e, a lion. The legend is ae follows:— • w . bignvm . pons, piscib.

avis
. leo . lionvh. . be! mged to Borne person, the

initial of whose name was a \\ ; for insl ince, Walter, William, or the

like
j
probably an ecclesiastic, and perhaps rector of the parish. The

I m .i\ b< i arded as allu ive to our Lord,

igular reho wUl be figured and inure fully noticed hereafter.

1 liittheilongra 'I Antiq I baft iu Zurich] Bond xviL L871, with two
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ROME AND THE < AMI'ACXA. liv Robbkx BiJBK, M.A., Fellow and Tutor

of Trinity College, Cambridge. 4tu. Cambridge, lb7l.

Mr. Burn's book is a very valuable one of its kind, probably the best

of its class, and that class is a numerous one. There are many books of

the same class— thai is a book made out of other books, relating to the

history and topography of Ancient Rome. Mr. Burn has greal advan-
: do one can doubt his scholarship, his book teems with learning

and overflows with references to the
|

in the classical authors
relating to Rome. Be is also well acquainted with the modern langu
and has made good nse of the numerous modern French, Italian, and
German books on the subject that have issued from the press during the
last fifty years. Be baa chiefly relied on Canina, who Bpent thirty rears

and a large fortune on his great work, and produced unquestionably the
best work of his time on the subject. Mr. Burn has also been to Rome
himself more than once to verify what he had previously made out l>y

reading. He also shows that he is a good geologist, and brings that

knowledge practically to bear; and he has in fact produced a valuable
hook. But there is a great drawback from the value of Mr. Burn's book,

the author is not an archaeologist, has not been in the habit of attending
Professor Willis's admirable lectures on Archaeology, or of following him in

the Archaeological Institute, in which he Bhows so well how
ply the modern science of archaeology in practice. The consequences

of Mr. Burn having neglected this one most important study for his

purpose ai' His book, with all its learning and real historical

value, is full of most extraordinary mistakes. He has forgotten that
since Canina. and Nibby, and Fea, and Niebuhr, and Bunsen have written,

bave been made in Rome, and that the last ten veal's

have trs of very rapid progress in the modern
Archaeology, and its application to Rome. Mr. Hum ignores the im-
portant proceedings of the British Archaeological Society of Rome, and
by so doing be has sadly marred his otherwise valuable work. The open-
ing passage of his book is a case in point. Be says, " In the Aventine
Hill, under the Monastery of S. Saba, there is a vast subterranean
quarry, from which carts may often be seen at the present day carrying
blocks of a reddish-brown stone to the various quarters of Rome, when-
ever new buildings happen to be in tl of erection The
obtained from this quarry is the harder kind of tufa, of which a

pari of the hills of Rome consist, It naturally became the build

by the first founders of Rome, and is found in all the most ancient
fragments of maaonry which Still remain. In many ]>! i .ii the
cliffs of the Alban bake, and i ( the many hillocks up in the
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Campagna, thi> stone may be seen, presenting, when partially decayed, a

very considerable likeness to a wall of horizontal layers of Btone.

When quarried, it naturally breaks into rectangular blocks, and suggests

If that mode of building which we find actually to exist in the

- of Roman builders."

In this passage, which is in many respects excellent, it is clearly im-

thal the large blocks of tufa that were used in the walls of the

: Rome (and in their time everywhere in the Primitive Fortifica-

tions of that early period) may have been brought out from this particular

quarry under s. Sabba in the Aventine. It so happens that this (.ar-

ticular quarry h is been explored and examined many times by the Roman
Society, a i.l hundreds of its members have seen that this quarry has

made out <>f the tunnel or speetu of the Aqua Appia, winch p

through this part of the Aventine on its way from the Porta Capena to

the Port i Tngemina, or rather to the cave of Paunus, near to it, which

was used as the final reservoir at the mouth of this earliest aqueduct,

on the bank of the Tiber. It must have passed this spot, it could net

from "ii^ part to the other in any other manner. The speetu

was as usual Bix feet high, and two feel wide only, just sufficient for a

man t>. stand and cut away side of it, to make it wide enough for a

ini .art t.> paBS, anil this is what has evidently been done. The
wells that descended into the speetu remain at regular intervals, with the

holes f"r a man's foot, to enable him t>. go Up and down t" clear it out

when necessary. Within this quarry part of the speciu remains perfect,

half tilled Up with the deposit of day left by the water, ami we have

..;•. I, -..•11 a boy sent along it with a light until he was obliged to return

for want of air.

It is evident that as 'In- quarry was made OUf of the tunnel of an

aqueduct this oould not have been done until after that aqueduct was out

of use, consequently not before the Middle Aires, and probably long after

; Again, the Bize of the st..ne> brought oul of this quarry is

very different from those used in the walls of the Kings1

; we bavi

of cart loads of stones brought out of this quarry, but never saw a

ne larger than a man's head
;

it is obtained by bl isting, ami is

commonly used for rubble-walling and for macadam roads. 'The

i in the wall of Romulus are four feet long, two feet wide, and

et thick; those of the later kings an- rather smaller ; they become

i Jly -mailer as they are later In date las a general rule, though not

an invariabl le). Those on the Aventine under s. Prisca, just opposite

t.. tin- quarry, are not of the same quality, nor of the same size, a- the

from it, they are nearly as large U tie e
, ,f the Wall Oi

Romulus. This wall against the cliff of the Aventine is lift \ feet high and

ne I the quarry that supplied that stone must have

, rable extent. Part "I it probably was obtained from the

Aventine, but from another quarry, not now in use, under S. Prisca, in

eyard "ft le- J r ol Prince Tori a, in which

But mall i'
i it "t the Btone that

from tic- Aventine, that part which is of i pinkish hue. I' Is

le 1 1,., i :

-

r part of f he d for t he enormous walls

of the Kings came from the ancient quarries now called the " caves of

•

| on the bank of the river Anio, about bii miles from Rome, and
; down the riv< r on raft , Part of it was probably dug out of
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the hills of Rome, espeeiully in the time of Romulus. In making the

great fosses or trenches around tin- Palatine, ami especially the greal

trench across the middle of that hill, on the southern side of Ins Arx or

citadel, a great quantity of tufa must have been cut out.

Iii Mr. Burn's Beoond paragraph we read—
"The most interesting of such primaeval relics is a fragment of wall

which skirts the weal end of the Palatine Hill, and is assigned by Mr.

Braun to the earliest enclosure of that hill the so-called Roma Quad-
rata of Dionysiua The blocks in this wall are arranged in layers placed

alternately parallel to, and across the line of, the wall (headers and
stretchers), so as to bind the mass together firmly. No mortar is used,

and the joints are fitted so accurately as to show a more considerable

knowledge of the art of masonry than we should expect at so early a

period. It seems on this account questionable whether the usually re-

ceived opinion as to the antiquity of this wall can be correct, and tin'

fragments of the wall of Servius Tullius (b.c. 578—535), found on the

sides of the Aventine and the Quirinal Hills are perhaps more deserving

of attention as undoubtedly ancient works. In these fragments of the

Servian wall the art of building appears in a more imperfect state than

in that on the Palatine. The vertical joints are not so carefully arranged,

and are often allowed to stand immediately one over the other, so as to

impair the solidity of the masonry. The stones are placed close against

the sides of the hill, and in some places the lowest layers of them air mi-

bedded in the natural rock."

This paragraph contains several mis-statements. Mr. Burn must have

been singularly unfortunate in the portion of the wall of Romulus that was

shown to him; it must have been one of the pieces that have been rebuilt

with the old materials at,a later period. In the original parts that have not

been disturbed, so far from the "joints being closely fitted together," there

is sometimes room enough between the stones for a man to put in his

hand and arm ; and we have frequently seen a stout walking-stick inserted.

The construction is as rude as it well could be. The size of the blocks

of tufa has been already mentioned ; they are split off the beds with

wedges only, and are not cut with any iron tool ; the construction is ex-

actly the same as that of the walls of Fiesoli, Volterra, Perugia, and other
Etruscan cities of the same early period, where the same building ma-
terial is found. The construction of a wall is necessarily governed to a

great extent by the nature of the stone of which it is built. What i>

often called Cyclopean masonry is generally caused by the geological

character of the stone, which naturally splits into huge blocks, very con-

venient for building the great walls of a fortification. Of the walls of

Romulus we have remaining some portions on each of three sides of his

Arx, which was an oblong fortification, consisting of the northern end of

the Palatine Hill. 1. Against the north cliff, near the western corner, a

piece of Bevera] yards long, in a genuine unaltered state. 2. The'
foundations <(' a series of towers at regular intervals, nearly all aloiiur

from the weal end to the east of this northern cliff, opposite to the

Capitol, the mosl important point to be defended against the Sabinea
."'>. A reservoir for rain water, which appears to DC of the same period

;

this is near the south west comer, and behind the iu<>st perfect part of

the wall. There .ire conduits or tunnels to bring the water into this

greal reservoir from various puts of the hill. This reservoir has been
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recently restored by 3 (who, for a Director of Archaeological

Invest ie much too fond of restoration). In this reservoir are

form a hollow cone with the wide mouth
iliwnw.n-.l-. There is a Bimilar rea rvoir for rain-water under the corner

of the Arx of Alba I lied a prison), in which are also wells

of the Bams peculiar form, and these two places are the only two where
iu has been found in that part of Italy. Of the towers nothing

; than the foundations remain, and as these have been built upon in

the time of the Republic and early Empire, it Beems thai the fortifica-

tions of Romulus in this part had. never been completed. 1. We have
• this wall again, on the cliff near the church of S. Anastasia,

• • north-wesi end of the Arx of Romulus, and behind this are the

remains of one of the earliest temples in Rome, with a grand flight of

leading up to it from the west, all of the character of the tune of

Romulus. 5. On both sides of the great trench, or fosse, before men-
the hill from east to west "ii the south Bide of the Arx,

parts of the tufa walls have been brought to light by the recent excava-

t' Signor Rosa, who calls this great piece of ancient military

neering, a natural Tnter-montium .'

We may, however, now turn to the great wall of Servius Tullius,

which, t" the eyes of Mr. Burn, appears more perfect than that of

Romulus. By the way, the wall of Senilis Tullius is no1 OH the

Quirinal nor on the Aventiue. The great agger, faced by his wall was

carried for a mile along the eastern Bide of Rome, on the high ground,

ami does not properly belong to any of the hill-, or rather promontories,

i.n that Bide. Each of the Beven hills was originally a separate fortress ;

each formed one of the Beven arces of Virgil, and remains of the tufa

wall against the cliffy have now been found ^n each of the Beven lulls.

Servius Tullius connected the-.' Beven distinct fortresses into one city, by

real agger on the east Bide, where there could be no oliffa

rp and support by walls, and by building Bhort aggeres across the

valleys from one cliff to the other, with a -ate in each of these short

connecting links. That part of the wall of Servius Tullius, respecting

which there can be no doubt, his great eastern agger, is built in a very

Buperior manner to the walla of the time of Romulus, the stones an well

mil and closely Gtted together, and are bound together by iron clamps,

showing a considerable advance in civilization, as might be expected in

two hundred years. A porti f this wall was pulled to pieces in I*?",

t<> make room for an enlargement of the railway Btation. The work of

destruction was carefully watched by many persons, and several of the

it were taken out of the .-tones in the middle of the

wall were purchased at once on the spol bj English visitors; an.

by Mr. i Oxford, who carried some of them to the

dean Museum, where they may m.w be Been. Others remain in

Roma Mr. Burn's plan of the agger of Servius Tullius (which he calls

torvian wal incorrect or rather in< iplete \ he evidently

not understand anoient earthwork ,
ami yet 'he original fortifi-

Rome mn • have been mainly earthwork . a those of all

othor cities of tl pen.,. | were. The walls are merely facta

Hi do b see that 1 or bank, turns at a

i in t it wit h t he eh!)'- of i he Quirinal at

\ at t ith, and at the angle al e ich end
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is a great earthen mound, or round tower, to proted the approach to a

gate. Mr. Burn's plans are almost entirely copied from Canina ; ana* he

takes no notice of the many discoveries made in the numerous excava-

tions of the last five years. In accordance with the views of the

tical school, to which he < vidently belongs, Mr. Burn doubtB about many
things that appear to us natural and obviously true. Be does col believe

that the foundations of a wooden bridge on the Tiber, under the Aven-

tine, arc those of the Sublician bridge, dot that the Porta Trigemina was

also in this narrow strip of ground under the Aventine, close to the foot of

this bridge
j
yet this is the obvious place where any military engineer

would have put those structures, and a long-established tradition Bhonld

not be lightly set aside when the existing remains appear to hear it out,

as in this case. The remains of the short agger are clearly visible at

the south end of the Salaria, or salt wharf, which is, and always was,

just within the Porta Trigemina. But Mr. Burn puts his Porta Trige-

mina in the Forum Boarium, a quarter of a mile to the north of the

real site. His plan of the Palatine is only a reproduction of Signor

Rosa's plan, and omits altogether the important discoveries made by the

excavations of the Pontifical Government, under Visconti, in 1869 and
187*1, in the southern part of the hill, which he leaves nearly blank.

The illustrations of Mr. Burn's hook are admirable in their way ; they

are a series of the excellent woodcuts of the Jewitt family taken from
photographs, which have been used as original sketches to make drawings
from, and not merely reproduced literally. The exact and minute
accuracy of the photograph is thereby lost, and in some cases, such as

the construction of walls, this is a serious loss ; no drawing ever shows
the mode of construction like a photograph, and for historical purposes

this is often very important. Many of these woodcuts are evidently

taken from Mr. Parker's series, with which most of the recent visitors to

Rome are familiar. In some instances Mr. Burn himself does not seem to

understand the drawings or their object, and it woidd appear that some-

one else had supplied these illustrations, which may or may not fit the

text. The bridges of the aqueduct, of which one is given (p. 11) near

Tivoli, are not merely " picturesque objects," but are important for

historical purposes also. The great wall against the cliff of the Aventine

(p. 50) is not one of "the Servian walls," as Mr. Burn calls it. The
1'orta Salara (p. 60) is one of "the things that have been ;" it is now
entirely destroyed, and should not appear as one of the existing gatee f

Piome. The arch of Honoring, within the Porta di S. Lorenzo (p. 63),

has also been destroyed. In the drawing of the Porta S. Giovanni

(p. 66), the modern embrasure for cannon, erected by the Pontifical

soldiers to defend themselves against the Garibaldians, forms so con-

spicuous a part of the picture that it should have been explained. This

view also shows the Porta Asinaria, and it is curious to see Mr. Burn
stating on the opposite page that "this old gate is unfortunately hidden

by some buildings in front of it." As it has always formed part of the wall

of Aurelian, it never could have had "buildings in front of it." The
view is correct as it was seen two years ago, the embrasures have now
been removed, and the aspect is thereby entirely altered. The blocks of

marble in the Marmorata (shewn in p. 208) arc now entirely hidden again

by the mud left in the late il 1.

Most of the ubji :te in Mr. Burn's plates are what are usually call 1

VOL. XX VI 1 1. M
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familiar to all those who know Rome and

f it. The few that are novel are taken from

Mr. rhere are many points on which we Bhould nol

th Mr. B that the more the

i light, tin' more fully they are found to

il truth of the traditional history of Rome as recorded

l

L871 have noi
:

1, and arc probably

il that have ever 1 d made in the Bame Bpace of time.

We : of tin' points dii which Mr. Bum has

differing from those who have followed the

ty in Eton

Mr. Burn, p. 69, n. L.—The Porta Ardeatina, — Nibby Mura di

Roma, p. 2
, p. 282. Nibby thinks that this -ate was built in

the Ltury, but Mr. I. II. Parker refers it to the time of Trajan.

(Park the Society of Archaeology at Kome, p. If

tppears that Mr. Burn cannot distinguish between
truction of a wall and gateway of the first century and one of the

th. This appears to us very extraordinary, for they are most essentially

different. The brickwork of the time of Nero, and from t hat to t ho time

of Trajan, is the finest brickwork in the world, that of the tenth century

The construction of this gateway, shown in one of

Mr. Parker's phot . is unquestionably of the first century of the

Chri I, and such was also the opinion of Nibby,
- that of his engraver only, who by Borne accident or some

ha- put in an i' where Nibby never wrote one, and
made 1 into 1". of Nibbj inly enough, that the

first century, and this fad is a vow important one, as

it i
r boundary of Rome was then in tin' Bame lin<

th>- wall of Aurelian in the third, so that if there was not a murut in the

e, there was an outer li I' defence of Borne kind towhioh
tlii lj and this is contrary to the theorj of the modern

who usually make the walls of Servius Tullius the boundary
id oiti proper, the only boundary of Rome until the time ^\'

lian.

Mr. Burn, p. 11".'. n. (4).—u
'

I by Canina, followed

Mr. Burn, the Forum of Julius Caesar) " have been Lately a Bigned by

Mr. Parker to the dun [amertinus, and to the wall

ofS i illius. But there is not sufficient proof of this to justify an

of the usual opinion about t hem.

'

travertine of the time of Tiberius do doubt belong

rebuilt in his tim< i ded

npo • the entrance to the vestibule under the Church
I tally called ti i of S. Pet r." But 1

1

real upon tufa wall of much earlier oharaoter, of
i the wall i

' a eriei of I

chamb i iindi r houses, w hich can hardlj b<

than that part of the great prison which was called the

I • I by Mr. Burn him i If. TI

rated to the length of thii t j \ ard ,

me to v. ithin of t be cellars at t be
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Mr. Burn, p. 156, n. (4 ["he grotto of the Luporcal has Lately, it

u supposed, been discovered near the Church of S. Anastasia. I

however, possible thai the reservoir of an aqueduct may have been

mistaken for it. See the Athenaeum newspaper, No. 2,068, June 15, I

Tliis conjecture of Mr. Burn is of no value whatever \ the grotto or

c:i\ e called the Lu] eroal is at too great a depl li for any of the aqueducts.

The water gushes out from the rock under the north-west corni r of the

Palatine into the grotto exactly as described by ancient authors. The
situation of it also, just on th ' the Circus Maximus, agrees per-

fectly with the Bpot where the Lupercal must have been.

At p. 191) Mr. Burn says:—"It is to be observed that Panoinius
speaks of the plan as found near the church,—Garrucci in the church,

and Vacoa behind the church on a wall. Jordan thinks that the plan

was lying about near the place where the church was to be built, in frag-

ments, the most considerable of which were used to cover part of the

walls when the church was built." And he continues (p. 200):—"Two
fragments of the Pianta Capitolina were discovered in 1867, during an

excavation undertaken by the monks • SS. Cosma e Damiano. They
represent the ground plan of the Porticus Liviee, an oblong space sur-

rounded by double colonnades. Mr. J. II. Parker (Arch of the

London Society of Antiquaries, vol. -\lii. pt. i. p. 11) Beeks to identity this

ground plan with the great platform between the Velia and Coliseum,

commonly supposed to be the platform of £he Temple of Venus and
Koine. It is, however, quite a sufficient refutation of his view to point

out that the remains of the central building now existing on the platform

differ entirely from the plan represented on the new fragments. It is

state 1 that the new fragments were discovered in a pit dug in a court-

yard behind the church, and monastery of SS. Cosma e Damiano, at the

foot of a long, lofty wall of brick, on which numerous small bronze I

such as were used for Becuring a facing of marble slabs, -were found,

hooks do not necessarily indicate, as Mr. Parker thinks, that the

marble plan of Koine was attached to the wall by means of them, for

Buch hooks or rivets were frequently used to attach ordinary marble

facing to brick walls."

Mr. Burn overlooks e me material facts in this case. The marble plan

of Rome was made in the third century, in the time of the Emperor
Severus, as is stated in an inscription to that effect upon one of the

marble plates.
1 ••The central building on the platform " was built or

rebuilt thirty years afterwards, in the time of Maxenl as proved

by his brick Btampa found in the walls by Nibbyj this building, then fore,

could not be represi nted on the marble plan. Mr. Burn in his index

identical with the Porticus Octavise.

: stinct : we have plans of both of them, with their

nami i 1 on two of the fragments of the marble plan.

All the fragments of the marble plan have been found in the -

: a lofty wall faced with brick of the time of Severus,

in which are r - snapped off; the rideutly for

the p fixing a marble J die wall, and this plan
I

on Buch a marble lacing. It has never been trodden upon, the In

quite fresh, but the broken into fragments. In front of this

1 See Mail - lorn., vol \ ii.
\
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wall li corner of the Basilica of Constantiue, which

dlen from the top in an earthquake, and has the upper part of a

corkscrew Btairoase in it, now lying upside down on the pavement, but

buried again. It appears quite probable that Buoh a mass of stone as

, add fall through the roof of the Portico on to the pavement, and

that the jar would cause the marble slabs to vibrate violently, break the

thai held them up, and so cause them to fall and break to pieces in

falling on the pavement. Those authors who were living at the time

-

when the other fragments were found, in the sixteenth century, describe

this as the situation wh e were also found.

••It is well known (Mr. burn, p. 224) to all Roman archaeologists of

any experience thai the ' reticulated work ' is not found after the time

of Hadrian, or aboul a.m. 120. It is, therefore, probable that these

quays were made or rebuilt at that time, or towards the end of the first

century of the Christian era. It is probable, however, that they con-

tinued in use for tw«> or three centuries, and that the blocks, neglected or

left there so long in oblivion; were placed there in the third century,

when BUCh enormous quantities of marble were imported into Koine that

they could not at once find employment for it. Further excavations,

made after Mr. Parker wrote, showed that these great quays extended

the whole length of the Port of Home, or for about half a mile, and that

the quay now in use for the same purpose, and always called 'The Mar-

morata, was the upper part of the Bame series of quays. These were,

rer, ool used for landing marble only, bul also for wine and other

things, as shown by the Bculpture of an amphora on one of the walls, to

indicate the place for landing such things on their way to the great ware-

I bove, c died '
I he Emporium.' "

The ruins of the Emporium consist of a large quadrangle, open on the

side towards the river, and occupied on the other three siiles with ware-

Several of tin- quays in connection with this building have been

lately (186f ted, and a vast number of valuable marble blocks of

-;/e exhumed from tin- silt with which the river had covered them.
i ire mainly of briok, the walls against the cliff faced with

ticulatum. Mr. Parker thinks that the reticulated work is of the

century, lie considers that the newly excavated quays were
• i t., replace Borne older ones, then found to lie placed at ton low

a level asequently abandoned. Bu1 why were the marble blocks

ho there) It seems more probable that tiny were neglected, and
gradually Bilted up I il Is during some continued period of

polil ical and social dial I

The Coliseum (Mr. Burn, p. 236, note).
— "The holes which are bo

conspicuous in tie- travertine blocks "I the exterior were probably made
in tie- Middle Ages for the purpo e of extracting tin- iron damps by
which the it. ether. Another opinion je that they

n winch the l" the buildings whioh clustered round
1 .m in the M iddle \ i were fixed. See I

ho
I real

"Del dum," in SaUengre's Thesaurus, vol i.,

p. 311

'I opinion ii" w is that t In -e hoi, LUSed by the rusting

iron clampi with when
| bad been fa tened together.

1
. "

. 'pi 1
!"

i i. X". 1.
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This rust splits stone and causes the iron to full out by ;i natural

process not requiring any violence. The holes are always at the edge

of the stones, just where damps would come of the same simple form

as those used in the wall of Servius Tullius. This appears to have

been a common practice of the Roman builders for some centuries, when
the nature of the stone or other circumstances seemed to call for such a

precaution.

Mr. Burn, p. 219.—Frontin. de Aquaed., §§-5, 20, 21, 65. Mr. J.

II. Parker, Archseologia, vol. xhi., pt. 1., p. 11, thinks that we should

read in all the four passages of Frontinus apecttm for spem. The anus.

ipeeum occurs in Suet. Nero. 48, and specus is fern, in Front. 17. But it

seems impossible that spent could have been employed as an abbreviation

for specu in in the MS.

(P. 227.) Frontin. de Ag. 19, 20; Plin. Ep. vii. 29. Mr. Parker's

conjecture that I'allantiani Palatini can hai'dly be admitted as possible.

Arch. Journ. xxiv. p. 345. From Frontin. 19, 20, 21, and 5, 6-j, it seems

to follow that Spes Vetus was the name of the district near the Porta

Maggiore, where the Neronian arches of the Aqua Claudia leave the main
aqueduct. Dionysius, ix. 24, mentions a Upbv 'EXnidos there. J. H. Parker,

Archseol. Journ. xxiv. p. 345, thinks that spes means specus.

The word specus is a local technical word for the tunnel conduit of .in

aqueduct, not used out of Rome, or in immediate connection with Rome.
The word was not to be found in that sense in any Latin dictionary until

quite recently ; it was equally unknown to the original editors of Fron-

tinus, who tilled up the abbreviation " spe " with " spem," instead of

"specum." Mr. Parker printed and distributed in Rome last season a

brochure containing all the passages in Frontinus in which the word

occurs, and facsimiles of the best manuscript of the author, that of

Monte Casino. He has shown clearly that in every instance specus maki s

good sense of each passage in an obvious natural meaning. " Spes

"

generally requires a very forced and unnatural interpretation, not in any
degree borne out by the facts.

J. H. P.

PABOCHIAL AND FAMILY HISTORY OF THE DEANERY OF TRIGG
MINOR, IN THE COUNTY OF CORNWALL. By Sir John .Maclean,

F.S.A., &c.

Since our last notice of the parochial and family history of the deanery

of Trigg Minor, by Mr. (now Sir John) Maclean, two additional parts

have been issued, which are in no respect inferior to the first, which

related exclusively to the parish of Blisland, in the county of Cornwall.

These latter parts relate to the several parishes of Bodmin and of St.

Bruered, or Breward, and of the borough, or secular district, of the

former. That this part of the county had been brought under subjection

to the Roman invasion is testified by the occurrence of Roman coins, as

well as of inscriptions in 1 various other parts of Cornwall, not-

withstanding the claim, by some early, patriotic topographers, to a sort

of exemption of Cornwall from Roman subjection, which is plainly un-

tenable. So the establishment of Christianity in and throughout both

East and West Cornwall, is illustrated by numerous wayside a
and other like relics of very early type in the present work, though the
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rude material employed on them forbids us to expect in this district any
refined work of art

It was imagined, for some time, thai Arabic numerals of the twelfth

century had been in ordinary use at that early date : but the fragments

pulchral inscription found in Bodmin Church have been re-examined,

and referred by Mr. Jago and by sir John Maclean to a far later date,

the much more probable date <>t' the sixteenth, and per-

. enteenth, century,

rvations on the parish church of Bodmin maybe added
the fact, heretofore only suspected, thai the present church, notwith-

standing its large dimensions and decorative feat hits, is probably not

tjinal church of the Priory of St. Petrock, of which the remains

were in all probability removed and sold upon the dissolution. See

part ii. p. I50j part hi. p. 345. The statement of the author relating to

the Berry tower and its adjaoenl cemetery, the Bodmin copper tokens,

and the gilds and fraternities of the same town, had received little or

nothing either of notice or explanation from any previous historians.

The several manors which, before or since the dissolution of St. Patrock's

Priory, have been found to exisl separately from the "manor of the

Pri ry " are not fewer than six, which are all now traced, and described

and identified in the present work.

In addition to these topographical notices, the author has largely

1 into the family history and heraldry of families more or less

associated with the lands and property within the local Limits of the

borough or parish, including those of the families of De Bodmin or

Bodman, St. Margaret, Carburra, Magle, Blammank, Phillips, Edyvean,
Bligh, otherwise Blight, Aohym, Michell, Spry or Sprey, Dagga, Bullock,

Pennington, Thon .\ . an, Munday, Tailour, Beket, Bere, Kempthorne,
Hobbs, Collins, Brown, and Pomerory.

The third part of the volume relates to the parish of "St. Bruered,"
• unknown, wi . to any English hagiology, and hotter known

or threi centuries past by the common name of" Simon-

pelling of " St. Broward." This district, now
. al, is, or was originally, co-extensive with the manor of Bamatethy,

which is to be found in Domesday. It is presumed that this is a pariah

founded l>\ the Peverell family by the process to winch Selden attributes

idual formation of all parochial divisions, via., by the voluntary

appropriation of the tithes by the lords of manors for the ecclesie

i the lords and their under truant-. This manor passed from

the P to 1 be rlungerfordi and Bot trt aui '
" de Boten

f Bodmin t be aut bor has t pact 'I t he

od families connected with thi : iri b or manor, including

i i
; erford, H '•

, Tn lawder

iniinlant lv illustrated.

idy included in the work form only a part of

:, titute the enl ire dean< ry of Trigg M tnor.

Of ili' thei re in t Cornwall eight. W h( t her Sir •!
. M

I to < mplete the work on the present Bcale for the entire

county is opeu to question, but at all events we may be assured tb

future lab onot fail to find a very valuable

i to the h tory of G rnwalL
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Ir is well known to every antiquary interested in the pursuits of

topography that large and highly important collections for the History

of Kent had been for 1 by the late Rev. T. Streatfeild, and also by our
valued friend and member, the late Rev. Lambert Larking. A pro-

spectus and specimen, of great beauty and promise, was circulated some
thirty years ago j and costly preparations, in admirable illustrative

materials, have long been in readiness for this great undertaking. We
learn, with much satisfaction, that its realisation may now at length be
hopefully anticipated. It is proposed to issue the work, by subscription,

in parts, at twent3*-five shillings each, small folio: a limited number of

large papers will also he issued. This long-desired History has been
jned to most efficient hands, the arrangement and editorial care

having been undertaken by Mr. Godfrey-Faussett, by whom subscribers'

names are received, and who will reply to all communications addn
to him—"The Precincts, Canterbury.'' The publisher is Mr. Toovey,

Piccadilly, London.

In a previous volume we invited the notice of our readers to a pro-

jected work of very great utility and value to all students of prehistoric

and early antiquities, by Mr. S. B. Waring, entitled " Stone Monuments,
Tumuli, and Ornaments of Remote Ages, with some Notes on Early
Irish Architecture." In this volume, recently produced by Mr. Day,
will be found a more ample and systematic collection of evidence than
has been hitherto supplied in any country. It contains IDS plates, pre-

senting more than 1,200 subjects, of which a considerable portion has

been derived from unpublished and original materials. The series is

brought down to the eighth century. The plates are accompanied by
descriptive text. Price four guineas.

On a former occasion, on the approach of the meeting of the Insti-

tute in a field of Blich varied and numerous attractions as Dorsetshire,

we had the satisfaction of inviting attention to the Manual-Index com-
prising the Bummary of many years of laborious investigation by Mr.
Charles Warne, F.S.A.,—the illustrated Archaaologieal Map of Dorset,

giving the sites of the numerous Celtic, Roman, Saxon, and Danish
vestiges, printed in tints, and the sites coloured according to classifica-

tion. It were much to lie desired that such a map, with the classified

index that serves as so useful a supplement, could be supplied for every
county and district in the British Islands. We may now announce with

gratification that the talented author ,,f these general auxiliaries of

careful and well din troll m the oountry of the Durotriges, and
to whom we are indebted for the valuable volume on the Celtic Tumuli
of Dorset, with its numerous highly instructive illustrations, has in
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1 preparation hi* long-< I I
work on Anoient Dorset, being a

of the antiquities of the county, arranged under the various

enumerated. This volume, in small fulio,

ely illustrated, will range with Mr. Warne'a former work on the

Celtic Tumuli ; it will include, moreover, an Essay on the Ancient Mints

of the equity, and an introduction to the Ethnology of Dorset, with

utributions by an archseologisi of greal looal knowledge

and attainments, Sir. T. W. Wake Smart, ofCranborne, the author of a

ible euiitrilmtii.n i" topographical Literature, the Chronicle of

Cranborne and its Chase. We believe that more precise information in

I to Mr. Warne'a "Ancient Dorset," now nearly completed for issue

t.i the sn . may be obtained from Mr. D.Sydenham, Library,

nth, or from Mr. Russell Smith, Soho Square, London.
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JUNE, 1871.

THE CHAMBERED TUMULUS IN PLAS NEWYDD PARK,
ANGLESEY.

By the Hon. WILLIAM OWEN STANLEY, MP., F.S.A.

With the exception of Cornwall there is, perhaps, no

county in England and Wales so rich in Celtic remains as

Anglesey, or possessing so varied a form of megalithic

structures, cromlechs and cistvaens, meini-hirion and cham-
bered tumuli. Many of these have been described of late,

and figured in the pages of the Archa3ological Journal and
Archa?ologia Cambrensis ; but hitherto one of the most

interesting has not been so fully noticed as it deserves, from

its size and peculiar features.

In the park of Plas Newydd, the seat of the Marquis of

Anglesey, towards the southern end, and on the left hand
of a path leading to the kitchen gardens, there is to be seen

a large green mound or tumulus with two oak trees of con-

siderable size growing upon it. No one can pass without

being struck with its appearance, situated as it is in a valley

of surpassing beauty, surrounded by magnificent trees of all

sorts. The vista to the south-east is terminated by the

grand range of Carnarvonshire mountains, Snowdon with its

triple head above all the others (see woodcuts, fig. 1).

The visitor, descending to examine the mound, will find

on the east side that excavations have been made in former

times, disclosing the entrance to an interior chamber or cist

which once contained the bones or ashes of the great

warrior, in whose memory this stupendous mound was
erected. We may speculate whether he was one of the

heroes who died on this spot fighting against the victorious

\<>i.. xxviii. (No. 110.) N
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n of the Romans led by Paulinas Suetonius; more

probably he may have been one of an earlier race.

The mound itself, as is usually the case, is funned of

earth and the small fragments of Limestone which abound in

surrounding soil. The cist is composed of large flat

Blabs of limestone, the dimensions of which are accurately

given in the accompanying plan, from drawings and

measurements taken by the Rev, V7. Wynn Williams, jun,

ofMenaifroD (fig. 2). The peculiar feature of this sepulchral

chamber is the front stone closing the entrance to the cist.

or
C-

1

i. . v. u
, Jun.

It faces the east, and was perforated in a remarkable manner
:<). This stone is now broken in half, but the lower

portion remains in its original position; it has two circular

about ten inches in diameter, artificially made in il ;

tin- upper portion of the Btone having been broken, and

probably removed, when the mound was first excavated, we
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cannot with any certainty say that the stone had been of

one piece, or that the holes had been perfect circles. About

three-quarters appear to remain ; and from the circumstanco

that this stone, on the north side, reaches within seven

inches of the covering stone at the top, we may, I think,

conclude that it was originally one perfect stone, which

closed the entrance to the chamber. The holes are cham-

fered off on the outside. The entrance is about 2 ft. 3 ins,

high, and 5 ft. wide.

+

\
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fig. 5, also plans of the chambers, figs. G, 7.) The entrance

to the north chamber was closed, nearly to the roof, by a
barrier of two stones placed side by side, upright, in the

ground, and hollowed out on their two inner and adjoining

edges, .s<> as to leave a sort of porthole of an oval shape (wood-

cut, fig. 8). In some instances, as at Uley, Gloucestershire

(fig. 9), there is a doorway with jambs and a horizontal slab.

Another very similar example may be cited that was
brought to light, in 1808, in the "long barrow" at Avening,
Gloucestershire, as described by the antiquary of that county,

Fosbrooke. 2 The entrance of the chamber was closed, as at

Rodmarton, by two upright slabs, or jambs, hollowed out so

as, when placed side by side, to leave a sort of central port-

hole, through which the tomb might be entered by a person
in a creeping posture 3 (see fig. 10). These openings are termed
"tohnens" by Lysons, and it was imagined that the structure

was thus adapted to the purpose of successive interments. In
another instance, the Fairy's Toote, a long barrow at Nemp-
net, Somerset, there was a further variety of the " tolmen

"

entrance—a perforated stone shutting up the avenue between
the walls of approach.4 The Rev. W. C. Lukis describes a
similar arrangement in a chambered barrow at Kerlescant
in Brittany. Much valuable information on chambered long
barrows, and the structures enclosed within them, will be
found in Dr. Thurnam's Memoir on Ancient British Barrows,
published by the Society of Antiquaries.5

Mr. Blight mentions a cromlech at Trevethy,6
in Corn-

wall, with a circular hole in the covering stone. Other
instances, in Brittany and elsewhere, are noticed in the
Archccologia Cambrensis. 7

Col. Meadows Taylor, in his interesting account of the
cromlechs in the Dekhan in India, published by the Royal
Irish Academy, 8 describes a large group of cromlechs in

1 Encyel Antiq., pp. 544, 547. that M. Cairo, in his " Voyage chez les
'Journal Brit. A rch. Assoc. 1668, 40, Celtes," mentions the dolmen of Trie

plates 2,
•">. as having the Blah on the south side

4 It was opened in 1789. See Collin- perforated by a round hole; a

son's and other local histories, and Qent. near Beauvais, at Villera St. Sepulcre,
Mag. for 17 s '.', 1792 and elsewhere in Brittany.

4 An I [. pp. 199- 8 This memoir was iii-t given by Cot
• Described by Norden, a.h 1584. Taylor in the Transactions of the Bombay

Then is a mo lei in the British Museum. Asiatic Society, Jan. 1858. The k

Note p. 291, CoL Forb l with a circular aperture I gured
' Arch Cambt, 8rd Series, vol. zv. p. in CoL Fori* I ec

•'- Early Rav

193. Mr. C. Thome, in s no! i the Scotland, ii. p. 290j and Lubbock, re-
construction of Croinlccln, points out historic Times, p 181, second edit.
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Shirapoor, on the Bheema and Krishna rivers. They are

called by the natives M Mori Munni," or Mories' houses, and
rded as vestiges of a supposed dwarf race of great

Btrength. These Druidical Celtic, Scythian, or Aryan remains

are most instructive. Many oi the closed kistvaens had
round holes in the centre Blab, on the south side : diameter*

from 9 to 4 inches (figs. I 1, L2). Colonel Meadows Taylor

states that this peculiarity is found to exist in similar

remains in Brittany and in England, Kits Coty House, in

Kent, being a well-known example ; and such objects exist

also in Circassia, according to Mr. Hell. 9
J\Ir. It. A. Cole

mentions, in his account of the cromlechs of Southern India,

a double one with a hole in each end 1 (see woodcut, fig. 13).

~Wy'\

I . . ity 7 ft. 3 in. by 8 ft. 6 In. 1

i it 11 in. by i. Prom a

I may here, howei er, remark thai Kits Coty House (fi •.
1 1).

has no perforation in the Front, or in any of the other stones

of which it is composed; 9 bui it is remarkable as being com-
i of three upright Btones instead of four, making it an

open cromlech ; or, .

-

i~ Col. Meadows Taylor goi s on to say,

"I here mal binction between kistvaen and cromlech.

They are similarly constructed, except that the former,

whether with or without .

-

i top, has always four Bides, and

i. p. 151. I. '
!

I IMS !•

1 Tnni Kthno] . I. vii. produced in this momoir. Compare Cut)
ii ol it in 1 690 ; \ i

I. ii. p, 1 l 8, p] v.i : < h i.'

H Forbes 1 •
• Antiqu.

nd, ii p, 275; bj I • 2 I.
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the latter only three. In none of the open cromlechs could

anything be found, and the original earth of the floors

remained undisturbed. In the closed or four-sided cromlechs

were found human ashes, portions of bone, and charcoal

mixed with pieces of broken pottery, red and black, with the

invariable pandre matti, or black earth mould, brought from

a distance." Of 21 29 dolmens in one district in the Dekhan
more than 1100 had the lateral opening.

Col. Forbes Leslie, in his remarks upon this memoir by
Col. Meadows Taylor, observes that these kistvaens are alto-

gether above ground. They never appear to have been

under a mound, like the dolmens. They were probably used

as sacrificial altars. Speaking of the closed kistvaens of the

Dekhan, with the round hole in one of the stones which

forms the end or side of the monument, it may have been

intended for the spirit to pass through in progress to the

new body which it was to occupy in its destined trans-

migration ; and, as Col. Leslie presumed, through this open-

ing the spirit was expected to convey the arms, ornaments,

and valuables deposited for its use, but still found in such

tombs.3 The Hindus believe that the soul of a person de-

ceased exists, but in ethereal or unsubstantial form, until

certain necessary funeral ceremonies are performed. It then

passes into a more substantial form, described as about the

size and length of a man's thumb. The ceremonies are con-

tinued daily for ten days ; then once a month until the final

ceremony takes place at the end of the year. The soul is

supplied with food daily, cakes of rice and milk, rich libations

of water.4

It is not disputed, I apprehend, that the Druids believed

in the Pythagorean doctrines, the prc-existence of souls, and
their transmigration from one vehicle to another.

Pennant, in his account of the cromlech and tumulus at

Plas Newydd, writes as follows :
—"Not far from the crom-

lech is a large carnedd. Part has been removed, and within

was discovered a cell about 7 ft. long and 3 ft. wide, covered

at top with two flat stones, and lined on the sides with
ethers. To get in I crept over a flag placed a< ross the en-

trance. On the top of the stone were two semicircular holes

of size sufficient t<» take in the human neck. It is conjec-

tured that above might have been another ; so that both

1 Forbes Leslie, vol. li. p. 290. * C rey'« K.nn ijAn, iii. p, 72
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together might perform the office of a stocks. It is indeed

conjecture, yet not an improbable one, that in this place had
been kept the wretches destined for sacrifice

; as it is well

known that they performed those execrable rites, and often

upon captives who had Buffered long imprisonment, perhaps

in cells Bimilar to this/*8

Had Pennant lived and written in these days, he would,

with his acute mind, most probably have compared the holed

stone in the sepulchral chamber at Plas Newydd with the

kistvaens of the East. In their perforated entrance-stone he
would have traced the link between East and West, and in

his minds eye have followed the great migration of peoples

from the plains and hills of India, gradually spreading their

religious rites, manners, and customs, as far as the bleak

islands of the far West; leaving their stupendous stone

structures, as they passed, an indelible witness of their

passage, ami of the cradle from which they sprang. He
might also have found reason to doubt whether the religion

of the Druids was in fact, as had been alleged, tainted with

the horrid rites of human sacrifice.

UUTTRCSV

I Iba doubli . i.|.

(in comparing Pennant's engraving of the Plas Newydd
cromlech (published 1781) with the present appearance;

also finding in Pughe's Cambria Depicta (1816J this account,

"Some time before I »* it, it was supposed thai some part

of its supporters had given way on one side, which greatly

alarmed the family : ' was in consequence propped up with

of thick timber;" I am inclined to think that the

mi in Wall -, \. 1. ii. |.. .
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projecting stone at the north-cast end, supporting the cap-

stone, lias been placed there as a support, of late years, bv

the Anglesey family. The Btone is placed at an angle most
unusual in all cromlechs, and it is not figured in Pennant's

view (see figs. 16, 17, and plan, fig. 15).
6

In connection with the peculiar construction of the I 'Ins

Newydd tumulus, and the double perforation of the front

stone, Tylor, in his book upon Primitive Culture, under the

article called " Animism," throws much light upon the holed

tombs in India, in the Dekhan and elsewhere, lie treats of

the early belief entertained by most nations of the material

and substantial nature of the soul. Thus it is an usual pro-

ceeding to make openings through solid materials to allow

souls to pass. The Iroquois in old times used to leave an
opening in the grave for lingering souls to visit the body,

and some of them still bore holes in the coffin for the same
purpose. We may give this as a plausible reason for leaving

the circular hole or holes in the portal stone of sepulchral

structures, such as Plas Newydd, and other similar places

of burial in this and other countries of the world. The
Chinese make a hole in the roof to let out the soul at death;

and lastly, the custom of opening a window or door for the

departing soul when it quits the body is, to this day, a very

familiar superstition in France, Germany, England and Scot-

land. The reader will doubtless recal the tragic scene of

the dying smuggler in Meg Merrilies' hut, and the assertion

of the hag, when blamed for leaving the entrance of the

lair open. " "Wha ever heard of a door being barred when
a man was in the death-thraw % How d'ye think the spirit

to get awa through bolts and bars like thae V (Guy Man-
nering, c. xxvii.).

It may not be out of place to notice here that recent

research leads to the belief, or rather to the confirmation of

the fact, that all megalithic structures, whether sepulchral or

for religious rites and ceremonies, were first known in the East.

Most of the cromlechs in Anglesey appear to have been

originally chambered cists covered over with a mound of

earth, like this tumulus ;it Plas Newydd. The great crom-

lech near the Btables at Plas Newydd bears all the appear-

'' Allusion is made by the Rev, !'.. I.. d North Wales, Arch. Cambr.,
Barnwell t" this additional supporter of third series. voL xv. p 142.

the enormous cap -; ne in hi- memoir on

VOL. XX\ ill. n
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ance of having been covered over, and a circle of largo

- arranged round the mound. Some of these stones arc

still to be Been. The very curious and interesting chambered

tomb at Bryncelli, about a mile distant, was covered with a

mound in the memory of man. 7 When first opened it con-

tained, as has been stated, the bones of those who had

therein been buried, arranged on stone seats round the

centra] cell, which was supported by a stone pillar. The
bodies, probably, were introduced through the long narrow

jre which communicated with the outside of the mound,

like the entrance at New Grange in Ireland.

I cannot find any authentic mention of urns having been

found in or under cromlechs. The Rev. Hugh Prichard,

however, Btates that a cinerary urn was found near the

cromlech at Henblas, Anglesey.1 According to tradition

urns were found under the cromlech at Treligneth, described

on the next page.

The urn-burials, which are frequent in Anglesey, Beem to

have been placed in a rudely-formed cell composed of flat

-. to prevent the pressure of the earth and destruction

of the urn. A small mound was frequently raised over the

urn. as at Bronwen's tomb on the banks of the Alaw, and at

Porth Daforch.8

Anglesey has many large upright stone-, or meinihirion

scattered in all parts. These seem to have marked battles

fought in the ncinity, or to have been raised over the bomb
of a slain Warrior. Wherever they are seen, tradition points

out some memorable conflict that had there occurred in

ancient tami

Mr. Barnwell, in a recent memoir in the Archsaologia

Cambrensis, has stated thai the great question whether al!

cromlechs arc the perfect or imperfect remains of sepulchral

chambers, or the works of Druidic hands, must in the yew
i be con idered finally and satisfactorily Bottled; the

theory of Druidic altars being, it is hoped, finally disp

of.
1 If Mr. Barnwell means to affirm that all megalithic

structures were originallj sepulchral, 1 must, I fear, differ

from him. At one time, all Btone structures were called

Druids' altars; now, it is contended thai none were ever

"
bjl ' Ai. li. (' link. iv. pp.

A,.)i Cwob
Ai li.

Camb .
t. : i v
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used for religious rites and ceremonies. We may thus run

into another extreme. If we take a wider view of this

question, and examine into the nature of the stone altars,

circles, and avenues, existing in other countries as well as

our own, we must pause before wc come to such a conclu-

sion. The earliest notice of stone structures is contained

in the liible history. There they are all connected with

worship, either of Baal or of the tSupreme Deity. They were
of unhewn stone (altars of sacrifice), set up on high places

or near groves. We read in the Book of Deuteronomy,

"Ye shall overthrow their altars, and break their pillars"

(upright stones), " and burn their groves with fire."
2 Joshua

set up a stone as a witness ; many other allusions to mega-
Iithic monuments occur also in Scripture, too numerous to quote.

Kits Coty House, in its present condition, an open three-

stone cell, with a covering stone, bears no appearance of

being sepulchral ; and I am informed that cromlechs exist-

ing in Cornwall and Brittany are apparently of the samo
character.

In connection with the subject of this memoir, the follow-

ing notices of some megalithic remains that exist in another

quarter of the Island of Anglesey cannot fail to prove of

interest to the members of the Institute. They are here

reproduced, with some additional particulars, from the com-
munication formerly made by me to the Cambrian Archaeo-

logical Association.3

Upon a rocky knoll close to the farm-house of Trcfigncth.

about a mile and a half from Holyhead, there is a cromlech,

or rather kistvaen, of which a representation is here given 4

(fig. 18). From this spot there is a commanding view over

the bay of Holyhead, with the Skerries Island and light-

house and the opposite coast of Anglesey in the distance.

This is first mentioned by Aubrey, in his Monumenta
Britannica, cited by Bishop Gibson, "There is in Angl
about a mile from Holy-head, en a hill near the way that lead-,

to Beaumaris, a Monument of huge stones. They are about

twenty in number, and between four and five feet high, at the

it. c. \ii. v Smith's place called Treviorweth, in tlii-< parish

Dietioi Bible, undoi
"

there is a oromlech composed after a very
3 Arch. Cambr., 3rd series, 9oL \iii. p. artificial manner, and b 'ins to be three

234. auments erected over ti

* Lewis Morris, in his aceoanl of it nun." Cambr. Register,

Holyhead Churob addressed to Browne voL ti

Willis about 1 71". r- in irl
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Northern end of it there are two Btones about six Feet high.

They8tand upon an hillock in a Farm call'd Trevigneth, and

have no other name than Lhecheu [id est, Plat-stones]

whence the field where they arc rais'd is call'd kaer

Lhecheu." Aubrey may probably have visited the place in

1660, when on his return from a journey to Ireland he was
u like to be shipwrecked at Holyhead, but no hurt done," as

he states in his Autobiographical Memoranda. 5

About Beventy or eighty years ago many of the stones,

which formed the covered chambers, were wantonly taken

away for gateposts and lintels. The late Lady Stanley, of

Penrhos, preserved it from further destruction at that time,

and it remains now as it then was. The remains present

the appearance of having formed a covered chamber, of

about 1^1 1 ft. in length, 4 ft. in height inside, and 4 ft. in

width, composed of a row of upright stones on each side,

Covered with large flat slabs. There is a tradition that,

when first exposed on the removal of the superincumbent

mound of earth and stones, urns and human bones were

found inside. Of this, however, no reliable record appears

to have been preserved.

About a quarter of a mile from this cromlech, near

Trearddur Farm, close to the road on the right, there are

the traces of a similar cromlech or kistvaen, now nearly

obliterated, called Coetan Arthur. Near this spot, in 1*37,

was found a vessel containing a great many Roman brass

OS of tin: later emperors. I took them to the British

Museum, but none of the coins were peculiar, and 1 regret

that they were purloined in transmission by post to the

OU Il'T.''

Nearer Bolyhead, on the same road, there is a fine

meinhir (long Btone), on the right, in a field near Ty Mawr
Farm,

The < ''nt ral < lommil te< i iteful e [pre iion of t he

obligations of the I I i the kind Liberality of the author of the

Memoir, bv whom the whole of the Ulustrationfi have been

>ut< l.

I by f iu "I in the pari ii i» L710, * tin i of

Dp. • them ,i
. be

' im in in. hi [on

•
. h {hi at blu . I !• l'ii i • Ltoini

neai Holyhead Lc ••
i

'•'
, I. ;

.
. . ill. |p. 216,



THE CROMLECHS OF ANGLESEY.

Oy a former occasion, in calling the notice of archaeologists

to the grand megalithic remains at Plas Newydd, a concise

enumeration of the principal remains of the same class was
given by Mr. Stanley, that could not fail, without entering into

any descriptive details, to invite attention to the remark-
able number and important character of the cromlechs that

exist in Anglesey, or have existed within recent memory.
It has seemed advisable to oiler a more extended enumera-
tion of these curious vestiges of prehistoric date, now ap-

preciated with intelligent interest, and carefully studied in

various countries of Europe ; still, however, exposed to

wan tun injury,—too frequently, even within recent recollec-

tion, mutilated and destroyed.

It may not be without interest to note the small be-

ginnings of antiquarian interest in such remains. Barely

noticed by Camden, the " Nourrice of Antiquity," the crom-
lech and the meinhir were by some regarded possibly as ad-

ventitious accidents of nature, too massively imposing to be

really the device of man. With Edward Lluyd and Rowlands,

Borlase, and the unwearied observer. Pennant, these myste-
rious vestiges were at length more truly appreciated. How
changed are now our notions of their claims as evidence

subsidiary to history, when we find the inquisitive De Foe,

in his circuit of personal inspection, about 1725, pro-

nouncing that " there is nothing of note to be seen in the

Isle of Anglesea/' save the Edwardian fortress of Beau-
maris, lie had heard, indeed, of huge stones, so disposed

as to slope like the roof of a barn ; of two circles, also,

such as Stonehenge, but larger. He did not care to see

them. A particular kind of monument only arrested his

attention. Of this he took notice, namely, single atones

"set up on one end, which, being so very large, are likely to

remain till the end of time."
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The origin and first use of the term cromlecb, in the

now familiar to us, remain in uncertainty. It has

been Btated that it was thus used first by Rowlands, of whose
" Nfona "

the first edition appeared in 17:23. lie observes

that the huge stouts mounted on erect supporters, and

lered by him to have been altars, were, ami are to this

day. vulgarly call d by the name of crom-lech? The late

learned president of the Royal Irish Academy, Dr. Todd,

in a memorable discussion on the "Cromlech question," at

the Cambrian m in Cardiff, expressed his impression

that the terra had thus originated ; in this conclusion Mr.

Barnwell, with others who have given special attention

to cromlechs, Beema to concur.9 This notion, however, is

erroneous. Mr. T. Stephens, of Rferthyr, in his " Memoir
on the Names of Cromlechau in South Wales," cites the

ription of the surprising example at Pentre Evan,

Pembrokeshire, as given in George Owen's MS. history of

lounty, and designated "Maeny Gromlech
,J

sic). Owen
wrote after 1588, probably about 1G00.3 Other early

aces of the use of the word occur. It were needless

here to pursue this subject further ; Mr. Stephens seems

clearly to establish that the name cromlech, although in

use in the seventeenth century, long prior to the time of

Rowlands, is comparatively of no ancient authority, ami is

found in the welsh laws, the Triads, or any of the older

MSS.4 As regards the various capricious names locally

nch monuments by popular tradition, he points

out, with truth, that they throw no light whatever upon the

remote origin or the use of the cromlech.

The term cromlech, it must be observed, has been adopted

in England only: in Ireland such monuments are commonly
\idh —beds or graves, giants

1

graves, &c. ;
in

1 M ,'

lit. I ili.' phi •

I

I

in one ol

I in tha
b, bill \ ] in 1 1 1

;

"

I think i" ""I ' " In

ili .' i!
,

• linontea

!i would
I

I ' i I'udil ub
• Imply luoli
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Franca, dolmens (Breton, daul, fable, men, pierre) ; in

Germany, hunengraber, and so forth. It is known on

the Continent only as designating a circle of stones, com-
monly termed in France a cromlech (Breton, croin, courbe

lech, pierre).6

It were doubtless desirable, for more thorough investiga-

tion of prehistoric monuments in the Principality, for com-
parison with similar remains in other parts of the country,

and also with those in other lands, that an accurate census,

so to speak, should be taken in each county, with references

to previous notices of such remains, to engravings, and the

like, whereby the former condition of our megalithic monu-
ments may be to a certain degree ascertained, and the

memory preserved of those that have perished. Several lists

of the cromlechs of Anglesey had from time to time been
compiled; these it has appeared desirable here to combine
and to amplify, more especially as numerous scattered

notices contained in the four series (twenty-six volumes)

of the " Archaoologia Cambrensis " are with difficulty avail-

able, through deficiency of indexes. The most recent enu-

meration, appended to Mr. Stanley's memoir on the Plas

Newydd tumulus, reproduced in this Journal, comprised

twenty-four examples, of which several had fallen, or been
wholly destroyed.

In previous volumes of the " Archseologia Cambrensis
"

the late Rev. H. Longueville Jones had included cromlcchau

in his useful lists of Early British Remains, arranged by
counties. 6 At an earlier period David Thomas, a frequent

contributor to the " Cambrian Register/' had preserved in

the volume for 17% a list of "Druidical altars/' numbering:

30 examples. 7 He had much knowledge of Welsh lore and
antiquities, and at that time resided in Anglesey. The
Rev. W. Bingley, who made his tour of Wales in 17: is

.

drew up a list of 28 cromlechs in Mona, Comparatively

few of these had been mentioned by Rowlands. Jn the

history of the island, by Angharad Llwyd, published in

1833, it is stated that thirty had been enumerated by her

1 manual will be found notices of twenty-one er<>n.-

mont, Antiquites Monumental I I I- leohau.

tique, pp. 7 I, B7. ;
( lambr. I

' The portions relating t<> Ai Dunt of David Thomas in Will

will be found in voL v. p.2( 5, En inent Welshmen,
j

and voL i- third serii
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father, the friend of Pennant, the Rev. John Lloyd, from
whose MSS. numerous notices of these monuments were
extracted in the course of her Parochial History.

The comparatively large number of such megalithic

remains, in the most remote quarter of Wales, must not

be regarded as merely a point of trivial antiquarian

curiosity. The profusion of such vestiges in that ultima

t'lhis cannot fail to have a special and direct hearing on the

obscure question of the rare and origin of the earliest settlers

in the island of Mon.

We are not aware that any reliable advocates are now
prepared to sustain the theory of the sacrificial purpose

of the cromlech, or of its hallowed uses as a place of

augury or ether "Druidical" mysteries, speculations of

which the llev. John Jones, of Llanllyfhi, was, as we
imagine, the latest exponent, at the Cambrian meeting in

L848.8 Many, however, who, with the older antiquarians,

George Owen, Llwyd, George Griffiths, and such eminent
authorities also, of cur own days, as Petrie and Dr. Todd, and
Lukis, yield ready assent to the conclusion that cromlechs are

of a sepulchral character, may not be prepared to admit that

"these structures are bo very old as to have left no indica-

tions of their use or Origin in either the language or tra-

ditions of the Kyniiy.' as demonstrated, we apprehend, in

the well-argued statement by Mr. Stephens, oi Merthyr.9

Still less would they be willing to give ear to the alleged

conclusions, even of so distinguished an archaeologist as

Worsaae, that cromlechs are not even the vestiges of any
Celtic or Cymric race.

We have yet to learn who were in fact the cromlech-

builders, whose migrations may be tracked, as the Baron de

Bonstetten has Bought to demonstrate, 1 until their west-

ward pr< pi was brought to a close on the British Islands.

The enigma of their nationality still presents perplexities

tliat the mi iiciou o\ "uv fellow-labourers bave sought
in vain satisfactorily to Bob e.

In clo ing these remarks, it is with much pleasure that I

nowledge the friendly assistance of the Rev. W. Wvnn
Williams, oi M« naifron, in the preparation of the following list.

ALBl rt w .\v.

i read at tba Ibid third vol \L p, i

'
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1
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1. Plaa Newydd, I.lanidan par. (s).

The most remarkable of the numerous cromlecbjB in Anglesey, with
which indeed m* other example in the British islands may compare in

magnitude of dimensions, ami the grand impressive character of its

aspect, is the renowned monument in the woods behind the house at

Plas Newydd. 1 This is a double cromlech, the upper stone of the larger

moiety measuring in length, according to Pennant, 12 ft. 7 in., 12 it. in

breadth and 1 1't. in thickness. It was supported by five tall stones, of

which one has now fallen, and is so lofty that, as Pennant observes, a

middle-sized horse might easily pass beneath. The lesser one, to the
south of the great cromlech, is separated by a small interval, about
13 in. ; the upper stone is almost Bquare, measuring about .">.',- ft. in

each direction, and supported by four uprights. Rowlands, by whom
this grand cromlech appears to have been first noticed, about 1723, men-
tions the site as formerly called Llwyn Mod, and that there probably

ue of the larger Druidical groves. Mona Antiqua, p. !»i, second
edition. A small inaccurate representation is to lie seen in pi. vii., and
the dimensions are given as 1.'! ft. by 9, the thickness 3 ft.; those of the

smaller adjunct G ft. by 6", thickness 3 ft. (Ibid. p. 100). It may be
observed that Rowlands was, as some allege, the first writer by whom
the term '•cromlechs" was used to designate the megalithic remains

under consideration. Pennant, in his journey in 1781, seems to have
examined carefully both' the cromlechs and the adjacent carnedd. amidst
the venerable oaks, at that time belonging to Sir Nicholas Bayly.

Tour in Wales, vol. ii. p. 23G. A view by Moses Griffith accompanies his

description,- from which the particulars given by King, Munim. Antiqua,

p. U3, and in Rough's Additions to Camden's Britannia, vol. iii. p. 201,

were chiefly taken. Amongsl other notices of this celebrated cromlech,

may be cited that by the late l!ev. II. Longueville Jones, in his Memoir
on the Cromlechs extant in Anglesey (in 1846), Arch. Journ. vol. iii. p.

41, with a view of the monument. See also his list of Prehistoric Re-
mains of Wales, Arch. Cambr. X. S., vol. v. 205. lie observes that he
was not aware of any excavations having been made under it. but there

is every appearance, from the formation of the ground, that it had once

beee Burrounded by a earn or heap of stones. Mr. Jones suggests that

probably the second cromlech in these cases served as the tomb of the

wife, or the son, of the deceased chieftain. He has given, in tin- Archseo-

lo-ia Cambrensis (third series, vol. viii. p 13), a second X.W. view of

las Xewydd monument, as an illustration supplementary to a

1 The ancient mansion, Llwyn y Moel, rad, with detailed measurements of the

having been destroyed when the estate stones, differing in some respects from
came into the posseesioa of I r B yly, thi statement by Pennant^

Bishop of Bangor, 1616, the present name the present condition of the minor pillar-

was given to the renovated dwelling. HB8,and other details. Hi-t of Uona*
: Some further particulars are given in pp. 288, 242. See also Bingley's Tour in

the Rev. John Lloyd's Collections (Caer> 1798, rol. ii- p. -'-; Pagne'a Cambria
'.\ >- MS.) pi inted bj hi dai .-lit. i Angha- 1 ii picta, 4c.

Vol.. XX VIII. P
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Lr"On t
;

i ruotion of Giants1

B I chs," by If.

: I., King of Denmark, translated from the Transactiona of
• Northern Antiquaries. In the illustrations, the

probal le mode of n stone upon inclined planes is

th in a very in1
;
manner. In connexion with this curious

Bubject, th( Mr. G. T. Clark, on occasion of the ^

1 mbrian Archa iation t.> Plas Newydd, in I860, claim

I ration. He di tiona thai he had wit-

: in India,— the means of elevating enormous masses of stone by

inclined planes of earth, and cited a tomb uear Poonah, where the pro-

employed mi .mi observation, in the midst of a

i. Arch. Cambr., third Beries, voL vi. p. 369.

2. I ydd
Chambered Tumulus, described in the foregoing memoir by Mr.

Stanley. The precise period when the excavations were made that

brought to Lighl the remarkable remains on the east Bide of the Large

mound has not I
i en ascertained. It may be Bupposed, however, thai the

. ry of the cistj firsl described by Pennant, bad occurred not long

in 1781. Rowlands, aboul L723, had noticed the mound
ne of the largest carnedds in Anglesey, yel Bcarce discerned and

distinguished from a mount of earth, the Btones being overgrown with

earth and moss, and greal trees growing thick upon it. It Lies in a dry

bottom, withoul any pillars now standing by it." Mona Antique, p. 94,

l( Lit The little representation of the mound, pL vii., fig. -

ely unlike the object, is not without interesl as shewing the oaks

amidst mac . the explanatory references indicate "the even

2(J pact - up ; —the broken side, the circumference 100 paces." There

can be little doubt that the curious entrance to the internal cell had not

at thai tin 1, and that i: was unknown to Rowlands ; it is

probable thai it was subsequently revealed on "the broken side" of the

mound. It may Likewise be inferred thai il was not known to Mr.

David Thomas, who would nol have omitted to advert to bo remarkable
a peculiarity, in hie "List "l Cromlechau, or Druidical Altars in Angle-

Bey/ We there find mention only of an " artificial mount in the skirts

of Plas Newydd wood, commonly called Bryn yr hen Bobl" [mound of

the old people]
;

" supposed to have been a druidical epulohral ground."

Cambr. Reg., for L796, vol. Li. p. 289. Aboul 1858 Borne excavations

d by Mr. \V. W. I'.. Wynne, of Peniarth, labourers having

I bis di ] J by Lady Willoughby de Broke, who for

some tim<
I ewydd. No fresh result was obtained;

probable, however, that, ted by Mr. Wynne at the
I the Cambrian A sociation, anot ber coll or cromlech,

more, remain, as in the Rodmarton tumulus, of which a plan and
i

are given by Mr. Stanley i mcealed within the

mound
;

it were rerj le'1 hat fui thei n hould be i

out. A i'li. < lambr., third erii , voL vi. p.

3. le;. ncelli ddu, Llanddeiniel
| ar.

I

hly curious epulohral monument is Bttuated on the (arm of
Hi ddu, !

i 1 1 w \ uon. It is marked
in the < rdnance Sui . •

Is, in 176 thai
• in Llanddeiniel pari b, at a place called PM G ryn, formerly
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Llwyn Llwyd, now Bryn belli, the remains of two Carnedds, within a

I'm paces of one another." Of these carnedds be has given representa-

tions, pi. vii. ]>. LOO. He observes thai the stones, of which these vast

accumulations were composed, had been carried away to form walls and
enclosures In the progress doubtless of this destruction, the discovery

occurred, described by Pennant, Tour in Wales, vol ii. p. 262. A few

previous to his visit, about 1780, a p I ft. wiilc was found,

and ;i I >< -lit L9| ft. high, Leading into a chamber of irregularly hexagonal

form, 3 ft. in diameter, 7 ft. in height, the sides formed of six rude

Blabs. In the middle was a pillar supporting the roof, a largo stone

nearly 10 ft. in diameter. Along the sides of this chamber was a

bench, on which Lay human hones, that fell to dust at a touch. The
diameter of the carnedd was about LOO ft.

3 Of the denuded cromlech-

like structure, all traces of the carnedd having now disappeared,

Mr. Longueville Jbn< - gave a view, taken from the S. E., in 184G,

and accompanying more full particulars. Arch, Cambr. vol. ii. p. 3.

The most complete description, however, of these remarkable remains

is to be found in the Memoir on Cromlechs in North Wales, by the

Rev. EL L Barnwell, Arch. Cambr., third series, vol. xv. p. 140;

with a ground plan, section, and interior view, Bhewing the gallery.

These illustrations are from actual survey by Capt. Lukis, whose

intimate knowledge of subjects of this nature, especially through his

rches in the Channel Islands, is well known to all students of pre-

ric remains. His account of Bryncelli-ddu claims careful considera-

tion, as compared with the extraordinary statemenl given by Pennant.*

The complete denudation of the structure at Bryncelli-ddu, in the course

of a century, is a fact of considerable interest, as connected with the

belief that all cromlechs had originally been enveloped in a mound of

earth, a carnedd of stones and the like. It is gratifying to state that

the remains have been fenced in and preserved from future injury by
the care of Mr. G Evans, of Plas Gwyn, acting on behalf of the

Marquis of Anglesey. Arch. Camb., X. S., vol. v. p. 205. They were
i during the meeting of the Cambrian Archaeological Association at

i r, in I860: Arch. Cambr., third series, vol. vi. pp. .'I'll— 368.

are uoticed by Angh. Llwyd, under Llanddeiniel Yah, Hist. Angle-

p, 22 1 ;
I mbria Depicta, p. 7 1.

1. Perthi-duon, Llanidan par. (s).

The late Rev. II. Longueville Jones notices a cromlech near the old

church, to S.W., partly demolished. Arch. Cambr., new series, vol v.

p. 206. See also a note of this cromlech, ibid, VOL i.. firsl series, p. 467,

where if thai "copper chisels" were found under it, about

L825. Compare a tradition under Caer-llechau, infra. No. >
s

.

."">. Bodowyr, Llanidan
i
ar.

1 I red by Rowlands, Mona Ant., pi. v. fig. 2, p. 93,

3 David Thomas, in b Crom- p.] 12,

i, or Drui I y, ' An I bat in the

inoludea "] artil " nt at Bryn adjacent to Bryn i

< Vlli, and a 1 app irently

.

••'>. 70L ii. p. 289. thf remains of cromlechau. Ibid., p, 221,

The aooount is given also, King, Munim.
jVlltiqll I.
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and there deeci ibed bub "a pretty cromlech standing on the fcop ofa liillock."

the dimenaionB as 7 ft. by 6 ft. ; the cap-stone being a trun-

•iiid, flat at the top; tbiokness, 6 ft. See also t lamden's Brit.,

edit, by Gough, vol. iii. p. 200. A more accurate notice by the Rev.

W.Wynn Williams will be found, Arch. Cambr., third series, voL zv.p.264.

I

1 mallest cromlechau known, and in perfect

rvation. In his additions to Camden, Bishop Gibson gives a letter

John Davies, Elector of Newburgh, in which he remarks

that in Bod-Owyr, on the N.I'.. Bide of a round fort that he describes,

there is a
u Kromleck, which > -vi-r. il. aa well as myself, suppose to he

another kind of Bepulchral monument since the time of Druidism.
i Bod-Owyr is more eleganl than any monumenl thai I

have » its kind: for, wliereas in all ethers which 1 have noted the

11 as the Bupportera is altogether rude and unpol

in this it is neatly wrought, considering the natural roughness of the

. and pointed int<> several angles." Camden, Becond edit., by

.. 1722, voL ii. p. 810. The Rev. II. I. ogueville Jones notices it

in bis memoir on the cromlechs extant in Anglesey, Arch. Journ, ?ol. iii.

p. l . ; Bee also bis list Arch. Camb., \. s., vol. v. ]». 206; and the

more full notice by the Rev. W. Wynn Williams, Arch. Cambr., third

-. \"1. xv. j
i. 263, where the monument is figured.

6. L6n Caerau Mawr, Llangeinwen par. (s).

Supporter Only remains.

7. Tan-Twr, Llangeinwen par.

Mr. "- : alley's list, Arch. Cambr., fourth series, voL i. p. 58.

jle uprighl stone, or supporter, alone remains.

,. Llangeinwen par. (s).

Mentioned in Mr li
:

. Lroh. Cambr., fourth scries, vol i.

p, 58. only recehtly remained j they are now (1871) entirely

! away. Ther dition that bronze weapons or implements
i 1 were found near the imilar statement not ice I

tupra, under Perthi-duon. No. 1.

'.'. Mao r, Llanfair yn Mathafarn eithav par. (i

D .1 Thomas mentions a cromlech at this place (Cambr. Et< .

vol.ii. p. 989), the -: • probably that is given in Mr. Longueville

B b. remains, and described as " thrown down, on a hill

farm called Bryn-y-felin, half a mile S.E. of Llanfair-Mathafern
church." Arch. Cambr., thud erii , veil i. p. 25. Ingharad Llwyd
alsoi romlech at Manan Pant-y-Saer (part of Rhds Vawr), and

one al Lleoh taJ j M6n, but that is

II \ 081 . :

It ha been recently described and fi ;ured by the Rev. Hugh Prichard,
1 obr., thu oL xiv. p

I '•. Cn ml vii, Llanddona par. (i |.

i
.
mention - a place called < Iremlyn, where were

monurai i

i r.. iii lech ii, a,r them, " a if it bad been
in token - of Bome

. of that pla< i l ii cromlech is notice, I by
H , ii. p. 289 : An h. Llwyd, His! \<

I
v,

, ©I B< im u . and m ar Bwrdd Arthur.
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11. Trefor, or Trevawr, Uansadwrn par. (e).

David Thomas, in his list of cromlechau, mentions one at " Trefor."

Cambr. Reg. for I7: ,( '>, vol. ii. p. 288. In Gough's additions to Camden's
Britaunia, vol. iii. p. 201, it is Btated that there is at this place "agreal

rnde cromlech, and ruins of another." The Rev. J. Lloyd noticed them
also in lus Ms. collections, published by his daughter Angharad, in her

History of Mona, p. ~'>7. " On a tenement called Trevawr in this parish

(Uansadwrn ) there are two cromlechau; one is a large stone mounted
high upon four pillars, its inclination westward; in length it is 9ft. and
8 ft. in breadth Near it, and npon the same carnedd, is another, sup-

ported only by two stones, with great inclination northward." (This

cromlech fell down in 1825. Note, ibid.) Angharad, in the account of

the great cromlech at Plas Newydd, p. 243, observes that "another double

Cromlech, not less extraordinary, is near a house called Trevor, about

2k miles from Beaumaris, in the road to Plasgwyn. The only material

difference between this cromlech and the former is that the secon<l or

inferior altar is placed a little further off from its lower end, and that

its top is somewhat gibbous," so that, as in the "Giant's Coit," in

Cornwall, it is very ditHcult to stand upon it. Mr. Longueville Jones

states that the Trefor cromlech was thrown down a few years since

by the tenant, as being ''superstitious." Arch. Cambr. N. S., vol. v.

p. 205. See also his Memoir on Cromlechs Extant in Anglesey, Arch.

Journ., vol. iii. p. 43.

12. Henblas, Llangristiolns par. (w).

On the N.W. side of Malldraeth Marsh, and not far from the

Mona Inn. Described in 184b' by the late Rev. H. Longueville Jones,

in his Memoir on the Cromlechs Extant in Anglesey, Arch. Journ., vol. iii.

]>. 40, and there affirmed to be " one of the most stupendous cromlechs,

if it be a cromlech, in this or any other island." It was approached,

as there stated, by an avenue of stones from the S.E., which, as Mr.

Jones was informed in 1846, by the man who did it, were buried by
him just as they stood, in order to disencumber the surf ice. Sec also

his list of Cromlechs in Mona, Arch. Cambr., third series, vol. i. p. 25. It

has been more fully noticed by the Rev. Hugh Pilchard, in a memoir in

Arch. Cambr., third series, vol. xii. p. 466, with a plan and a view of the

remains. See Angh. Llwyd, Hist. Anglesey, p. 281.

13. Plas-bach, Trefdraeth par. (w).

A lew Btones of a cromlech remain near this place.

1-4. Llanfaelog par. (w).

The late Rev. H. Longueville Jones, in his Memoir on Cromlechs
Extant in Anglesey, Arch. Journ., vol. iii. p. 42, describes this as a

remarkably tine relic of its class
;
he gives a representation and d< I

measurements. See also Arch. Cambr., third series, vol x. p. 44. The cap-

stone measures L2 ft. by 9 ft., and from 2 to .'5 ft. in thickness. It was

noticed by Pennant as "quite bedded in the carnedd or heap of stones."

Tour in Wales, voL ii. p. 238 j Angh. Llwyd, Sist Anglesey, p. 248. By
it> Bide, as •' Mr. Jones, lie the fallen remains of a much larger

cromlech, the cap-stone measuring 15 ft. in length. If • also

that another, quite Burrounded with Btones and earth, had been found

in Llanfaelog parish by the late Rev. C. II. llartshorne. Mr. David
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Thomas enumerates one on Ty Newydd land, a Becond, partly demo-

lished, on Mynydd y Cnwo, in Llanfaelog, and "three small altars near

I Cambr. K< g., \"1. ii. p. 288.

15. Llanfaelog par

I ilech "ii a projecting piece of land called Pen y Cnwo, overhang-

ing the Bea, two miles Bouthof Llanfaelog church. Early British Remains

in \\ '.
-. V, ... Arch. Cambr., third Beries, voL iii. p. 25. See also

Arch, Camb., third -• rii s, voL w. p. 103, where it is described under the

i f Barolod id y Gawrea Mr. Longueville Jones mentions also

in th i- imlech in a field near the sandy common, one mile N.N.W.

of Llanfiv 1 _' church,and fallen down) in a field by the roadside,

one mile N.NJE, of the church.

1 6. Llanfaelog par. i w).

small altai Cryghyll river," are enumerated in the list

given by David Thomas j Cambr. Reg., vol. ii p. 288. Of these one may
cromlech described by the Rev. Hugh Prichard in his Memoir on

Copper Cals .
' llor, as being wesl of a farmhouse called Pentre-

Traeth; Arch. Cambr., fourth series, vol. ii. p. 51. Mr. Prichard observes

that it • in the Ordnance Survey as a cromlech, but it may be de-

scribed asa scattered tumulus or carnedd, with its chamber, or chambers,

laid open or destroyed. A woodcut of a large fragment there ia figured, p. 66,

1 7. Llanfaelog (\v).

One partly demolished on Mynydd y < !nwc, [probably the same cromlech

as that above not iced, No. 13.
J

1 3. Towyntrewyn, Llanfihangel-yn-nhywyn (al. yn y-traeth) par. (w).

., cromlech, according to I >avid Thomas's
•

I imbr. Reg., voL ii. p. 289 ; mentioned also by Angh. Llwyd, Hist.

Anglesey, p. 265. [Probably the same as the Pentre-Traeth cromlech

tentioned. W. Wynn Williams.
|

19. Lli chylched par. (* ).

a cromlech on a farm called Waenfynydd. Two Btonea

i. the cap-stone wa broken up Bome yi Rev. Elugh

Prichard, Memoir on Castellor, <kc, Arch. Cambr., fourth series, vol. ii.

1

In a fit Ld "ii the north Bide of the n I [i h road, ten miles IV.mu

Holyhead, and one mile N.E. of the church. Mr. Longueville

I
. I imbr., th vol. i. p. 25. [D(

21.

A remarkable double cromlech at the south end of Llyn Llywean, in

F dfcd. It is

• on 1

1

Id road from I I0I3 head,

vol. in. p. 204, it i ed that

of the great cromli ch .-it

1

• imple, its largi t diameti r po it • north and

Bouth. '1 he lab R ill.. ran a r< presental ion in Art b,
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Journ., vol. iii. ]». 43, showing th.it one is of unusual dimensions, afford-

ing :i Bhelter of at leasl I- ft. square, and the cuttle take refuge beneath.
1 to it is the wreck of a Becond, that has fallen down. Angh. Llwyd,

Hist. Anglea, p. 243 j List of British Remains, Mona, Arch. Cambr.,

third series, vol. i. p. 25. An appeal in behalf of its preservation is

Arch. Cambr. fourth series, voL ii. p. 283.

22. Trefigneth, Trevignedd, or Treseiriol (w).

About a mile ami half from Bolyhead. Tartly destroyed about 1790.

A chamber 20 l't. by 1 ft. ; I it. high, inside. First noticed by Aubrey,
in liis Monuments Britannica; see additions to Camden's Britannia,

edit. Gibson, vol. ii. p. 81 1 ; Angh. Llwyd, Hist, of Mona, p. 208 ; notice

by Bon. AW <». Stanley, Arch. Cambr., third series, vol. xiii. p. 234, where
it is figured.

rrearddur (w).

A cromlech called Coetan Arthur, Arthur's quoit : about a quarter of

a mile from the last. In 1837 a fictile vase was found there, containing

Roman coins; Angh. Llwyd, p. 208 j Arch. Cambr., third series, voL xiii.

p. 234. A few stones only remain.

2 1. Rhoscolyn par. (w).

a Btones remain. The site is on a farm called Cromlech Rhoscolyn.
The Rev. II. L. Jones, in his List of Cromlechau in Mona, mentions one
in a field on the sea coast, a mile N.W. of Rhoscolyn church.

25. Llanfechell par. (n).

About a mile W. of the church, 6 miles from Amlwch, in a field

adjoining a farm-house, that retains the name of "Cromlech." are three
< red Bton< 3, 10 ft. in height, 12 ft. apart from each other, the remains
as stated, of a cromlech of unusually lofty proportions. Mr. Longueville

. in his list of Early British Remains in Mona, in is.")."), notices it

romlech thrown down and partly injured of late, with traces of a
carnedd of stones surrounding it. Arch. Cambr. third series, vol. i. p. 24.

Angharad Llwyd also describes it : Hist, of Anglesey, p. 259. The cap-
has disappeared.

26. Bodafon, Llanfihangel Tre'r Beirdd par. (x).

On the western slope of the mountain there is a small cromlech, near
a cottage called Ty'n Llidiart, described ami 6gured by the Rev. W.
Wynn Williams, Arch. ( 'amh. third - 1. xiii. p. 344. David
Thomas, in his list of Cromlechau in Anglesey, Cambr. Heir., vol. ii. p.

288, mentions three cromlechau on this mountain. Angharad Llwyd,
Hist, of Mona, p. 263, notices the following:—Maen Llwydd, capstone

10 ft. by 8 ft.— a small cromlech, nearly destroyed, near the last, at

Banas {sic, for Barras)—and Carreg y Vr&n, described as originally a

double cromlech, resembling that at Plas Newydd, and stated to be
imple in Angli

The Rev. W. Wynn Willian r, points out the error here made
by Angharad, whose notices were derived from the MSS. collections by
her father, the Rev. John Lloyd (Caerwys MSS.) The parish of Llanfi-

hangel Tre'r Beirdd has doubtless been confounded with the township
of Tre'r Beirdd, in the parish of l.lanida'n, where are situated the rv^ m
lechs known as Maen Llwyd, Barras, and < scribed by
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Rowlands, Mona Antiqua, p. 93, In plate VT. he gives rude representa-

tions of afaen Llwyd, and Carreg y Fran. Rowlands mentions also re-

mains of a small cromlech near Carreg y Fran, at a place called Bams.
[
It is nut now in 63 .

W.W.W.]

27. Lligwy, Penrhos Lligwy par. (n).

A. remarkable example, called alt I tan Arthur, adjoining the road

from Red Wharf to Lligwj Bay, and on the > »f Lord Boston

Cap-stone <(' massive dimensions, L6 ft by 13 Ft and 3 it. n' in. thick.

D t. of Wales: Angh. Llwyd, p. 341 : Memoir by Rev.

W. Wjim Williams, in 1867, Arch. Cambr., third series, vol. uii. p 135,

where a N.K. and a S.E. view are given, with a plan. In L845, as

I by the late Rev. Hugh Jones, D.D. diggings for treasure at

Lligwy ' loosed to view a quantity <>f bones, but their nature has not
' nli. Journ., \<'l. ii. p. 269.

:- P •:.. i. P< arhofl Lligwy par. (x).

Near Fedw isaf. Angh. Llwyd, p. 341. [Destroyed].

i".'. Llanallgo par. (x).

David Thomas mentions a cromlech in the small parish "f Llanallgo,

adjoining Llaneugrad, Cambr. Reg. voL ii. p. 289. It ia aoticed also by

Angh. Llwyd, Hist. Anglesey, p. 215. In Mr. Longueville Jones
1

List,

a cromlech of large dimensions is noticed, in the grounds of Llugwy, a

quarter of a mile west of Llanallgo church., Arch. Camb., third series,

voL i.
i'.

25.

It has been though! sufficient a- an indication of the p > i t i < n of the

several remains enumerated in the foregoing list, to Mat.- i he parish, and

ith. north, east or west, in which each cromlech
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I • if the chambered borrow, Etodmorton.

-Entrance of the chambered barrow, Evening.

.





CROMLECHS IN INDIA.

Fig. 11. Cell formed of four slabs.

1 v. r_\ Kistvaen with a circular aperture.

\ M in." M. . ililbic monuments, Suxrapoor, in the Dukhiui, India

> i





( ROMLEI OS IN THE BBITI8H ISLANDS.

•sCjfcz^x-

Fig. II— Kit
, Kent.

I'niii 11- in
, 12 ft. by '.'i ; '2\ thick. Height, ab"Ut 8 ft.

Kr.'in a drawing by CoL Forbes Leslie.
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ON THE TENTH ITER OF THE BRITISH PORTION OF THE
ITINERARY OF ANTONINUS AND .SOME OF THE NOTITIA
>l M'loNS IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.

By W. THOMPSON WATKIX.

Amongst the many unsolved questions relating to the

period of the Roman sway in Britain, none has caused

greater discussion, or produced greater variety of opinion,

than the route of the Tenth Iter of Antoninus. In the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Camden, Gale, and

Horsley, and more recently Dr. Bruce, Messrs. Hodgson
Hinde, and Just, and the Rev. J. C. Maughan have grappled

with the subject, but the solution has seemed as far off

as ever. After having for some years given the deepest

attention to this archaeological puzzle, I have ventured to

lay before the antiquarian world the following remarks, in

tho hope that if not actually giving a solution to the ques-

tion, they will at least tend to that result. With regard

to in \ observations upon the Notitia stations, it will be

Been that they arc virtually necessitated, as a corollary to

those on the Itinerary.

A frequent reference being required to the First and
Second Iters of Antoninus, I must here introduce them
with the Tenth, 1 as well as a portion of the Notitia for the

same purpose.

1ti:k I.

A Liniite, id est, a Yallo, Praotorium, usque Mill Pass,

Centum quinquaginta et sex, clvi.

A Bremenio . . {High Rochester) Mill Pasa
1 stopil ma . chctU /•) viginti . . . XJ

Vindomora . [Ebchester) novem . . . uj

1 The distances in these iters are given whicb contains many important i

a< cording to 'lir lasi edition of the [tine- tions,

. by rarthev and Pinder, Bei tin, 1

rou x.w in. v
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Vinoviura .

I ictoni

Isuiiinn

Eburaoum
\ i. viotrix

ue
vitia

Prsetorio

) novemdecim . \ i \

i Catterick) viginti duo . . txn
(Aldborough) viginti quatuor . sxiv
(i'u/V.) septendecim . . . xvn

Beptem . . . vii

tredecim . . . mi
viginti quinque . xxv

Iteb II.

A Vallo, ad Portum Ritupis, Mil Fas, quadrirtgenta oc-

toginta et unum, cccci.xxxi.

A Blato Bulgio
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NOTITIA tMPERIL

Sectio LXIII.

Sul» Dispositions Viri spectabilis Ducis Britanniarum.

l'ru fi 'iii- [j gionia Sextca,

„ Eiquitum Dalmatarum, Prsesidio.

., Equitum < Iriapaniorum, 1 >ano.

Equitum Cataphractariorum, Morbio.

„ Numeri Barcariorum Tigriaienaium, Arbeia.

,, Numeri Nerviorum Dictensium, Dicti.

Numeri Vigilium, Concangio.

,, Numeri Exploratorum, Lavatria,

Numeri I tirectorum, Verteria.

Numeri Defenaorum, Braboniaoo.

Numeri Solenaium, Maglova
Numeri Paoenaium, Magia
Numeri Longovicariorum, Longovioo.

,, Numeri Derventionensia, Derventione.

Item ter Lixeam Valli.

Tribunua Cohortia quarts Lergorum, Segeduno.

Cohortia Cornaviorum, Ponte J-llii.

Prsfectua Als primse Aatorum, Conderco.

TribuuuB Cohortia primse Frixagorum, Vindobala.

Prsfectua Als Sabinians, Huuuo.

„ A 1; i - secunds Aatorum, Cilurno.

Tribunua Cohortia prims Batavorum, Procolitia.

„ Cohortia primse Tungrorum, Borcovico.

., Cohortia quarts Gallorum, VindolamVi

Cohortia prims Aatorum, ^Esica.

Cohortia aecunds Dalmatarum, Maguia.

Cohortia prims .V.U-.r Dacorum, Amboglanna.
Prsfeotue Als Petrians, Petriania,

„ Numeri Maurorum Aurelianorum, Aballaba.

Tribunua Cohortia BecundsB Lergorum, Congavata.

Cohortia primse Bispanorum, Axeloduno.

,, Cohortia Becundse Thraoum, Gabroaenti.

„ Cohortia ^Elise Claaaics, Tunnocelo.

,, Cohortia prims ftforinorum, Glannibanta

„ Cohortia tertis Nerviorum, Alione.

Cuneua Armaturarum, Bremetenraoo.

Prsfectua Als prims Berculs, Olenaoo.

inua < '"I. Nerviorum, Viroaido.

1 should premise that, with the exception <>f the nine-

teenth, twentieth, and twenty-first stations, per lineatn valli,

none of those named in the X<>lill>i arc connected with the
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tenth Iter of Antoninus, Those three, Glannidanta, Alio,

(or Alionis) and Bremetenracum, are considered by some

antiquaries as the Glanoventa, Alone, and Bremetonacte of

Antonine. In this 1 am disposed to concur ; for that there

were more than eighteen stations on the wall is not only

improbable, but by an examination of its remains seems

impossible. We also find that the Brovonaca of the second

iter is called in the Nbtitia, Braboniacum. There is no

ater difference in this than between Bremetonacee and
/!/> rm /> nracum.

It appears to me that the first great point to be ascer-

tained is, the exact date of the Itinerary, for the following

reason :—We find in the northern counties of England (as

well as elsewhere) two classes of Roman roads, those of the

Higher Empire, most of which were made at or before the

time when Hadrian built the great barrier Murus, and

those of later periods, even to the decline of the Lower
Empire. The question arises, were any of the latter in-

cluded in the iters? This can only be decided by knowing

the date of the Itinerary itself.
9

There were four emperors who bore the name of Antoninus,

namely, Antoninus Pius, who reigned a.d. 138— lo'l
; Mar-

cus Aunliiis Antoninus, a.d. 161

—

180; Bassianus, the son

of Septimius Severus, better known as Caracalla, who took

the names of Marcus Aiurelius Antoninus, which are found

upon all his coins and inscriptions, a.d. 212 217
J
and

Elagabalus, who took the same names as Caracalla. A.D.

218— 222. 1 am of opinion that the emperor whose name
was given to the Itinerary was the first-named, Antoninus

Pius, and that it was compiled at the commencement of his

ii. from an inscription by the first cohort ot the

Cugerni, found in Scotland, we have satisfactory evidence

thai the great barrier between the rivers Forth and Clyde,

called the Antonine Wall, was erected in the third consul-

ship of Antoninus, or between a.d. 140 ill; probablv in

the fire! mentioned year, from that period, therefore, this

wall would I" 4

coi b the limit or boundary of the

] Pindar, in the TheyMem aleo to think that 8everua wu
j, r

. :' the builder ol 1 1
*

•
• Northumbrian Wall;

|, v make it almoat
: hat ili it vol k v, i ei i oted by

n thai it liadi Ian,

lin I from time to time.
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Roman empire in Britain. But the internal evidence of the

Itinerary itself, proves distinctly that the station at Mid-

dleby (Blatum Bidgium), on the western road, and that at

High Rochester (Bremenium), on the eastern, were at the

time it was compiled the limit to which the Roman power

confined.

We thus arrive at the conclusion that the date of the

Itinerary is between a.d. 138, the year in which Hadrian

(the predecessor of Antoninus Pius) died, and a.d. 144, the

year in which the latter completed his third consulship.

It is worthy of notice how inscriptions confirm the fact

of the boundary of the Roman empire at the death of

Hadrian: for while inscriptions to him have been found

along the whole length of the Northumbrian wall, and even

Middleby, not one has been found to the north of

that station.' On the other hand, at least twenty-two to

his successor have been found in Scotland. In fact, from

a lino inscription found at Bremenium, dedicated to Anto-

ninus Tins, by the first cohort of the Lingones,4 the

inference may be fairly drawn that that station was not

completed at the time of the death of Hadrian, but was
taken in hand by Lqllius Urbicus (whose name appears on

the slab), and that he made it his base of operations against

the Caledonians, prior to erecting the Scotch wall.

Assuming therefore, upon this basis, that the date of the

Itinerary is previous to a.d. 144, we must be careful to

reject such Roman roads, as are evidently of a late period

of the Empire, from our remarks. The next point to be

considered is,—have we any town on the route to afford a

clue as to the locality of the iter? There is one

—

Man-
cunium, satisfactorily proved, from other sources, to have

been at Manchester. It is from this point, then, that we
are obliged to start. Several Roman roads meet there, the

station- on which, with their distances, are all well known,
!'t on those which lead north and north-wot from that

city, and we arc thus, as it were, thrown upon these last

for the solution. If we take the road running almost due

north, and follow its course until we come to the fust

[bed to Hadrian inscriptions have been found.
•h1 oear tin' Scotch Wall in 1860 4

It appears to have 1 n "no of »li«>

(•.ti the bank nf the river Carroii); but slabs placed over the gateways when the
tlnsli.nl il u n carried there by c<t'i. ted.

the builders oi that work. No lapidary
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station, it will lead us to Ribchester, which is at least

twenty-fix or twenty-seven miles from Manchester, and the

distance that we require to reach Coccium is only seven*

teen. Ribchester, therefore, cannot be the site of Cocciian,

as many antiquaries have supposed; and, in addition, the

from Manchester to that place according to the Rev.

Edmund Sibson, in an interesting paper on the Roman
roads in Lancashire (Baines, History of Lancashire, edit.

1836, vol. hi.), "in the bleak, mossy ground, between Ug
Lowe and Pik Lowe, above Ilaslingden Grange, is found in

the peat moss, four feet beneath the surface, and is only ti

layer of white sand, about afoot thick, spread over the soft

boggy earth." A road so constructed, doubtless marks a

late period of the Empire, and is far different from the

fine roads constructed before the middle of the third cen-

tury. It would seem to have been made with a view of

connecting Manchester and Ribchester by a shorter route

than the one previously in use via \\'i-an.

Let us now, with the assistance of the ordnance maps of

the district, and of Mr. Sibson's remarks, trace the reads

leading north-west from Manchester. The first is an ori*

ginally fine road, though dow much obliterated, running by

Chorlton Fold (where it crosses the Patricroft and Clifton

Junction Railway) through Worsley,8 Mawdesley Common,
Tyldesley, and Hindley. This portion of il is formed of

large Btones and gravel, and is oi considerable thickness;

it then crosses Amberswood Common, where it is four-

teen yards in breadth, and three feet in thickness, and at

tki- point appears to be formed of gravel mixed with earth.

It then run- through the Coal Pit Fields al [nee, crosses the

Leeds and Liverpool ('anal near the foot bridge, and into

the Scholes
;

then, on the weal Bide of the road, from the

Scholes to Plat Bridgi es the Douglas al the bottom of

the bridge, and enters Wigan by Mill Gate.

Three important Roman roads meet at Wigan—one com
.lit 1 1 from Ribchester and the neighbourhood of Preston

;

another coming north from the Btation at Wilderspool near

Warrington; and the third is tl ne above described.

The town Btands on the summil ofa hill, and. by the names

. : I

\
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of tlio streets, appears to have ha<l four gates (in the Roman
manner)—Wall Gate, on the road to Wilderspool j Mill

Grate, on the road leading east, towards Manchester;

Standish Gate, on the road to Kibchestcr and Preston
;

and Hall Gate, on the west. In 1836, according to Mr.

Sibson, the remains of a ditch and agger were still visible

round the town ; Roman sepulchral urns, containing burnt

bones, etc., have occasionally been found, and many frag-

ments of Roman pottery. There can, I think, be no rea-

sonable doubt of its having been a Roman station—not an

important one, I admit ; but was Coccium an important

post \ The Tenth Iter of Antoninus is the only place in

which we find it mentioned ; whilst Brcmctonacae, the

station next in succession to the north, is mentioned in

the Not it ia, and also by Ravennas, as Bremetcnaci Vctera-

nonoit ; Manchester, the station to the south of it, is also

mentioned by Ravennas, and occurs likewise in the second

Iter of Antoninus. Coccium was in all probability a mere
munsio, of the same class as SuUoftiaceB, between London
and St. Albans ; Pontes, between London and Silchester

;

or Brige, between Winchester and Old Sarum. Its remains

would soon disappear in the large and busy town that for

centuries has occupied its site, in the same manner that the

great station of Pons /Elii (the remains of which must
have been very extensive) has disappeared under the effects

of mediaeval devastation and modern building at Newcastle-

on-Tvne. The distance of Wigan from Manchester, along

the Roman road I have described, is almost exactly seventeen

miles, thus agreeing with the Itinerary distance between

Coccium and Mancunium. Mr. Sibson places the former

station at Wigan, and. for the reasons stated above, I feel

bound to concur in his decision.

It is but just to state that there is another Roman road

which leads from Blackrode, four or five miles north-east of

Wigan, towards Manchester. In the vicinity of Blackrode,

however, it is, according to Mr. Sibson, only three yards

broad, and paved. It has not been satisfactorily traced

farther north than Blackrode, but there does not seem to

have been a station at that place, unless it were a small

outpost—not a vestige is visible, By the ordnance map
this road ran Bouth-east from Blackrode, by Chew Moor,
Over Hullon, Middle Ilultun. Peel, Little Hulton, Stanney
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Street, and fell in with the road from Wigan near Chorlton

Fold or Hope Hall.

But to return to Wigan. The road leading north from it

runs through Wigan Mains, to a place called .Beggars' Walk,

beyond which, about two miles from Wigan, it is in good

j
>

i

-
.

-< nation, and is formed of blocks of yellow-coloured

tone and gravel, about fourteen yards broad and three

feet thick. In this Locality it forms the cart-road to Stan-

dish, through which village it runs. Early in the eighteenth

century, a copper vrceoltts (?) was found near Standish, con-

taining two gold rings, a signet, and two hundred Roman
coins, which are mentioned in Leigh's Natural History of
Lancashire. Alter leaving Standish, this road passes through

Welsh Whithill, Euxton Burgh, K«>se Whiihill, an. I Bamber
Green to Walton,'' where it crosses the Kibble about six miles

west of Ribchester, and falls at right angles upon the Roman
road, leading from the Fylde to that place, which is con-

tinued into Yorkshire. At this point of junction the original

road seems to terminate, though at a later period it was

continued, as we shall presently see, northwards to Lan-

caster ; from the junction it is amalgamated with the road

from the' west into Ribchester.

We have now arrived at the greatest of the Lancashire

the remains of which have for centuries been cele-

brated, and are still traceable. It is about 300 yards by

140, contains ten acres, and its distance from Wigan, by the

route wo have jusl mentioned, is from twenty to twenty-one

mile-. This of itself would be strong presumptive evidence

that it was the Bremetonacat of the Iter; but we have for-

tunately still stronger proof. The Btation has yielded many
inscriptions, Borne thirteen of which have been preserved,

and anion-- them is one of which the following is a copy:

—

DEOS A N

. POLINIMAPON

. 0SALVTE. i'
'•

. \ . BQQ . sai; .

BBS M I.I 1.NN

. OBDIANJ

n i Mr. I l.u.l found Up porl I wall, • \ Idenl l\

i u ol .hi 'mi fior dato, aud prob

[t had no morl
latter In
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. ANTONI
NVS . LEG . VI

VIC . DOMO
M i: I, IT EN VS

Although some parts of this inscription have been the

subject of much discussion, all antiquaries are agreed as to

the Sarmatian cavalry of Bremetenracutn (or Bremetonaca)

having had a share in its erection; in fact no doubt can

exist on the point. This being admitted, we must then, on

the Bame principle as that by which, from inscriptions, we

place Bremenium at High Rochester, Ratis at Leicester,

/ inovium at Binchester, and Lutmlte at Chesterfield, place

the Bremetonaca of Antoninus at Ribchester. Again; to

still further prove the correctness of this view, 7 we must

n< 'tier that no less than four inscriptions have been found

there which mention this Sarmatian cavalry ; in three of

them called Ala Sartnatarum, and in the one we have given,

apparently N(umerus) Eq(uitum) Sarmatarum, whilst the

Notitia places at Bremetenracum the Cuneus Armaturarum.

[fi nut this a mis-reading of Chucks Sarmatarum f h Several

notorious mistakes, such as Lergorum (in two instances) for

Lingonum, and the 'placing at JEsica of Coh. I. Astomuu,

whilst the inscriptions found there prove the garrison to

have been the Coh. II Asturum, occur in the Notitia, and
1 incline to the opinion that this is another. In addition to

the distance from Wigan agreeing on the one hand, we find

that from Overborough also agreeing on the other : but I

anticipate.

Galacum, the next station on the route, was, according to

the iter, twenty-seven miles from Bremetonaae, and we must

therefore look for a station which will suit this distance. If

we leave Ribchester by the road leading almost due north, 9

at a distance of twenty-six miles we come to Overborough,
whore there have been discovered undoubted traces of a

Roman station. In the time of Horsley the remains of it

must have been considerable ; but in 1740 (nine years after

• Mr. Hodgson Hinde, I i that the application of euneut t> cavalry

the first wl distent with the usage in the

iaae. A
* I r. .Mii'.uil il'.rit. Hi. in. In-, r p. 81) ' Whitakei iad is

tint the readii dly of the Higher Em]
armatarum, and

VOL, wviii. K
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Lis death), a modern mansion was built upon part of the

. which occasioned the levelling of its ramparts on the

north an 1 west Bides, whilst the area was laid out as a

garden. Notwithstanding this, the ramparts on the oast

and Bouth Bidea were still visible in ]so7. This station is

situated in the position usually chosen by the Roman
PS, at the junction of two rivers.—the Lac, which

washes its southern, and the Lune or Lone which runs on

it»< western Bide.

During the excavations required for the Foundation of the

mansion in L740, there was found an altar bearing the fol-

low ing inscription :

—

DEO san

DON TR

i: i;i vat
TAPOSV

Dr. Pegge read this as "Deo Sango N(umerius) Trchiv(s)

Atta Posv(it)." Whitaker, in his History of Richmondshire,

gives tin- reading, "Deo Sango N(aulus) Trebiv(s) Atta

pos(uit) v uimii)." On th<' i ride of the altar were

Bculptured an axe and knife, and the figure of an owl.

The original Is now tost ;
hut from the accounl of Rauthmel,

who first published it in his Antiquities of Overborough, it

aid appear, from tin- form of tin' Letters, to have been of

tin- Lower Empire. At the same time were found a gold

bulla, a large brass coin of Vespasian, a common patera, and

a praefericulum.

With few exceptions, English antiquaries, following the

load of Horsley, have, until lately, placed Bremetonacce at

this station. The time, however, Beeras to have arrived

when that decision must be laid aside, and the name of

Galacum (or Calacum) substituted lor that of Bremetonacce?

Th'' (inlniiim of Ptolemy, evidently a British town, must be

Bought for in this locality ; it v>a> doubtless th.' Bame as

Galaeum, The British remains in this neighbourhood are

\.
i rive. The peculiar name of the fiver at Over-

borough is su the Lac. as if part of the word

Galacum were -nil retained in it. a wo find the river Laver

at the ancient Lavara ><v Lavatvce (Bowe I.

v. h. ii i. .in
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That this station existed in the reign of Antoninus Pius

Beems certain, from the fine road which connects it with

Lancaster, on which, at Caton, about four or five miles from

the latter town, was found a milidrium or milestone of tin;

time of Hadrian in good preservation, dated in his 3rd con-

sulate, a. i>. 12<». The inscription is thus given in the plate

in Whitakcr's History of Uichmondshire :

—

I M i' . C A E s

TB . II A DIM A

AVG.P.M.T.P

COS. III. P.P.

This road apparently runs no farther eastward than Over-

borough, where it joins that running northwards.

Let us at this point consider, for a moment, how far the

great Btation at Lancaster can in any way be connected

with our Hibject. And I will first say that, from the

ancient name of this town (called Chercaloncastre in Domes-
day Book), from the name of the river,

—

" The Bhallow, stcny Lone,

That to old Lancaster its nnoie doth lend;"

from the fact, also, of the hundred in which it is situated

bearing the' name of Lonsdale, combined with the peculiar

name of a deity on an altar found near the town IALONVS, I

at one time inclined to place Alone at this station, in

which case I should have considered Natland to be Galava,

and the large station at Ambleside, Glanoventa. But the

distances will not suit ; and the only road which seems to

have led from Lancaster during the Higher Empire is the

one of which I have just spoken, running north-east to Over-

borough. The road connecting it with Natland is a con-

tinuation of the one I previously alluded to as starting from

Walton, near Etibch and which runs over Fulwood
Moor, Cadley Causeway, through Broughton, Barton, and

Bilsborough, along Fleet Street in Claughton, and through

what is called the Borough, a few miles south of Lancaster.

Two miliaries, inscribed to the Emperor Philip, a. i>. i214—
k

J4:'. have been found on this rente, a fact which Whitaker
thinks seems to prove (and in this I concur) that the road
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was made in the reign of that Emperor. Whitaker states,

that ;i person who saw a portion of it dug up in the Fylde,

informed him that it was constructed like a common high-

way, with small broken stones compacted b}r time and

ure. At " The Folly," a mile north of Lancaster,

Whitaker himself took up a portion of it, which entirely

corresponded with this account, ami he adds that here it

pointing direct to Natland. This evidence, as to its

construction, of course shuts it out from the list of roads of

the time of Antoninus Pius.

Altogether eleven inscriptions are recorded as having been

found at Lancaster, or within a few miles of it. It appears

to have been garrisoned by the Ala 11., Gallorum Sebusiana
(or Sebosiana), and large foundations of buildings, Bculp-

tured figures, quantities of coins, Samian ware, pottery, &c.,

have been found. We have thus the evidences of a most

important station, and of the Higher Empire—what was its

name \ This must be left in abeyance, for neither roads

nor distances will agree with its being Alone. If we want

to find the site of that castrum we must, in my opinion,

roll arc our steps to Overborough, and again take a northerly

com
The road from Ribchester northwards, after leaving Over-

borough, is traced alone- Wandel's Lane, through Casterton

near Sedburgh, and up the valley of the Lone, until at about

eighteen miles from Overborough we come to the remains of

a considerable station. apparently overlooked both by

Camden and Horsley. Britton, in his Beautiee of England
and Wales, wasthe first who noticed it. and the late Mr. Just,

in tin- Journal of tin- British Archaeological Association.

vol. viii., was tlie first who conjectured it to be Alone. It

is situated at the confluence of the Borrow with the river

Lone, about one hundred yards south of Borrowbridge, and

bears the name of " Castlehows." In old writings the

Borrow i- called the Burough Becke, evidently from the

castrum upon its banks. The station is .'i parallelogram of

..•ml- by 104 yards, contains about I acres, and has been

surrounded bj a wall of stone and mortar, about 9ft. thick,

the lower portion- of which are apparently standing buried

in the rubbish which has fallen from above, except on the

where it Btands 6 ft. or 9 ft. high, but stripped

of il The Praetorian and I decuman gate i
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and the fosse arc still very distinct. No inscriptions have
been found here, but in 1826 part of a hypocaust was

uncovered, and at various times coins and fragments of

pottery have been turned up. The area, which lies buried

in its own rubbish, has, however, never been excavated. To
the north of the station are the remains of the abutment of

a bridge across the Borrow, with good reason supposed to be

Roman. Part of the grouting of the bridge still adheres to

the rock foundation. Mr. Just also says that the Roman
road is visible just beyond this bridge, and though lost for a

considerable distance, takes the direction of Kirkby There.

What has been said of the etymology of the neighbour-

hood of Lancaster is equally applicable here. The Lone (or

Lune) washes the castrum ; the whole valley down to Over-

borough is called the valley of the Lone, the hundred is

called Lonsdale. The distance also, eighteen miles, from

Overborough agrees remarkably with the iter. Alone is

there stated to be nineteen miles from Galacum. Mr. Just
- upon this site as that of Alone, the evidence is strongly

in favour of it, and 1 must say that I coincide with his

opinion.

The only Roman road which has been found to lead from
Borrowbridge, and which is apparently of the Higher
Empire, is the one before-mentioned, leading to Ivirkby

Thore. As far as regards the direction this is right, but

Kirkby Thore is, according to Mr. Just, seventeen Roman
miles from Borrowbridge, and we only require twelve. It is

in this stagi," that the only real discrepancy occurs, and the
only solution that I can suggest is that the numeral v. has
been omitted by some early transcriber of the Itinerary,

thus rendering the distance as XII. miles instead of XVII.

There is no doubt of many such mistakes occurring in the
Itinerary. The station at Kirkby Thore is a most important
one ; many inscriptions, sculptures, coins, &c, have been
discovered. I agree with Mr. Just in placing Galuva here,

but the question arises, why was it omitted in the second
iter, between Vertera and Brovonaceef That iter Beems
most <'\pli<-it, and apparently gives the name of every

station along its route (while the fifth, in this neighbourhood,
not). The clue to this would seem to be involved in

tli- question, does the Roman road from Vet-tens to

liroronaca: go close to the station at Ivirkby Thore ? It is
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more than doubtfuL Mr. Just, had lie lived another year,

intended by an accurate survey to have settled this point

On the other hand, as Mr. Jus( observes, Kirkby Thore is

upon the " Maiden Way/' a continuation apparently of the

road northwards from Borrowbridge, and which runs by
Whitley Castle to Caervorran, on the Northumbrian Wall.

Starting again northwards from Kirkby Thore, along the
•• Maiden Way," we come to the station at Whitley Castle,

the distance being almost identical with that of the Itinerary.

The station is a large one, containing nine acres, and it is

the first one south of the wall. On its western side it has

seven ditches and ramparts, and on the northern side four.

This arises from the fact of its being on level ground. It

has never been excavated, ami is filled with ruins. Several

inscriptions have been found, amongst them one to CaracaUa

in his fourth consulship, a.d. 213, by the third Cohort of the

Nervii. As this cohort is placed by the Notitia at Alionis

(or AH<>), the station has by many antiquaries been given

that name, but unless corroborative facts can be produced, it

is useless to decide on its name from one inscription of this

nature. On the same principle we might place Vindolana

at the great station at Risingham, whereas it is well known
to have been at Chesterholm.

Unless, therefore, we fan find a road leading in some

other direction from the station at Borrowbridge, I held the

opinion that the Tenth [ter commenced at Whitley Castle,

taking the line of the " .Maiden Way," and running, as will

be seen, almost due south (with the exception of the easterly

bend at Wigan) to Manchester. Mad Glanoventa been north

of the Wall it would doubtless have been so stated at tin 1

commencement of the iter, in the same manner as Bremenium
and Blatum Bulgium are named at the commencement of

the- First and Second Iters. The distance also from Manchester
would he too great to allow of it, whilst it is certain that

noither Glannibanta nor any other of the Notitia stations

were to the north of the Wall.

Having thus traced the iter to its starting point, it is

a few words on the stations which lie south

of Manchester. \t eighteen miles from Mancuniutn is

placed Condate, which until lately has generally been cuie

sidered to he ai ELinderton, near Middlewich, where are the

remains of on, at which roads from Manche ter,
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Chester, Wilderspool, near Warrington, and Chesterton, near

Newcastle-under-Lyne, meet. The actual distance from

Manchester is about twenty-three miles, and from Chester

(/Ira), twenty, which latter agrees with the distance of

Deva from Caudate in the Second Iter. Its distance from

Chesterton, hitherto considered Mediolanum, also agrees

well, the actual distance being eighteen or nineteen miles.

The remains of a station exist at Chesterton, but it is little

known, and quite unexplored.

A modern archaeologist, Dr. Kobson, in papers read before

the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire (December,

1849), and the Archaeological Society of Chester (May 4th,

1870), has started the theory that Condate was at Wilders-

pool, and Mediolanum at Kinderton. His argument is

based upon the fact of the distance between Wilderspool

and Manchester, agreeing with that of Condate from Man-
eunium, the distance between Wilderspool and Kinderton,

with that of Condate from Mediolanum, and the distance

between 'Wilderspool and Chester, with that of Condate
from Deva in the Second Iter. It will be noticed that with

one exception (that of Kinderton from Manchester), there is

an equal agreement of distances in the older arrangement.

Mr. Kobson also pre:snpposes the existence of a road from
Wilderspool to Manchester, a fact not yet proved, though
very probable

;

2 but if it were of the Higher Empire, we
should doubtless have some considerable remains of it exist-

ing. Another argument against his decision, arises from the

distance of Uriconium (Wroxeter) from Kinderton. The
Itinerary gives the distance from Uriconium to Mediolanum
as twenty-three miles. Mr. Robson's conclusions would
place them (even in a straight line), thirty-five miles apart

;

whilst, on the other hand, if Mediolanum were at Chesterton,

the distance from Wroxeter is nearly identical with the

Itinerary. Until, therefore, the site of Mediolanum is deter-

mined, the latter part of the iter must remain a subject of

dispute. 3

Before proceeding to the stations named in the Notitia, it

is necessary to notice an important fact in the First and
Second Iters. In the former between Bremenium (High

;i The etymology of Kinderton ta

18 6), voL i. |>. 14, and \>>1. ILL p. li" ly in favour of its I"

confidently oftfa ••! the The difference between Condate*ton an.

I

Kinderton is very alight.
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Rochester), and CoTstopitum (Corbridge), we find tlic great

station at Bisingham ; between Vindomora (Ebcbester) and
Winchester), occurs another Large station at Lan-

cbester : and again, between Vinovium and Cataractonium

rick . we find the large station at Pierse Bridge. In

the Second [ter, the Bame thing occurs, the fine castrum at

1

i Bri Ige, intervening between Cataractonium and

Lavatrce (Bowes). None of these castra are named in the

Itinerary, and whyl My own opinion is that they were not

in exist a when the Itinerary was compiled. Horsley con-

sidered Lanchester to be the Glanoventa of the Tenth Iter,

and the Glannibanta of the Nut/tin. The greal objection to

this is that the fact of Glanoventa being tin* commencement
of t lie Tenth Iter, would aot prevent its being given as a

station en route in the First, were it situated at Lanchester.

Calleva (Silchester) is the starting point of the Fifteenth,

and the terminus of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Iters, yet

it is nevertheless given as an intermediate station in the

nth ; and the same thing occurs, with regard to Londi-

nium, Eboracum, Luguvallium, and Isca Silurum. \\ hy, then,

should an exception be made in the case of Lanchester 1

Exo p\ Pierse Bridge, these unidentified stations have

been prolific of inscriptions, but none of them are earlier

than the reign of Severus. At Greta Bridge, near the site

of the northern gateway, a fine slab was discovered in 1792,

which lias generally been considered as originally placed

over the gateway arch. Jt was inscribed

—

I MIT . CAE8S . L . 8EP . SBVBRO

PIO . PEBT . ET . M . A\T . LNTON1

NO . PIO . AVGG . ET

NOB . OAES . BVB . CVB \ . E .

AEIENI . SEN I.' [ON1S

LEG . BOBVH . PR . PB .

The name of Gets hat been purposely (though Imperfectly)

1 from the third line ; the remainder informs us (as I

it
. of the first erection oi the gate and castrum : had ii

been merely a re toration or re building, we should no doubt,

ii other ca i i, have the word n stitu f introduced.4

my mind, to tht

l Itinerary, i :

• !.•
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At Risingham, where do less than eleven inscriptions of

the reigns of Severus and Caracalla have been found, a gate-

way Blab erected in the reign of* the former Emperor, under

the same legate, as that at Greta Bridge, informs us of the

restoration of the castrum. Possibly it was built, soon after

the Itinerary was compiled, destroyed in the insurrection in

the reign of Commodus, and rebuilt by Severus. Dr.

McCaul (Br. Rom. [nscr. p. 147) refutes the idea of its

bearing the name of Habitancum, which Camden and Hors-

lcy had given it. from an inscription found there. Had there

been a station of that name, it would no doubt have been

given in the Chorography of Ravennas. But that author

gives the name of a station next to Bremenium as Ebwro-

cassum probably Eburo-castrum), which name may have

been given to it during the residence of Severus at the sta-

tion, after leaving behind his capital of Eburacum (or

Eboracura). .Mr. .1. Hodgson (Archaologia JEliana,Yo\. iv.)

Bhows tin- great probability of Severus being at the station,

when the above named gateway slab was erected.

Lanchester has yielded nineteen inscriptions, but nothing

which bears a date is earlier than the reign of Gordian, at

which time some buildings were restored, thus showing their

previous existence. Pierse Bridge has only yielded two
sepulchral inscriptions, from which nothing as to the date

of its erection can be gained.

Having thus discussed the point as to the omission of

these Btations from the Itinerary, let us proceed to the

second part of the subject, in which I think we shall be able

to identify the names of two of them as Notitia stations.

Taking first Sectio LXII (the stations under the Duke of

Britain), we find that there are only four whose sites we
know with any degree of certainty, namely, Danum, Lavatrce,

Vertera, and Braboniacum ; out of the remainder 1 have

selected three, Arbeia, Dictis, and Concangium, for the pur-

pose, if possible, to throw light upon their position.

Horsley placed Arbeia at Moresby, Dictis at Ambleside,

and Concangium at Natland, near Kendal. In this decision

Horsley evidently acted upon an erroneous basis, for he

says, "The order in which Arbeia is mentioned in the

Notitia suits \eiv well with the supposition that this

(Moresby | is the place, for Moresby is nine or ten com-

puted miles from Ellenborough, which station 1 take to be

\ • •
I . x \ \ 1 1 1

.

B
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the last of those contained under the title per lineam vaUV
Acting upon this argument, Horsley ought to have placed

Presidium at Moresby, as being the first on the list, while,

with far greater probability of correctness, be places it on

the other side of England, at Broughton, in Lincolnshire.

But he seems to have had very littlefixed opinion regarding

these stations for he Bays again, "
I was once inclined to

suspect, from the inscriptions found in Bichmondshire men-
tioning the cohors Nerviorum {tic) that Die/is might be

there. But the Nervii Dictenses were perhaps no part of

that cohort ; and if they were, the cohort was afterwards

removed to Vtrosidum." The last clause of this is to me
unintelligible; but had Eorsley n tained the idea <>f placing

Dictis in Richraondshire he would have been probably nearer

the truth. My own views would lead me to place Concan-

gium at Greta Bridge, Dictis either between Greta Bridge

and l'ierse Bridge (in a district abounding with Roman
remains) or at Piersc Bridge itself, and Arbeia either at

Pierse Bridge or at the mouth of the Tees
; and for this I

will adduce the following reasons :

—

5

The author of the Notitia seems invariably to act upon a

certain rule, that of recording the names of the stations,

either in a lino from north to south or from east to W<

and where that cannot be arranged, to follow the course of

a river, a coast line, or a line of road. For example, he

commenci - with the infantry on the east coast of England,

under the Count of the Saxon shore, and he gives the sta-

tions due north ami south, viz., Othona (Bradwell), Dttbra

( Dov< i). Lemana ( Lymne).

He then gives the cavalry on the same coast, also in the

Die order, at Brancaster and Burgh Castle; next, the

castra at either end of the channel which separated the Isle

of Thanet from the main land, commencing with the northern

one (Beculver) j lastly, are the two castra on the Sussex.

coast, given/row east to west, namely, Anderida and Portus

Adurni. Turning to the Item per lineam valli, we find,

both by inscriptions and the visible remains of the fortresses,

that he has pursued a line commencing at the east and ter-

minating at i he west end of i he wall.

il Inolim 'I to pi !'• '
' me mgin i\

Greta Bridge, bul does do( itati bj i

: S* • - r » 1 1 > 1 1 1

.
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Iii this section under consideration (i.xii) we find that, he

commences with the cavalry, apparently again from cast to

west—then follow the infantry, commencing with those

stationed at Arbeia. Surely there is a strong prima facie

ground for inferring that the same rule is adopted, which is

almost rendered a certainty when wu find him enumerating,

in regular succession, the three stations immediately next

westward of Greta Bridge, Lavatrce (Howes), Verterat

(Brough), and Braboniacum (Brougham). Of this latter

fact there can he no doubt, as the names are clearly laid

down and similarly arranged in the Antonine Itinerary,

Why, then, should we not give the name of the station pre-

ceding Bowes in the Notitia to the remains of the station

immediately preceding it, on the route which we find the

Notitia is taking, especially when that station is nameless?

Again, the Chorography of Ravennas, after naming several

Btations in Cumberland, proceeds by way of Binchester,

Bowes, and Catterick to York, and then gives the following

bu Btations in succession:

—

Decuaria (Petuaria), Decovici/i

(Delgovitia), Dixie (Dictis), Coganges (Concangium), Corie,

and Lapocarium. Now, from the geography of Ptolemy, we
know that Petuaria was somewhere about the mouth of the

J lumber. From the Antonine Itinerary we find that Dcl-

govitia was in the neighbourhood of Londesborough. Should
we not then reasonably conclude that the next station named
was also in Yorkshire, especially when we find the author

proceeding northwards to the cast end of the Roman wall

(immediately alter naming these stations) ? Even for this

wmk, prone to eccentricities as it is, it would be too great

a bound to pass at once from the east of Yorkshire to tho

west of Westmoreland, omitting every station en route.

The inference is plain

—

Dictis and Concangium were

between York and Londesborough on the south, and the

Roman wall on the north.

Greta Bridge, which I thus fix upon as Concangium^ is a

fortress of from four to five acres in extent, has been Btrongly

walled, and has yielded ten inscriptions, but none of them

afford any clue as to its garrison
; the Roman read from

Catterick to Bowes runs through it. Between this Btation

and Pierse Bridge the whole country abounds with British

and Roman remains : there are several undoubted Reman
camps, and seme immense irregular intrenchments. At
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Gainford an interesting inscribed altar to Jupiter Doly-

ia has been Found. Was Dictis in this neighbourhood,

or at Pierse Bridge ! If ;u the latter I would call attention

to the fact that Drake, in his map of the Roman roads in

Yorkshire, traces one from York to the month of the Tees,

where it is joined by another from Dunsley Hay. They are

apparently vicinal ways, but I am ignorant of the source

from which he obtained his information as to their existence,

or whether there are any traces of their course at present

visible. It is possible that Arbeia might be situated at the

junction of these roads, but 1 am inclined to fix it at Pierse

Bridge, ami Dictis somewhere near Old Richmond. It is

plain, from tic composition of its garrison, tin- Numerus

B iriorum Tigrisiensium, which Dr. McCaul (Brit. Rom.

[nscr. p. 84 translates, "The company of bargemen of the

Tigris," that Arbeia was situated upon a wide river, such as

the Tees is, in this locality. It is also noticeable that the

numerus does not bear the name of the station, as at L<hi<i<>-

vicum, Derventio, and Dictis.

Horsley, after placing Arbeia, Dictis, and Concangium as

1 1im\ i previously, and Lavatra, Vertera an 1 Brabo-

niacum as in the Itinerary, turns suddenly back in his route

and fixes Maglova al Greta Bridge, and Maga at Pierse

Bridge, then again turning and Leaping over the whole of

these stations we find his Longovicum at Lancaster, an.

I

Derventio at Papcastle. iSnch a circuitous route, after the

plain and straightforward manner in which the other Notitia

stations are arranged, is contrary alike to reason aid to pro-

bability ; and I venture to say there are few antiquaries of

the present day who can concur in it.

Lastly, 1 will take Borne of the Btations per lineam vaUi.

The first twelve of these, from Segedunnm (Wallsend) to

Amboglanna (Birdoswald), have been clearlv identified by

the exertions of Horsley, Dr. Bruce, and others. The modus
operandi by which this result has keen obtained is the

proving, from inscriptions, that tic garrisons in succession

e exacl ly with the order in which the names of the same
corps occur in the Notitia. lint, beyond Birdoswald this

order and though there are the remains of at least

i isible, in none of t hem has been found an in-

scription mentioning any of the corps forming ike garrisons

ot tip- remaining station per lineam valli. Other corps are
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named :— the Coh. If. Tungrorum, at Walton House
; the

Cch. I. Nvrmnn (jcnntiunrum, and Ala Tungrorum, at

Burgh-upon-Sands.

From what is now visible, the station at Walton House

appears to be the next one to Birdoswald ; but as an in-

scription has lately been found on the face of a quarry near

Lanercost, mentioning a decurion of the Ala Petriana, there

may have been a station at that place, and its name Petriana ;

but I have a strong suspicion that the Notitia has followed

the line of the wall no farther than Lanercost. It seems

evident, from the state of the wall westward from that

point, that it was destroyed long previously (and probably

during the Roman period) to that portion of it which is in

Northumberland. While in the latter county, and as far into

Cumberland as Lanercost, we have large portions of it here

and there above ground, and the castra in a comparatively

goo I state of preservation, beyond Lanercost not a trace of

it remains above the foundation. Dr. liruce accounts for

the complete destruction of the wall in this region by the

scarcity of building stone, which has tempted the inhabit-

ants to make a quarry of it. To a certain extent this may
be the case, but not entirely. It cannot account, however,

for the absence of the forces named in the Notitia, and the

substitution of others in the inscriptions of the neighbour-

hood. Some of the castra may have existed as independent

forts in the time of the Notitia ; but the continuity of the

line of defence was, I apprehend, broken some time before.

My opinion is, I think, supported by the Chorography

of Ravennas. Commencing at the east end of the Wall,

this author proceeds regularly westward as far as sEsica, the

tenth station, where he breaks suddenly off. It is right to

state, however, that he omits Pons Alii (Newcastle), and

Vindolana (Chesterholm) from this list. The latter, which

lies sonic distance south of the Wall, he had previously

given, and we find the remaining stations indiscriminately

mixed with others not named in the Notitia.

Again, had the Notitia followed the line of the Wall. I

think we should have had LuguvaUium (Carlisle) in the list.
6

A.CC irding to precedent Stanwix should have been the

6 It may be objected that the name of reply that Vindolana, the ninth Btation,

a town south of bhe wall could not be La still farther Bouth of the wall than
i a.-) on the wall. To this I would Carlisle.
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fortress, and Carlisle the town under its protection, which

appears to have been the case, for there is no evidence,

that I am aware of, that Carlisle was out a walled castrum,

important town though it was. Both Stanwix and Carlisle

are, 1 think, comprehended in the name Luguvallium of

: line, as at Durobriva, where Castor, on theNorthampton-
shire side of the river Nen, is the fortress, and ( Ihesterton, on

the Huntingdonshire side the town. The Second Iter of

Antoninus (unlike the First crosses the Wall at a point

where there is a station, and the only name given is Lugu-
vallium, thus passing Stanwix in silence, unless it is compre-

hended under that term.

But bv far the most important evidence that we must

for Aballaba and the subsequent Btations, elsewhere

than on the Wall, was the discovery in L865 at Cocker-

mouth Castle (built of stones from the adjoining Roman
castrum at Papcastle) of an inscribed stone which seems to

fix Aballaba (or Aballaca) at the latter place. The inscrip-

tion, of which the commencement, for perhaps two or three

lines is wanting, inns thus :

—

. EG AXG [NCJ

M.Y.M.I'IMSlnN

V.M . AI5AI.LAV

BN8IVM

'.MIIIKAI.KTXIII KA

NOV.GOKI] ETPOMP]

ES ETATTICO ET PBB

...TATO.OOS. Vsi.m.

This Bhows that in November, a.i>. 241, a Cuneus of Pris-

iones, '-ailed the " Aballavensian " were Btationed at Pap-

castle.' <'n turning to the Notitia, we find that several

bodies of troops, had attached to their ethnic name, the

name of the place where thev were Btationed, such as

the Numenu Nerviorum Dictensium, Eguites Dalmatarum
Branoduensium, 8fc, but none who bore the mum- of a place,

wen stationed elsewhere than al the place itself. This is con-

:
I have t ili- 11 the li renth Line, whlofa he oomme

i 'i Mi .,] ol l'i onto, in

ll Ti •
' okennouth i t communication to the writ<

i t four letters of this hovi uth line

uil).
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firmed by inscriptions at Bremenium and Bremetenracum,

whilst at Binchester, which had long been identified with the

Vinovium of Antoninus, the following inscription was found :

. MANDVS
liX . C . FKIS

VINO VIE
V.S.L.M

Dr. McCaul (Br, Rom. Inscr. p. 65) expanded it Amandm
< i cohorte Frisiorum VinovuB^ fyc. The Cockermouth inscrip-

tion enables us to give the true reading

—

Amandus ex cuneo

Frisionum Vinoviensium, iSv. Judging by these precedents

is there any doubt of Papcastlc being Abattabaf*

But there is still further evidence. The two stations next

to Aballaba in the Notitia are Congavata, garrisoned by the

second cohort of the Lingones, and Axelodunum by the first

cohort of the Spaniards. Now, at the two stations next ad-

joining Papcastle, we find these cohorts mentioned in inscrip-

tions

—

Coh. II. Lingonum at Moresby, and Coh. I. ffispano-

rum at Ellenborough (where they have left many inscrip-

tions), whilst not a trace of them has been found on the

wall. In fact, the successive order of the Notitia garrisons,

broken off at Lanercost, seems renewed at Papcastle,

Moresby, and Ellenborough. Are these two latter Conga-
nila and Axelodunum .' I certainly incline to that opinion.

I am aware that an objection may be raised to the effect

that inscriptions of a later date than those at Ellenborough

have been left by Coh. I. ffispanorum, at Netherby ; but,

unless the objectors are prepared to prove that place to be

Axelodunum, and thus extend the Notitia stations to the north

of the wall, it cannot be sustained. We find some of the

cohorts for centuries at the same place. What more likely

than that the Coh. I. ffispanorum, after executing their

work at Netherby, should return to their old head-quarters

at Ellenborough I It might as well be urged that because

the same cohort had left an inscription at the Bridge of

Ardoch, in Perthshire, and the Coh. II. Lingonum another

at Ilkley, in Yorkshire, that those places were Axelodunum
ami Congavata.

H Since writing •

I li iv.' re- pamphlet In- apparently oomea to tin'

cerred from I 'r. McCaul "t" Toronto, part name conclusion aa to the site of Aballava .

xiii. of bis Notes on Latin Inscriptions while, at pp. L6, 17, he seems inclined to

found in Britain. At pp.25 26 of tin- place Petriana at Old Carlii
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A few words, and 1 have done. As it is impossible that

the whole of the stations nam< d as per lineam valli could be

on the wall, the confusion introduced into the A/otitia, by

the omission of tl<'' terminal station, is perhaps but a reflex

of the period of its compilation. A few years subsequently

both legions and cohorts kit Britain. Tin- grand wave of

Roman conquest which, from the time of Csesar, had passed

oyer Gaul and submerged Britain, gradually rolled back,

amidst the closing Bcenes of tin- Lower Empire, leaving be-

hind it, ujm.ji the Biirface of our island, the ruins of its own
creation. Upon our age has it fallen to guard and preserve

wha< still remains of them, to investigate their history, and

to illustrate their grandeur, which is that of Hritnin of

Europe—of the Roman world.



NOTES ON SOME MEDIEVAL METHODS OF DEPOSITING
DOCUMENTS.

By JOSBPB BUBTT, Aaatatanl Keeper of tlic Public Rocords.

The occurrence in Cornwall of an example of the turned

wooden boxes anciently used in the Treasury of the Ex-
chequer for the deposit of documents has induced me to

put together a few notes on the subject, which may not be

unacceptable. In the course of last autumn I w;is called

upon to deal with a small collection of similar boxes, some
of which were still occupied by the documents placed in

them during the reigns of Edw. U. and III., and which had
been found by Mr. Scott a few years ago when making
tin >>e investigations in the precincts of the Abbey of West-
minster which resulted in his interesting and valuable

work, the "Gleanings." 1 To the ever courteous and kind

liberality of our distinguished Vice-President, the Dean of

Westminster, I was indebted for the opportunity of ex-

hibiting, at one of the meetings of the Institute, several

specimens of those boxes. And to the kind courtesy of .Sir

Thomas Duffus Hardy I was obliged for the many and
varied examples of boxes, &c, which were brought from the

Public Record Office on that occasion.

In the year 1836 the late Sir Francis Palgrave published

the first volume of " The Antient Calendars and Inven-

tories of the Treasury of His Majesty's Exchequer ; to-

gether with other documents illustrating the History of

that Repository." That repository then consisted of one
building, the Chapter House of the Abbey of Westminster,

which was doing duty as the store-house of the chief con-

tents of the three ancient treasuries of the Sovereigns of

England, formerly in connection with the Palace of West-
minster, and of one in the Tower of London. The first

treasury is described as being " in the cloister of the Abbey
of Westminster," and which was known as the chapel of

' Gleaning! from Westminster Abbey, 2nd edition, 1868. Oxford and London
by ( icorge Gilbert Scutt, K.A., F.S.A., i"tc. J. II. and J. Parker.

V"j.. rxviii. I
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the Pyx; another was "adjoining the Court of the Receipt

of the Exchequer," in the Old Palace of Westminster ;
Rnd

the third was over the gateway "going out of the New
Pal into St. Margaret's Lane." The contents of these

:
- rred to the Chapter House at in-

tervals, prohably, from the time of the dissolution of the

Abbatical Establishment to the year after the fire at the

Cottonian Library in Dean's Yard, in 1751.

Attached to the Royal Chapel and Palace, the King's

Treasury was an object of especial solicitude in times when

sums of m< aey were collected and kept in bulk, in the

i u. tmlnster; about fcl

same place of strength as the crown, jewels, and household

plate of the Sovereign, and the most important legal and

diplomatic documents. In the volumes to which attention

has been drawn we have a complete history of this im-

portant banch of the Palace arrangements, from the time

of its first organization as a Record Office by Walter Sta-

ll, Bishop of Exeter, whose calendar was made in the

vear 1323, to the reign of James I. There are Bix folded

platea of illustration to this work, el' which plate ii. is

described as representing "An antient skippet of wood,

turned in the lathe. Ii appears from ,-i memorandum
written in ink upon the cover (too faint to be represented

in the lithograph) that it contained a deed executed by the

op of Hereford in favour of John do Mawarden, or

Marden. The handwriting of tin-; memorandum is ot the

n of Edward H." The identity of the "skippel " here

repn ented with that exhibited f\ the Rev. Mr. [ago from
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Bodmin and with those from the muniment-room of West-
minster Abbey was at once apparent For the use of the

word as applied to these turned boxes I have searched in

vain. It does not occur at all in the calendar of Bishop

Stapleton, although such boxes were used in the reign of

Edw. I., of which an example was shown at the Institute. In

that calendar all the records are described as being in bundles,

in hanapcrs of twigs (of which also an example was exhi-

bited), in forcers of leather bound with iron (also shown),

j, coffins, coffers, and cases of leather and wood of some
variety. These were for the most part distinguished by
signs having some relation to the subject matter of their

contents. A coffer containing documents relating to the

crown would have that figure marked on it ; those relating

to Yarmouth would be distinguished by three herrings
;

and those referring to royal marriages had the subject

expressed by a hand in hand. The system was, in fact, a

picture-writing which required no knowledge of reading to

interpret. Continuing the history of the Royal Treasury,

books of memoranda follow Stapleton's calendar in date,

the first beginning in 19 Edw. III. By the entries in these

books, which are doubtless contemporaneous, and which
extend to the reign of Ilenr}' VIII., it would appear that

all documents placed in the Treasury were at least doubly

enclosed. They were first put into a pix, skippet, hanaper,

or coffer, and afterwards placed in a large coffer, coffin, or

chest, with a distinctive mark. If that was the case during

the time embraced by Stapleton's calendar it is not so

stated. There is, however, one remarkable exception. It

is an entry of " A Pix in which is another Pix which is not

to be opened except in the presence of the King or Trea-

surer. It was previously sealed with the King's seal, and
was opened at Nottingham by his command in the month of

November, in the seventeenth year of his reign [Edward I.].

It is now sealed with the seal of the Bishop of Exeter, the

Treasurer. -

Of the etymology of the word " skippet " there can be

little doubt. It is simply the diminutive of " skep " or

"skip," a word which can be traced through dictionaries

an 1 glossaries as the Anglo-Saxon term for a basket or tub,

" .'. ntiout Kalen.l.irs and Inventories," »ol i, p,
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(Iowd to its use iii tli'
1 present day by market-gardeners

for the round basket in which all kinds of vegetable pro-

duce are brought to market. In the
i- Promptorium Par-

vulnniin" it means simply a basket. Whether it came
originally finom the Greek muufrk, a canoe or other article

hollowed out, Ave need not here inquire. In Jamieson's

ih dictionary " skep
w

is described as "a great vessel

of wicker or of earth to keep corn in." If the term was

not originally limited in application to materials of basket-

work its diminutive might be used to boxes of a special

make or shape, and particularly to any like the usual forms

of basket known as "skeps/
1

The distinction between the
" pixis " and " skippettum " is difficult to determine. In the

work I have so often referred to we have entries of the

"pixis*
1

without any distinction—tlic "pixis quadrata,"

"pixis lignea," "parva pixis de ligno rotunda," and the
" pixis rotunda," as used for the deposit of documents.

Of the "skippettum" the entries are by no means so nume-
rous. The word is generally without any descriptive adjunct,

but there is an entry under the date of 32 Edw. III. of "a
long skipet," containing accounts and charters of Poitou,

being placed in a coffer with other things,8 and in 42 Edw. III.

we have an entry of a certain little "skypet" containing

deeds relating to Dartford.4 In modern French we have

"esquipot," n money-box, showing the transference of the

word. There does not seem to me, then, sufficient evidence

in the entries in the ancient calendars to appropriate the

term '"skippet" to the turned wooden boxes lately brought

before us, which might with equal fairness be styled "parva'

pixides rotundae." The gentleman to whose kindness and

intelligent research we are indebted for the example of one

of these peculiar deed-boxes, found in a remote pari of the

country, tells us of a local use of the word " skippett," in a

which appears to have no connection with its original

derivation, and to be an application of il not generally known.

We l.ie.v, well thai the arl of turnery flourished extensively

in this country during the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies; and some of these curious boxi . by whatever name
they were called, an I pecimens of the manufacture

which supplied wooden bowls and trenchers to the scanty

1 Ibid »oL i
, p 232.

;lt.
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furniture of the Jining-tablc in ordinary houses during that

period.

Among the examples from the Public Record Office were
three kinds of round boxes, differing from those lately under
consideration. The first was a box turned out of the solid

block of wood, and of a shape that would pack much closer

in chests than the earlier form. It had also a small opening
left for the seal to be pendent externally—a practice which
ensured its rapid destruction unless specially protected. The
second was a thin wooden frame covered with leather and
lined with paper. It is probably of the time of James I.,

and is of a kind used for the storing of the title-deeds of

estates sent into the Court of Wards and Liveries while pro-
ceedings were going on, and never taken away. They are

very numerous, they differ much in size, and many of them
are of a square or oblong shape, while some are round. A
careful examination of the printed paper with which they
arc lined would probably bring to light fragments of very
curious, if not valuable, literary matter which has been lost

to us. In this respect, time may so have enhanced the
value of the material used by the trunk-maker of the

ofctrfr bouUU from the Public Becord oukv. Height, -^ in. ; diameter, 7] in.

seventeenth century, that he may be found to have preserved
what has been Bought for in vain elsewhere and become an
object of great interest. The third specimen was a modern
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copy of the early "skippet" or "pix," perhaps fifty years

old. Its chief advantage is the exclusion of dust, but there

is nothing else in its favour.

To about the reign of Henry VI. may be assigned the case

represented on the previous page. It is round, ami formed

ol a thin frame of wood covered with brown cuir bouilli,

richly ornamented with patterns worked by a sharp-pointed

tool, ami lined with blue velvet. It was probably used for

plate, or other object of value deposited in one of the Royal

Treasuries. The large richly-bound and illuminated Books

of Indentures for tin- foundation of the chapel el' Henry VII.

at Westminster Abbey, preserved in the Public Record

Office, are in cases of a similar construction ami decoration,

fitted with pads of quilted silk, upon which the velvet bind-

ings and silver seal-cases rested.

<uw ..I . .
]

The leather cov< n 1 case kindly brought by the Rev. Mr.

From Cornwall pre enl many poinl of resemblance to

the cases in the Public Record Office. It is probably of the

reign of I lenry V 1 1.

Sir John Maclean lias kindly directed my attention to

• itrii of proceedings upon the Common Plea [lolls of
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Edward IV. for the recovery of family title deeds relating to

Cornwall, spoken of as being in similar boxes of deposit as

used in tlic Royal Treasury. On the Roll of Michaelmas,

7 Bdw. IV., Sir Walter Moylc sues John Moyle for the reco-

\iiv of "quandam pixidem cum cartis soriptis et aliis muni-

iiuiitis in ea lem pixide contentis quara ei injuste detinet,"

and on the roll for Easter, 8 Edw. IV., is an entry showing

thai John Jane Mas .summoned " ad respondendum Ricardo

Boturnell de placito quod reddat ei quondam calathum

cum scriptis cartis et aliis munimentis in eodem calatho

edit, utis." The word "calathus" does not occur in the

ancient calendars of the Treasury ; its meaning is doubtless

the same as that of " hauaperium," or the " hanaper of

tnvj-'jTS."

I letail of ornament un the Lanlvet case. Full size.

The most interesting examples of the early "skippets"

—

for I beg leave to continue to use the term assigned to them
by the learned editor of the " Antient Kalendars," and the

first Deputy Keeper of the Public Records—are unquestion-

ably those found by Mr. Scott, who has, in graphic terms,

described their discovery while he was very minutely exa-

mining the immediate vicinity of the Pyx chamber in the

cloisters of Westminster. Being then in the adjoining

Chapter House, I had the good fortune to be called in by
that gentleman to assist in the examination and description

of the contents of that "chamber of mystery," which I had
reason to believe were a part of the contents of the ancient

Royal Ti easury.

1 would now direct attention to another kind of depository

for documents, the "hanaper." In Bishop Stapleton's

calendar it is often noticed, and generally with a distinguish-

ing mark or sign, as the "hanaperitim do virgis," which
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appears to have been sometimes put into a chest. In

36 Edw. III. mention is made ot" a "hanaperium ligneum."

In tin' 42nd Edw. III. there was delivered into the Treasury
'• a hanaper covered with Mack leather, and bound with iron

and scaled," containing muniments. This description much
resembles that of the "forcer," t<> be afterwards noticed. In

rd vear of Richard 11., Thomas Orgrave, clerk, delivers

into the Treasury muniments relating to lands in Berkhamp-

Btead purchased by the king, and placed in a certain hanaper

in a chest. That hanaper was exhibited, and there is yet

attached to it a label describing its contents exactly con-

forming to the entry in the memoranda, and the deeds now
in it agree exactly with the entries. It is not in so perfect

«a condition as the larger example shown, but the two are

identical in make and texture.

In the 19th year of Henry VIII. there is an entry of the

delivery into the Treasury of " oone baskett of bookes con-

cerning the king's household."

Numerous entries occur of the deposit of documents in a

"forcerium correura ferro ligato," a leather forcer bound

with iron. Examples of these objects are exceedingly rare.

The one lately exhibited came from the chapel of the Pyx,

and is figured at p. 96 of Mr. Scott's "Gleanings" (2nd ed.).

The ironwork has sustained considerable injury. In the

fourteenth century forcers do not semi to have been placed

in chests. They only occur in the Calendar of Walter de

Stapleton, in which it is stated that seme documents of

kings and queens of England were put in "a green forcer of

copper gilt bound with escutcheons of the arms of England

and Spain," and others in "a forcer painted plainly" with

the chequer beard, in "a green forcer," in "a wooden forcer

partly bound with iron." The last entry in that calendar

relates to letters "I the King el' England ami some nobles of

Burgundy being placed in a " black wooden forcer bound

with iron." In 'in inventory dated •'!<» Edw. 1. given h\ Mr.

Riley in "Memorials of London and London Life," is an

entry of "one painted forcer, value 8d. ;" and in the same

work is an " Ordinance <•! the Forcer-makers" in the 7th of

Henry IV., showing thai there then was a company of (hat

trade in tin' City oi London.

'

i ptoriutn I'.n \ uloi uin, p 170, \ I ' oroerc
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A fine example of cuir bouitti work is preserved in the

museum at Fork. It is a cylindrical or shallow drum-shaped
box, measuring 21 in. in circumference, 3 in. only in depth,

and is elaborately ornamented with representations of stags,

animals of the chase, foliage, branches of the oak, and the

like ; the ground-wood dotted with little punctures that have

been filled in with red colour. The late Sir Samuel It. Mcy-
rick ascribed this beautiful box to the time of Edward II.

It is figured in the Journal of the British Archaeological

Association, vol. in., p. 123. There is a loop of leather

affixed to the middle of the under side, and also two at each

of the -id s, one on the box, a second on the lid; through

these a strap or cord was passed, by means of which the box
might be effectually secured, and the lid might be opened
without being detached from the box. This simple and
effective mode of closing objects of this description was not

unfrequently adopted.
1' si les the depositories to which attention has been

directed there are entries in the "Antient Kalendars" of

modifications of the coffer or box, the difference between
which must be subject of conjecture. A remarkable ex-

ample of the
' ; Golfer" is here figured. Substantially made

'intboPubli Exchequer. Sizo,

. .V.y, 10 iu. by Uj in , and 7 in.

of oak, bound with iron, and covered with light rods of that

metal with heals of " flour do lis" upon a thin //'wo ground,

VOL. XXVIII.
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it must have presented an elegant appearance in its original

ndition. In the inside are remains of a cotton cloth lining

on which a pattern in distemper appears to have been sten-

cilled This coffer Mas probably used for objects of value.

Th< Bfers" were doubtless chiefly of wood. The chief

variations are the following. In Bishop Stapleton's calendar

there are entries of
;

;i coffer of leather bound with iron,"

and marked with the letter V. ; "a plain wooden coffin/
5

"a

Ser painted red, bound with iron/' " coffer painted green,

bound with iron," "a little white wooden coffin," "a green

coffer bound with iron," " a wooden roll " (scrinium). Among
the latter entries there appears, in 35 Edw. III., one relating

to some charters of Aquitaine, being in '"three white and

new coffins,'' after this are entries of " a square coffin," "two
coffins of leather," " a round coffin," and other similar

jcriptions, by which, perhaps, it might lie inferred that the

terms "coffer" and "coffin" were used interchangeably. A
curious entry occurs under the date 13 Henry IV.. showing

the delivery to It. Courtney of muniments touching alliances

with Scotland out of an oblong coffer, inscribed,
,( Hie eon-

tinentur," &c, '* being in the chest on which tliey used tn j>/aj/

chess in tin' Royal Treasury." A very fine coffer of the year

1327, with an inscribed lid. and with emblazoned shields of

arms on the side and top, was shown at the Institute on the

asion referred to. It contained tin' documents relating

to the ransom of David Bruce. A bag, "mantica," is

seldom mentioned.

1 must leave others to determine to whal class we are to

assign "a black case made like a cup and bound with iron.

containing charters by Prince Edward to his consort Eleanor

of Castile, mentioned by Bishop Stapleton. The description

of a great "hutch" (" huchea "), marked with the No. XVI.
containing muniments of the kings of Scotland and others of

that country, placed in "two forcers of leather bound with

iron, four hanapers covered with black leather, nine wooden

forcers, eighteen hanaper of twigs, and thirty-two pi:

fair idea of the cb< sts in which the smaller cases of

d( posil were Btowed av aerally under the protection of

three lo<

The '

i ral ai ] d( of the records of the Treasury,

Arthur Agarde in his "Compendium," written

to hai • lindl rgone but low alterations to that
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period. " A raacke of dubble presses" and great chests con-

tained the " baggcs " and " soiulry boxes " in which the

records were stowed away. 01' these none now remain ex-

cept that very massive one in which the Domesday Book is

said to have been kept, and which lias been engraved in the

photo-zincograph copies of that work. But the early English

• lusts preserved in the muniment room of the Abbey of

Westminster arc remarkable examples of the taste and skill

with which the officers of the great monastic establishments

succeeded in treating subjects requiring only simplicity and
strength. The details of the ironwork of one of these chests

formerly in the chapel of the Pyx, and now existing in the

Public Record Office, are given in the " Gleanings," p. .94.



SUPPLEMENTARY NO! I RELICS RECENTLY OBTAINED
BY THE HON. WILLIAM OWEN STANLEY, IX Ills RE-
SEARCHES L\ HOLYHEAD [SLAND.

Since the completion of excavations at Ty Mawr, and tlic

adjac of ancient occupation on Mr. Stanley's estate.

Dear Holyhead, of which, through his liberal kindness towards

the Archaeological Institute, a record has been given in this

Journal, several objects of considerable interest have been

brought to light. Of these, including sonic relics of which
no example had been previously found in Mr. Stanley's

excavations, the following account may form an acceptable

appendix to his memoirs. The numerous implements

and appliances, however rude in fashion and of obscure

purpose, are of no Blight interest, as aiding our inquiries

into the usages of daily life, and the measure of civiliza-

tion, to which the occupants of Holyhead Mountain and
the ancient settlements around its base had attained at a

remote period

J. Of the relics recently found may first be noticed a

remarkable block of hard and ponderous stone (fig. 1),

considered by Mr. Stanley to have been used as a

whetstone for sharpening instruments or weapons
;

pro-

bably .tone celts or other appliances of that description.

The upper Burface is concave; the bellow is shaped out

with considerable regularity, ami I arks of Frequent

percussion, as hown in the woodcut, whilsl around the fore-

part and edge then ular nicks that may
been produced in Borne operation of sharpening tools

and the like. Ji is remarkable thai the e grooves appear bo

take a direction radiating from a common central point.

Some of them are ?ery Blight, Bcarcely to be noticed at first

ction \ for instance the little nick on the right-hand

edge, marked with a Bmall cross in the woodcut. The di-

mensions of this remarkable block are about I l in. in breadth,

and 9 in. in thickness. The purposes for which it was in
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. Dluck of stunc, singularly grooved, found in Holyhead Island.

Mli, 11 in. ; thickness, 9 inches

Fig. !

'

tanner-head ''>f »t.-.nc, found In I land
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tended arc very obscure; the hollow surface apparently

bi rved in crushing or pounding some substance by aid of a

roller or niullcr, and it has been conjectured that the pul-

verised product may have gradually fallen down through the

marginal channels. No similar object has, however, hitherto

been noticed that may assist our conclusions in regard to

this ancient appliance.

II. With this relic Mr. Stanley brought before the Insti-

tute a stone tool of considerable interest. It is a hone, or

sharpening stone of some hard material, about 5^ in. in

length, having on each of its sides a deep-cut groove, about

! in. in length, caused, apparently, in sharpening some im-

plement or weapon of metal, such as a spear-head, javelin.

celt, and the like. It is likewise adapted for use as an

ordinary whetstone or polisher, and is of a form worked
with care, so as to be conveniently portable on a journey

or in warlike expeditions. It may be noticed, moreover, that

it appears to have served as a hand-hammer, each of the

extremities bearing traces of much percussion. This curious

implement possesses an additional interest as having been

found at Ty Mawr, near the spot where a considerable de-

posit of spears, -celts, and other objects of bronze were found

in 1832, as related by Mr. Stanley in his memoir on ancient

circular habitations excavated there in 18G2. 1 In the course

of his subsequent researches, in 1868, sharpening stones

of various kinds were likewise found, and two of these

have been figured in his second memoir on the ancient

vestiges brought to light on his estates in Holyhead Island. 2

Ancient mechanical appliances of this description have

occurred in Ireland, but they arc comparatively uncommon. 3

Small hones also, or burnishers, have repeatedly been found

1 Arch. Journ.voLxxiv.p. 253; Archseo- donally employed. CataL Mu& R. I.

I imbr., third series, voL xiv. The Acad. 75, 6g. 56; 1 of the
me above d< Bcril ed was found in Tonys .:, p. 10, where the use

been figured in Mr. Stanley's of such obji I pon sharpeners is

! en his more recent discoveries, more distim Similar moored
Anli. Jnurn., voL xxvii. p. 160, pL iii. pebbles are noticed by Nilsson, Primitive
fig- 1- Inhabitants of Scandinavia, edit, by Sir

1 Ibid., vol. xxvi. p. 021. fig.-<. IS, 19. John Lubbock, p. 13, pL 1, bul
1 rtain il it, oval, o hammer-

sometimes regarded as missiles or sling- grooved for facility of attachment to the
.ire found in Ireland, having mi belt, or the like, by a string. Theinten-

each of the tlat b\ i

• ion, howev<
might he produced by sharpening a tool p
or weapon; for rack air. V7. factorily ascertained.
Wilde suggests, they may have been occa-
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in excavations of British remains in Wiltshire, by the late Sir

Richard Colt Hoare, and on other occasions. A few speci-

mens of sharpening stones and polishers may be seen in

the instructive Blackmore Museum at Salisbury.4 In the

examination of a Gaulish oppidum at Castel Coz, in Brittany,

by M. Le Men, of Quimper, nineteen sharpening stones,

ii l2 to 1 '

» in., were found. They are described as fur-

rowed with lines pro Luced by harp-pointed instrument.5

In connection witli the curious sharpening stones dis-

covered by -Mr. Stanley, it may be desirable tu invite atten-

tion to the repeated occurrence in North Wales, and amidst

the heights of Snowdon, of rocks in situ, that bear grooved

markings, traditionally regarded, in several instances, as

produced by sharpening arrows, or some other weapons in

early times. A very remarkable example was figured in

the Archaeological Journal in 1864, from a drawing, for

which we were indebted to Mr. .John Williams, of Beau-

maris. This relic existed, as .Mr. Stanley informed us, in

a district lull of historical traditions, in one of the moun-

tain passes near Aber, in Caernarvonshire, where the Welsh

princes had anciently a residence. The reek known as

" Carreg y Sa< thau tin- Btone ofarrows— has subsequently,

through wanton mischief, been broken up and destroyed.

Similar scorings, Bupposed to be of remote antiquity, and

associated with popular traditions, exist on Penmaen Mawr,

near Grlanogwen, also, and elsewhere, and, as we learn from

Mr. Elias Owi n, there had evi n b( i d a notion that some "I

tin-.' markings might present characters or possibly Borne

kind of Oghan Otlur examples have been noticed in

Merionethshire, by Mr. Wynne, of Peniarth.' There can

be little doubt that in every instance Buch incisions bad

been produced, as also on the Btones found at Ty Mawr
in Mr. Stanli (orations, in whetting or polishing cer-

tain imph in' uts, whether of daily use or of warfare

Whatever may hav< the dim traditions of Cambrian

Arch. Cambr., Lbird

. -.-I. x. ]'•

!'... i. ' iiiIt., third i ii

I wen 1

1

:
, Ml rook In tbi county bad >

i a r<

. Ibid., \i'l. i.
i'.
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folklore, associated with relics such as the "Stone of Arrows "

and the time-weathered incisions that they bear, we may
doubtless trace to some furrowed rock of this description on

the heights of Snowdon the origin of a picturesque fable

chronicled by Giraldus—the Eagle of Eryri that, scenting

slaughter from afar, was wont on every Friday to whet

his beak whilst perched on the fatal stone that was almost

riven in his impatience.8

III. The moiety of a hammer-head, or axe, perforated for

the insertion of a handle, and of a type that had not pre-

viously occurred in Mr. Stanley's researches. (See wood-
cuts, iig. 2.) The hole for the haft was in this instance

worked by boring perforations from the two opposite faces

of the hammer, the difficulty of making them exactly op-

posite to each other being considerable. These objects,

comparatively rare in England and in Wales, more com-
mon, however, in Ireland and Scotland, have been found on

several occasions associated with bronze weapons; they may
probably be ascribed to the period when the use of bronze

became prevalent, or to the latter part of the so-called
" Stone Age." The fragment here figured, found at Ty
Mawr, measures 2\ in. in length, and 2 in. in thickness ; it

is of quartz and well fashioned ; in. general form, when
perfect, it probably resembled that found at Gelley Dywyll,

CO. Montgomery, or a specimen from the Thames, preserved

in the British Museum. 9 The perforation gradually narrows
towards the middle of the stone ; the blunt end shows
considerable traces of percussion.

A very good example of this type of hammer, sharpen* '1

or wedge-shaped at one of its extremities, and obtusely

rounded at the other, was found in 1855 on the estates of

Lord Newborough. near Glynllifon Castle, Caernarvonshire.

It is of massive dimensions—length 10 in., breadth 3] in.,

thickness 3-£- in., diameter of the perforation 1-J in. The
material is a trap rock. 1

1 Qjr. Cambr., Itin. Cambr., lib. ii. c. cuend"
; Edit, ami traosL by

ix., Camden An :. B72. " In Sir It. C. Hoare, vol. ii. p. 181.

ajadem montania de Eryri aquila fabul '•' Franks. Bona Feralea, p 1 :', pi. iii.

Erequentat, quae qualjbel quinta feria figs. 8, 1. The examples there noticed
laj>iili eoidam in Eatali, ut inter- vary in length from 6j inches t.> nearly

emptornm cadaver Lindenachmit, Alterth.

m die fertur expeol ire; lapidemque nna. heidn. Voreeit, heft viii. taf. 1.

predictum eui conauerit inaidere, jam ' Fora sketch •: >!,.• specimen 1 am
prope roatrum purgando pariter et exa- indebted to Mr. Wynne of Qlynllifon,

vol* xxviii. x
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IV. A flat, heart-shaped, sea-shore pebble, measuring

about 5 in. in each direction. It had probably been selected

on account of its peculiar form, which rendered it suitable

for some mechanical or domestic uses, li wasfound in the

evttiau at Pen y Bone. Compare relics of a like description

found by Mr, Stanley in hut-circles in Holyhead Island.

Arch. Journ., vol. xxvi. p. 320, figs. 7. 8, 9 ; vol. xxvii.

p. 161, pi. iv. fig. 4.

V. A rolled pebble of quartz, probably from the sea-shore ;

dimensions about 1 by 2 in. It bears traces of percussion

and of friction on both of its sides, and may have served as

a hand-hammer, or for some mechanical uses.

VI. Another pebble of irregularly ovoid form, of some-

what larger size than the last. These, with numerous other

objects of stone, of rude forms, for the most part acci-

dental but modified slightly in some instances by artificial

means, are well deserving of examination, as aiding our

researches into the usages and the degree of civilization that

may have prevailed, at the period, amongst the occupants

of Holyhead Mountain and the ancient settlements around

its base.

VII. A rudely-fashioned disc of stone, measuring nearly

5 in. in diameter, ft may have been used for some game,

like quoits, or possibly Bhould be regarded as a rough appli-

ance of domestic use, Buch as a plate. Objects oi this

sription have occurred in " Picts' Houses," and with other

ancient remains, in Orkney and the northern parts of Scot-

land. Jn Inland they have been found repeatedly in cran-

aoges. Nir \\\ EL Wilde describes specimens in the Museum
of the Royal [rish Academy as varying from ;> to -l.j in. in

diameter, and averaging half an inch in thickness; these are

carefully smoothed on the fiat surface. Their precise use has

not been determined.9

VIII. A H:i oval stone, measuring nearly 2f by 2f in. ; ol

some dark-colored material thai has become singularly light,

either by the action of fire or by long exposure to the

•
;

. W \ II 11 • :

Williams. A hami
:" mil I "int ><\ the

•i in 1 1 1
«

- Mii- urn 'I I

, p. 10; and
I

i 12.
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Fit • 3 - Shallow saucer of st..iw.

Diameter, when perfect, about 5 in ; thickni tone, 1 1 inch

I
:
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weather. It has doubtless been fashioned by the hand of

man ; it is perforated in the middle, the perforation mea-

suring only half an inch in diameter, and is scarcely suited

for insertion of a haft, being apparently adapted only to admit

a cord or thong for suspension. The use of such perforated

Stones is uncertain ; in some instances they were probably

use I as hammers, a purpose, however, for which the mate-

rial of the specimen found by Mr. Stanley would be too soft

and fragile.
3 They vary considerably in size, commencing

with the circular " whorls," of which many examples have

i collected in Mr. Stanley's researches. These have very

commonly been supposed to be weights for the distaff; more

probably tiny were used, in many instances, as buttons for

fastening the garments of skins and the like. Perforated

stones are of comparatively frequent occurrence in Ireland,

and are regarded with a certain superstition ; in some in-

stances they are associated with traditions of the fairies,

and supposed to be found only by persons in favour with

them. The possessor of some such talisman is reputed to

have the power of curing diseases by some liquid in which
such a holed stone has been steeped.

IX. The 'moiety of a rudely-fashioned shallow saucer oi

stone (fig. 3), that measured, in its perfect state,

about 5 in. in diameter ; the average thickness of the stone

is 1 Jr in. No object of this description had been previously

found in the excavations in Holyhead Island, nor, so far

as we are aware, in Wales. Such appliances, probably of

domestic use, have occurred in " Picts' Houses," and ancient

habitations in the Hebrides. A relic of similar form and
dimensions, of compact limestone, is figured in Nilsson's
" Stone Age in Scandinavia ;

"
it had a very small ear

or loop, suited for suspension, on one side ; whether a
corresponding ear wTas formed on the opposite side cannot
be ascertained, a portion of the margin having been
broken oil". This vessel was found in a gravel-pit; it is

therefore doubtful, as Nilsson observes, to what period

it belonjrs.
4

3 Compare Nilsson, Stono Age in Scan- p. 86, pL .\. tig. 21(». See also shallow
dinavia, edited by sir John Lu bands or sail illeraise found by
pL i. fig. 12. Mr. Laing in Caithni Prooeedinga

1 l'liinitiw Inhabits . Ant. Soot. voL vii p. 40, and Anti-
Stone Age, edited by Sir John Lubbock, quitiea from Orkney, ibid. j>. 21 8.
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X. A singular very rough casting in yellow metal, here

figured (fig. 4). It was found near Ty Mawr, not far

from the spot where the celts, spears, and other objects of

bronze were found in 1832. It has somewhat of the appear-

ance of the upper part of a socketed and looped celt, but, in its

present imperfect condition, much damaged also by decay, it

is very difficull to form any probable conjecture in regard to

the intention and use of this relic. It may have been merely

the waste piece broken ofi' in the operation of casting certain

implements, the perfect form of which we arc now unable

to ascertain. This relic has, however, a certain value as

proving the actual fabrication of objects of metal by the

occupants of the ancient settlement on Holyhead Mountain.

It will not be forgotten that a remarkable mould of hone-

stone, lor casting various weapons, had been found in

Anglesey, and also that two moulds of bronze for casting

palstaves were brought to light in the adjacent county of

Caernarvon, near Bangor.

The weight of the rough fragment found at Ty Mawr is

1 lb. ; it measures nearly 3 in. in length, the breadth of the

widest part is somewhat less than 2 in. The metal bears

no trace of patina, and has the appearance of copper ; it

had indeed been pronounced by a competent authority t<>

be of that metal, so far as an opinion could be formed from

color and the general condition. Probably the alloy may
be unusually slight in proportion. Mr. Franks, however, who

very conversant with such matters, assures me that the

surface presents the ordinary appearance of unpatinated

Celtic bronze. I have not been able to obtain an analysis,

which, considering the rare occurrence of ancient objects <>i

copper, would be desirable. The Rev. W. Wynn Williams

has described two palstaves found mar [jlanidan, Anglesey,

of which one has a large per centage of copper
;

8 and the

point "I a spear found amongsl tic bronze relics at Qlancych

it. d [<> he of copper.8

XL A portion <>f a mould "i stone, For casting rudely

ornamented metal discs of various Bizes (fig. 5). This curious

object '•'' found ai Pen y Bone towards the close of la

m Arch. Gunbr., third CataL Mu R. I. L m See

. sir John Lub Pi

, ii. I ..lit. pp, 'j^, 57.
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year; it had been thrown out in the spring with the debris of

the oblong building near the remains known as Ty Adda and

Ty Efa, and was lately noticed when the crop of turnips was

taken ii]). The remains brought to light on that site pre-

sented remarkable peculiarities. It was there, it will be

remembered, that Mr. Stanley's careful excavations exposed

to view a large hearth, with charcoal, scoria, &c, and a

singular vitrified pipe of clay, also fragments of Samian and

of other wares, believed to be Roman or Roman-British, as

rdatod in the memoir on the excavations in 1870.'

There were also found in this building, as stated, two fire-

places, a grinding stone, and the curious appliances believed

to have been for grinding red pigment, relics of which no

other examples have occurred in Air. Stanley's researches/

The occurrence of part of a stone mould in proximity to

objects of Roman date, and within or near a building that,

iggested by relics indicating operations of some mechani-

cal arts, may have served for a workshop at some remote

period, doubtless claims special attention. The dimensions

of the mould arc accurately shown in the accompanying

dcut, of the same size as the original stone (fig. 5) ;

the material is described by Mr. Stanley as a "pecu-

liar dark brown clay slate, such as some of the spindle-

wheels or buttons are made of ; it cuts soft." The surface

has been rubbed down, but it does not appear that the stone

was, as had at first been imagined, the moiety of a mould,

that fitted as in other instances to a counterpart, cavities

being formed between the two surfaces, and the metal

poured in through a little orifice or channel, when the

moieties of the mould were fixed in juxtaposition. It may
therefore be concluded that the molten metal may have

been simply poured over the surface, placed horizontally,

and thus producing discs convex on one side only, their

reverses being plain and flat. On the other side of the

stone a circle has been struck, possibly the rough commence-

ment of another mould for discs of metal.

The interest and comparative rarity of ancient appliances

•' ArcheeoL Journal, vol. xrvii i>. 151. baa there l > souio
s

Ibid., pL v.
i'.

161. The discovery of u

objects eonnected with certain pigments qnently given by Dr. Traill, I

!y body-p in Orkney Soc. Antiq. Scot. vol. . ! 10.

VOL. XXVIII.
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connected with the mechanical arts have induced me to

notice thus minutely the fashion of the relic from Ten y
Bone. It is to be regretted thai it hears no distinctive indi-

n uf ,laie, or of the class of objects, whether pre-Roman,

Roman-British, or of some more recent period, to which it

may be assigned. It may he scarcely needful to remark

that stone moulds for celts, spear-heads, and the like, have

: idly occurred in the British Islands
;
of the familiar

use of such materia] at a remote period for casting objects

ef bronze, a remarkable evidence is Bupplied in the four-

sided mould ef houe-stone found in 1846 in the western

parts of Anglesey.9 A few moulds of stone for producing

ornaments, and certain objects of undefined character, have

likewise been described ; amongsl these it may suffice to

mention a specimen in tin' Museum at Edinburgh, that

would produce, amongst various objects, discs and oval

plates of unknown use ; also a mould at King William's

College, Isle of Man, for casting flat discs (not convex as in

the example from Pen y Bone), and three pronged imple-

ments, the intention of which, and also the date of the relic,

uot been ascertaine 1.

In the Museum of Antiquities ai Caerleon,
8 described by

Mr. J. K. Lee, there is the moietj of a stone mould found

with Roman relics, and although in appearance not quite

Roman art, it lias been regarded as probably Roman-
British, it. bears three matrices for casting wheel-shaped

ornaments, also a fourth for objects of oblong fashion
;
the

channels lor pouring in the metal, and the holes for pins by

which the two nn.ieiies were kept together in true juxtaposi-

tion are distinctly shown. This example measures about

:

2
', inchi bj 3 inches. Of a later age, probably, arc two

specimens brought before the Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland in 1863; "l these, one found in a cairn near

Whitby is formed with a circular cavity, in which a regular

pattern radiates from the centre; on the other, the cavity,

found in Alit-ni. . i. hire, Prooeed
1

i I

•. • I i . . 1 1. .

i 'ambr , tl [sea Silurum., an Ulu tinted

ue of the Mu - <
'• on, p, 71,

w i. Plinj , Nat 1 1 it . lil>.

:. \..,i. j uted out by Mr. C. W. King, alludes
• • dob in < laul for

Prehistoric .A I ol mi tal, " inter Inpidea

funditur."
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measuring an inch in diameter, presents a regal head in

profile. Jt was found near Jedburgh.8

Stone moulds, unquestionably of mediaeval date, have

been noticed. In the Archseologia, vol. xiv. p. 275, pi. 48,

an object of this description is figured that was found at

Ashill, Norfolk, about 1798. It is now in the possession of

the Rev. Saimnl Lysons, P.S.A. The mould when complete

was probably formed of three pieces, of which this was the

central portion. It is worked with matrices for casting ring-

brooches, probably of lead, with the angelical salutation

An Maria.

Cauon Greenwell has pointed out a certain resemblance

between the convex discs that Mr. Stanley's mould would

produce, and whorl-like objects of lead marked with

radiating lines and intervening pellets, occasionally also with

other rude ornaments. These metal relics, however, have

invariably a central perforation of considerable size; their

date and use have not been ascertained.
1 A flat perforated

whorl of stone, bearing also radiating lines and pellets, was

found near a sepulchral chamber at Carno, Montgomery-
shire.

6

XIL.With the ancient relics above described, obtained by
Mr. Stanley in his most recent researches in Holyhead Island,

may be noticed also a remarkable object of stone that

has lately come into his possession. It is a ponderous ovoid

pebble, found near the residence of Mr. W. W. E. Wynne, at

Peniarth, Merionethshire. It presents considerable symmetry
of form ; the surfice is uniformly smooth, and the egg shape

seems to be the result of art, not caused by rolling amongst
other pebbles in a river-bed or the like. Mr. Wynne states

that there is no stream in the neighbourhood of suffi-

cient force and rapidity to have brought the stone to it-

present shapely form. It measures about ~)l by 4 A in.

Ovoid stones, wrought apparently with much care, have

occasionally been found in barrows, or accompanying early in-

terments. The country around Peniarth presents many ancient

restiges, hill-fortresses, and other remains, but it does not

appear that any burial-place or tradition of any ancient site

3 Proccediugs Sue. Ant. Scot., vol. v. iects ornameuted likewi

; Examples an Rome aud
L xvii. Auk. Cambr., third Beries, voL iii.

pp. 1C), - 7; VoLxix
|

'
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coil] I with the discovery <>f the pebble in ques-

tion, since by Mr. Wynne himself, lie has

nted to myself a second, of smaller size, and of more
oblate form

; it measures rather more than 3 in. in length, by
•J.

1

, in. in breadth in one direction, and 1 \ in. in the other.

The weight is 10 oz. An ovoid Btone of larger dimensions

than those found at Peniarth was brought a few years since

for the inspection of the Institute bv the late Mr. Minty, of

PetersQeld; it was obtained on Petersfield Heath, in Hamp-
shire, near an ancient burial-place.6 A dark-brown ponderous

pebble, of Bingularly tru haped form, dimensions 4 in.

by 2^ ii .. own to me by Mr. Ready. It had probably

been Bhaped in some degree by friction ; weight 17 oz. It

had been found near an ancient interment in Somersetshire,

in the rsle of Athelney, the refuge of Alfred in his exile.

rding to a note attached to this relic it had been

obtained " from the lower part of the grave at Athelney, near

the kelt and . . . Dec. 1766." An Irish example, described

as found in a cromlech called Leabher Caille (The Hag's

Bed), near Grlanworth, co. Cork, is in the p ion of the

Rev. James Beck, F.S.A. The original intention of such

ovoi 1 and spherical Btones must be lefl for future considera-

tion j in some instances they may have served as corn-

crushers, or for other domestic uses ; if appended to a
hall by leathern thongs, they would .supply a flail-weapon of

formidable description. It is however, \< >ry possible, i

cially when found with early interments, that they may have

been associated with a certain superstitious veneration. In

Scandinavia the cultm of Bpherical stones was retained, even

tnparatively recent times, as stated in the very curious

relation by Finn Magnusen, of the idolatrous observances

that prevailed in mountain districts.7

ALBERT WAV.

LI 2. \ edit, bj

.
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FONT OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY AT THE "HERMITAGE OF
BONDESACRB," STAFFORDSHIRE.

By J. HEWITT.

On a rocky bank overhanging the Trent, with a rich

p of the Trent valley before it, stood, in Anglo-Saxon

times, the "Hermitage of Ilondeshacre." In the twelfth

century a Norman parish church took the place of the

hermitage, which remained, with later additions, till about

twenty years ago, when the building was renewed. The
original Norman font, however, remains, of which drawings

are here presented. The sculptures consist of seven groups,

of two figures each, male and female ; the men having

moustaches and beards of various patterns, and the ladies

exhibiting diversity of costume which none but an Anglo-

Norman modiste could adequately describe. The lady

No. 3 in the larger view appears to wear her hair parted

down the middle. Lady No. 1 conceals her chevelure with

a cap. The detached female figure has the well-known

long tresses, of which a second sculptured example is

offered by the queenly statue on the west door of Rochester

cathedral. 1 Another of the ladies wears a crown flcur-dc-

lisee. Each couple of figures stands under a round arch,

divided from the neighbouring group by a twisted column

with cushion capital. The relief is low, and the workman-
ship rude: the material a light-coloured freestone. The
shaft and base are renewals, and, from some unexplained

cause, a portion of the old part has disappeared from below.

The basin is lined with lead : its diameter is 2 ft,, its depth

1 ft. ; a capacity sufficient for the full ducking of the

sturdiest Norman or Anglo-Saxon bantling that ever went

by the way. The good old lady who exhibits the church

was unable to tell the age of the font, but observed that

1 The Qaeen oi Henry F., engraved in the t
' eat Britain,

i.y George and Thomas n^ilis.
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••
it was there when hur come;" .-

1 » 1 * 1 i 1 1 _l- that "her oldest

daughter waa fifty-nine, and hur was christened in it."
2

The hermitage of Hondeshacre is now called Axmitage,

and the adjacent hall and tillage of Hondeshacre are named
Bandsacre. Robert de Hondesacre held the manor in the

time of William 1. under the Bishop of Chester. Hence,.

Shaw, the county historian, this Robert was

"probably a native Saxon, left undisturbed by the Con-

queror on th< se Bacred Church land-" (vol. i. p. 207). In

the time of Henry [II. Thomas de Hondesacre was manu-
mitted for the annual payment of a pair of white gloves or

nnc halfpenny. At this period Sir William de Hondesacre

Beals with a hound salient (in allusion to his name). In the

time of Henry IV. Sir William de Handsacre, on his way
to Shrewsbury, to fight on the side of Hotspur, met with

his neighbour, Sir Robert de Malveysin, who had set out to

aid the king. Each immediately marshalled his followers,

and a combat ensued, in which Handsacre was slain and his

men routed, Malveysin went forward to Shrewsbury field,

where he was himself killed. Then comes the old, old tale:

jon el' the slain Handsacre marries the heiress of the

slain Malvoisin, her "purparty" is handed over to him

••as a recompense for the death of his father/
1 and they

lived happily ever after.
8

At rations times gifts to the church of Armitage are

recorded. Tip- lords of Hondesacre gave one parcel of

ground, " of the yearly value of I Lc?., for a lamp to be main-

tained in the church for ever." Roger Braggs and Robert

I ley gave lands lor other lamps in the said ehnreh

Staffordshire," p. 210).

Shaw's "History" gives no account of the building of

tip- church in tip' twelfth century, but, as usual in the eld

county histories, fin Is that "
il b< are manv marks of early

on architeel ure.

'

'J'li'' old half-timbered hall ol" Handsacre, with its meat,

-till i ul of course has undergone much change : it

i
ire,', ;i farm house.

It may be remarked thai this midland district appears I"

I remains, and tin- children .'in'

total nod in it.

the pint b i
in. and Hi.- Pur] : Portio bicredi

.

;

i i i." I h\

I
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have been peculiarly given to hermitagcry in the old time.

Stafford, we are told, was anciently named Bethany, "a
cause d'un Berthelin, hermite, qui avoit pass*' la sa vie en
reputation de saintete." At Lichfield St. Chad " led an

eremetical life by the side of a brook near a clear spring."

Near Tamworth is a place still named the Hermitage: and
near Kepton we have the curious rock temple called Anchor
Church (Anchoret Church). An engraving of this last is

given in " The Portfolio," a serial of the brothers Storer,

well known for their work on the English cathedrals.

Several village churches in the neighbourhood of Armitage
offer curious memorials. Close by is Maveysin-Bidware,
containing sculptured effigies of the Malvoisins of the

thirteenth century. At Longdon is much good and en-

riched work of the twelfth century. Elford is quite a gem
for monumental effigies of the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies. Alrewas has good Norman work of the twelfth

century, though of plain character. To Wichnor, famous
for its Flitch of Bacon tenure, I was allured by the rumour
of a medieval monument in the church ; but found the

building in the hands of the masons, roof bare, ceiling down,
doors locked, and the men gone home for the evening. All

that could be done was to catechise the old lady of the con-

tiguous cottage. Had any ancient monuments been found
in the course of the works \ At first the query did not

penetrate the old lady's intelligences, but by dint of repeti-

tion and more vernacular diction her mind was equal to the

-ion. Yes, a monument had been found. ''Ah, good !

ami pray tell me what was it?" "Why, it was the Lion
and the Unicorn."

Fonts bearing sculptured decorations that appear to be

of a purely secular character, namely, neither allusive to

the baptismal rite, nor even to any sacred or hagio-

typic subject, are, it is believed, of very rare occurrence.

In the renovated church at Dunkcswell, Devon, near the

Bite of the monastery founded in 1 12<
> 1 by William Briwere,

has been preserved a cylindrical font of very grotesque

fashion, having around it several figures which seem to

nt no Bacred allusion—a king, a bishop, an armed
figure, and the like, possibly representing tie 1 Sovereign,

the founder of the conventual house, with certain mem-
bers of his family. At Wansford, Northamptonshire, may

TOL. xxviii. z
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i cylindrical font, date about 1150, around which

are eight rudely carved figures, in an arcade of round-

el compartments, presenting considerable resemblance in

:i to tin- remarkable Bculptured example at Armitage.

The figures apparently represent t wo priests, also combatants,

a female and a malt-. The font is raised on small columns; it

is enriched with beautiful foliage and other decorations of

Norman type. It is remarkable that tin' Btone cylinder has

broken at about the same part where the lower part of

that in Staffordshire is severed, and the cylinder deprived of

it- true proportions. At Wansford the fractured base, on

which ai'' carve. I the lower portion <>t* the figures, has been

pvedj the entire lea-lit of the cylinder is 22 in. A
good engraving of this early example may be found in

Simpson's "Series of Baptismal Fonts," published in 1858.

The cylindrical type is perhaps that of most frequent

occurrence in tie? Norman period. There are, however,

certain louts of the twelfth century, of which that in Win-

ter Cathedra] is a familiar example, where the square

form ha- been adopted. Each of the sides is elaborately

sculptured, and it is raised upon a massive round base, with

a -mall column at each angle. The legend of St. Nicholas of

Myra supplies the subjects of the carvings introduced on the

ovular sides of the howl. In one of the touts of this

. closely resembling that at Winchester, hut existing

in Belgium, at Zedelghem, near Bruges, we find the usual

incidents of tic Btory of St. Nicholas, also monstrous lions,

es iii armour, ecclesiastics, &c.4 On one of the sides

there are Bis figures, in pair-, a male and a female in each,

separated by little columns, forming an arcade. Of these

couples two are in close embrace ; in tic third the lady

seems i" 1"' urging some request, or in -riff at the depar-

ture of tic gentleman. Tic connection of these figures

with tic legend "I tic saint is not apparent ; it may pos-

Bibly l" 1 found in tic dramatic mystery by rlilarius, a

lictine po< t aboui 1125, and of English origin.

Whatever may ho their significance, there Beems curious

analogy between the Armitage figures and the amorous
en up!' at Zedelghem. Tic solution of the enigma must

be lefl \<>v tic consideration of tic Btudenl of mediaeval

'
I ' •

|
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(DrtQinal Documents.

BERBER! CHARTERS, PROBABLY RELATING TO BEREFORD-
SHIRE, OF THE REIGH OF EDWARD I.

The two following charters were found recently among the Large col-

lection of muniments constituting the family papers and title de<

.1. N Came, Esq., D.C.L., at St. Donat
1

I
. in Glamorgan, and they

vevi here because they do nol appear to relate to Wales, and
because, being private deeds, they may or may not, in y<

•. future bistorian of the county to which theyapp
belong.

Charter by Christina Herbert, Widow, to William lb Bj

• futuri quod ego Christina Herbert dedi et con

ct hac presenti carta mea connrmavi in Legitima viduitate mea Willielmo

le Bretjuniori unara acram regiam et quartam partem anius acre regie,

et extendi! Be tota dicta terra in longitudine a terra domini Hugonis de

rlinardesle militia usque ad terram Ade Hurel, ei in latitudine a terra

Gilbert) Balle usque ad terram dicte Christine. Tenendara et habendam
sibi et beredibus suis %•<•] suia assignatis de me et heredibus meis Libere et

integre ei pacificejure hereditario in perpetuum. Reddendo inde

annuatim michi et heredibus meis ipse et heredes Bui sex denarios ad

festum Sancti Michaelis pro omni Bervicio, querelis, exaccionib

demand is, Balvo regali Bervicio ad tantam terram pertinents. Pro hac

autem mea donacione el concessione habenda dedil michi dictus Williel-

iinis pras manibus quatuor marcas et dimidiam sterlingorum. Et

Christina et heredes mei dictam terram dicto Willielmo et beredibus suis

vrl Buis assignatis contra omnes homines et feminas tenemur warant

Et ut hec up i donacio et concessio Brmitatis robur optineat, presentem

oartam sigilli mei impressione coroboravi. Hiis testibus, Waltero Yavan,

Johanne de Aula, Waltero de Bikenore, Willielmo filio Sacerdotis,

Henrico de Nortone, Michaele Eli, Adam Hurel et multis aliis.

There is appended upon a label a small lump seal in green wax, with

something which appears pretty certainly to be "a Peacock in Lis pride."

i the Bame side w il b the back of the d

Although there is do date to the deed, it- apj earance and style point

tn the reign of Edward I., and this conjecture b mfirmed by Mr.

Burtt, to whom the deed was submitted, and who remarks, "The label

by which the seal is appended is a strip cut from a document in a hand
much resembling thai of the di ed. Above the Baal, on t

: an be

convencio inter dicto Waltero unam
extendit Be in longi ' Below the seal may b
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domini M°c< I via que ducit de domo ' This fixes

the date of the label in the latter half of the thirteenth century, pro-

bably very late in it, and from the general resemblance between the

writing upon deed and label, the former may be assigned safely to the

td 1. Possibly the label was cut from an unfinished deed,

or one that bad been put aside.

"

'IK.' deed is on parchment ."».'. in. by I, in excellent condition, ami the

black ami dear. Sir Hugh 'If Klnardeele was knight of the

Bhire for Hereford, •"•"> Ed, 1 . and a sir Hugh, probably hi* father, was

riff :;:; and 34 EL III. 'Tiny Beem t.. have been lords of Newohurch

and Kinardeeley, oo. Hereford, ami John de K. was bo returned in the

parliamentary writi I I. II. Also 20 Ed. II. EUchard de K. died

: lands ia ECinardesley, and the manor of" Brugge super Wayam."
1. Brel was also a Herefordshire name. Win. le Brel was assessor and

ooU ford city, 22 Ed. L The name of Bikenor points to the

Bame county. It will be observed that the measure employed is the

" royal acre."

Chabtbb i'i Dbonissia, Widow •! William Herbert, to Nicholas
i.i. Fbanobis, op Lands in Beohamton.

Nbverint universi hoc presens Bcriptum visuri vel audituri quod ego

Deonissia relicta Willielhmi Herebert de Brohamton remisi ooncessi et

quiete olamavi Nicholao le Pranceis de Brohamton totum jus meum ft

clamium quod babui vel decetero habere potero in terra quam ab

_i nomine dotis mee cum Buia pertinentiis in campis de Brohamton,

Bcilicet 'If duodecim acris terre quam predictus Nicholaua quondam emit

domino if i Willielmo Herbert jure hereditario in perpetuum.

II ibendum el tenendum totum predictum jus el clamium prenominatum

me I beredibus meis omnibus
|

beredibus Buis vel

lis in perpetuum. E*ro bao autem remissione concession*

quieta clamanoia meadedit mihi predictus Nicholaua duos solidoa argenti

ad in mensum negocium prse manibus, Et ut bee mea remissio conot

quiete clamanoio pro me et beredibus meis ac assignatis meis

fin [lis in perpetuum permaneat, buic presenti scripto sigillum

.in apposuL Hiia testibus, Willielmo Hodekenas de Brohamton,

Hugo Boltusham de eadem, Tin.ma le Clatar de Winchecumbe, Galfrido

D \i'l de Cloppell, Roberto de eadem, Waltero de Sevenhamton et aliia

The ;
. nor does there remain even a friendly label to indicate

a date. Still the Btyle and writing of the deed poiut to the reign of

l [ward I. I' is on parchment 7.1 in. by "-, in good condition, the ink

.mi but clear. A- 'If two charters are by Herbert widows, and are

...I in t bi -l.nt l\ of a!.. .hi i be Bame 'late,

it ; lethal this a! Herefordshire, In that county

named Brockhamton, and the other places of the name
!! and Warwick. Winohcombe and Sevenhampton are in the

c..;, Miit v of Gloucester, where in the Hundred rolls temp. Ed I.

'. -..nil '•
. limit II undred.

liat family of Herbert 1 1
»

•

lied ba not been dis*

: i
'

t bat name w bich aftei ward i iver

tl u li and the border oountii . bad not then adopted a Burnama

0, t. 0.



$roccrtunflS at ftf ccttngs of tfje Eoual Srcfjacolocjtcal

Institute.

December -, ]>7".

OcT.wii s Mui; ( ;.\n, I"'m|., M.I'., F.S.A., Vice President, in the chair.

Major-General Lefbot, U.A., read a memoir on the discovery of a

bronze plate, bearing an inscription in Runes, in Ireland. It was sub-

mitted to the meeting. This remarkable relic had been brought to light

in October last, in excavations at Greenmount, Castle Bellingham, enmity

Louth. No inscription in Runes had hitherto been found in the

kingdom. This highly valuable memoir has been printed in the previous

volume of this Journal (see vol x.xvii. p. 284).

A paper was then read, entitled as follows :
—"Sir .lames Tyrrell,

knight banneret,—was he concerned in the destruction of the Princes in

the Tower, a.d. 14831 In connexion with Gipping Chapel, Suffolk."

By the Rev. W. II. Sewbll, NLA., whose elaborate description of the

Chapel in question has been given in this volume (see p. 23, ante).

Mr. C. 1>. Foetnum, F.S.A., gave the following particulars that he
had recently received from Signor R. Lanciani, at Rome, relating to

investigations in the Eternal City :—"The regular and total excavation

of the Forum has been commenced, to include that of the neighbouring

monuments. We have 300,000 francs at disposal, and iKio good work-

men. Signor Rosa has the direction of the antiquities, and immediately
prop leral plan for the excavation of all the most important

ruins. We commence with the Forum Romanum, after which the

Palatine, the Forum of Augustus, &c, &c
"The Padre Mulloohy has made a most precious discovery at St.

Clemente, a Mithrcum, intact, built probably under Julian, in hatred

of Christianity, at the side of the apse of the Basilica of Constantino.

The mosaic roof is in imitation of a cavern, The alian is there; the

-), an ara, with the usual mystic bas-relief, a statue of

Mithras; the inches for the genii, also the division set apart for the

initiated, &C.
• Near Genzano the remain- of the Temple of Diana Nemorense, with

many inscriptions, have been discovered ; oue of the inscriptions contains

the whole inventory of the objects of the Sacristy (di Sacristia), a most

interesting document, and which affords precious details of the worship

of that divinity, who, as it would seem from these records, was ii" other

than the Bubastea of the Greco Egyptians."

The Very Rev. Canon Ro< c, IU>., offered some observations explana-

tory of the subject and details of a remarkable mural painting lately
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.'.it to light in the north aisle of the church o q, Norfolk,

and of which a coloured representation was sent by the Ven. Arch-

i of Norwich, Rector of Stanton, through the Rev. James Lee

Warner. A ahort notice by Mr. Phipson, of Ipswich, on this discovery,
'.• a chromo-lithograph of the painting, has been published

in a recent number of the Transactions of the Norfolk Arducolo^ical

S v. The details of the Bubjeot, representing apparently a group

around the death-bed or funeral bier of some saintly personage, may
there be Been, as reproduced from a drawing by Mr. C. J. Winter, of

Norwich. During the addition of a north aisle, and the demolition of

part of the wall, five low Norman windows were brought to Light. It

appears that about L380 the walls had been raised, and the present

Bemi-flamboyant windows inserted. The painting was on the north wall

of the nave within an arched recess, the Bides and upper part of which
\. ited with rough arabesques. The recess had Keen walled up
with rubble. The plasteron which the painting was executed. was barely

an eighth of an inch in thickness, aid it was not possible to remove or trans-

fer it to canvas or the like. No burial-place was found within or under

. but about a yard in front of it, and a foot under the pave-

. was found a slightly-coped coffin-slab, narrowed towards the foot,

carved with a gradated cross, in fashion resembling such as are assigned

I i the fourteenth century. Some bones lay beneath the slab, without

any trace of a coffin. I>r. Rook has in preparation for this Journal a

detailed memoir on the remarkable subject of this painting. The
following communication, subsequently received from the Archd<

more full particulars of the discovery :

—

••I bear that the mural painting discovered last year in Starston

Church baa excited considerable interest at the meetings of the Institute,

and may probably be the Bubject of further discussion, As I am
unable to be present at your meel ng, 1 am desirous to give a few

details, which may | ibly throw lighl on some obscure points. I can

perhaps give these details with nc.ro exactness than other-, as I Baw the

painting the day after it was disclosed. It was not Been by Mr. Winter

aud our archaeological friends from Norwich until s i days afterwards,

when the colours and the Bharpness of the outlines had somewhat laded.

With regard to tic Bupposed shield, charged with a bearing Fretty, I do

not think that it was a Bhield. It seemed more like a wallet, or basket

ed wicker-work, Buch as raighl be used for holding spices and

materials for embalming. In the legend on the Boroll or girdle the

were thirteen; the first three, pro, and the lasl five,

•..km.), were perfectly distinct
;
there ran be no question as to

i e intermediate letti udistinot, and partly injured

by the point of the pick axe ; they appeared to me to form the word
aii I, if there were Buch a word in mediaeval Latiu Baprocerne,

equivalent tod l<

'

' 1 should have Baid that the inscription

/ .,. Maria Deoide Thou, Mary. The letters, however, were
ho broken and faded that it if impo ible to Bpeak with certainty. Only

the number of the lettei dear. Other oonjeoture that have

1 to me are, that the w< hi be Protesta harm bear
/' Procincta) mm:m tl irdle of Mary My

'.] Lee Warner tells me that Mr. J. G. Waller Bupposi the dots

ut the dh hat i be in oription
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iiii^ht bo—Prece : tua : M;iria— with reference, I presume, to the legend
of S. Mary Magdalene and the Prince of Provence. Bui there wen- no
such divisional dots in the original ; and those appearing in the drawing
simply represent the fragments of a letter which was illegible.

"The crown or coronet on the head of the figure with clasped hands
was more of a crown and less of a head-dress than is represented in Mr.

Winter's drawing, which, on the whole, is admirably executed, The
nude figure borne up to the clouds was drawn in severe outline, with-

out anything that could denote the sex. Lastly, the object which the

veiled figure holds in her hand was a box or vase, as I believe, and
not a book, as the artist considered it to be.

" if I may give my own conjecture as to the subject, I believe it to be
the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary ; and that the particular

mode of treating it is derived from a story of the ' Assumption of our
Lady,' given in an early poem, published in 1866 by the ' Early
English Text Society,' to which my attention was called by Archdeacon
Gr tome, to whom I am indebted for much of this explanation.

" In it the Apostles are described as being all assembled at the death of

the Virgin Mary, with the exception of St. Thomas. They bear her body
to the valley of Jehoshaphat, and deposit it in a tomb :

—

The Apostles wente forthe on there way
To Josephat to that valay

;

When the Apostles come were,

Wei softe thei setten down the beere,

With gret devocioun every one
Thei leide the bodi in a stone,

And bileft alle in that stede

As oure Ladi hadde them bede.

They return to Jerusalem, and suddenly St. Thomas arrives from India.

They reproach him for his characteristic absence, especially SS. Peter
and John :

—

When he them sawe he gret them,
And thei answered alle hym,
And seiden, ' Thomas of Ynde
I

. er art thou bi hynde.

Where hast thou so longe bene?
We have buried hevene queue.'

To appease their anger he relates how the Virgin had appeared to him
in a bodily form as he was on his journey, and, as a testimony to his

words, produces a girdle, which he had received from her, and which
they recognize as one that they had buried with her. To ascertain the

truth of this, they determined to return to the valley,

—

Go we swithe to the vale

To \\ LI i the a ithe of this tale,

Thai he has us here y-

I'm] it was in the tumbe ylaide.

They open the tomb, bu1 find nothing therein, only a flower 'manna
yclepid.'

" Is not this the sb ry of t he paint in.:' I

"The scene is the Valley of JehoBhaphal : the tomb is opened, and the

body of the Blessed Virgin LS found to lie taken up. To the left stands

St. Thomas holding the girdle, the testimony of Mary; before him with
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1 hands if Si Peter, who had been 'chiding' him, bui now
Ue : at his Bide, behind, the youthful St. John The
St Mary Magdalene with the box of ointment : behind

berth I others of their company. There remains the

crowned figure. I can only hazard a conjecture as to this. It may
St Margaret to whom the church is dedicated, though none of

re there ; or, more probably, as 1 fancy, St. Etheldreda,

the Pi ' Anglia, whose monastery of Ely possessed property

in Stanton and the adjoining parish <>( Pulham, in the time of the Con-

iii I the Norman kings, [fthe original painter of the Fresco was a

monk of Ely, may he not have introduced into thai holy company his

own patroness saint (

"

flnifqufttal antt taenia of Urt erljtbitrtf.

By Mr. W.J. Bbrnhabd Smith.—An implement of Hint, of unusual

fashion, found aa described, in a barrow on the Sussex Downs, Dear

Worthing, a tW years since, when Beveral of these deposits were exa-

mined, and their contents formed pari of a temporary museum al Worth-

ing, thai had been dispersed and some of the objects Bold. On careful

comparison with implements of like character in the Christy collection,

Mi-. Pranks had pointed oul only one of somewhat Bimilar type. That

exhibited measures aboul 3 in in each direction, its thickness being
ji, in. It bears Borne resemblance to a portion of one of the larger im-

ats of the dr truncated al its lower extremity. The
:i .1 fashion of this rare typo is uncertain

Mr. C. Spbbnqbl Greaves, Q.C. A small vase found aocom]

hog a human skeleton, in an amphora disinterred in the Tread.

.i Canton, through Mr. James 5 b Plan and litho-

graph, tting a mosaic pavemenl lately found in London, uear the

I
. and now deposited al i he < luildhall.

I;. '.| r-Gen Li rot, R.A.

—

A small bronze plate, elaborately

enriched on one side with interlaced riband work, inlaid with Bilver j on

ther ride there is an inscription in Runes. Found in Greenmount,

ingham, Ireland. It is figured in tins Journal, vol xxvii. p.

.1. Tillabd, Rector of Coningl Huntingdonshire.—

A

small enamelled figure, in relief, probably of the work of Limoges, in the

nth century. It may have been attached to a Bhrine or cqfra

Ijimox I
it containing relics or sacred objects, and mostly in

form of a chapel with a steep-ridged roof It probably represents an

I ling a book of the G I found in the wall of the

chancel of < kmington church.

i;. Mr. Jambs K. Nightingale.— A snail brass box, with a cover

mall binge ) al the opposite side there is a fastening in-

The upper f the lid is ornamented with

small concent rii in I be form of ilso a

of the 1 1 U • • little i und the margin Within, then

i he box, and, aa it bo been conjee

ittin one « it h a the ot her, and

it of 1 he box is - oz. ' dr. :
t he

the little cup hapod weigh! within it, I oz. ! dr. The
: . :. i

;
i ]. 1 1 ion i of this 1 a in 1 he w lent (original
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size ; Arch. Journ., voL \iv. p. 75), representing a similar object found
at Lincoln, at a depth of * or 10 ft., with Roman and other rem
and exhibited by the late Mr. Philip Brookedon in the museum of the

Institute during the meeting in that city in 1848 (Arch Journ., voL vL

)>. 71). Two, of like fashion, were in possession of the late Dr. Mantell,

having been found in the Priory grounds, Lewes, ft was conjectured that

they might have contained chrism, or possibly some of the pigments used

by the monks. They arc figured in the " Archaeologia," voL xxxi.

p. 137, and ill Dr. Mantell's "Day's Ramble in I.owes,'' p. 111.

Another specimen, of rather larger dimensions (diam. 2 in.), is pre-

served in the Warrington Museum; it was found in digging Dear

Bewsey Ball, and presented to the museum by Mr. Joseph Perrin. The
tower portion of a similar objeot, of like dimensions as that last men-
tioned, was found, as stated, at Newhaven, Sussex, with relics ascribed

to the Anglo-Saxon period. This specimen is of somewhat thicker

metal than the others; it has six vertical rihs and two projecting
- f'>r attaol int of the lid, now lost. This objeot is figured in

Jewitt's " Grave-mounds," p. 286. Archdeacon Trollope brought under
our notice a box of similar description, found at Little Humby, Lincoln-

shire (Arch. Journ., vol. xiv. p. 75).

The little box in Mr. Nightingale's possession was found carefully

concealed in the middle of the chancel wall, at Dean, Wilts, when the

building was demolished, a few years since. It has been regarded as a

pyx, for some purpose connected with ritual uses. Many Roman relics,

Mr. .Nightingale observed, have lately been dug up in the neighbourhood
of Dean.

By Mr. A. < ;. 'Geoghegan.—Grant of a messuage and one plough-land,

with appurtenances, in the vill of Akynton, by John Grimelon to John
!i, and his heirs, to hold from the lord in chief of the fee by per-

formance of accustomed services; with warranty. In witness whereof

he had affixed his seal. These being witnesses :

—
"William Meveral of

Kdesle, Kiehard Spigurnel of Hethe, Mad. n; ap David, Richard Kireth of

Akynton, Richard de Prey, clerk, and others. Dated at Doddington, OH
Monday next after the Annunciation of the Blessed Mary, 7th Edw. III.

(28th March. 1333). Mr. 'Geoghegan observed that we find many places

called Doddington in various parts of England; the name occurs twice

in Lincolnshire, also in Northumberland, Northamptonshire, Cambridge-
shire, Kent. Somerset, and near Nantwich, in Cheshire. Prom the name
of one of the witnesses— Madoo ap David he was inclined to think

that the last might be the locality to which the grant relates, and re

1 information from any member of the Institute conversant with

the topography of the Palatinate.

There can be little doubt, however, that the Doddington in question
is the southern part of the town of Whitchurch, Shropshire, 1 and oc-

curring, with the adjacent vills of Alkynton and Edisley (now called

Edgeley), as annexed to the Barony of Wem. Alkington Hall, about
1' miles distant from Whitchurch, the Alchetune of Domesday, may pro-

bably indicate the position of the s| ot where John Grimelon held the

oage and lands granted by him to his son. Of the witnesses to

his charter, William Meverel was of a family frequi ntly named in con-

1 Eyton, Antiq. of Shropshire, vol. ix p. II

v. I] . x\ viii. \ \
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d with tl. and occurring al I the Edeslai

ol Dom sday. Of Richard Spigornel m* trace has been found; he is

name thai occurs in evidences relating to these

the districi Bouth of Whitchurch being mostly heath.

v. i Rectoi : Kinnesley, Salop, in the rei|

. R "1 de Prez, clerk, with his wife Alice,

:n Sandford in 1 332.

Dr. Botd, M.I».— A Bmall object of dark-coloured stone, sup] I

ith'8 touchstone, of the sixteenth century. It was given

; Dr B yd by the late Mr. Perry, Inspector of Prisons, by whom it had

luring oni official visits in the West of England.

shion ami dimensions of the Btone, and also of the d<

icurately shown by the accompanying woodcuts
It will thai "He end ofthe Btone is bevelled off to a small oval face,

on which it i a " merchant's mark," with the initials, doubtless,

owner of thesupposi '1 touchstone. It bas been suppo ed thai these

rtol inverted in the intaglio, as if intended for Bealing, and thai

bould I"- read n>, i thej may be read on the impn
jt in:. • '1 thai the triangular appi adage surmounting the central

md giving to il the appearance of the nun IK turned

a many devices of ! however, il is turned to

\..i w ich merchanl marks \,y

Mr. VV. C. ] Norfolk \i il p. 177. It

will be there seen tl Is introduced in the field of the device are

of the person by whom it waa L

i !•;. I >i. i be< ii pronounced by
; olyn to be bl tone, ob\ iously

pui of 1 t 1 imo, w ben the u i of aqua

from
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nerally adopted In former days, as wo are informed by Mr.
Octaviue Morgan, the usual mode of testing gold was with a set of touch-
needles, or small bars of metal of various alloys, and by comparing the
colour of the gold tested by rubbing it on the touch stone, with thai ol

the needles; for this any black stone of suitable grain would answer the
desired purpose The present practice is to wash the Btone with the

acid, winch dissolves the ilver of the alloy, leaving the gold

1 are, and thus showing the quantity of the precious metal. The
Btance prefi rred is basalt, or black hard jasper

; a fragment of black
Wedgw 1 ware iorms an excellent touchstone. Mr. Octaviue Morgan

!
..'ii hi excellent description of the modes of testing the previous

metals inhis Memoir on the Assay Marks on Plate, ArchjeologicalJourn.il,
vol. i\. p. L27. The tesl by needles of ascertained alloys is the ancient

practice mentioned by Pliny. The existence of ancient examples of the

appliances of the goldsmith's craft is comparatively rare, and it is grati-

fying to learn that I>r. Boyd bas presented to the British Museum the
curious little relic that had fallen into his hands. In the Museum of
the Royal [rish Academy there are, as we learn from Sir \V. II. Wilde

!. Mus. I.'. S. A., p. 11), several objects formed of Lydian stone, and
suited for testing the purity of gold

; there are, however, several appa-
rently serving no other purpose than that of touchstones, that i

quite a different material The Lapis Lydius, as we know, was obtained
from Ireland : it is designated as Lapis Hibemicus by De Boot in I<!17.

Thomas Nicols, in his " Lapidary," 1652, notices various marbles used
for touchstones ; the black, called Lapis index, Basanus, <fec., commonly

m pavements and tombs ; the material of which, according to

Rulandus, the tomb of the Elector Maurice- was formed; also the Italian

green«marble called Viridello, and other substances suited for goldsmiths'

uses. In the remarkable crannoge, in co. Cavan, explored in 1860 by
Sir VY. I!. Wilde, as related in the Proceedings of the R I. Academy,
a flat touchstone of red jasper for testing gold, length 3} inches, was
found on the estates of Lord Farnham. It was accompanied by nume-
rous appliances of industrial and domestic use, implements of stone,

pottery, (fee. Some further remarks on the touchstone presented by Dr.

Boyd to the British Museum may be found in the Proceedings of the

Society of Antiquaries, second series, vol v. p. 51.

By Mr. II. !•'. Bolt.—A collection of ancient candle-holders and
candlesticks, chiefly examples obtained on the Continent, about thirty in

number. One of them, probably of the thirteenth century, is a tripod of

iron, with three small candle-holders. The series closed with specimens
of the seventeenth century.

By Mr.Oi t.wh- Morgan, M.P., F.S.A.— A watch curiously enamelled

on the face and back with religious subjects, the Resurrection, FinalJudg-

rnity; the gilt metal case is minutely engraved all over
with scriptural texts and references applying to the same. Date, end of

last century ; the maker, Taylor, London. The regulator points, for

to a hare : and, for slow, to a snail. It is capped and jewelled, and very

well n

By Sir John Mai . F.S. V —A collection of clocks and wal

showing curious mechanical construction, and progress in the art of

gy.— 1. Table clock in an ebony p ie, surmounted by a

gill figure of S. S istian bound to a tree, in bronze, and pierced with
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• • ur 1750, by Johann George Rolzapfel, in

Kulbach. 3 the hours. Striking work with " ml." and

ise :ui'l chain." It has a decorated Bilver dial.

—

2. Table clock, Bel in an ebony box or case, decorated with silver mount
i b female figure, in ormolu, holding a globe

irith curious dei ind which is the index of time. When
tree it- head and the hand, by which with

a pointer it indi< Mine. The figure is surrounded by a gallery of

ormolu and silver. The dock is worked by " going barrels " with per-

1 was made by Paul Schiller. No place or date. Date

a \„,n x L600.— •"•• Oval olock-watch, having a iiK-t.il gill outer case, the

perforated and engraved, showing the last hour struck

on back of works. The front of the i rforated with the letters

I. U.S., and the tin* through the perforation. It has a silver

ilial, engraved and enamelled in various colours with birds and foliage,

tg barrels;" all the wheels, barrels and pinions, unlike most

watches, are of steel. Date, not later than L670. I. A very fine octa-

gon-shaped watch, with rock-crystal case, in Bilver gilt mounting, fine old

Bilver dial, Bhowing the moon's age, and the day of the month, as well as

the time. Works with "fusee and gut," and goes twelve hours. No
'• hair Bpring " or " centre wheel." No maker's name Date about L620.

—5. *'val olock-watch in gilt case, pierced on the Bide with scroll work.

i aely engraved with scroll-work flowers, and Btamped on the front

of the pendant 17 1. Dial, a silver circle with roman numerals I J in. in

Striking part worked by a "going barrel," and the

part with "
t." Eas no "hairspru ' centre wheel j

*'

• (reive hou rs a trade mark, with the initials D.S. : no maker's

: 6. Antique oval clook-watoh and alarum, in metal gilt case, with

: 1 border, ornamented in bctoII work of foliagi . hares, phi

t
• riohed with a figure of a cherubim. <>n the in-

i a sun dial Dial \rery riohly engraved

with arabesque figures and foliage, hares, <fec Dial shows the hours in

Roman numerals, and has points for feeling the time in the dark. It has

:>n indicator for the alarum. Striking part works with a "going
barrel,'

1
1 in Bcroll-work, to which is affixed the "great wheel."

'I il.triiin works are entirely of steel, with the exception of the

wheel The "going" work is " fusee and gut." I las qo " centre wheel."

II i. d " hair spring " and " regulator added." Maker, Dollant, Paris.

,t 1560.— 7. Antique oval watoh in oul :

. set iu

silver, ornamented with beading, probably later than the watch. Face

richly engraved in scroll work, ornamented above with figures of ai

and beneath with Leda and Jupiter, Dial has Roman numeral

within the index has an architectural i 11
i one hand only in

i
a workmanship. '

•' ling pai I
" fu i e and

without " centre wheel " or "hair Maker, J. Fieret a Mont
about l Large old repeater tlvi r clock-

. and alarum, in an o 1 ca e covered with lish skin, and

r perforated, « it h i w ivel pendant ;

ii in diami I In' hours and rainut .
t bi former

1 the latter in Arabic. The alarum on a small

v. it i,iu I ,. iii, a i abic numeral i. The hand of blu<

d, but made to match the period of the watch. Strikin
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alarum have "going barrels" engraved
;
the going pari baa "fusee and

chain." The "scape cook" is richly engraved; repeats the hours,

quarters, and half-quarters. Maker, Miroir, London. No date—about
L720.— 9. Modern watch in double metal jilt case. Has an astronomical

dial, 2\ in. in diameter, showing the state of the titles at various places

on the English coast.-, <fco.

February 3, 1871.

Sir Edward Smirke, late Vice-Warden of the Stannaries, in the Chair.

Mr. Bxjbtt read " Notes on some Mediaeval Methods of Depositing

Documents," printed at p. 133 of this volume.

The Rev. \\ . [ago, of Bodmin, gave an account of the discovery

"flkippet" in the old church chest at Liidinin, in the parvise of the

church, where the church and borough archives used to be preserved.

It- use was quite unknown, and it was at first supposed to have been

intended for the preservation of the wafer used in the administration of

the sacrament. Saving been put into communication with Mr. Burtt,

he found, to his surprise, that the little box was identical with those

called "skippets" by the late Sir Francis Palgrave, in his Accounl of

the Treasury of the Exchequer, and also with those existing in the muni-
ment room of the Abbey of Westminster. He had now no doubt what-

ever that the Bodmin example had been similarly used, viz., for the

deposit of small documents, but the word "skippet" had now a meaning
in Cornwall which would not apply to such a box of turned wood. Its

modern application was to a small box or tray constructed at the end of

B chest near the top, and made moveable, so as to slide or lift in and out

by a groove or on ledges. Mr. Iai,ro also exhibited a circular case or box

of cuir bouilli, found at the Jlectory of Lanivet, near Bodmin, and which

mighl have been used for the deposit of documents, or some object of

household plate or ornament (see p. 138). It was now used for holding

the sacramental plate. Mr. [ago then drew attention to the remark-
able example >(" an ivory casket of early date, which, by the permission

of the Corporation of Bodmin, he had been able to bring before the

ug. It is the reliquary mentioned by Abbot Benedict, as having
used in the year 1177 fur enclosing the crumbling bones of St.

Petroc (the founder of Bodmin Priory, who had died at Bodmin in ."nil).

when Prior Roger recovered them from Brittany, whither they had been
taken when they were stolen from the shrine b( fore the high altar. The
caskel is composed of thin slabs of ivory, of unusually large Bize, rivetted

with the Bame material, and clamped and banded with metal. Only the

bottom of the case is of wood. The Burface of the ivory is polished and
adorned with birds, foliage, ami cruciform rosettes within circles, in Lrold

and colours. The metal work is enriched at the angles with head*

conventional type, decidedly Mauresque in character. In the collection

at South Kensington he had met with two or three examples of such
.
much resembling that from Bodmin, and Mi-. Robinson, through

whose agency tiny had been acquired, informed him that during his

rch.es in the BOuth of Europe he had met with other caskets of the

Bame character, all used as reliquaries, and some still containing the
bones originally deposited in them.
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Mr. T\i oe remarks upon the oraaraentation of the

\ which h;i> »f a decidedly foreign t\

h and the Chairman also contributed Bomi

upon the Bubject, and the latter conveyed the cordial thanks of the

Mr. 1 j foi the pains he had. tak tiring the exhibition

of the casket and other • iunt of them,

EntiquUiti soft iiimhs of SM eiinlutra.

By Mr. Bi ni p.—A " Coffin "of the fourteenth century, from the Public

i for the deposit of documents relating to the ransom

of King D ; Bi ice. I' is of oak, painted, and illuminated with shields

of arms, arid inscribed " Hi' 1 continentur obligaciones Buper deliberacione

ioue domini David Brus die iij. mensis Octobris." It

nd of the preface to the " Anoient Calendars and Inven-

I bequer, printed for the late Record Commission.

—

A " hanaper "t* twyggys," used for the <l<'|i"-it of doouments, tempore

Richard II. It is round, formed (' -pin twigs of willow, plaited over

small rods "t" the Bams, with an interior diameter of 1 I in. by 6 in. in

. with a hd lapping over tin 1 edge, and fastened loosely to tin 1

hanap - a of a " leather forcer, bound with iron," of the four-

teenth century. It is figured at p. 96 of "Gleanings from Westminster

lition).
—" Skippets " and leathern pouches, n><"l for tin-

of documents, fourteenth and fifteenth oenl uries. The " ski;

are not inscribed with their . hut tin' pouches have a very lull

ript ion w ril ten upon them.

Mr. A-Ddinoton, through the !'•
i Vf. J. I • i i A leathern

imI o< ber work, used for an

i John

itifully ill"

• of the

with the tradition intry.

.i • end of 1 1"-
i

.M I Inven
"81

••1. id,
|

'uil. il in OOE

the larger example exhibited
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and made in or about L470 for Belondo de St. Biaxio, a oitizen i

tbgna.- It bean on one Bide the name " Belond," on the other "Ave
.Mai-" and the audarium of St Veronica, with 1. U.S. The missal is

a tine manuscript on vellum, headed "Othciui Marie Yirginis

secundum consuetudinem Etomane ('uric cum oalendario." It is orna-

mented with initial letters, a painting of the Crucifixion, and five small

miniatures executed in gold and colours, bound in green velvet, with

gill edgea and silver clasp.

By Sir John Maclean, b.s.A.—A manuscript in the handwriting "I'

Peter Le Neve, containing abstracts of deeds relating chiefly to lands in

Devon, with many sketches of seals of arms.

By Mr. II. ['. HOLT. Two small silver statuettes of " Strolling Min-
strels," forming the handles for a knife and fork, Dutch, seventeenth
century.— Their principal interest consists in their having belonged to

the artist " BartholomeuB van der Heist," whose initials they bear. He
was born, as is generally known, at Haarlem in 1613, and died in 1670
at Amsterdam, in which city some of his most celebrated works are to

be found. They were obtained from the collection of the late Mr. Apo-
Btool, who, from l

s '>s to 1844, was director of the picture gallery at

jterdam.

By Mr. W. II. TrbGELLAS.—Gold and silver Roman coins found at

Great AUington Manor, near Southampton, the estate of Robert Palmer,

Esquire.

7.
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tary in oonsequenoe of domeetio affliction. Mr. Morgan exhibited a

pair of small crystal cups, such aa are represented in Mss. of the Nth
and L5th oenturiea \ a ring with monogram of Frederick the Great in

londs, and other ringa The Rev. W. II. Bathurst exhi-

of the Roman period found at Lydney Park,

The Chairman observed that th this great disco-

very had I ed up and thus preserved Numerous other

objects had been found those exhibited, including many large

a implementa I id. aa though the settlement had been

suddenly d by fire while in the Roman occupation, or possibly

the in left the Datives rose and destroyed all visible

ipation of the country. This might account for the

blank in b 'i the Roman and Saxon periods.

Mr. II. I-'. Hull read M Observations upon the Mural Painting lately

••11 Church, Norfolk." Assuming thai the litho-

graphic oopy of th*.' painting was well known, be would proceed t<>

ler its interpretation. Differing from those who bad hitherto

attempted that task, he passed their dicta in review:—That the

painting represented a ceremony in the chamber of a deceased person,

probably buried under an incised Blab found olose by : -That the

lady in question might have belonged to the " Neville" family ;—That

the angels represented in the picture were bearing away the bou! of

the deceased. All the commentators differed aboul a so-called heraldic

Bhield said to be in the painting, whilst Mr. Holt altogether denied its

ace, and dissented from the conclusions generally arrived at.

Within his knowledge the " soul " is always represented in a spiritual,

al, "i" immaterial manner. Examples of Bucb treatment are in the

east window of St. Margaret's church, Westminster, and in Fairford church,
1 hire. Other examples were also referred I . showing the
>< ! 1 1 t.» be alwa I in olose proximity to the body, as being

I ty. In the Stanton painting in lieu of the spirituality

of the -"ill, we have the gravity of the body ; instead of the ethereal

nature of the spirit, there is the substantiality of the flesh, in addi-

tion to an evident sense of insecurity, inasmuoh as the aso< uding Ggure

the support of the angels by the winding-sheet, but

• pit upright, and prevent its gravitating to the

earth. Neither is there any instance of the representation of a dead

body in a picture to which the supposed spirit could bave belonged.

Dr. rlusenbeth's theory that the picture the death of the
'i Mr. Holt also rejected, as he maintained that there is no bed,

no dead i" i •'•a, do St. Paul, and do St. John in the picture. 1 1
»

- thi n

enerall) received legend of the death of the Virgin. T< ted by thai

ii ture could m \ i r be i bougbl to repn • ul i bat

In the r..\.tl oolleotioD at Kensington, ia a woodcut by Albert

Durer, in a picture >, and in other exampli repn leotiog

of the Vii I adbereDoe to this legend ha been plainly

with ver} light > Ami hi a triptych of the 16th century,

which Mr. II"lt exhibited, the detail of the legend are displayed; St.

John holding the palm branch, St. Peter placing th the Vir

thei \ t !• holding i he $itula with the holy •

Mr. Holt thought that the Star too painting repn onted the double

imption "i ' D ." and * 1 *
«

• further
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'• Incredulity of St. Thomas." The Qpper portion of the picture exhibita

the bodily ascension of the Virgin in an attitude of benediction, sup-

ported by angels—thai vision being especially revealed to the unbelieving

Thomas, to whom a distinct proof was personally given. In the lower

part, on the Left of the painting, stands the Saint at the head of the

empty tomb of the Virgin, overwhelmed with surprise at the vision, and
the substantive evidence of its reality which he holds in his right hand,

and towards which Timothy is pointing in terms of reproach to Thomas
as proof of //is weakness, and of the overwhelming truth which has

amazed the faithful Between them and rather in the background is

Dionysius the Areopagite. Behind Timothy is a youthful attendant who
looks on with astonishment at the sceno passing before him. Near him
stands Mary Salome*, wearing a coronal ornament on her head, ami

regarding with sympathetic affection the sorrowing Mary deophas—in

immediate attendance on whom are her waiting-maids, Servia and Sera-

phia—whilst the right of the picture is occupied by a crowd of people,

01 f whom vainly directs her eyes towards the expanse of heaven, in

which the Blessed Virgin is confessed to have been seen by Thomas. The
correctness of this interpretation might be tested by reference to the

ids of the Romish church. The Legend proceeds to declare that
" this resurrection was witnessed by Dionysius the Areopagite, Timothy,
the holy women— Mary Salome, Mary Cleophas, and her faithful servant

Servia ;" the other female being in all probability the "Seraphia" men-
tioned by Dr. Husenbeth.

The legend, variously read " Precor te Maria" and " Pro te Rna Maria,"
on the girdle of the Virgin, called a scroll, was intended by the artist

to explain the picture, and was probably " Procedente Maria." Mr. Holt
concluded with some notices of Art representations of the Assumption
and the Incredulity of St. Thomas, and commented on the minor details

of the painting.

( lonsiderable discussion followed the reading of this paper. Mr. Wallkr
differed from Mr. Holt. He thought it by no means unusual to find

representations of the soul conveyed to heaven in a winding-sheet. He
believed the painting to represent the death of St. Mary Magdalene, and
read an abstract of a legend which bore out that idea, and which accorded
with the practice of ecclesiastical art. He thought the inscription mighl
have been " l'reec tua Maria," the wold " obtinuisti " being understood.
Dr. Rock objected to Mr. Holt's theory as to the use of the nimbus
round the head of our Saviour as shown in the Fairford windows. He
exhibited a piece of English embroidery of the l.'lth century, showing the
fleur-de-lis in the nimbus treated precisely as in those windows. Professor

Wbbtmacoct did not quite agree with Mr. Eolt or Mr. Waller. He
thought the Starston picture represented the decease of some illustrious

lady, and ral references to classical and medieval writers and
illuminated MSS. in support of his argument.

A letter was read from Mr. Aldridge, of Newington Putts, calling atten

tiontothe threatened destruction of "Caesar's Camp" at Wimbledon.
A protest was recommended to the consideration of the Council.

gntfquCtfftf ano" KUorfta of 2M C-rljilntco".

By the CHATRMAN.—A pair of small crystal cups raised on feet,

which tit together, after the manner of those of Bilver gilt, which are

Vol.. XXVIII. It R
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1 on oapboards and Bideboards in illuminated manu-
- of the fourteenth and fifteenth oenturies, end of sixteenth or early

seventeenth century.— A ring bearing as r bezel the monogram of

Frederick the Great in rubies and diamonds, between two small gold

EL I..; a pr blyfrom Frederick the Great to some lady,

as indicated by the small size of the ring probably about L750.—

A

small ring, the bezel consisting of a box, on the li<l of which is Bet an

Ued carnival half mask, with diamond eyes. < >n the check ofthe
- a black patch in the form of a orescent. Mr. Morgan wished to

tin the meaning and um^ of these rings, which are nut very un-

common ; also the country. Memorial ring, bezel large, having in et ntre

under crystal the monogram F. W. or 1". A. W. carved in ivory, the

in paste; middle of last century. Mem. .rial ring, bezel large,

formed of a faded imitative garnet, thereon the interlace. 1 cypher 1. s.

in mar —the whole .set in marcassites ; date, thelatterhalf of last

century.

By Mr. <
'. I». EL Foetni if. —A plaque ><C Delft ware, belonging to the

od Porter, of St. Ann's, Dropmore, to whom it has

ided from his mother's family, the Fleetwoods. The belief among
them is, that it came to them from their ancestor, Genera] Fleetwood,

who was Lord Deputy in Ireland under Cromwell, whose eldest daughter,

Ireton's widow, he married, ami who died in L692. But as Genera]

Fleetn 1 was a zealous Puritan, and his wife as strong a republican, it

is hardly probable that they would have owned a portrait ofthe King,

whose death-warrant he had Bigned Supposing it t.> be of that

i, which is quite likely, it may, with greater probability, have be-

l to one of the ot ber daughters, Lady Fauoonberg or Lady Rich, both

of whom were thought to have Royalist tendencies, and from them, or their

idantS, it may have ivv< rted t.. the family of the elder sister, and
•

'

:
i

I ' ter. The fa i ooe on which it is painted is be!

i the I »'lft manufacture. The plaque is oval, with a raised bord< r or

framing, wbioh is ornamented with interlaoings of Btrapwork and folia-

tion,
|

the portrait, in rich cobalt blue on the white ground ;

the glaze and general technical quality, and the execution of the paint-

iperior. The piece has a mark on the back, thus—HI, which

be intend* d for the combined letters I ami II, or II orossed I \
'—

I [imp* leu i).

BytheRev.William HilbtBathurst.M.A, Uarge collection ofRoman
antiqu id some ft 't Lydney Park, Gloucestershire; also

if other relics, diagrams, ground plans, and illustrations

of the discoveries then made. These objects are of verj great interest.

i in t he e . ccavat ion of an exteu ive Roman
villa and other buildings, within an ancient encampment of oblong form,

a. a considerable eh eation, about I

|
mile distant from tin- s. vein. The

on thai -lie commenced about 1 806, under the direotion of

Right Hon. Chai Ruthursl at that time proprii tor of

•
i
.i. d p tvementa were uuc

including one that
|

remarkabli inscription, the Bubject of muoh
nntiqu >n. ' >f all thi e valuable rem il dra« inga

, from time to time bj members of the Bathurst family, but

i only partially published, although they have attracted

i ant iqu iri( -

. iioh i

I ms, Sir
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Samuel Meyrick, thevenerable historian of Cheshire Dr. Ormerod, and Dr.

McCaul, of Toronto. In this extensive assemblage of Roman relii

which a considerable number were, by Mr. Bathurst's kindness, brought

for the gratification of the Institute, there are numerous ornamei

bronze, - a miniature bust, a greyhound Lying down, a statuette of \ ic-

tory standing on a globe, a series of objects of bronze and base Bilver,

Bupposed to '"• BurgicaJ instruments, probes, volsellce, spatulas, &c., a

diminutive axe of bronze, possibly an • • voto, combs, and other objects

of bone, a bronze ftilus, many fragments of glass beads, a i- i 1

1

lt of jet ;

also pottery, Bpoons, votive objects, chains, keys, an iron spear head,

ringed armour, and other relies in great variety. Mr. Bathurst placed

also before the meeting a relic of wry rare description, a small tablet or

Btamp of greenish grey Btone, such as were used by empirics and oculists

in Roman times, for the purpose of marking the various nostrums vended

by them. It bears inscriptions on thre f its sides, mentioning certain

I by the oculist Julius Secundus, namely, his Collyrium

Melinum, and two other salves, described as Stactum and Penicillum.

inscriptions were figured in this Journal in 1856 (see voL xiii.

].. 282), when' further particulars regarding an object of such uncommon
occurrence were given by Mr. Franks, and also by the late Sir .lames

Simpson in the Monthly Journal of Medical Science (vol. xii. p. 338).

It would, however, be out of place to offer here any detailed list of the

curious objects exhibited, as the whole of the antiquities found at Lydney
will be fully illustrated in a volume, now in preparation, by Mr. Bathurst,

in which it is propose. 1 te -ive ground-plans, both of the principal build-

ing, comprising not less than sixty-tive chambers, many ofthem furnished

with hypocausts, mosaic pavements, and the like, and also of a remark-

able .detached structure, supposed to have been a temple. The inscrip-

tions have been given in the Transactions of the Institute at the Bristol

meeting, p. 62j and notices of the various discoveries on Mr. Bathurst's

tea may be found in the Antiquarian Repertory, vol. ii. p. 389;
Archseologia, voL v. p. 20, vol. x. p. L33j also in hysons' Reliquiae Bri-

tannic" h"iiiaii;e. vol. ii., where many of the minor objects are figured.

Mr. Bathurst brought also for inspection a silver chalice and paten,

found, about L850, behind the panelling of an old house at Lydney, with

devotional books of the times of Charles II. These sacred vessels ap-

peared to t»' of the latter part of the seventeenth century, and of fo

workmanship; there are no assay marks.

By Mr. W. Simpson.— Drawings of Gallo-Roman tombs in the V

district, of which a fuller account will be given in a later portion ef this

Journal— Russian crow of brass, sixteenth century, with an inscription,

from the monastery of Rostofin.

By Mr. J. Yates, I'.b.s. Four early printed books :

—

1. " Durandi Rationale Divinorum OflBciorum," folio, in Roman cha-

pitals painted in colours with some gilding. The statement
at the end of the volume states that it was printed at Rome by the

rable Master G Laur de rlorpipoli (».«., Wurtzburg in Bavaria)

in the year 1177. Tie ill elder edition, which sells at B

higher price than this, but is exceedingly rare.

2, Mm rtinus de Casali, "Arbor Vitas Crucifixaa Jesu," Ito, in Roman
characters, vacant Bpaoes left for the capitals, which have been h s

in a few [dices. The statement at the eml says, "ImpreSSUS Velietiis
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Lndream de Bonetl pia, Anno voxxx i\x.\v." On the

blank i>a_'i_- at the beginning is a reference to De Bure in Etosooe'a hand-

wril :

irola, "Ldbrodi I onymo de Ferrara dell* ordine de
i ri della verita della Fede < 'ln-istiaiui," It"., Roman oha-

\ note by thia ia the Brat edition of the Italian

. ition mad 3 la himself and printed towards 1 195.

i.
l
* The Ti thered by John Boohas B i looio)," tranalated

Ingliah by John Lydgate, monk of Bury. Imprinted at London l>y

John Wayland • to Day, and owner of his type and other mate-

i folio, Gol ibhahed in the first year of Queen Mary,

. A. I'. 15(

By i i J Bi ;

> — Sketches of two incised slabs lately found in

the churchyard of Fittleworth, near Petworth, Sussex, and probatory late

in the fourteenth century.

By Profess r B okkak.— Four apu rioua periods, found at

Cirenoeeter, and a brass toy model of a matohlook.

3vcljacoloctical Intelligence.

[t has been determined thai the a.nnim.1 meeting of the Cambrian
A.BOHJSOLOGIOAL Association for the ensuing year shall be held at

I
; . Nearly twenty years have elapsed ainoe that place waa waited

byth< S The ample promise of attractions of no ordinary interest

held forth on th I a waa by no means exhausted. To our members,
nnot fail, after the agreeable reminisoi aoea of Cardiff, b

• Brecon more extended acquaintance with the arc! 1 trea-

South Wales, we may advert with satisfaction to the excellent

summary of their varied chai I »rth by the worshipful mayor
of that ancient borough, Mr. Powell) on occasion of the gathering there

in 1853. It will be found in the t the Axchaaologia Cam-
. iv. p. 307. It would be needleaa to remind those who are

f;iinih;ir with the continued exertiona of the kindred association in the

dity, bow much baa been subsequently achieved, in no Blight

due to the stimulus given by their Beventh anniver-

beld "ii the banks of Dak. The masterly dissertations on the
•* Chui I Bre in," by Mr. Freeman, will now be appreciated as they

irly inscribed monuments, that abound to a remarkable
m nt y, have found a skilful interpreter in Professor Wi it

and, lastly, we may remind our readera that in the pictun

I : !.. : . in the vicinity of Breoon, has occurred the only

exam] trine habitation, oonetruoted upon piles aa in the lakes

tserland, hithi
I in Cambria. Bee Arch. Camb., fourth

eoL i. p. 192.
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ADDEESS TO THE BISTORICAL SECTION OF THE ANNUA!
MEETING OF THE INSTITUTE HELD AT CARDIFF.

(WARD a FREEMAN, D.C.L.

I am well ['leased that my first appearance in any official

character before a body with which I have so long had to

do as the Archaeological Institute takes place in a district of

which I have already some degree of knowledge, and one
than which no part of the kingdom offers a wider field to

the historical student. The section of our body over which I

have been called on to preside is called more especially the

Historical Section, but I conceive that all our researches, in

whatever department, have the advancement of historical

knowledge for their end. We call our studies antiquarian

or archaeological ; but I conceive that the distinction be-

tween the higher and the lower, the profitable and the

unprofitable, forms of antiquarian pursuit consists mainly
in this. There arc men who busy themselves with buildings

or primaeval monuments or actual objects and relics of early

times, be they works of art or implements of peace or

pons of war. be they documents or inscriptions or ancient

remains of any other kind, bin whose interest ends in the

jects themselves which they delight to examine and to gather
together. There are others who also devote themselves to

the study of some one or more of these classes of objects, but

whose ii oot end in the objects thei . but

goes on to their higher value as forming parts of a greater
whole. One man may be mainly drawn t<» one branch of

these pursuit-, and another to another, but all, if they follow-

up their studies as they should do, are really fellow-workers,

all arc making their several contributions to our le.

study, the genera] history of man. Utiles- it 1 6 foil

XX VIM. (X... 111).
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with higher views of this kind, antiquarian study is a mere

matter of curiosity ;
it cannot be allowed to claim the rank

science. A man who collects antiquarian objects simply

for the sake of collecting them is simply a collector and

nothing else ; his pursuit hardly takes so high an intellec-

tual rank as the collection of postage-stamps, for the collec-

tion of
|

3tamp8 does directly tend to a knowledge

of the actual political state of the world. But the man
who examines and collects the very same objects, looking on

them all the while as contributions t<» this or that branch

of man's history, is no mere collector, hut a genuine student,

a man who plays his part in the general advancement of

human knowledge. Not only do our pursuits fail of their

truest interest and value unless they arc carried on with

these higher aims, but I believe that, unless we keep these

er aims steadily in view, we shall gain but a very

imperfect knowledge of the objects themselves which we
profess t<> study. For one branch of antiquarian study at

I '•in answer. Architectural study is a very lame and

profitless employment, and one not likely to be followed oul

with any accurate or profitable result, unless it 1"' studied

ly as a branch of history, with constant reference to

the creeds, the feelings, ami the laws of the times and

places where successive architectural styles arose. I hold

that tin- pursuits of the other two sections of our bodj

air in truth no less historical than our own. Our own
section is specially historical only in this. that, while the

oth<T sections throw light on man's history through his

abiding works, through hi- tombs, his temples, and his

es, through bis tools, his weapons, and his ornaments, our

contributions t" historical knowledge lead us rather among
the outward events of history, aiming the document- in which

• hi- are recorded, among the traces of other kinds,

in lai nomenclature, law, ami custom, which those

• •vent- have I'll behind them. There are, in fact, few

things which 'I" not come within the compass of our section.

I believe that we are ready t" welcome anything which can

. any light on man's history, aid which does not mani-

within tic range of either of the other sections.

man to announce his discos eries in i he way
of cromlechs or Hint arrow-heads, if he is provided with a.

-nm church er . we inn. i hand him
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over to our friends in the Section of Antiquities or of Archi-
tecture ; but well nigh everything else is welcome. Is any
man fresh from the examination either of a battle-field or

of a newly discovered charter or other manuscript '. Has he
anything to tell us illustrating local speech or local cus-

toms ? lias he any peculiarities to mark in the way of

tenures or descents, or, above all, of municipal institutions ?

All will be welcome. Nay. we can even spread out our arms
to receive the votaries of heraldry and genealogy, provided
we are not asked to believe that any coat dates from an
earlier time than the twelfth century, and provided the

pedigrees contain at least some stages which historical

criticism does not show to be absolutely impossible.

Our object then is history in the widest sense of the

word, and nothing which in any way leads to the illustra-

tion of history comes amiss to us. But our object is in a

special manner local history. Now the value of local

history is the way in which it illustrates general history.

This truth is, I think, somewhat apt to be forgotten at both

ends. We constantly come across local antiquaries, worthy
men enough in their way, but whose thoughts seem never to

get beyond the range of the town or county or other district

which forms the sphere of their labours. They have got

together a vast array of facts belonging to one particular

place, but it has never conic into their heads to compare
the facts belonging to that place with the kindred facts

belonging to other places. By so doing they not only fail

to make the most of the knowledge which they have really

gained, but that knowledge itself remains very narrow ami
imperfect. It is quite impossible really to understand the

antiquities of any place or district without constantly com-
paring them with the antiquities of other places and districts.

Men who confine themselves to so narrow a range new:
beyond a very lame kind of knowledge even within that ranee.

They are led into crude and hasty theories, into utter mis-

conceptions of the objects with which they believe themselves

to be most familiar. On the other hand, historians of greater

is. men who write the history of whole kin::.!

and who theorize upon the history of the whole world, are

constantly led astray through neglect of local history. They
forget that, as history is largely made up of the personal

history of particular men, so it is largely made up of the
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v of particular places. They think it beneath

them to n. ipographical details, the architectural

monuments, the peculiarities of ecclesiastical or municipal

foundations, of the places where the great events of their

happened. By their so doing half the lite, and truth,

and their narrative is lost. I do not mean that

the general historian who comes across the mention of any

particular ribe that place with the minute-

ness of the writer of a local monograph ;
hut 1 do mean

that he Bhould have himself mastered them in such detail

that h I their main fe before the eyes of his

read'!-. I mean that, if he has to record one event which

happened at Lincoln and another which happened at Win-

chester, his readers may carry away a clear impression that

the Bite, the general aspect, the ecclesiastical ami civil history,

of Lincoln and of Winchester are thin--: which differ not a

little from one another. It is one of the many merits of

Lord Macaulay's History that the place where each event

happene I is broughl up clearly before the eyes of the reader.

The same skill which paints the personal portrait of tin'

ore in the story paints also the local landscape of tin'

spi.it where the action took place. On the other hand, it

would
|

'im out fashionable narratives which

have ii" local colouring whatever, where the peculiarities of

tip- town "i- district spoken of are ruthlessly blurred over,

impl truths of English geography are

mder fool with lofty contempt. The local histo-

rian who does not raise lii- eyes to general history is un-

doubtedly a very poor creature 15m I venture to think that

tb I historian who thinks himself e > casl an

•da on local history is a poorer creature still.

ber by the local antiquary maj
• put to some use by those who know better than

himself how to array them in their due place and order.

To tin' romantic or philosophical historian ii . to

render such a service. He does his besl to disqualify him-

elf lor gathering together any facts at all.

We thus come, Btep ^>y step, towards the perfeel definition

our object. < tar I": history, and tha lly local

• ry,butitislocal history \ iewed in direel relation to history

on •. The .lii ju -ion of the fate of empires
- ur province ; hut we }r,\\ Q to deal w ith
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those special histories of the fate of cities and provinces

which go far to make up the fate of empire-'. Aj3 we meet
each year in some particular place, our special business

that year is the history of that place and its neighbourhood.

But, as we meet year after year in one place alter another,

ayc have the best of opportunities for carrying cut the com-
parative method of study, and for marking the points of

likeness and unlikeness between the buildings, the institu-

tions, the antiquities of every kind, to be found in the several

places which we visit. And in the seven and twenty years

"which have passed since our Society first came into being,

we have indeed visited famous cities and trod on ground
hallowed by the deeds of famous men. We had our birth

in the land which witnessed the birth of the English realm

and the English Church ; we started on our path from that

illustrious corner of our island which was the first prize alike

of Caesar, of Ilengest, and of Augustine ; we drew our first

corporate breath in the old metropolis of Canterbury, be-

neath the walls of the mother church of England. Since

then, year after year, we have gone from city to city, spying

out the minsters and castles and fields of battle where the

history of England has been wrought. From the old minster

and the royal hall of Winchester, the home alike of ^Elfred

and of William, we have looked up to the hills hallowed to

English hearts as the scene of the martyrdom of Waltheof.

From the awful ruins of Glastonbury, the common sanctuary

of contending races, the one tie which binds the church of

the conqueror to the church of the conquered, we have
looked up from beside the rilled graves of Arthur and the

Eadmunds to the prouder Tor of the Archangel, hallowed

wherever truth and right are held in honour as the scene of

the martyrdom of Whiting. As at Winchester and at

Glastonbury so also at Waltham and Crowland and
ham we have mused over the spots where the dust i I

the noblest heroes of England has been - I to the

winds at bidding of the destroyer. We have stood on the

hill of the elder Salisbury, within the mighty ditches which

have formed the bulwarks of so many successive races, and

we have looked on the plain where Cynric overthrew the

Briton, where William mustered his host after the overthrow

of England, and where now the most graceful of West-Saxon
minsters covers the ground which w the ch
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meetic alike of armies and of councils. At Silchester,

at Wr at either Dorchester, we have traced the works
alike of the Briton and the Roman, and we have Been the

rdies which bear witness to the wasting havoc wrought by
Ei glishmen in the 'lavs oftheirfirst conquests. At Warwick
we have 1" >ke 1 on the mound of iEthelflsed ; at London
and Rochester and Newcastle and Norwich we have looked
en the mighty towers reared by the Conqueror, his com-
panions, and hie rs, A.I Oxford and Cambridge we
have seen how our ancient Universities Beem but institutions

• rdav within the walls of boroughs which had played

their part in English history before a single scholar had
come to learn Christian theology at the feet of Puleyn, or

to hear Vacarius expound the mighty volume of the Imperial
Law. Time would fail to tell of all that we have seen ; but

we cannot forget how, within the ramparts of old Eboracum,
the minster of Paullinus and Thomas of Bayeux seemed
young in the home of Sevcrns and of Constantino ; nor can

how, where the Ouse Hows between the two castles

of the Conqueror, we thought how often Scandinavian fli

had Bailed up those waters to ravage or t<> deliver England
And we ma i perhaps that York itself taught us i

than tl. of the ancient City of the Legions, where the

monks of Bangor loll beneath the Bword of J-ahelfrith. where

the forsaken walls st 1 lor three hundred years to record

I • of his \ ictory, and where the La lyofthe Mercians

bade the citj rise once more to lit'.-, to stand forth in English

history as the last of English cities to own the Norman as

lord. A\\<\ York and Chester themselves may yield to

the charm of the Ion-- history of the height crowned by the

Colony of Lindum, tin- home of Briton, Roman, Englishman,

Dane and Norman; its walls, its houses, its castle, and its

minster bearing the living impress of it~ successive con-

querors; where on the height we call tip the memory of

I .
. \ moil, those proud patricians \\ ho once

bade fair to place Lincoln alongside of Bern and Venice, and

in the plain below, a higher interest is kindled by the

ul towers which tell us how Englishmen, in

En ;land's bon aid still g i, with the

man minster and castle rising above their heads, building

rdii i" i be ruder models of the days of Englan
fan. Such are the pol which we have seen and mused
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on in the twenty-seven years of our corporate life, spots

whose history makes up the history of England, and the

older history of the land before it bore the English name.
And in spots where there has been so much to learn we
have seldom lacked worthy interpreters. We have had

minsters expounded by the unerring- acuteness of a Willis,

and castles called up to their first life by the massive vigour

of a Clark. And below the ditches of Salisbury, beside

the boundary streams of Avon and of Severn, we have

heard the great master—I would rather say the great disco-

r —of early English history, bring together the combined
witness of records and monuments and nomenclature to call

forth the true tale ofSaxon and Anglian conquest out of what,

in other hands, had seemed but a chaos of myth and legend.

One spot still remains : we have not yet gone over all the

cities of England. Sonic strange freak of destiny, some
mysterious cause too deep for common intellects to fathom,

has during all these years kept us out of the great city of

the West. Damnonia is still untrodden ground to us; we
have caught a kind of Pisgah view out of neighbouring
shires, but Exeter, the city which beat back Swegen and all

but beat back William, is still a place which we know b}r the

hearing of the ear, but on which our eyes have not yet

rested. Some day surely the ban will be removed ; some
day surely we may hear from the lips of Dr. Guest how the

process of conquest, which he has traced to the Axe and the

Parrot, went on further to the Tamar and the Land's End
;

some day surely we may be allowed to listen while our
ether guides set forth all that is to be said of the city

where walls which at least represent the walls of ^Ethelstan

still fence in the lied Mount of Baldwin of Moeles and the

twin minster towers of William of Warelwast.

But while we are thus shut out from that part of our

i.-land which was anciently known as West-Wales, 1 must
congratulate our body on the choice of a place for its meet-

ing, now that the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain

and Ireland has for the first time assembled beyond the

bounds of England. I hear a murmur, but I : ad-

lly. That the Institute has visited the extreme north

of En-land I fully admit : that it has met beyond its

northern border I deny. I can listen to no geography
which tells me tint the Earldom of Lothian and the Borough
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of Eadwine are other than English ground. Edinburgh
then 1 claim as English ; Dublin, like Exeter, is a place

which we have heard of but never seen ; but now we have
at last i the border. Whether we place that border
at the Wye, the Osk, or the Rumney, there is no doubt that

here, on the banks of the Tail', we are met together on

genuin British ground. I say genuine British, I do not

venture to Bay purely British
;

for one of the advantages of

this • for historical study is that it is preeminently
not purely British nor purely anything

; that there is no
pa: land where all the successive races which have

occupied it or overrun it have left more speaking Bigns of

their presence. We are here emphatically in a border

district, and a border district is always specially rich in

material- for history. A glance at the map, a glance at

any li-t of local names, shows how many races and tongues

have had their share or their turn in the occupation or the

superiority of the district. In the greater part of England
well nigh every name is English or Danish, according to the

district ;
if here or there a river or a great city keeps it-

British name, that is all. Even iii districts like Sen,,]

D -hire, which keep Bomewhat of a border character,

districts where the Briton was Bubdued and assimilated, hut

• utterly wiped out. though British names are found in

comparative abundance, thej are still, after all, but a .-mall

minority. There are large districts of Wales, on the other

hand, where every local name is British ;
where, if a stray

English name is found by any chanee. it [g at Once felt to he

a modern intruder. In districts like these we e >e that the

B !

1 in full possession ;
it is a mere political chan

and not any real disturbance of the population, which cuts

him off from the days of Hew. 11 the G 1 and Roderick the

Greal I te land in which we are now met. the land of

<. and Morganwg, pn phenomena different from

any ol '

I your i ye b,\ random over the map of

tlo and ii may haply light on the

nam lied Welsh Saint Donats. Such a name

nough to Bel one thinking. In what Btate of things is it

needful to mai W elsh, bo distinguish W elsh

Saint Donal from another Saint Donats which is not Welshl

If you are in < hire, 3 ou have teed to du I ingui b

v,
1 h Llanfihangel ; if you are in
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Kent, you have no need to distinguish a place as English

Dartford or English Sevenoaks. {Such a name as Wi
Saint Donats implies that you are in a district partly,

perhaps chiefly, but not wholly Welsh. Look on more care-

fully through the list of names ; it is easy to see that the

of them are purely Welsh, LlandafF, Llantrissaint, and a

crowd of others. But some, like Cowbridge and Newton,
are purely English ; others are English translations of Welsh
nanus, as where English Michaelston has supplanted Welsh
Llanfihangel. But here and there we stumble on a name
like Beaupre, which is neither Welsh nor English, but good
French. And here and there we have a name like Flem-

ton, which not only points by inference to the presence

of other races, but tells us on the face of it what those races

were. A district which has such a local nomenclature as

this, where so man}' nations and languages have left their

abiding traces, is shown, without further proof, to be a dis-

trict specially lich in materials for historical study. We see

a district in which the old British race is still the prevailing

clement, but into which intruders of more than one nation

have made their way, not simply as visitors or plunderers or

momentary conquerors, but as men who have settled down
in the land, who have given their own names to its fields and
houses, and who have made themselves essential elements in

the population of the district alongside of its earlier pos-

sessors.

We have here then, on the face of it, a district of paramount
interest to the historical inquirer. We have in the nomen-
clature of the district signs of the presence of several suc-

cessive races ; but those signs alone could not tell us at

what time or by what means those successive races made
their way into the land. The general course of history will

tell us that the Welsh names are older than the English;

but, without taking in other special means of information, we
could hardly get beyond that. Let us try and see, in a

vague and general way, what more special research will tell

us, what points for further inquiry it will suggesl to US, as to

the history of a district whose phamomena show themselves,

at the first blush, as so remarkable.

We may begin with the old question of all, who were the

first inhabitants of the country 1 As far as n < rd< I history

goes, as far a- Bpoken language goes, we have nothing to

VOL. XXVIII. DD
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3t the pres anv inhabitants earlier than those

^ still form the bulk of the population, the Britons,

Cymry, or Welsh. But on points of this kind it is often

v i ither of recorded history

or of spoken language. Two views, each of which has been

maintained with no small ingenuity, suggest the presence of

older than the oldest now existing in the country.

Were thi aye ol Aryan migration in

r were they preceded by an earlier Aryan and

Celtic race, that namely which c 3 of the Scots both of

Britain and Ireland, and which, on the lips of the Cymry as

on their own. still bears, in various forms, the name of Gael

or Gwyddyl ! That is to say, is the wide distinction between

the two branches of the Critic race in these islands, between

the Scots or Gael and the Welsh or Britons, a distinction

which arose after they settled in these islands, or do they

represent i\\ 3sive waves of Aryan migration
1

? Jn this

last case there can be no doubt as to putting the Gael as the

earlier settlers of the two. The evidence, as far as there can

be any direct <\ idence on a prehistoric inatt< r,consists mainly

of certain spots in various parts of Wales which still bear

the name of the Gwyddyl. .Many of them are wild head-

: a few are inland equally wild, such as Nant-y-

Gwyddyl in the heart of the Black Mountains, in the upper

part of the deep dale where stands the elder Priory of

Llanthony. An I
imply spots occupied by rovers from

iid who undoubtedly harried th in later times.

or are they spots where the older Gaelic population made
sperate stand against the British invader 1 Is

Nant-y-Gwyddyl in Gwent a name analogou to Wallcombe

in Somerset, a name which records the former presence of

the Gael in the land of the Briton, as its possible fellow

e rtainly records the former pre ence of the Briton in the

land of the Wesl ! And again, can either branch of

the Celtic G or Briton, claim to be the firsl inhabi-

the land I The Celt, in some shape, was un-

doubtedly the firsl Aryan inhabitant, but was he the first

human inhabitant of any kind 1 No one doubts thai a

•• in fcSurope w: pread by non-

of which, in the extreme North and

il and Spain, still r<

tin ir primseval lam Wa hi ame the ca
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Britain, and was our island also once inhabited by Turanian

races, kinsfolk of the Fins and Laps of the North, and of the

Basques of the Pyrenees \ Have we existing monuments
of their workmanship among us? Wo are here in a land

not poor in primaeval antiquities ; this county contains one

of the largesl cromlechs in Britain, and it is as well to

remember that one theory at least attributes these gigantic

graves—I suppose there is no one here so behind the world

as to dream about Druid altars—not to Celts, British <>r

Gaelic, not to Aryans of any race, but to the Turanian

inhabitants of the old times before them. And this question

has been still more strongly pressed upon our minds by a

very modern controversy. It has been held, not only that

Britain was occupied by a non-Aryan race before either

Gael or Briton made their way into it, but that this same
non-Arvan race still survives and forms a main element in

the population of some parts of the island, especially of that

part in which we are now come together. It has been held

by two writers, both of great name, but with a long interval

of ages between them—by Tacitus and Professor Huxley

—

that the Silurians of South Wales and the neighbouring

districts were really a people closely akin to the Iberians of

Spain, and therefore not Celtic, not Aryan at all. I do not

know how this doctrine sounds in the ears of men of British

blood. Speaking myself as a Saxon, I can only say that it

fairly took my breath away. I know not whether Britons

will be ready to give up Caradoc as a British brother ; I

should certainly be unwilling to give him up as at least an

Aryan cousin. Still we have here a doctrine which is

supported by great names, and which at least deserves

to be thoroughly gone into from all points of view. One
thing is plain, that if the people of South Wales arc really of

a Turanian stock, the process of Aryan assimilation has been

very thoroughly carried out. The British tongue, I need

not say, is still a living thing in these parts ; but if 1>

or any other non-Aryan speech, is now spoken in any pot
of Morganwg, we must, I think, look for it, not among the

native inhabitants of cither the vale or the mountains, but

among the strangers whom commerce has brought from all

corners of the earth to the busy haven of Cardiff.

Here, then, are questions as t>> the pras-historic state oi

the district well worthy of being tested in every way. We
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will to the more certain facts of history. Whether
the people of this district are genuine Britons or Iberians

who have Bomehow changed into Britons, it is certain that,

ither recorded history or local nomenclature can

carry us back, the land has been a British land, and its

prevail gue the British tongue. But the people and

the lai are to a great extent their own monument.
It i 1 contrast between the archaeology of

Wales and that of Ireland, that, while in Ireland the land is

lull of buildings of very early date, 1 never saw in Wales
any building— 1 mean buildings strictly so called, works of

masonry—which 1 felt any inclination to assign to a date

earlier than the Norman invasion. There are, I believe, in

Anglesey, in the Priory ofPenmon, remains which seem to

he of an earlier date ; but these I have not myself seen, and

I certainly know of nothing of the kind anywhere between

the Wye and Saint David's Head. The land was full of

churches, and especially full of saints, for the churches of

Wa imonly bear the name, not of the deceased and

of the Church, but of the local worth

who were their own founders. They have left behind them
their names, their memory, and their foundations ; but

their actual works have, as far as I know, given way, in

. to later buildings. Still less is it needful to

Bhow that all the great military structures of the country,

thi iat and sinall. which form Buch a characteristic

feature in it- landscape and in its history, are all of later

date than the coming of the Norman. If then the primeval

ulchres belong to an earlier race, and the ecclesiastical

1 military structures to a later, for British antiquities, in

the st. ense, we mnsl look to the lesser remains of

the country. For British remains of heathen times we
must look among ruder defensive works, camps and earth-

works like those of Caerau, and in Christian limes we
mu them among a most interesting class of minor

cal antiquities, the Bculptural crosses and inscribed

which have attracted deserved attention at the

hands of several inquirers, and several of which will be

md within our pi-- -out di trict. I commend this point

the consideration of ('chic antiquaries—why ii is that

Ireland has s marked national Btyle of eccl I build-

nnin long before, and coutinued long after, I he
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English Conquest, while in the Celtic parts of Scotland we
have only a few analogous structures, like the round Towers
of Brechin and Abernethy, and in Wales nothing of this class

finds any counterpart. The ecclesiastical buildings of South
Wales have much of deep interest, they have much of local

character, hut there is absolutely nothing which reminds us
of Glendalough, of Clonmacnoise, and of Monasterboice

;

their connexion with the days of early British Christianity

is, even at places like St. David's and Llandaff, like Llantwit
and Llancarfan, a connexion wholly of history and associa-

tion ; it in no case extends to the actual stones.

I have been carried on too far at the expense of chrono-
d order, for the first conqueror of the Briton has not

failed to leave important traces behind him. Two famous
scats of Roman occupation stand forth among the chief anti-

quarian attractions, if not of Morganwg, at least of Gwent.
On the banks of the Usk the Roman fixed an Isca, a City
of the Legions, which once was a rival of the other City of
the Legions by the Dec and of the other Isca by the Dam-
nonian Exe. Not for off too are the remains of the Silurian

Venta, which once needed to be so distinguished from the
other Venta which became the roj'al city of the West-
Saxons, and from the third Venta in the east, which has
fallen the most utterly of the three, but which is in some
sort represented by a greater city than any of those of
which I have spoken. The Silurian and the Belgian Venta
still remain as habitations of man, but the Icenian Venta
lives only in the rime which tells how

t[ Caistor was a city when Norwich was none,

But Norwich was built :
' tor stone."

The Briton then remains in his speech and in his own
presence; the Roman and his speech have vanished utterly,

but his works remain. The relations of the Briton to his next
invader supply a more instructive subject of study. The re-

sults of tin' English conquest were widely different in various
parts of Britain. In the greater part of the land the fate

of the Celtic inhabitants was utter extirpation ; iii a con-
siderable, Ian far smaller, district it was assimilation. .Men

of British blood submitte 1 t<> the English conquerors, and they
gradually adopted the language and feelings of Englishmen.
How slow the process Bometimes was we see in the Ion--
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endurance of the British tongue in Cornwall. Now 1 need

uot show that neither of these processes has taken place

to any great extent in this district. English does advance.

but, except in great centres of population, like that where

are now met, it advances very -lowly. English has

taken far longer to advance from the Wye to the Usk than

from the German Ocean to the Wye.

pt in th • towns, the laud is essentially British,

bo far British that anything else is exceptional. But it is not

purely British, like large parts of central and northern Wales,

which were conquered under Edward the First, but which

I any large amount of English settlers. In this

district we see something more than the mere political

conquest of Cardigan or Merioneth, something less than the

extermination of Kent or the assimilation of Devonshire.

Strangers have conquered and settled in the land, but, ex-

cept in small districts here and there, they have neither

driven out nor assimilated the earlier inhabitants. The

cause of this difference was doubtless the time when the

conquest of this country took place. The old wars

.termination, when the heathen English BWept away

i eerything Roman, British, or Christian before them, had

1 before Gwent and Morganwg had any dealings with

lisb in peace or in war. The West-Saxon Kings,

from Ecgberht onwards, were satisfied with an external su-

premacy, nominal or real, according to the degree of power

which the overlord had t-» enforce it. It was not till the

time of Eadward the Confessor that anything like real con-

,.ii attempted. Then we find a Bishop of Llan-

daff receiving his see from the King and Witan of England,

In tie- lasl years of Eadward's reign, alter the overthrow of

Gruffydd ap Llywelyn, 1 have no doubl that, along witb

ii districts in northern and central Wales, the land of

reen the Wye and the Usk, was formally an-

i to England. The hunting-seal which Harold raised

for the king at Portskewet, and which was presently swepl

. by Oaradoc ;•;> Gruffydd ap Elhydderch, was no doubt

i

i >lemn taking of Beizin, a Bpeakii i that,

e limits at 1 I I he Kin of the English wa
i e no mere overlord, but an immediate ruler. The events

which immediately followed hindered any plant ol English

< 1 1
•

•
1 1 1 from being carried oul ; they even hindered the
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deed of Caradoc from meeting Avith any punishment. Nor
did William himself at the outside do more than pass

through the district on his way to the shrine of Saint David,

receiving its submission in a general way, and providing

for the liberation of English or Norman captives. 1 ask

those who know the local history better than myself, how
far we can trust the entry in the Welsh Chronicles which
places the beginnings of the castle of Cardiff in the days

of the Conqueror. lie may have taken some such precaution

to secure the fidelity of his new vassals, but further than this

I see no signs of anything strictly to be called a conquest

in his time. The real conquest came in the next reign,

and it is to its peculiar nature that the characteristic

phenomena of the district are owing. Gwent and Mor-
ganwg were not conquered by heathen invaders, spreading
mere slaughter and havoc before them ; neither were they

conquered, as a political conquest, by a Duke of Normandy
or a King of England, at the head of a national Norman or

English army. The conquest was more like the conquest of

Ireland a generation or two later than it was like either the

English conquest of Britain or the Norman conquest of

England. The scramble for lands and dwellings, which
some people seem to fancy took place under the strict civil

police, the stern military discipline, of William the Great,

really did take place when a crowd of Norman knights and
their followers swept down on the devoted districts, each
man seeking to carve out a lordship for himself. The land
was won by the sword, but it was by the sword of private

adventurers, not by the armies of a regular government.
The land was conquered, the land was divided, to a large

extent it was settled, but its former inhabitants were neither

destroyed, expelled, nor assimilated. E;jc1i chief came with

a motley following. Normans and other Frenchmen pn
on from the conquest of England to complete the conquest
of the rest of Britain. Englishmen, conquered in their

own land, could, alike in Maine and in Morganwg, appear as

conquerors out of it ; and Normans and English forgot

their mutual hatred when carrying on a common
sion under a common banner. And along with Nor-
mans and English came the near kinsman of the E

man, the keen-witted and hardy Fleming, equally readj

and skilful in the pursuit of gain, whether war, commerce,
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or manufacture offered itself as the means of its pursuit.

To this peculiar character of the invasion we owe the

peculiar character of the antiquities of the district. Castles

arose far thicker on the ground than in England itself, for

every leader among the invaders needed a stronghold for

the safety of himself and his follower.-. A Norman knight,

who in ESngland would have been satisfied with a manor,

made perhaps in e jht degr snsible, here needed
a fortn ss, smaller and less splendid, but as strictly a military

w,.rk as the Towers of London or Rochester. The Norman
too was essentially devout ;

wherever he dwelt, wherever he

conquered, he founded monasteries and parish church

hut in Mich a land as this a monastery could not fail to be a

fortress ;
a church was driven to he on occasion a house of

warfare. Of the fortified monastery no better example
can be seen than the Priory of Ewenny ; as to the smaller

churches, the real necessities of one age became the mere

tradition of a later, and something of a military character

was impr<— I on the church towers of South Wales down to

the very end of mediaeval architecture. And, besides castles

and churches, the new settlers soon began to seek at once

strength and enrichment by tin.' foundations of chartered

I burgesses would consist of a motley

assemblage of French, English, Flemings, anything in short

but Britons. Every castle, every town, was thus a foreign

ttlement of men with arms in their hands, who

had t" keep what they had won againsl tin' enmity of those

who had l"-t it. Wherever it was convenient and possible, the

natives would be utterly driven out, and the result would bo

Buch a purely Bngli b 3peaking districl as that of Llantwit

and Saint Donats. The land remained a scour of predatory

warfare, of a truly national strife, long after men of all

iid all tongues within England itself had sat down
~id" in common obedience to a common law.

A district with uch a histor) as this is rich above most

districts alike in antiquarian interest and in picturesque

incident. The sal or mili-

tary i Jtical or municipal foundations,

all find ri y\r}\ store of the object* of their several tudies, a

•

] the richer because il contains many obj< ci 9 of .-ill

which are at once Bmall in scale and i ccentric in

chai . AiM I
!>• lieve that a field equally wile is opened
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to the lover of genealogy and family history, pursuits which,

in a district of this kind, certainly connect themselves more
closely with real history than elsewhere. I trust that on

many of these various points much information may come
to light during the present meeting ; I trust that, when the

present meeting is over, some of our body may be led to

work out in detail some of the many questions which are

started by an examination of South-Welsh antiquities in

general. On one point at least they are well off. Among
all the various remains in this district the castles stand out

the foremost, and the man who knows more about castles

than any other man dwells in the midst of them.

I will touch on only one point of detail. I mentioned the

Flemings among the settlers in South Wales. Now about

the Flemish settlement in Pembrokeshire there is no kind of

doubt. It is a matter of history, recorded by contemporary

writers. But the alleged Flemish settlements in Glamorgan-

shire, in Grower and about Llantwit, do not, as far as I know,

"ii any such certain evidence as this. They seem to

rest only on inference and tradition, though, as it seems to

me, highly probable inference and tradition. Here then is a

special point, to be thoroughly worked out by some one who
lias the opportunity. I will only say that with many people

there seems to be some needless wonder and puzzledom

about these Flemings. The sign of a Flemish district is the

exclusive speaking of English. People seem to wonder at

this, and to ask how they come to speak English although

they are Flemings. The answer is that they speak English

use they are Flemings. Flemish and English are simply

two dialects of the same Low-Dutch Bpeech, which in the

time of Henry the First can hardly have differed more

widely from each other than the speech of Lothian dif-

fered from the speech of Hampshire. The Flemings

would be simply another English tribe, like Angles,

Saxons, and Jutes, only coming some centuries later. At

the same time the language of the alleged Flemish dis-

tricts of Glamorganshire should be carefully compared with

the language of the known Flemish districts of Pembroke-

shire, with the spoken language of Flanders, and with the

dialect of the opposite coast of Somerset. But such an in-

quiry must be made in a thoroughly scientific way. Local

inquirers into local dialects constantly mark as local every

\<>r.. xxviii.
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word which has gone out of use in high-polite English. A
word is thus perhaps Bel down as characteristic of Kent

which is equally characteristic of Northumberland or Corn-

wall. Points of likeness between Grower and Somerset,

betwi ret and any other district, prove nothing, unless

II can be Bhown that they are also points of unlikeness to

other districts.

1 give this as an example of the kind of questions, sug-

1 by Local phenomena, but having an interest far more
than local, which are brought before us by the varied anti-

quities of tin- land in which we are met. It is a land ill

which men of all the races which have occupied this island

may alike feel at home, for each and all may trace out the

memorials of their own forefathers. Briton, Englishman,

Norman, Fleming, have all contributed to the population, to

the Bpeech, to the existing antiquities, of the district. Our
Danish friends in the North and East have perhaps less part

and lot in the matter, but it may comfort them to remember
that Wiking fleets were often seen in the Bristol Channel,

and that down to the end of the eleventh century, the Black

Heathens were ready to destroy whatever men of the other

were ready to rear up. On spots where our fathers

in arms, we, Living men of those various races, can meel

in friendship to trace "in their deeds. The castles which

once badges of bondage of which men Loathed the

and the name, are now the witnesses of a time which

has happily passed away, witnesses whose silent teaching we
can Listen to with curiosity and even with reverence. And,
if the castles remind us of the old separation, the old

ility, of contending races, another class of buildings

reminds us of their union. The ecclesiastical history of

Wale- is certainly no pleasant page In the history of Eng-

land. One reads with a feeling of shame of the revenui

ancienl Welsh churches -wept away, in the twelfth century

and in the sixteenth, to enrich English foundations al Glou-

r, Tewkesbury, and Bristol. Yet, in the days of war
and tumult-, it was something thai nun of contending races

could al leas! worship together, thai they could Agree to

'.iih reverence on Bpota like the holy places of Sainl

Teilo and Sainl [ltyd. And it
i omething on the other

side that, in one poinl at least, the nineteenth century may
head alongside of any of it-, forerunners. No
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church of its rank in South Britain had ever fallen so low
few have now risen so high, as the cathedral church of the
diocese in which we are met. If there were nothing else
to draw us hither, it would be goal enough for our pilgrim-
age to see the ancient minster of Llandafl', not so many y< ars
back a ruin and worse than a ruin, stand forth, as it now
does, among the model churches of our land.



I UK BLOCS 01 IIX DREDGED IT IX FALMOUTB BABBOUB, AND
Nn\v L\ THE TEUEO MUSEUM.

I Sir in NKV JAMES F.R.8., Din tor-General of the Ordnai

About > i \ t \- years ago a block of till was dredged up

St. Mawes, at the entrance to Falmouth Harbour, and

was presented in 1829 by the late Thomas Daniel, Esq., of

Truro, to the Museum of the Royal Institution of Cornwall,

in that town. A cast of this block will be found in the

Museum of Practical Geology, in London. 1

Attentively considering the peculiar form of this bled; of

tin, its weight, and the place where it was dredged up, it

appears to me to throw great light upon the still vexed

question of the locality of the [ctis of Diodorus.

Sir George C. Lewis has given, at page 452 of hia work

on the '• Astronomy of the Ancients," ;i reference to the

well-known
|

of Diodorus, relative to the tin trade of

Britain ; it is as follows :

—

"Diodorus describes Britain as being, like Sicily, trian-

gular, Inn with sides of unequal Length. The promontory

the main land was called Cantium (Kent); thai at

the opposite extremity was called Belerium, that turned

towards the Bea was named Orca (;i <
•

<
> 1 1 1 1 1 > i » » 1 1 with the

Orcades). The inhabitants of the promontary of Belerium

were hospitable, an. I. on account of their intercourse with

strangers, civilized in their habits. It is they who produce

tin, which they mell into the form of astragali, and they

carry it to an island in front "I Britain, called [ctis. This

i i- l'ti dry ai low tides, and they den transporl the

tin in carts from the Bhore. Here the traders buy it from

tie- natives and carry it to Gaul, over which it travels on

back, in about thirty days, to the mouths of the

on •(!

1
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Rhone." Sir George Lewis then goes on to say, " Timaeus

mentioned an island Mictis, within six clays' sail of Britain,

which produced tin, and to which the natives of Britain

sailed in coracles."

Dr. Barham, in his Memoir on the Ictis of Diodorus Siculus,

in the third volume of the Transactions of the Royal Geo-

logical Society of Cornwall, p. 91, says :

—

" In this case almost all parties agree both that there

is one, and also that there is only one, spot which at all

answers to the description of the [ktis, viz., St. Michael's

M.umt." And again, at p. 92:—"But in order to do justice

to our argument, it will be proper to consider somewhat
more particularly what kind of place the Iktis must needs

have been, and what, therefore, must be required in its

representative.

" It appeals that it was chosen by the ancient merchants
as tin- scat of a factory; they had their establishment en it

for purchasing, receiving, and warehousing their tin, pre-

viously t" its being shipped ; and, finally, it was here that

they put it on board fur exportation.
'• What, then, may we conceive the advantages which

recommended this spot to their choice \ We may naturally

suppose, in the first place, that it was one which afforded

security against sudden attack, and was capable of effectual

defence ; for in the rude state of society then existing

amongst the natives, such precautions whould be far from

superfluous. But a matter of still more urgent necessity

a commodious port for the shipping
;

this

an indispensable condition, and we may therefore be

in that the little island of Iktis was distinguished by
this advantage. It was, moreover, necessary for their pur-

that it should he conveniently situated with respect to

the mines ; some considerable mining districts must no doubt

have been in its neighbourhood. Finally, to render the

• >ing advantages available, we must suppose that the

adjoining shores weir accessible and gentle, tor down pre-

cipitous Crags and dill's carts laden with tin could never

Such, then, was the Iktis, a little island, not very re-

mote from the Land's End, and combining in itself all tin'

characteristic circumstances above detailed, and which are

certainly not, in many instances, to be found united. Such,

however, in every particular, is that little island which, at
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this very day we behold in our bay, St. Michael's Mount.

That this Lb admirably adapted for defence is obvious. It

is a port which we daily Bee frequented by numerous vessels,

and cargoes of tin are Btill Bometiraes taken on board there,

after having been transported in carts across the isthmus."

See the two views of the Mount here given.

Willi a place agreeing bo fully in every particular with

the description of the [ctis given by Diodorus, one is at a

to imagine why so many writers Bhould trouble bheui-

s to look elsewhere for it. ]>ut it is contended by

Borne, that h the remains of a forest arc found in the

Mount's Bay, below the level of the sea. and because the

ancient Cornish name of the Mount is, " The hoar rock in

the wood;" therefore at the time it was so named, and at the

time when Diodorus wrote, about nine or ten yean B.O., the

Mount must have si lona plain surrounded with trees, ami

the description of its beiug an island at high water and a

peninsula at low water would not apply to it. This objection

isily disposed of: it is quite true thai there are the

remains of a foresl in the Mount's Bay, but Bimilar remains

are found in almost every bay or estuary all round the

of Great Britain and Ireland, and on the opposite

of Prance, and they prove that, Bpeaking ally,

the whole area has been recently depressed, although, as we

can prove, aoi so recently as the period when Diodorus

Similar remains of forests, for example, are found

in Portsmouth harbour and in Southampton water, but the

Roman works at Porchester in the former, and at Bittern

Manor in the latter, are placed on low peninsulas, and the

works are obviously designed with reference to the present

configuration of the land and the present level of the sea.

We also I. now from the coins which have been found at

in Manor, near Southampton, thai the Roman station

there (Clausentum) wa established as early as the time of

Diodorus, and was occupied by the Romans for near

afterwards, and consequently thai the depression of

the large area referred to, including thai al the Mount's

and probably thousands of years

he w rote.

r, : li
. which there are trees growing on the Mount, and

ficienl number to have justified the ancienl d< 3criptive

•
'

• 'I
; .' ho ii '"•!• in I lie w 1.



DREDGED UP IN FALMOUTH HARBOUR.

The form of the block of tin which was dredged up in

Falmouth harbour is best understood by the annexed illus-

trations. See the woodcut, where it is shown in plan and
in Bection. It is 2 ft. 11 in. long, 11 in. wide, and 3 in. thick

at the centre, perfectly flat on one side, but curved on the

other, ami having four prolongations at the corners, each

1 it. long. The weight (in its present state) is 158 lbs.

It is said by Diodorus that the inhabitants of the pro-

montory of Belerium (the most western part of Cornwall)

Cast the tin into the form of astragali, " aa-Tpayahiov fivQuous."

1 have the authority of Professor Owen for saying that this

peculiar form of the block was properly described by Dio-
dorus as in the form of an astragalus, or knuckle-bone, and
that an astragalus is, in fact, the type of such a form—this

alone gives a peculiar interest to this block of tin. But we
are naturally led to inquire why this peculiar form was
selected for the blocks. We are told that the trader- re-

sorting to Ictis there buy the tin from the natives and carry
it to Gaul, over which it travels on horseback in about
thirty days. It was therefore necessary that the blocks of

tin should be cast in such a form, and be of such a weight,

as to be conveniently carried both in boats for transport to

Gaul, and then on horseback for the journey overland ; and
it is impossible to look at this block of tin without being
struck with the admirable adaptation of the form and weight
for this double purpose, and also for the purpose of being
easily carried by hand by two men, or slung for lifting it

either into or from a boat, or on and off a horse.

This is seen at a glance by the accompanying diagram

:

the curved surface of one side of the block exactly fits

the curve of the bottom of a boat, whilst the flat plane
surface of the other sides would form a continuous level floor

to the boat, which being covered with bottom boards would
entirely conceal the valuable cargo beneath. Again the ribs

of the boat, coming up through the divided ends of the Mock,
would prevent the possibility of any shifting of the cargo
when the boat was pitching or rolling in the sea, and the
blocks resting on the keel and ribs of the boat would prevent
an}' strain upon the planking when the boat was run ashore

• 'I'!. tamped on this block of of th< Qreek merchants n the
tin. is moat probably the trade-mark of a tin trade would require bis own m u

particular mei chant or trader in tin. Each the mi re banl - hue at this day.
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and grounded. As ballast to the boat when under Bail,

tlic blocks are in the lowest and best possible position.

Arrived in Gaul and disembarked, we see that the weight,

about 160 lbs., is just the proper weight for a horse having

to carry two of them on a pack-saddle, and the form is so

nicely adjusted and the weight so judiciously distributed as

to enable the horse to carry them with the least fatigue,

whilst a single sling over the pack-saddle, with two blocks

of wood on the trees of the saddle, would perfectly secure

it on the horse.

It is impossible to look on this block of tin, and see how
admirably it is designed for transport both by land and water,

without arriving at the conclusion that we have here before

us one of the astragali described by Diodorus, and seeing

the perfect and most remarkable agreement of his descrip-

tion of Ictis with St. Michael's Mount, can we doubt, that it

was from that place that this block of tin was embarked '.

The boat on its voyage coastways to Boulogne, or one of

the nearest ports of France to England, was probably

swamped at the entrance to Falmouth harbour, whilst

endeavouring to gain the shelter of the inlet at St. Mawes.
That the Ictis of Diodorus was the same place as the

Mictis of Timseus, is made evident from the fact that it is the

only island where tin is produced, and it would be just a

six days' passage, under ordinary circumstances, from Dover
or Hythe to St. Michael's Mount, allowing for a progress of

fifty miles a day. The distance from Boulogne to Mar-
seilles is also just what could be travelled by loaded horses

in thirty days, allowing from eighteen to twenty miles for

each day's journey.

I do not think it necessary to discuss the claims of the

Isle of Wight to be considered the Ictis, as the description

of the place by Diodorus does not now, and could not at any
time, have applied to it in any one particular.

The following passage in the late Sir George Conn wall

Lewis's work " Astronomy of the Ancients." p. 453, led

many to imagine that he was of opinion that the Ictis of

Diodorus was the [sle of Wight:

—

"The Mictis of Timseus and the Ictis of Diodorus are

probably variations of the name of Vectis, by which the

Romans designated the Isle of Wight."

But in the letter from this distinguished statesman and

VOL. XXVIII. P r
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scholar, of which the following is a copy, he distinctly denies

that Buch was his opinion, and that he was satisfied that St.

Michael's Mount was the [ctia :

—

"Ken! Souse, Knightsbridge, June 16, 1862.

"My deab Sir Hbnrt,— I am much obliged to you for

sending me the lull and satisfactory information about the

ancient Cornish tin-trade, and for the trouble which youhave
taken in the mat

"The i in my volume was not intended to convey

the meaning which you attributed to it. All that I meant
to say was that the names Mictis and [ctis were variations

. and arose from a confusion with that name. My
impression was that both accounts were fabulous, ami arose

from the tendency to multiply islands, to which I have else-

where adverted 'see }>. 465). The coincidence of the account

of Dioclonis with St. Michael's Mount is however so close

that it cannot be accidental, and the circumstances men-
tioned by Dr. Barham satisfy me that it was the port from

which the tin was shipped for the coast of Gaul. Your
explanation of the block of tin is curious and ingenious, and

affords a strong confirmation to the hypothesis that tin

reached the Mediterranean by the overland route across

Gaul, and was not carried round by the Straits of Gibraltar.
••

1 understand that a model of tin's block is in the Jermyn
I Museum.

• Believe me, youre very truly,

Signed) "G. C. Lewis.

'•Col. Sir U. James, R.E."

In the Report of the Eloyal Institution of Cornwall for

I a communication will be found from Mr. Richard

Bdmonde on "St. .Michael's Mount and the Phoenicians," in

which he contends that the translators of Diodorus —Enjr-
lish, French, and Latin have improperly changed the

name Iktin, as we find it in Diodorus, to [ktis, and that

Iktin in the Cornish Ian imply means the Tin-port.

n.. i.
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XXII. Jointed Helmet Date Fifteenth century.
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NOTICES OF EARLY HELMETS PRESERVED IN THE ARMOURY
AT PARHAM PARK, SUSSEX.

By tbc LORD ZOUCHE.

In a former volume of this journal, in 1865, 1 a notice was

given of sixteen early helmets, preserved in the armoury at

Parham Park, Sussex. A further notice of twenty-three

ancient helmets, with woodcuts, is now presented to the

reader. As they are all English, except when the contrary

is mentioned, they may be considered as interesting memo-
rials of the history of this country, as well as affording proofs

of the exact accuracy in which the real armour was copied,

on the monumental effigies of the middle a<2;es.

It is known whence all these helmets, and many others,

come from, and to whom most of them belonged, but this

information has not been given here, as it would swell the

dimensions of a short paper into the size of a small volume,

which would not be suitable to the present occasion.

They are arranged chronologically, as far as their dates

can he ascertained with any certainty.

I. Anglo-Saxon helmet. This was found in a drain at

Oxford, with a square iron bell, which had been coated with

copper, a double-headed axe (bipennis), also the remains of a

sword-blade and a spear-head, and some other pieces of iron.

This is the oldest piece of iron European armour that I

am acquainted with, though it i^ difficult t" assign an exact

date to it. It may be of the seventh or eighth century.

The only older specimens of iron armour (not arms) that

1 have Been, are three helmet-, brought by Mr. Layard from

Ninevehj which arc now in the British Museum.

II. Anglo-Saxon, date about a.i». 800. This was dug up

in a field in Oxfordshire, and was shown at the Ironmongers'

1 Arch. Jouiu., vol. zxJi p. 1 —13.
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exhibition in 1861.* It is made of several pieces riveted

ether. Helmets like it are Been on early sculptures, and
in illuminations of the ninth and tenth centuries.

III. Helmet of the time of William the Conqueror, ro-

te portrayed in the Bayeux tapestry. It is

of those used at the battle of Hastings. With

it, in the Parham armoury, h a heart-shaped shield of thin

bronze, with a Wyvern embossed upon it ; this has been

mounted on wood. It was found in a dyke or earthwork at

-Hull, en the hanks of the lluniber.

IV. Probably V( ry ancient, perhapsofthe twelfth century.

It was dredged the river Thames at Badcot llrid.

r Abingdon, with some pieces of chain armour, which,

however, were not older than the fourteenth century, dating,

probably, from the battle fought there in 1387. The cross

"ii the forehead is of brass or gold.

This may he a peculiarly-shaped basinet of the fourteenth

c ntury, but I Bhould think, from its nasal and eyelids, ami
the way in which it is riveted together, not welded, that it

must be much earlier.

V. This helmet is i f a remarkably beautiful outline; it is

v difficult to assign an exad date to it. It is cither a

:uliar form of basinel of the fourteenth century, or what

ms more likely, from the way it is riveted together, and
lie- ral form and character, it may he of the twelfth

century.

It is said to have belonged to sir - Wyville, who Blew

the"grete worme " of Slingsby, in Yorkshire, in the year

1140

;

to the Ballad, it was Lambton of

nbton, who slew the "laidlie worme" in the twelfth

or beginning of the thirteenth century. I may observe that

all helmets and armour were riveted together, and not

welded, nil aboul the year L800.

VI. Hood "i chain mail, the rings not riveted. It has

part of the original leather lining remainii

VII. A hood of chain mail, with a visor which lifts up
M a hinge upon the forehead. The links are large and

[| i | obftl Ij unique. It \*

II , I ii. n .(I
. p, i .v., id. i i he middle of th(

! i century.
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not riveted. This is an example of mail of the thirteenth

century.

VIII. Cylindrical Norman helmet of the twelfth century.

This remarkable specimen is of the same form as the one

on the effigy of Geoffrey tic Mandeville, in the Temple

Church. It has a quartrcfoil inclosing a cross, upon the flat

top of the helmet ; the piece under the chin seems to have

had an avcntaille fastened to it with a hinge.

IX. Cylindrical helmet of the thirteenth century, with a

moveable avcntaille, opening with a hinge on the left side.

It has been painted blue.

X. Cylindrical helmet of the thirteenth century ; a very

fine example. It has had a tremendous blow, perhaps with

a heavy battle-axe, on the forehead.

XI. Open cylindrical helmet of the latter part of the

thirteenth century. It belonged to a knight of the order of

St. Anthony, and has the Tau, or crutch of the saint, and
the word anthon, embossed upon the flat top. The order

of St. Anthony was established by Pope Boniface VIII. in

1298, which is about the date of this helmet. The effigy of

Sir Roger De Bois, in Ingham Church, Norfolk, has the

insignia of the order of St. Anthony ; but that monument
having been erected many years after Sir Roger's death, the

armour is represented of the fashion when it was sculptured,

not when Sir Roger died—an artful trap for unsuspicious

antiquaries.3

XII. Helmet of Robert Bruce. King of Scots, who died

July 9, 1329. There are some plausible reasons for sup-

posing that this really was the helmet of the great king of

Scotland. It was long preserved as such by the family

of Maclaughlan, and it is certainly of that date, though very

peculiar in form, and unlike any other that I have seen.

XIII. Tilting helmet a.d. 1280—1320. This has an

additional plate on the forehead, and another on the left side

of the head. 1 have not seen any other like it ; but there

' a knight and lady at lady wear long mantles; on th<

Ingham, Norfolk, have been on Bhoulder of each ia a cveuhu
the authority i i an inscription preserved ing the Tau and the letter

—

anthon—
l. to Sir R ys and

]
on the helmet at Parham.

hia wife Margaret The knight an. I Liu stutbaiil. Monunx Kir.. No. 68, p
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formerly existed a wooden figure of Philippe de Valbis, in

church of Notre Dame at Paris: it was an equestrian

figure, with the real helmet, Biircoat, and housings of the

: ii was destroyed in the great revolution, but there

is an engraving of it. in Montfaucon, with a helmet, the

same as this, which is, however, English, and not French. 4

XIV. Tilting helmet a.k L280. This line helmet has

the original chain, to fasten it to one of the mammelons
(circular pieces oi metal, worn on the breast) ; the other

mammelon had a chain, to which the sword-hilt was at-

tached, as Been on monumental effigies of the end of the

thirteenth and beginning of the fourteenth centuries.

XV. Tilting helmet of the year 1401. Worn over the

et at this period and in the fourteenth century. This

weighs 1 2 pounds 1 12 ounces.

XVI. Tilting helmet and gauntlets, a.m. 1380. The
staple at the hack is for fastening on the lambrequins, a

of housings worn under the crest, as Been in heraldic

pements, in drawings also, and engravii

XVII. Basinet with a visor. This singular helmet is not

ish : it came from the Bouth of Germany, and is charac-

f the quaint forms of armour in the fourteenth and

f the fifteenth centuries. Worn bv the

knights of the Holy Roman Em]

XVIII. Visored basinet, with a Bingularly long-peaked

. or beak, [ts date is A..D. L350 ;
it has a double piece

a the forehead, and the little i »und the i

• in to be of gold. The flat place on the top ol the crown
is for fastening, on the ci a's head, or a demi-swan,

or the like. This is a wonderfully quaint piece of English

armour: it may, however, have been made abroad ;
it

fine workmanship.

XIX. 1

1

of the beginning of the fifteenth century . ol

1 construction ; the beai er opens on the left

with a binge; the visor does uot "pen al all. a Btrap

ops n tog< t Ik r round the neck. Ii resembles

. J character the helmet of Liichard Beauchamp,

• in. ii. p. 2 10, pL 1.'.
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Earl of Warwick, now preserved at Warwick Castle. The
projection on the top is for fastening on the en

XX. Salade of the fifteenth century forged in one piece.

This kind of helmet was commonly worn during the

fifteenth century, all over Europe. This one belonged to

one of the knights of Rhodes, another in the Parham collec-

tion, exactly similar, has a French armourer's mark.

XXI. Visored salade of the fifteenth century. This has

been smaller, but lias been opened down the middle, and a

piece let in, to fit a man with a larger head.

XXII. A curious jointed helmet of the fifteenth century.

This is the kind of helmet represented in Caxton's woodcuts

and in block books. It is made of more than twenty pieces.

One, the circular ear pieces wanting, is in the Meyrick

collection ; this is quite perfect.5

XXIII. Immense tilting helmet of the fifteenth century.

The whole suit of armour belonging to it, with its shield, is

at Parham, the only one now existing in England (1871).

This helmet is 20 in. high, 3 ft. 5 in. round the head, and

weighs 1 5 lbs. 2 oz.

From a long continued study of very early armour and

military antiquities, I have come to the conclusion that

weapons of bronze continued to be used at a comparatively

late period, because the sword (Ferrum) was made of iron,

and was little or no better, as a cutting instrument, than

those of the metal composed of copper and tin. The famous

swords of chivalry, such as Joyeuse, the sword of Charle-

magne, now preserved at Vienna, and Durandana, the sword

of Orlando, now at Madrid, were held in such esteem bee

they were not made of iron, but of steel, which made all the

difference.

The armour of chain mail, represented on monumental

effigies of the Knights Templars and other personages of

the thirteenth century, was made of large rings : the earliest

rings were each forged separately, and were made of trian-

gular or quadrangular bits of iron ; but later, when the art

5 Skolton, Ed T1 >° lu'l'

Armour at Goodrich Court, voL i. plate bed as a " Coorsin

viii. Swabian Suit of Tournament Ar-
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of wire-drawing in iron was discovered, in the beginning of

the fourteenth century, the rings were mad.' of Btrong, thick

wire : but later than that period they were never riveted.

It musl be observed that although thick Iron wire seems to

have been unknown before, about the year 1300, thin gold,

and silver and copper wire, was used at a very early period.

as is Bhown in many specimens of cloisonne enamel.

Riveted chain armour was brought into Europe, for the

first time, from the East, by the soldiers of the Crusades,

and I believe that the earliest specimens of riveted chain

armour now in existence in Europe are oriental, and none of

it older than the first half of the fourteenth century.

ire that time I believe all the chain armour, of which

the rings were jixpences, were sewn on to leather,

or strong linen tunics and stockings, but the lighter and later

riveted chain mail was not sewn on to anything, but was

worn over other clothing.

The mascled armour, seen in illuminations and painted

glass, was composed of diamond-shaped pieces of iron,

stened by leather thongs, tic Bame as bool lac s, to Btrong

cuirasses of bull's hide or buck-skin, as is shown by the

solitary example Mill in existence at Parham.

The chain armour represented on monuments, in a kind of

stripes, was composi 1 of interlaced iron rings, every other

row of rings being threaded with a lace of rav\ hide. This

kind of armour is still worn in Oircassia and the northern

parts of [ndia and I'. rsia. A.s it is quite Btiff, it is only used

in those countries for collars and those parts of the armour

which do not require to he bent, and is often lined with

padded velvet.

Tie- mosl ancienl iron plate armour was always made 1 up

with small pieces of iron riveted together; there were six or

in a belmet. Shields were not made of iron or

covered with iron, hut were of wood, covered with br

often gilt, probably sometim >ld, and wore usually

ry ornamental. A.ncienl illuminations show thai the shield

was almost an article of furniture before the eleventh or

twelfth century, lie' rictoriou general was elevated on a

shield in Etonian and Byzantine times, il I as a table

and a at ray in the Norman days, and was hung up upon the

wall of t hi an oiiianeaii and mark ol honour

to its po e or, a custom which till lingers on in the instance
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of the hatchments, or achievements, hung over the door
of the house .after the death of its owner.

The armour and helmets before the year 1300, more or

less, being always made of small pieces of iron riveted

her, forms a guide to ascertain the date of those rare

relics. After the year 1300 pieces of armour first began to

be braced together. I have never seen any pieces of iron

braced together before that period, and about this time also

iron was apparently hardened, it may be called case

hardened, by hammering it when cold, after having been
heated in the forge, and plunged while hot into cold water,

in which acids, leather, and other things, were soaked, and
which were supposed to temper the iron.

Central Committee desire to record the expression of their grate-

ful esteem of the renewed liberality of the Lord Zouche, by whom the

whole of the illustrations of the foregoing memoir have been contributed.
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ON T. NATURE OF . I E MEDALS.

M A.

•• II - arbitror quorum describendia elegan-

landis asnigmatibus curiosse mentes suaui impen-

dant ciirain. aondum enim licuit eorum originem assequi." '

So - father of numismatics, Charles Patin, two
in allusion to that very singular class of

medals, thi ( rniati; and the "enigmas" proposed to

y the existence of these curious pieces remain,

in Bpite of all subsequent attempts, as far from any satis-

factory solution as in his day. All who have treated of the

subj ginning with Du Cange, followed by Patin himself,

Bavercamp, Morel, and lastly, Sabatier, agree in considering

the Contorniati as )m lnh in the modern sense of the word
;

that i-. not current coins, bui pieces issued expressly to

the memory of illustrious men and celebrities of

grade—philosophers, poets, historians, equally with

ircus-racers, ami organie

splanation is open t<> many insuperable ob-

[f issued by imperial command for so important

; purp would naturally expect to find in them the

cimi n- of iii'' medallic art of their own times, as in

the parallel case of modern medals, which always display

higher Btyle and execution than does tin- contemporary

though the Bame engraver may have cut the dies

for both. Bui it is quite the r< with tin- pieces under

consideration; theirfabrique is infinitely more careless than

that ofl renl mintage of their own period, even adopt-

i l : I limitation of their issue to the interval of
' i,t ine and I [onorius,5 much more

if we a ura o be coojt al \\ it !i those early ( lassars

my of them present. The i ri-

n tip ir creation lies in the foci of

1 H U\\. .

1
" vi Num. p, 43.
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the whole class being invariably made by casting, not by
striking from dies—«*m economy in production that bespeaks
the work of a wholesale manufacturer, not the issue from
an imperial mint, where no trouble or expense would be
spared when the object was to do honour to the individual

so commemorated. The true medallions throughout the
• • • ^

series arc a case in point, the carefulness of their execution

being proportionate to their superiority in volume. Further-

more, if the Contorniati were honorific memorials, why is

their material always the basest of the three metals? why
do they never occur in silver, much less in gold, like the

medallions which were devised for precisely the same object,

although restricting their honours to the members of the

reigning family \—and this poverty of material is a con-

sideration of some weight in this inquiry, inasmuch as the only

ancient reference anywhere found to the striking a medal,

in its modern acceptation, proves that the most precious was
in Buch a case preferred. This was done in honour of Alex-
ander by his namesake Severus : "Alexandri habitu iium-

mos plurimos figuravit, et quidem electrinos aliquantos, sed

plurimos tamen aureos." But as nothing bearing the image
of Alexander, executed in the peculiar style of the virtuous

Syrian's age (excepting Colonel Leake's problematical piece),

has come down to us, notwithstanding the very large quan-

tity thus related to have been struck (some of which would
certainly have survived, owing to the superstitious veneration

in which the portrait was held under the Lower Empire), it

necessarily follows that the emperor only restored the Mace-
donian's staters in exact facsimile, in the same manner as

Trajan had done before him with the consular and imperial

denarii of his predecessors. Such restored pieces were put

again into circulation, for the medallions themselves were in-

truded for public use. being merely multiples of the ordinary

gold, silver, and bronze coins. For instance, Lampridius
terms the huge medallions of the extravagant Heliogabalus
" I'ormas binaiias, ternarias, quaternarias, et denarias etiam

atque amplius usque ad bilibres aut centenarias," 3
all of

which his successor called in and recoined into subdivisions

of the regular aureus. And Capitolinus mentions, am'

the other frolics of L. Verus, his tossing bronze medallions

3 Alex. Sev. c. xxxix.
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apoD tbe counter in the wineshops, for the purpose of break-

ing i: -
: "Jactabat et numraos in popinis maximos,

quibi - frangeret." •

i iking peculiarity in their make is left unac-

counted for by the current acceptation of their object, and
this Ls idem care taken to render the edge perfectly

circular, which may indeed have occasioned the preference

for casting to striking in their manufacture, it being a

ssibility to produce a perfectly round piece

with the simple die and hammer, the only coining imple-

ments then known. Still less does the same theory explain

bject of the raised rim, contorno, thai most conspicuous

characteristic of their appearance, and which has given its

appellation to the whole class. These two striking pecu-

liarities arc indeed what supplied me with the long-sought

clue for unravelling the whole mystery, and suggested a

theory as to the real destination of the pieces so distin-

guished, which, to myself at least, answers all the re-

quirements of the problem in a more plausible manner than

anything that has hitherto been advanced. Another marked
feature in the class for which no reasonable explanation has

been proposed is the nature of the reverses to these

als: what so powerful reason occasioned their being

riably drawn from the theatre or the circus ; and the

I number of types so selected— for the most

jsful auriga, with his name attached, either

, in all his glory, moving triumphantly along in his

car, or else as leading before the applauding spectators his

.riie horse, the Seorpus or Volucer 6 of the day!
Though Buch reverses might be appropriate enough for

medalfi bearing on the other -i
'< the portrait of that grand

turfite, N'io. \.t it is impossible their connection

with the frugal Vespasian or the virtuous Trajan. Still

more out of character do such figures appear on the medals

comment Homer, or Terence, or Sallust, or Horace;

but when th c ompany a philosopher's head, as in the

r I l.-i\
i rcamp is driven to the ludicrous

liont of interpreting the design as reading a lesson to

I be wondrous pov i r of philosophy in reclaim-

(tan o
I

.

• Qrten \ u m , o. i L

i M [-iiciH
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ing and bringing to perfect virtue a naturally bad disposi-

tion !

6

But to come to another point : the similarity in tin.' style

and execution of the reverses, however widely the imperial

portraits or the obverse may seem to be separated in date
;

the almost exact correspondence of the pieces themselves, in

size, pattern, and finish of the field, strongly support Du
Cange's opinion of their being altogether the production of

a not very extensive series of years ; otherwise changes of

and fashion had inevitably brought about easily dis-

cernible alterations in some one or other of these par-

ticulars.

The same conclusion is fairly to be drawn from the cir-

cumstance that one and the same auriga, Eutimius, is

commemorated equally on Contorniati bearing the head of

Nero and of Honorius; for it is preposterous pedantry to

suppose with Havercamp that this personage is the deified

hieronica, Euthymius the Locrian, who flourished in the

times of Xerxes ! It is quite enough to observe that the

superior popularity of a charioteer chancing to bear this

name will amply account for his appearing more frequently

upon works of one period than those minor stars of the

circus, his brethren Alsan, Pannonius, Philocomus, Stefanus,

Ursus, &c, whose fame has been transmitted to all future

time through the same medium.
The only objection that can be brought against Du

Gauge's settlement of their date lies in the evident supe-

riority of style in the obverses with the heads of Nero
and the early Caesars, a circumstance which has induced

many to attribute the making of these particular pieces to

the reigns to which they pretend to belong. But the true

answer is, that for all such pieces the obverse-matrix was

taken from an old medallion of the emperor in requisition,

for all these portraits betray easily recognisable marks of

sand-casting, afterwards tooled up ; whilst the reverses of

the Belf-same medals exhibit as debased a style as those

bearing the image and superscription of Honorius himself.

All these considerations tend to one conclusion, that the

Contorniati were no more than trade-articles, made by the

braziers of tic Lower Empire, and sold lor Bome purpose

f Dissert de Num. Contois, p. 149.
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of amusement, (as the trivial character of their rev.

onstrates) but for what special object they were in-

tended is the knotty point thai now remains to be dis-

T ,' • way of approaching this question, upon which
no light whatever is Bhed by even incidental notices to be

extracted from ancient writers, is to search amongst relies

of antiquity whose use is clearly ascertained, for anything

analogous in form or decoration to the objects now under

tion. And here the first glimpse of the truth

dawned upon me from a very unpromising quarter, a large

collection of antique pastes belonging to our Disney Profes

• Via prima salul

1 minime reris, Graia pandetur ab ui

Amongst these my attention was caught by several

uniform size and pattern, which on very sufficient

grounds are identified by antiquaries with the glass latrun-

culi or draughtsmen, mentioned by Ovid, Mania], and Pliny.'

They are the Bize of a penny piece, round, flat and thin,

finished oil' with a moulded border, and bear in relief a head

applied in pa r different <<•!' -u i-. Again, in drau

men of Indian make the raised rim is a very conspicuous

feature ; in this point and in generaHigure they bear a won-

derful resemblance to the Oontorniati, and Buch is the

unchangeablem ss of Hindoo fashions, that they may safely be

assumed as idi utical in form with their prototypes of twenty

ciit:; Che primitive draughtsmen were indeed, as

their names vtoaol, yjri)<t>ot, calculi, denote, merely pebbl

different colours, and these continued in use to the Last

amor pie unable to afford their more artificial Bubsti-

An interesting exemplification of this was lately

brought to light at thai English Pompeii, Chesterford, where,

apany with a wooden bronze-hooped situla, was found a

set of pebbli s the Bize of eggs, highlj polished, and <-\ idently

brought from a distant coast, their material being granite

and serpentine. Bui the shape to which the necrroi were

reduced by art is significantly pn rved by the transference

of the name pessus to th< il appliance a suppository, or

disk of wood of the Bame thickness and

I'lm. u i . quidam a]
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diameter. In all probability the clay disks, variously im-

d, often found amongst Roman remains in this country,

popularly called dinders, bul regarded by antiquaries as the

actual nummi fictiles mentioned by ancient authors,8 were

(inly cheap home-made substitutes for the elegant glass men.

ing to the other extreme, Martial describes the same

playthings as mad'' of a gem, 9 most likely meaning agate,

long used in Syria for the purpose, as the far-lamed chess-

board of S. Louis remains to testify. The actual devices of

the Contorniati are perpetuated upon the early mediaeval

draughtsmen, a conclusive evidence of the common nature

of both ; Gothic usage being only the antique barbarised

and depraved. One in bone (Londesborough Coll.) referred

t<» the tenth century, is engraved with a mounted archer in

Bat relief j another in walrus-tooth, probably of the twelfth,

pie-cms a lion centaur wielding a club. Both offer other

points of resemblance to their Roman predecessors in their

ornamental margins, and large diameter of 1 \
-in. respec-

tively. 1
I have been unable to discover any notice in the

classics of latrunculi purposely made in metal, although

Pollux has a 2 long section upon the TreoWi, the different re-

quirements of the game, its varieties, and the names of the

throws of the dice :i used therein as in our backgammon. But
that actual coins came in occasionally as genteeler represen-

tatives of the uiass men {res omnium delicatissima as Petronius

calls the notion 4
) is shown by his reference to Trimalchio's

terebinthine board with its gold and silver denarii instead of

calculi. It is eas}' therefore to conceive how the advance of

taste, refining upon this refinement, thought it more con-

sistent with the dignity of the game to replace the vulgar

current coin by piecesmade expressly lor the purpose, having

,i." • I».' Rebus V,v\- upon under the Plantageneta and Tu
"Deinhib bate." whilst the usual device of I

ameus mil which the learned antiquary himself
1 An. explains as a pah

demonstration that thi

rudely stamped with a king's or a bishop's the actual ing at

M.. i'. i; :. vrho has what made " tavern " and "

bhem in his equivalent I

don that they .••
. ^ ii- 205.

rns which two
bearing Buch hi hrygian and

ie tiie univei Lydian kings: there certain

Commonwealth, though in ai of ornamenting
But such usurpation onli with imperial poii

.'.ivo would \ i attired
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the appearance though not the reality of money
; exactly

same revolution tha< produced our card counters in silver,

or gilt I rass, formerly bo much in fashion.

The mat* rial itself of the Contorniati brings additional

support to my hypothesis • being of mixed metal re-

markably gold-like in color and much resembling pinchbeck,

others in i ure c pper, both equally distinct from the sub-

• of the regular bronze coinage. Such differences in

color were amply sufficient, bo long as the pieces were

bright, i" distinguish the two Bid is that primary necessity

of the game. Or we may suppose that the male portraits

discriminated one Bide, the female the other ; or the Bame

object may have been attained by the one player keeping

the other his reverses turned uppermost. And
in the b i immonly ornamenting the glass latrunculi

i disallowing the claims of the Contorniati to that

office) may hnk the reason for the change of sex in the

French nomenclature which transforms our man into dame.

The explanation now offered may Berve, in some measure,

lucidate the use (though not the composition) of the

inexplicable monogram, seemingly formed of i\ l, e, bo fre-

quently Btamped in the field of these medals, as well as the

silver palm branch inlaid upon others. The calculi arc divided

by [sidorus into three classes, the ordinarii, that could only

one way ; the vagi, free from such Limitation
;
and

the inciti, that could not be moved at all. May not these

countermarks, which occur on only a minority of the

number, have served to distinguish the more important

• - from the rest I

The incredible mania for horse-racing thai p

Romans and Byzantines, (citizens whose sole thought was
•• panem i and which went on gnNi ing in force

with the decadence of the empire, is quite sufficient, without

eeking other causes, to account for the nature of the bud-

on i!i" rev( i The jami pa jion that ornamented

ments, armour, plate, signets, with chariots and race-

tore appropriately displayed itself upon these play-

things intended to beguile tin- weary hours when the circus

ed.

I
. , arg mil' in a to t heir real character may be

found in their present plentiful^ ss when compared with the

n U'- medallion . The number of them still pre i n ed is
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absolutely large, considering that they were manufactured
at the capital alone, for they only turn up in Italy itself,

intercourse with the provinces being embarrassed by the

distresses of those late and evil times to which their origin

is due. And if a recollection of the considerable number of

men required to set out one board upon the present system

should occur to anyone as an objection to my estimate of

the plentifulness of the Contorniati (which, so compared,

ought to be much more abundant than they are), the reply is

found in the statement of Pollux, that the ancient game was

played with no more than five 7re«rcroi (on each side must be

meant), whence Sophocles' pentegramma as a synonym for

the board.'

There remains to be considered a single, but very im-

portant exception (as it at first appears) to the rule that

of these medals have any historical value. This is the

one displaying a certain BONIFATIVS in a chariot of four horses

or four stags, and which ever since Du Cangc lavished the

stores of his erudition upon its elucidation 6 has been impli-

citly received as issued to record the triumph of Bonifacius,

the celebrated general of Valentinian III. But, in truth, the

connection of the medal with the heroic betrayer of Africa

rests on the coincidence of name alone (an extremely

popular one in his age) ; the personage thus honoured being-

no other than a circus-driver, for he is depicted in exactly

the same figure, attitude, and costume as his compeers.

Eutimius or Stefanus, whose profession docs not admit of

doubt. But his character is declared beyond all dispute by

the whip raised aloft in his hand, the proper badge of the

auriga, but never carried by the triumphant general, whose

steeds were led by attendants appropriately attired, whilst

he himself bore the eagle-tipped ivory sceptre—" volucrem
quae sceptro surgit eburno," the proper concomitant of the

tunica palmata. The nature of the four monograms in the

exergue, where the too acute Ilavercamp, eager to outdo

his great master, reads the long legend, " Domina Nostra

Placidia Augusta Restituit," 7 may be confidently deter-

mined from the Contorniato of Honorius, which preserves at

full length the name of the winner " Eugenius," equally

with those of his hort . Achillcus, Dcsiderius, Spceiosus,

• Onom. ix. '.<7.
"

1 i

Inf. .Kvi Num. p. 11.
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Digmis ;

"
8 or from tliat other, wherein "Eutimius" pre-

f with his pair, "Tyrius" and "Carthag

In fact, any one practised in unravelling monograms will

ive at the first glance that those underneath the car

nifatius
|

>ssibly contain more tlian four words

h horse manifestly), whilst the second of them
will yield, after a slight analysis, the elements of rhodakvs.
That tli'.- names of famous riven were, from an obvious

often bestowed upon rac 3, is well

known from both classical and monumental auth< lity, which

ris, &c, thus applied to the

urites of the course. Into what a quagmire of absurdity

the are!: r may 1"' led by once getting into the wrong
track, and pi ' tly following out the same, is amusingly

exemplified by Havercamp, in the case of the lately quoted

I. II. construes the names of Eugenius and his team
into the acclamations addressed to Honorius by the assembli d

multitude in the circus (supporting his assertion by an app< -

site quotation from Claudian) : "Qui Honorium tanquam
Achilli parem, d \m a republicaj nobiliter natum, im-

dignum um imperatoria forma sua, celebra*

runt
I

Th( ; lallion, mentioued in th< I sfouudmThi
Roman I

• has the field

Uy bami •

all round, clearly :

G i:.'. I' bean for obver of Pallas, a very weak
copy fi • u|-.ii the ttater ; for reversi Alexander on horsi

atering a lion. I., gend AAEZANAPOY BAZIAEHX. Th<

I opinion wafi thai tbie ce n i aly a Cinque-

ry, until M. Feuardent, th( eminent French numismal
nrilliam Mu. i urn • where the Leaki colleotion i-

ut'u-il in Bize and fabrique, though nol

in type, with three others, • ;ander and bis father,

•

I

;
any with crura of ' inder.

i
i aboul 2 oz. each, the equivalenl to lOaureiol

IV' iu M. Peuardenl they • uired by the < lab a

l
: thi in. with the other

i;i the

:

J

to,
1

l.



EXCAVATIONS IN ROME DURING THE WINTER 1870-71.

The excavations in Home this season have been so nume-
rous and so important that it is difficult to know where to

gin a description of them, but it seems natural to begin

with those that were made under the direction of the British

Archaeological Society, or in connection with them.

1. At the beginning of the season it was ascertained that

the tenant of a large vineyard or garden outside of the Porta

Portcse (or Portuensis) near the Tiber, at the south end of

Rome on the western side of the river, was about to h'ave

the ground trenched from one end to the other to improve

the soil, and as the wall of Aurelian must have passed

through that ground, it was thought a good opportunity, by

having the trenches made rather deeper than usual, to be

able to sec the exact line that it took. In this we succeeded
;

we found the foundations in three places, and the direction

was straight towards the Emporium and the Marmorata, on

the opposite side of the Tiber.

2. The next point to which our attention was directed

was to the vineyard of Signor Brocard, between the Thermae

of Caracalla and the road (the Via Appia), in which the

Porticus is situated that was begun by Caracalla and com-

pleted by Elogabalus. We arc told by the historian of

liis life that when this work was completed this was the

richest part of Rome, and it is probable that a good deal

more will be found here in future seasons. AVc had b<

season, and could go on more easily there than else-

where. We have now shown that under each of the arches

of this long arcade (called porticus) were bath chambers
;

alternately one long chamber and two smaller ones, with

doorway ach of the smaller ones into the one long-

one, this i ive arrangement is continued all along

the arcade ; it would therefore have been a useless exi

to carry this part of the excavation any further. At the

outh end we found the specus of the aqueduct to carry the
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water to these laths, running along at the back,just under the

surface of the ground, and carried upon the top of the back

wall. This vail does not go very deep, and is then carried

i n earth only. Our pit was considerably deeper than the

••mm of the wall; we went down to the depth of 30 It.,

and then found an old pavement with water on it. The
water has been unusually high in Rome the whole of this

- - . and the excavations have been impeded by it in

ral places. This work was carried on at that depth in the

direction of the great central building of the T/iermee at the

corner. Several walls were found faced with

brick <.f the time of the Emperor Hadrian, and .some with

One of these walls also has fresc » paint-

ings up 'ii it. This extends in the direction of the other

house in the adjoining garden of the Cavalier Guidi, exca-

vated in 1868, and miscalled the Villa of Asinius Pollio,

for which name there is no authority. In all probability it

all belongs to one large building, and that was the private

house of the Emperor Hadrian himself*, (called iii the

alogue " Privata Hadriana" in this Regio,)like

the house of Nero under the therma- of TitUS, 30 this UOUS I

of 1 la Irian was under the southern part of the great therm; I

•'..
.'.i tonines, now called after Antoninus Caracalla.

In another part of the rineyard of Signor Brocard also,

undi r the wesl - nd of the Church of S. CfflsareO, another pit

ha- been dug, and a series of foundation walls of some

: ;ve buildings have boon found. These buildings seem

have exti n I'd under the church. Among the ruins

nd here are two marble columns, one of which has the 1

in situ ; the other has the base also, bui detached. This has

the appearance of having been a colonnade of small columns

;

similar colonnade was found ly Guidi some years since, in

'
•

' and anothi r similar one was found in

69 i oi in front i S. Sisto
\ ' cchio, I

and the road. These colonnad all parallel

the Vis Appia, and as Buch a colonnade of small columns

called in Greek Xyslus, some pi think that S. Sisto

ally the old Aystus, and S. Cicsareo pi r

I Inch was in till Eli - 10, and

te of whicb :

I [t i apposed to

been i
' E of ancienl Rom . an I

1
1

i

'

[ir the principal i sc from the s< nth.
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and near the junction of the Via Latina with the Via Appia;
but all this is mere conjecture. The legends of the saints

"Sixtus and Csesareo " are, liowcver, of comparatively late

late, and of doubtful authority.

.*!. Some Blight excavations were made to find out the line

of the Aqueducts along the Via Latina. The lower chambers
of a large piscina or castellum aijiKc were found near the

Porta Furl -a, at two miles from the Porta Maggiore ; the

vault of it is only a few feet under ground. The water must
have come from one of the great aqueducts ; the situation is

between this and the road to Frascati and Tusculum. It is

believed to have been a branch of the Anio Vetus, which is

rally found near the level of the ground, or only just

under ground. From thence the .specus was traced in a

stone quarry at the back of the "Albergo dei Spiriti," two
miles from Rome on the Via Appia Nova. The distance is

about a quarter of a mile across from one road to the other.

The quarry had fallen in and brought the specus to light.

It was then traced again by the side of the Via Latina, where
there are remains of a piscina against the bank or cliff on

which the road is there carried, about a mile from the Porta

Latina. Thence the aqueduct does not follow the road bur

goes again in a cliff to another lane that runs parallel to the

Via Latina on the southern side of it, and near that lane the

specus was found on a brick arcade, made more distinct by
a little digging. It was then traced along the bank of this

lane (which is a dee}) fosse-way) to the railway which cut>

through it. Near to the wall of Home in this part, and
after passing on, appearing to be only the hedge bank of a

garden in a direct line towards that point, it passes through

the city wall, then underground through the vineyard i;:

which is the small hill called .Monte d'Auro, and then over

the arch of Drusus, just inside the Porta di S. Sebastiano,

by the side of which one of the arches of the arcade on

which the specus was carried remains; the rest have been
'destroyed in this part, but remain further on, near the

Porta Ardeatina. It then goes against another bank to

the great piscina and reservoir of the therma o\ Caracalla.

4. Another excavation of considerable interest was carrie i

on upon the Viminal Hill, on the northern side, just opposite

the church of S. Vitale, which stands \ the cliff of

the Quirinal. Permission was obtained from 3Iunsinnor de
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Iferode, to whom the property then belonged; and Signer

- 1. the head of the Commission of Archaeology, when the

property came into the hands ef the municipality of Rome
permitted the excavations to 1"' continued, on condition that

nothing found Bhould be exported. Here remains of ancient

buildings were formerly visible, and had been partially ex-

cavated on previous occasions, in the time of Flaminius

Vacca, and again in the time of Canina; but the ancient

[•mains bad been buried again, and no drawing of them

a n< I. The result of the later investigations lias been

bring to light more clearly the foundations of two towers

against the cliff, the Avails of which arc of tufa, in the style

of the kings of Rome, and which belonged to the original

tifications when the Viminal was a separate fortress, with

its arx or citadel near this part. Just below one of these

cave was found dug out of the rock, described by

Flaminius Vacca as a cave of Mithras ; but the exact site

f it was not known. It had been thoroughly rifled in bis

:•; : but the niches remain in the wall, and three short

marble columns were found which had served as bases for

These nave Bince been stolen, Signor Rosa having

ised his permission to put up a door at the entrance,

In--. '• That was the duty of the Government, and he

would do it himself," which will perhaps be done some

On one side of this cave is a deep pit, which

might be either a bath ('.) or a place for stone coffins (?).

The Cavaliere Visconti, who has paid special attention to the

rship of Mithras, Bays this is not a Mithraeum, and he is

disposed to think it a v( ty early tomb, perhaps the tomb ol

the kings of Rome(?). Near this is the specus or

:i s [ueducl cut in the rock ;
it was traced back

r al o il a hundred yards into the hill in the direction "I

eat aqui dud -
i n the eastern Bide of Home. Here,

. permi iion to put up a door was refused bv Signor

and these two interesting old caves have ever Bince

out been usi d by the population of the

I ourhood i I >r ordure.

A little farthi r to the i tl cliff is one Bide of

n bom the time of the Republic, about a

Christian era. The wall is built of con-

and i hollow, a Bpacc of about two feet wide being

r to keep the inni r surface of the wall dry,
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as it stands against the cliff, which is a very common ar-

rangement in Rome. The wall is faced with that rude kind

of reticulated work, or net-work, called by Vitrnvins opus

incertum, similar to that of the Emporium.
On a lower level in front of the towers and cave before

mentioned are the remains of the Lavacrum of Agrippina,

identified by an inscription found there by Canina. The
building (which is extensive, and only partly excavated even
now) therefore belongs to the first half century of the

Christian era. AVc excavated three chambers, in which we
found a fine mosaic pavement and painted walls. The
paintings that remain are small figures, of no great import-

ance ; and as Signer Rosa refused us permission to export

them if we had the plaster detached (which could easily have

been done at a moderate expense), we left them in their

places, and they were shortly afterwards destroyed by boys,

who amused themselves by pelting them with stones. This

is the first instance of the practical application of the ponti-

fical law of 1820, since its revival by Signor Rosa, who forbids

any excavations being made or any antiquities exported with-

out his permission, and giving him a weekly report of what is

found. It is a law more fit for the ninth century than the

nineteenth, and one which might well have been left in ob-

livion, and not posted up all over the walls of Rome, as

revived b}7 the new Government.

5. On the Aventine the pit under 8. Saba, which we had
dug last year, and which had been partially kept open, was
cleared out in order to show the Society the tufa lacing of

the concrete wall of the ancient fort there to protect the

gate of the Servian city ; it corresponds with the other fort

opposite to it, under S. Prisca, the two being at the two
angles of the gorge in the dill's, at the narrow end of which

the gate ; and at this point the four roads meet, or

perhaps, more strictly, two roads cross each other. Close

t'» this point of junction is the stone quarry made out of the

ancient aqueducts, in which seven distinct aqueducts met (or

perhaps seven branches only), all of which cast their water

nit' i the lowest specus, that of the Appia, which crossed the

fosse-way at this gate. Here also some further excavations

were made.
0*. Another pit. 24 ft. deep, was dug in the garden of the

monks of S. Gregory, in continuation of the one previously
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dug on bl the Porta Capena, but here the tufa wall

bad been removed; we fouud the pavement of the Via

Appia, and fragments of the gateway of Domitian, who re-

built thai rtine, according to the custom of his

ained that there were two arches to this gate,

found in l s 71 being to the east of the one found in

1SG0. The work was interrupted by water, which was much

higher than it was two years since, when we made our pre-

- pit here. The monks had been very friendly to us,

and had given us leave to open the pit by paying ten pounds

to their Locataire (the middle man who stands between the

monks and the actual gardener), to which he had assented

Hut i as the pit was .lu-- lif required a further pay-

ment of twenty pounds to keep it open for six mouths. We
therefore agreed to its being filled up again as soon as we
had obtained plans, drawings, and photographs of what was

found.

7. At the Mamertine Prison the subterranean passage

from the " Prison of S. Peter" to the other part of the

prison, under the south cud or modern part of the Via di

Marforio and the Vicolo del Ghettarello, probably the pari

I the Lauiumics,] having been originally Btone quar-

1 ' no parts were connected by a subterranean

:; ;

; yards long, 2 feet wide, and 5 feel high, of which

we have now cli n 1 oui 30 y:^v<\<. and have reached as

- the foundations of tin' houses where the vault has

.•!i broken through. The wall and the vault of this pa

are of very early construction, and seem certainly earlier

than the Empire,
j
ossibly as early as the time of the Kings,

which is tin' probable date of the walls of the prison. The

traction of this vaulted passage i almost identical with

that of th<- I lloaca Maxima.
. At S. Clement's the worthy Father Mullooly, during

our al - nee last summer, had carried en his excavations

and found a Mithroum, "i- cave of Mithras, at the lowest

!

-,. I. and behind the sit.- of the altar of lii- church. This

Mithraeum is beyond the wall of Servius Tullius, and tin-

brick wall of the time of the Emperor Hadrian, parallel I

2ft, distance, which many will remember. It was,

. within the city, and made in the inn< r fosse, while

!. !; M.
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the church stood in the outer fosse. There was no commu-
nication or opening through the wall until Father Mullooly

himself made a hole through it into what he thought was
the private oratory of S. Clement, the apse of the under-

ground church having been carried over it at a considerably

later period. It is now clear that this so-called oratory was
the vestibule of the Mithrseum, with a flight of steps leading

down into it from a doorway at the end of the south aisle

of the lower church. This doorway is of the time of the

Emperor Hadrian, as shown by the construction of the arch

over it, but it had been plastered over for painting upon in

the eighth century, if not earlier, and all access to the

Mithrseum was then closed. Father Mullooly has recently

(that is in March and April, 1871) sunk another pit in the

garden of the monastery to the depth of 30 ft., and has

found remains of some considerable building of the time of

the Emperor Nero, probably a part of his enormous Golden
House, carried upon a wall of large blocks of tufa, that had
belonged to the wall of Servius Tullius, but seem to have
been removed from the upper part of the wall and used as

foundations only. This wall runs longitudinally along the

valley, and not across it, as the wall of Servius Tullius must
have done. Last year the good father had sunk another

pit in another part of the garden, and there also had found

part of a house of the first century, but not part of the

wall of Servius Tullius. In the cellars of the monastery,

also, there are brick arches of the first century, that appear
to have been another part of the great house of Nero, or of

the therm 33 of the first century connected with it. which

have also been traced under the gardens of the Capucins,

on the cliff of the Esquiline, near to S. Clement's. A con-

tribution was made to Father Mullooly from the Fxploration

Fund.

!'. As related in my last lecture, at the end of 187o. the

monks of S. Agnes, outside of the walls of Rome, have made
considerable excavations in that part of the great catacomb
which adjoins their church. The pari first excavated \\a>

that nearest to the church as far as the loctdi (or -rave in

the rock) that is enclosed by a slab with a mosaic inscrip-

tion upon it. This part was particularly interesting because

the graves were unopened, and covered by the original tiles

or s!al»s across the openings, with places for the lamps, a >me

Vol.. XXVIII. I 1
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of which remained, and for the bottle of red fluid. This

small portion had not been reached by Bosio, or disturbed

in the sixteenth century ; but immediately afterwards the

name of bosio was found inscribed, and in all that part

the tombs had been thoroughly rifled and all the inscrip-

tions and other relies carried away, so that this portion

gents the same desolate appearance as the catacombs in

general, and is in a very had state—dangerous in some

places. One painted chamber was found, but not very

early or of much importance. A donation was made to

the monks to encourage and assist them.

10. The other excavations, with which the Society has not

been connected, have been unusually numerous and im-

portant during the present season. The Italian Govern-

ment has granted E12.000 sterling for excavating the

whole of the Palatine Hill in the same manner as Pompeii,

and has placed the direction of the work tinder Signor

Rosa, who had formerly been employed by the Emperor of

the French. Their plan is to have a Commission of Arche-

ology, consisting of sis persons, to consult with Signor Rosa,

who is to be at the head of it, but not to act alone ; four of

these persons have been appointed, and all four have signified

their disagreement with the mode of proceeding adopted

by him. They protest especially against his system of

restoration, which they justly say is not archaeology \
and

they consider that he began in the wrong- manner. One

of the first things he did was to dig two rows of holes

through the ancient marble pavement of the Basilica Julia,

in the Forum Etomanum, where he thought three must have

been pillars of travertine, or bui to carry the roof.

No traces of any such pillars were found
;

and when the

English came to Rome in Decemb r, those pits were all full

,,l water, and a piece of travertine was seen to be placed iu

one of them. He then se\ his men to work to remove the

mountain of earth thai bad been piled up to the south of

the Arch of Septimius Severus, in the Oampo Vacciho, over

the pavement of the Via Sacra, in the time of the first

poleon, as it was then considered thai nothing was bid

by it. Ian Signor Rosa's plan is to clear away everything

above the old pavements and show them all over the Pala-

i n con equence of I bis mode of proceeding I here has
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boon little to show here during the last few months, except

the mosaic pavement of the temple, with the three fine tall

columns at this angle of the Palatine, the name of which is

so much disputed, but which appears to be of the time of

Tiberius, and the pavement was that of the Cella. Some
fragments of architectural details were also found there.

Was it the Temple of Castor and Pollux, as is now said ?

On the southern side of the Basilica Julia the pavement of

an old street, supposed to have been the Vicus Tuscus, has

been brought to light again ; it was uncovered by Visconti in

18G8, but covered up again soon afterwards. Some vestiges

of shops by the side of this street, against the base of the

Basilica Julia, have also been found. If Signor Rosa had

begun at the Church of SS. Cosmas and Damian, where the

marble columns are half buried, there would have been

something fresh to show day by day. In the upper part

of the Palatine there has been more to show,—a very

early temple, supposed to be that of Apollo, has been

brought to light near the north-west corner, built of the

large tufa blocks, in the style of the kings, and a grand

flight of steps down from it of the same construction,

leading towards the Church of S. Anastasia, and having

apparently passed through that site to the Circus Maximus.
Under this church is the old street called after Julius Caesar,

and there is a marble staircase going up in the same direc-

tion, probably a continuation of it. This is supposed by
some to be the Scala Caci. But Signor llosa had formerly

put that name up in another place.

Towards the south end of the Palatine the great excava-

tions that had been begun by Visconti have been to some

extent carried on, the Exedra cleared out, and some re-

mains of painting found. This is said to be of the time of

Domitian ; but a considerable part of the palaces at the

south end of the Palatine arc of the third century. The
Ira was of two stories. Some columns of Pavonazzetto

marble were also found, and fragments of statues. This

part is supposed to have been the Stadium, but more must

be done before this can be established. In the middle of

the Palatine some more parts of the Wall of Romulus have
• wn on each side of his greal fosse across the hill,

which formed the southern side of his arx, or Roma Qua-
drata. Another pari is visible at tti endj and that on
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the Dorth Bide, with the foundations of his towers, has loni;

:i known. But this is not consistent with Signor Rosa's

views, and therefore nothing is Baid about them. Further

a must show whether his views are correct or

not, and it is expected that much will be done during

the next half-year. A cav< roir of writer at the

north-west corner of the Palatine has been cleared out
• </. and preps introduced to support the roof.

There are channels to bring the water into this from other

parts : it is popularly called the Cistern of Romulus,3 and is

behind the most perfect part of his wall. Other reservoirs

have also been found, made out of old quarries, but these

at a much greater depth, and near the centre of the

hill. At the north-east angle a considerable clearance has

be i . le in part of the palace of the time of Caligula ;

te remains of fresco pictures were found, and a Btaircase

lending to the Forum Romanum.
I be arch called the Arch of Janus has been cleared of the

earth round the base, which is now brought out, and the old

pavement of the Forum Boarium uncovered. A considerable

number of the large oblong blocks of tufa, of the character of

the time of Romulus, corresponding with those on the Pala-

tini' above, have also been brought to light, and Borne of

them -•'ni to be in their original places in a wall, indicating

that the primitive fortifications of the Palatine extended to

this gate. This I bad said before in one of my lectures

was probable.

In rebuilding some of the edifices round the Forum of

Trajan s< yeral portions of the old building have been found,

and a fragment of a porphyry statue of an emperor, and r

base dedicated to the Emperor rlonorius, by Rufius Anto-
ninus Agrippinus Volupianus, praefec! of Home in 424.

The n<w government works carried on by Signor Rosa
are no* being developed in other directions also. The great

Tli' rmse of ( laracalla are being cleared out of rubbish
; Bome

fre h mosaic pavement, fragments of the great vaults portions

of columns, capitals, and ba i
-. and other details, have already

been uncovered.

Since the English lefl Rome, I hear, from n Roman friend,

that Signor Rosa hae be< a pushing on the excavations in tb

•!,.• \i\ tl tiled a

ii.
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great therma vigorously; and to remove some obstruction

(the nature of which I do not quite understand), he has

employed gunpowder, which has shaken one of the main

walls of the building considerably. There is quite an outcry

against his mode of proceeding, and the Roman people now
say that half the money spent by Rosa for the Emperor
of the French was wasted, much being spent in restoration

to make a display. Archaeologists do not want restoration

at all ; they want only excavation and preservation. I am
sorry to say anything against Signor Rosa, for lie is always

very obliging to English people, and has been so to me
personally ; but it is well known in Rome that when he

was appointed by the Emperor, he knew nothing at all

about archaeology ; and although he has worked hard, and
has acquired a good deal of information, his mode of pro-

ceeding is not satisfactory. The large labels that he had

put up on the Palatine have several times changed their

places, and cannot be depended on.

The arch of the time of Septimius Severus, built by the

silversmiths in this quarter, at the entrance to the Forum
Boarium, has been restored; and a part of the brick pier

of the Campanile of the Church of S. Giorgio in Velabro,

which concealed a part of the cornice, has been removed ;

the rest of the surface has been scraped to make it all look

new alike. A fine piece of the ancient sculpture was here

brought to light, representing Bacchus in a feminine atti-

tude, called "Bacchus Hermaphroditus," with the cornu-

copiaB in his left hand; the figure is enveloped in the rich

upper garment called a peplum, Bacchus and Hercules

were the two guardians of the family of Severus, and both

are represented on this arch.

11. On the eastern Bide of Rome, the large vineyard and
garden near the Porta Maggiorc, the modern name of which

is the Vigna Belardi, has been purchased by a building com-
pany for the purpose of building new houses

; but previously

they aic excavating the ground thoroughly in search <>t

marble statues, and to see what old foundations there are

that can be made available for building upon. This ground
will bo best known to the English visitors by the fine build-

ing called the Temple of Minerva Medica that stands in it.

These extensive works have brought to light a number of

old tombs with columbaria, and inscriptions oil old tomb-
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Btom - of much importance, but belonging to rather nn

early period, chiefly to the time of the Republic. The ground
La also full of aqueducts and reservoirs, .'111.1 piscinae at a higher

than the t< mbs. This ground is believed to have been

at one period a public burial-place, called the Bxquilise, or

Esquiliae, and afterwards the garden of Mecenas
;

but the

aqueducts are chiefly of a later period. The .Minerva Medica

itself is of ill*
1 third century, and is believed to have been

a Nymphseum belonging to some great thermae of tliat

I

1. The arcade of the Aqua Marcia, however, runs

across one corner of this ground, from the arch that is

visible just inside the Wall of Aurelian, close to the Porta

Maggiore, passing within a few yards of that arch into the

higher ground just beyond. The railway cuts through this

small hill ami the aqueduct. Part of the stone arcade of

Sflarcia is risible in the first pit i<> the right from the

: in.' tombs are to the left.

The property of the company extends beyond the old

road or fosse-way called tin' Via di Porta Maggiore, and
a- Ear as tin' road made by Sixtus the Fifth, from S. Maria

Maggiore to S. Croce. In this part also a large pit has

been dug, and a curious ancient structure brought to light,

el" tlio time of the Early Empire, a circular chamber, verj

deep, Burrounded by a square building of considerably larger

Bize. This building touches the road of sixtus \\, and
tip- wall of it. which projects into the road, has long been

visible, hut supposed to be a tomb only. It is now sup-

1 that very extensive thermae wire built in this part
• Home in the third century, to which the Nymphseum of

Alexander 8 verus, where the trophies of Alarms were

placed, was al the entrance, and to which the "Minerva
Medica also belonged.

In digging the foundations of the now Palace of the

Senate on Monte Citorio, a fragment of a hypocausl was

found, Bupposed to have belonged to the Thermae of Alex-

ander Severn . and a pavement of vigio marble. In the

a of the convent of the Chiesa Nuova a remarkably

fine head of an ancient Roman statue has been found.

itiori have bi lo in A] >ril, ll 71. in t he

11 of Prince Doria, at the place called "Porta Leoni,"

hank of the Tibi r to 1 ho Pulchrum Lit tus,
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an.l near S. Maria in Capclla in the Trastevere, at the upper
end of tli- 1 port of Rome, in the Tiber, made in the time of

the Republic, b, o. 180 (Livii Hist. \1. 51). The foundation

walls of a horrea, or largo warehouse, probably of the third

century, have been found. On the surface of the vault was

a pavement of marble of various colours, but not of early

character; another wall faced with brick, and one with silex.

At the foot of this building in the bank of the Tiber are

the large stone corbels carved into lions' heads of Etruscan

character, discovered in 18G9. These have now been almost

entirely buried under the earth thrown on the bank from

these excavations in the garden above ; one only is left

risible. It is very desirable that this earth should be re-

moved again, and that the quay below the corbels should be

cleared of the hard mud and sand under which it is now
buried.
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INVENTOR? OF GOODS BELONGING TO A WARDEN OF NEW
1. 1 GE, OXFORD, A..D. 1396.

S i:v THOMAJB Kii.r.v.
I

Bi the kind favour of l>r. Sewell, Warden of New College, Oxford,

1 ;un enabled to Bend you a transcript of an inventory of g Is ami

La, delivered I i the C liege B ire irs by Thorn ifi de Cranleghe, third

Warden of the Coll i hia resignation in L 396, as being then in

his possession by virtue of thai office.

• qu 1 1 anno regai R s - I.' sard 3 aono,

no die mensis Martii, tfagister Thomas Cranleghe, nuper (

i -
.

• M de Wyntonia, in Oxonia, liberavit Magistro Waltero

Honyngtone, \ Custodi ejusdem Collegii, el Roberto Thirbarn ac

i
' . infrascripta :—videlicet, i par tuellorum'

cum frontali, I ferialium restimentorum Magna
i [am, i albam cum amita, i phanonem5

el i failam,' unius

:|1 , i pannum d >rnatura cum panno aureo in extremis,

rcumaltar rale cum casula, de secta vestimenti prodicti,

i manutergium el i pulcrum Missale, ooopertum cum rioo ; item,

i parvum calicem deanratum cum patena, Bignata Agno D toper-

torium pro eodem i
aus [«tc] Dei de oupro, deauratus,

aliorum in Magna Capella, el ii phuuaa4 aovas de stanno, el i

el i tintinabulum de Bare, i candelabrum magnum, d

mi candelabrorum oapellee : item, pro aula custodienda, iii peb

in lavacra, unde ii pelves et ii lavacra Bunl de dovo Btauro : item, pro

de panni de Nant, oontinens v ulnas j item, i

tuellum' de eodem panno, oontinens k ulnas large ; item, ii meusalia

antiqua de panno Plandreusi, quorum i oontinet iiii ulnas oum dimidio

longitudine, el alterum iii ulnas rum dimidio; item, iii raensalia nova

panni* G
,
quorum i continel vi ulnas, el duo alia \ uluas; item,

i mensale novum pro mensa famulorum, oontinens vi uln item,

i aliud pro eadem n pra ter i quarterium
;
item,

aliud d intiquum, oontinens iii ulnas et dimidium j item,

ipborde, quorum i . oontinentes utrumque [tic] i

uln in. de Wiltone, ejusdem

[ni t \ i. item, aliud tuellum1 de

: t!i. the .ill u. Prompt P

!, eon > ttd-n tpkin.
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panno de ( iarncsey, contincns v ulnas et dimidium large ; item, i aliud

tuellum' antiquum, de panno Elandrensi, continena vi ulnas el dimidium
large ; item, iv tuella" de panno Wiltesira, quorum quodlibei ooutinet ii

ulnas et i quarterium ; item, ii sanapes7 nova, quorum quodlibet oontinet

iiii ulnas ; item, iii antique sanapes, quorum quodlibet continet iiii ulnas
;

item, vii oapkjna ejusdem Bectse, et vi napkyns de diveraa Borte ; item, i

antiquum tuellum' ad purganda vasa, longitudine iv ulnarum ;
item, iii

salaria de stanuo, de secta aliorum de magna aula; item, i duodenam
cooliarium de secta communitatis ; item, vii candalabra [sic] de auricaloo,

unde ii eum ii nasis, de secta communis stauri Item, pro botellaria, iiii

ollas de corio, unde ii galoners et ii potellers ; item, iiii ollas de Btanno
pro vino, de secta communitatis ; item, i cultellum pro pane parando

;

item, iii pecias de argento, quarum major ponderat x uncias, prater ii

denarioa obolum ; media ix uncias et dimidium ; tertia ponderat viii

uncias et dimidium ; item, i armariolum" ooopertum cum eanaba Item,

pro coquina, ii charioura [Icharjours, chargers] ; item, ii duodenas parap-

sidum,' ii duodenas disoorum, et ii duodenas Balsariorum de stanno, de
minori secta vasorum oommunitatia ; item, iii ollas eereas, quarum major
continet v lagenas cum dimidio, media iii lagenas cum dimidio, tertia ii

lagenasoum dimidio j item, ii posnettes, 1 quorum major continet 1 lagenam
cum i quarts et i pynte, minor continet i lagenam ; item, magnam
patellam, de novo Btauro ; item, patellam pro frixatione,'- de antiquo

Btauro, et ii parvas patellas novas, quarum major ponderat v libras cum
dimidio, et minor iii librae cum dimidio; et i chaw fere,

3 ponderis ix

librarum, et i tripodem, ponderis xv librarum ; item, i magnum cul-

tellum ad dirigendum carnes' in coquina ; item, i securim et ii hokes
pro ollis portandis, ponderantes viii libras ; item, i magnum mor-
terrielum lapideum, et i magnam amphoram bene ligatam cum vi circulis

ferreis, i eupam pro aqua, et i tubbe pro carnibus salsandis, et ii longos

cados pro sale et farina, et v scaphas pro coquina, unde ii magnee, et iii

parvsej item, v verua* ferrea, quorum i ponderat xxxviii libras, aliud pon-

derat xxix libras et dimidium et quarterium, tertium ponderat xix libras

et dimidium et quarterium, et ii alia ponderant v librae et dimidium
quartern ; item, xii [" cenellos " apparently, but almost effaced] ferri ; item,

i cratem ferream ; item, ii novas patellae magnas ; item, i Bkymour et i

ladul, de latone ; item, i antiquum akymour. Item, pro Capella, i par

tuellorum cum frontali de serico, rubii et blodii coloris, i casulam, i

albam, iamitam, i Btolam, et i phanonem,6 ejusdem coloris, et ii oinetoria

pro veetimentis, et i oorporale de panno deaurato. Item, in Btabulo, v

equos, non kesos nee claudos, sed in bono statu, quorum i pro sella

Custodis, pretii olim viii marearum, et Beoundus pro sella ejusdem,

pretii viii marearum olim ; item, tertius pro Bummario, pretii olim

xxxs et iiiid ; item, quartus equus, pretii olim xxviiis; item, quintus

* See note ', previooa page. Posnot, n

napkins. Prompt. Tarv. • PateBa pro jrixatione : ft frying

tub '•'•' San. -p ii
• 3

L'l rh&pa the -

!um: a l"'X, cupboard, safe, fere, a aaaoepao. Hall,

pantry. * Culttl/um ad dirigmdmm rarnft : a

a platter. Prompt. Parr. dressing-knife. Thus in Prompt. Parr.

f. r. Platers. dressyndtrijpo; a dreasynge boorde, d
1 PomuUe: a little pot; HalliwelL A torium.

small iron pot with a handle on the .^i'l^ ' Venw
(Grost in Prompt Pai r, -. r.
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equus, pretii olim ixx& [tern, i novam Bellam pro Custode; item,

i antiquam Bellam pro eodem, cum harneeio deauratoj item, ii novas

Bellas cum frenis, pro Eamulis dioti Cust. 1,1^; item, i antiquam Bellam

pro eisdem, com freno ejusdem ; item, i Bellam cum toto opparatu

[appai lelioet, cloth-sak, barehuyde,7 warrok,8 el freno pro sum-

mario ; item, iiii colaria pro eqoia piwdictia ; item, unam Bellam pro

mantica, rum freno; item, iiii Bohakelus pro equis, de oorio, oum plus-

culis de ferro. [tern,* Statute Domini, de novo reformate, el bgate

cum oorio rubio, in ana oapoella lignea. [tern, i lavaorum Bareum, pen-

tium aula? versus occidentem j item, i amiaiam

[tern, l'u .... appropriationia eoclesice de Swalolyve,

i [2 woi la iit decipherable] " Aoglia." [tern, licentiam

I pi LinoolniensiB de appropriatione ejusdem eoclesiae, Beounda Linea

"Wynton." [tern, appropriationem ecolesise de Ahberbury, Beounda

i

" hum, bullam Lndempnitatibus pro ecolesiis

de Ahburbury et Swalcleve, Beounda linea "Pietatis." [tern, bullam

Domini Papas de ecclesiis tradendis ad Brmam sine lioentia diocisanorum,

Becunda linen " Willelmus." Item, cartam ooncer manerium

de Wedone, Becunda linea "Me." [tern, oartem concernentem idem

manerium, BOCUnda linea " I'nuni." Item, quoddam niiiniinentum

Bumfredi de Bohun, de Wretle, secunda linea " El Esexe." Item,

oartem Roberti de R concernentem Eoclesiaa de Wretle, secunda
•• In Domini." Item, cartam Domini Roberti de Bruys de Spatulis

venationum de parcis, Beounda linea " Lutean "
ft],

[tern, Boriptum

Thomas de Molendino de quodam apud Wyke, Beounda linea

[tern, carografum de terns apud Bedenenhes, Beounda linea

[tern, in coquina, i gratour, i fleschhoke, Item, in una

pixide octo munimenta de tenemento el gardino impetratis

de Pra 5 de Quenehalle. [tern, onam indenturam inter

Comitissam de Hereforde ef Collegium pro molendino de Wrytelle in

I onda linea .... [tern, i munimentum, videlioet, cartam

pro tenendo Trelylyan, Beounda Linea •' S|.<«];tli."

Memorandum, quod de tuellis1 Buperius nominatis pro altari oooperi-

endo, deficiunt ii. [tern, defioil i pakke de panno Berici, emu ymaginibus

Crucifixi, Maria, ei panni prasdioti, quod traditum esl

Johanni Wykeham per maims Johannia Skyllyngton.1

> i ring for Colli

the upper part of the saddle of the 282.

ompter Ii ' End i
• d, in i hand of the

• ii.;,, / a gj • • girt. teenth oentury " Inventarium eorum
qua Thome < !ranlegh libera^ i(

'j'i. till in quo temporereeigna^tofBoiumCuitodia.''
l the \\ anion •! i he
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$vocrcuiwjs at ftfccttnrjs of tlje ftoual grdjatologtcal

institute,

April 14, 1871.

The Very Rev. Canon Rock, D.D., in the chair.

The i:< v. \Y. S. Symonds, of Pendook, Worcestershire, communicated
a notice of a Btone found about I ft. below the surface at GadburyCamp
Eldersfield, Worcestershire, It represented the head of a man rudely
carved, and doubts were expressed as to its being of any antiquity. By
Borne 11 was, however, thoughl to have the style of a very early period.
This relic had been made known to the Institute through .Mr. Symonds
1>\ Lord Talbot de Malahide, the President. It was found in ferreting
rabbits by T. Pensam, tenant on the estate of Sir Edmund 11. Lechmere,
Bart., near Eldersfield, It was also exhibited by Mr. Symonds at the
Annual Meeting of the Cotswold Club at Malvern, but no distinct
opinion could be obtained in regard of its age or signification. It if

in possession of Sir Edmund Lechmere. It is of cylindrical form,
measuring about 4 in, in height, and 2$ in. in diameter.

Gadbury, as Mr. Symonds stated, has been regarded as a British Camp,
afterwards occupied by the Romans, as indicated by the repeated dis-

coveries of Roman coins there. The site is on a round elevation in a
valley, about two miles from Mr. Symonds' residence at Pendock, to the
west of Tewkesbury. The area of the entrenched work is about four

At a short distance to the east runs an ancient dyke, known as

the Portway : its course is nearly north and south, from Pendock to the
old Ferry at the Haw Bridge. The ('amp, and also the Portway, have
been noticed by the late Mr. Jabez Allies, in his Antiquities of Wort
shire (see pp. 69, 219, 277). The rude carving found by Mr. Pi

•its no Feature that would suggest its date; it has do resemblance
to Roman work, and may probably be mediaeval

('apt. I-:. Bbkouabd Jakes, R.E., gave an account of the extensive
caverns existing at Guildford within the chalk heights, on the h
part of which the Norman castle stands, within a deep moat. In the
endeavour to collect information in regard to this very remarkable
of chambers oral tradition proved bo vague as to afford no reliable in-

formation, the popular tale being only that they were p] rture,
l • truest description of these caverns is to be found in Grose's "An-
tiquities," published in 1773, where an inoorreot plan is given, made in

1763 by a Mr. Bunco, a stonemason, and also a view of the entrance at
that time existing at th< I the steep chalk cliff towards Quarry

This plan has been copied, on a reduoed scale, in Brayley's
"History of Surrey," vol i.. p. 329.
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• mention of these chambers is in Russell's " History

of Guildford," which states thai when the Prince of Orange oaxne to Eng-

land in 1688, many women and children lii'l themselves in these caverns

m expected massacre of the Protestants by the Irish invaders.

pton, the historian, rind other old Writers state that in the eleventh

century the town was tfa f the torture and massacre of Alfred,

• King Ethelred, and about 600 Norman followers This is sup-

. to have taken place in the caverns. The enclosure in which the

entrance to the caverns is found has an ancient name—"Rack Close."

Probably, however, the caverns were more ancienl than the castle, with

which in later day- they crtainly had no communication. Their northern

extremity is 100 yard- from the keep, and the chalk 65 t't. thick at that

f if the chamber nearest the castle.

rns are f wide, straighl galleries, nearly at right

chalk cliff, driven independently from west to

( tst The dipofthe Btratahas been followed, the galleries inclining down-
rn Grose's "Antiquities" the place is called " Quarry Hole," and

the idea of their being connected with the castle is ridiculed. The
:. and inclination of the galleries all tend to show that

they were originally quarries, and thai facility of excavation was the

inly consideration, in their d< sign. The relation betwa a

rel of the floor of the caverns and the ground at the fool of

the chalk cliff, on their western prove the facility of

lit the blocks of loosened chalk. The reason for burrowing far

into the hill instead of quarrying from the surface, was perhaps to

make sure of getting the harder and more compact material. Suob
d may be seen imbedded in the lower walls of the castle keep, in

St Mary's church, Guildford, and at Compton church, and even so far

'. fold, on the bordi

[1 - obvious thai in so populous a district as Surrey large quantities

of bard chalk mighl l"- required for building material, or even oon-

i.y the river Wey to more distant pan-. The traces of some
important and • idicated by these Bpadous caverns,

conjecture thai they may have been worked in very

I by < !anon I ireenwell and ol her archsa-

U bave demonstrated thai certain excavations were made in the

chalk doubtless in pre Roman times, as al
u Grimes Gravi a," Dear Thet-

toid, for the purpose of obtaining flints of the hardest quality to

in the formation of weapons or implements, before the genera] u

n, • tals. It i- \> ry probable thai such flints may even have been exp

Bi •
• uds. These cavities, however, were worked by

of small orv ingeniously contrived, and serving t

th< trata beneath the urfacej from the bottom of these

and chambers radiated. In this manner, likewise, the

i' .. bol< " in Kent and Esses were worked for
• .i,' 1 l\ B c, it unci. 1

It i- t rue t hat t he mode
• tirely different from that employed in the Guildford

tention may bave been I be ame. [n t be lal ter I be

oat oral vert ieal surface allowed horizontal

run with ea e. I' is welJ known thai in Roman tunes

.'..nil,
, vol xwi pp I

'•"



Plan of the QuiLDFO I FBOM the Obdhahi I Bdbvbt of the Tows, i

a. \. a — \. ]•. ii : .
.. ilk cliff towards Quarry Street, and about 160 yar

. cp.

B.— Entrance passage recently fanned.
C—Detip well, now closed, sunk from the grounds of South Mill II

So 1

• by 23,
• by 17.

I by 17.

Dimensions of tbc Ch
No. ">.— 96 feet hv SO.

No. '•• — 71 feet by 16.

• by 16

No. 8.—106 feet by 16
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chalk of various qualities 1 for oertain mechanical purposes, and

that a Bpecial fine kind of white creta used by silversmiths, and termed,

learn from Plii irgentaria, was obtained from Britain The
tained by means of shafts like wells, sunk to a consider-

able depth, and then branching out like the veins of minea Pliny

i argentaria,—"Hao maxime Britannia utitur', (Nat.

lib. xvii. o. 8). S >me of tfa . ire of date anterior

Pliny. Mr. Roach Snnth, moreover, in his " Collectanea,"

ting inscription found in Zealand, recording that a suo-

I dealer in British chalk, having prosperously imported his freights

bat country, discharged bis vows to the goddess Nfehalennia (Coll.

Ant., vol vi. p. 247). Some of the extensive cavities a1 Guildford may
li -- have served for the Bupply of the creta argentaria, but in the

any ancient or Roman vestige at that town the conjecture is

barely admissible thai the Britons, for purposes thai we know not, or

Etonians in their -''arch for a material suitable for their artificers, may
been the firsl excavators of the caverns. They were doubtless

quarries in mediaeval times, and may have been used as dungeons by
>rman kings. It appears, moreover, thai Benry III. kept a large

Btook of wines at Guildford, the produce of his French estates. Is it

le that be used the ready-made wine-vaults under the hill to

t hie stor

making "f the new large-scale Ordnance Survey Map of the

town has caused the recent investigation The officer in charge in

tention had been attracted by the uotice given by Grose,

> irporal Robert Macdonald t<> make inquiry, and, after making
trials patiently for five weeks, he succeeded in making good an entrance

into the large southern chamber. A subscription in the town enabled

him t'> pui b and trace ou1 the outline of the caverns. The

owners of the soil above, however, interfered, and the excavation was

I until their claims had been brought forward. Et is hoped that these

curious remains may ere long be thrown open under the auspices of the

Corporation The chambers are filled with loose rubbish, through which

a narn.w passage has been cleared through the cirouil of the eighl

chambers. The heighl from Boor to roof varies from 6 to 7 ft.
;
both

floor and roof follow the natural divisions between successive Btrata,

and are inclined downwards towards the north-east. It were muoh to

; thai by the aid of a fund from exhibition of the caverns the

chalk rubbish Bhould be cl< ared out, and Bifted carefully, bo as to rev< a]

some evidence regarding their antiquity and history.

The accompanying plan of the chambers has been Bupplied by Capt,

Ordnance Survey, a more full aoi nt, with a detailed

ichnograph; rda theadjaoenl buildings, will

id Speculations on the Guildford Caverns" (Guild-

ford, asher and Walbrook, 1871).

In the d which followed the reading of thievery inten

communication Sir I'.. Smirke, Mr Tr< olios, Mr. Waller, and Dr. heck

i i he Hum ipl< of ezcaval ions in the chalk,

in connection with some cocli in Lical or military structure, or

,n. hi n
. I for itone. M r. Spurrell snggi

planation could bo giv< n of the date of the caverns

till ti bad been ol< ired oul aud examined, and hazarded a
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speculation aa to their pre-hiBtoric origin, Reference having been made
to the use of such excavations as granaries, Mr. Spurrell did not suppose

Buoh had been the use of the " Dane Holes" in Essex, Mr. Burtt much
doubted if | pie who used only tools and implements of -tone would

have the foresight or skill to construe! granaries. In the case of Egypt,

which bad been quoted, the
]

pic were very fur advanced in art and

Bcience, and they made piovision against famine only al the instigation

of a ruler who had mysterious knowledge of the future.

The general opinion Beemed to be thai the caverns were early medi-

BBval quarriea The notion that they were designed as torture-cham-

r cellars in connection with the castle was Btrongly opposed, while

the possibility of their existence anterior to tin' Norman Conquest was

a Imitted.

Mr. J. (!. Waller gave an account of the discovery during the last

aer of a tine mural painting in Chaldon church, Surrey, of which he

exhibited a fac simile drawing. The subject is " The Ladder of the Salva-

tion of the Soul," and has never before bcon found in England, nor indeed

ay record been preserved of such discovery in Prance. The dateof

the work is the later part of the twelfth centur}'. It was found on the

rnwall of the church, and consists of two divisions, separated by an
ornamental band of the heraldic convention termed "nebuly." In the

centre is a ladder reaching up to heaven, represented by the demi figure of

Christ holding a cross, his right hand in the act of benediction, within a

waved aureole. Upon this ladder are a number "f figures ascending or

attempting t<> ascend. Some tumble down headlong, others are stru.:-

gliug, whilst others ascend in safety. In the lower division, at one

corner is the "Tree of Life," indicating the fall of man, and the n

this division is devoted to divers punishments. There is the " Usurer"

sitting amid flames, with money-bags about him, coins dropping from

his mouth, and tormented by two demons; groups of figures, with

tempting demons by them, representing illicit affections; the punish-

ment of the " bridge of spikes," accorded to those who had stolen during

their lives ; parricides and fratricides in a fiery cauldron
;

a pilgrim, who
had sold his coat f<.r wine ; a dog biting the hand of a lady for having

given fo.l to dogs that she ought to have given to the poor ; a group of

dancers having their feet gnawed at, and demons endeavouring to alarm

those attempting to ascend the ladder. The upper portion is devoted to

heme of salvation. There is the de-cent into hell and the release

of the Spirits, as given in the apocryphal Gospel of NicodemuS. The
good thief is being carried to heaven by an angel ;

the three Afar

also introduced ; finally. St. "Michael is weighing souls. Th- picture is

throughout treated with a great deal of simplicity, and is fortunately

well preserved. The painting is 17 ft. 2 in. long., by 11 ft. i' in. iu

A coloured representation of the whole has been given by Mr.

Waller in "Surrey Archaeological Collection-." vol. v.

Captain JAW I
1 to the fact that the " Pilgrim's way" i

near Chaldon BS probably accounting for the special character of the

painting.

The Chairman remarked upon the general ase of such church d<

tion in the twelfth century, and the appeal thereby made to the important

of Bight. Probably the weighing of the bou! was a tradition very

pted, and artistically treated with variations aocording to

xxvni. L l
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the feeling or skill of the painter. Mr. Waller's booh on Sepulchral Brasses

was the best work on the he was able to give as good a book upon
mural paintings, and he hoped he would do so. Warm thanks were due

to Mr. Shepherd, rector of Chaldon, for his preservation of this most

remarkable painting. The church of Chaldon was one of great interest

In t lie churchyard wi famous yew-trees which had been measured

lyn, and were probably 15*00 years,old—perhaps planted by Druids

i thanks of the meeting were due to Mr. Waller

for his beautiful drawing, and his very able and interesting discourse,

and to Mr. Shepherd for the attention and care he had bestowed upon

this remarkable specimen of early christian art.

flntfquftfal nA Utariul at Br! CTljibitcli.

By thi Rev. W. S. Symonds, Rector of Pendook, near Tewkesbury.

—

A pie of coarse grit, representing the head of a man
having B BOrt of low cylindrical cap, and of rude workmanship. It had

been lately found in Gadbury Camp, Worcestershire, about four feel below
- irface, when digging for a lost ferret.

By Captain James, R.E.^-Ground-plan < >f the site of the castle and
caverns at Guildford, Surrey, and an enlarged plan of the caverns them-
Belvt a

l'.. Mr. .1. G. Waller— Fac-simile drawing of the mural painting in

Chaldon church, Surrey, described above.

By the Rev. J. Bolland Ash, D.C.L., through the Rev. J. Fuller

I . ET.S.A. One of the silver medals which were struck in corn-

ration of the acquittal of the seven Bishops in 1688. A. similar

example is figured and described in " Histoire M6tallique des wii. Pro-

r
. depuis L'abdioation de Charles Quint, jusqu'a la

1'aix en Mi" 'Mi. Traduite du Hollandois de Klonsieur Gerard
\'au Loon," vM. iii. p. 339, coL 1732. The obverse of the medal con-

the bust "t' Bancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury, and then
the busts of the Bishops of London (Compton . h (Lloyd), Ely

(Turner), Chichester (Lake), Bath and Wells (Ken), Peterborough
(White), and Bristol (Trelawny), in circular borders in winch their names
are inscribed, and which are separated by twelve star-. A u 1 engrav-

: the medal will be found in u The Student's Hume," p. 5 19, 8vo, 1 865.

By Mr. \l. Shi rum k, ofChertsey.— A. celt of opaque white flint lately

found by Miss Blackett, of Thorpe Lee, in a meadow adjoining I

, about two miles from Bgham (Bibraote ?), and ol

the line of Roman road that, crossing the Thames at Staines, led through
the territory of the Atrebati Silohester and tho south-wi

i Britain. The celt is of ordinary type (compare one in British

ize and material, " Hone Ferale .'' pL ii, li^. 10) well

polished ; the edge of the blade Light) l

;
leu jth 7 in., gr

tfa 2 in. h I 'V in oil cleared out of a ditch. This Roman way
in the i Journal, 1836, part i. p. 39.

I been ool id d in thi pai i of Surrey
;

the bill-fortress kn Elderbury, on St. \im\ Hill aear Cbi

e entrenohed work of the Briti h period j a bronze cell <>f

familiar fa bion wa found ool long ainoe in the stump of an aged tree

on th that < lei > (hold ; it is dow in po on of t be
an tt, \ ioar "i" Thorpe.
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May 5, 1871.

< >,
i \\n a Morgan, Esq., M.P. and V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. I!. Holmes, F.S.A., exhibited, by permission of the Prize Com-
mittee of the trooj I in the Abyssinian Expedition, the crown

of the Abuna of Abyssinia, and a golden chalice, both of them secured

by liim at tlic capture of Magdala, These objects arc both of pure gold,

of which there is but little in the country, and they are the most valu-

able portion of the booty taken on the above occasion. The crown is

cylindrical, dome-shaped at the top. It is surrounded with three bands

of open work, chased with heads of saints and foliage. On the top are

four medallions, with the heads of the Evangelists. The top was ori-

ginally surmounted by a ball and cross, which have been abstracted.

The date of the workmanship is probably of the last century. The
chalice, which is semicircular, is supported by a heavy foot and Btem
ornamented with bands of chased foliage, seemingly copied from Euro-

pean work of the sixteenth century. Under the rim is an inscription, to

the effect that it was presented to one of the great churches of Gondar
by the King Adam Seged, who lived in the earlier part of the seventeenth

century.

Mr. J. Wintbb Jones, F.S.A., gave a discourse on the collection of

early-printed books on view in the rooms. This excellent contribution

to the literature of this interesting Bubject has been already given in

this volume (pp. 1—22). The Chairman expressed the very hi arty

thanks of the meeting for the very able and lucid discourse with which

they had been favoured, and many remarks upon the collection exhibited,

and upon the subject generally, were added by .Sir William Tite, C.B.,

the Very Rev. Canon Rock, and others.

Antiqui'tirs" airtr ttlcilt<? of art erhfflttrlr.

By the Prize Committee of the Army, through R. R. Holmes, Esq.

—The crown of the A lama of Abyssinia, and the chalice presented by
King Adam Seged to the church of Gondar.

By her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, Sir William Tite, C.B.,

and others.—A collection of early-printed books, about 280 in number.

A detailed account of this most valuable and interesting exhibition will

be given in the forthcoming portion of the Journal.

June 2, 1871.

OcTAvir- Morgan, Esq., MP. and Y.1'., in the Chair.

The Yen. Archdeacon Trollop sent a photograph and the follow-

ing notes on a sculptured fragment of a Roman tomb lately found at

Lincoln :

—

"An interesting addition has lately been made to the Berii - i I Roman
sepulchral memorials found at Lincoln, and published a few years since

in the Archseological Journal. 1 The number of sculptured and inscribed

monuments brought to light at Lindum is remarkable. The recent dis-

covery occurred on the site of the new church of St. Swithin, on the

of the lower I; an town. The sculpture, of which a small photo-

graph is .-cut for examination, consists of the upper portion of a tablet

of Ljni tiring 2 ft. by 7. and representing a young man
1 Arch. Journ. ?oL xvii. pp 1 and 20.
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with crisp curling hair, and clothed in a tunic and mantle. In the

. which ar . in front, be holds a hare, represented as alive.

The figure - -
I Lave been placed in a kind i f niche, formed with a

pediment at top, and supported at the Bides by scaled columns, of which

one only remain f ih<' head possess much individuality

of expression ; it is probable that the Bculptor endeavoured to produce a

p rtrait, as far as he was able. Of the lower part of the memorial, ami

of the inscription that it doubtless bore, do trace has been found. Some
ably of the base, and worked in Bimple mouldings,

terred ts of bone, and a small brat

of Constantius II.. struck at Treves The occurrence of a hare thus in-

troduced is very remarkable, it may have had reference to the name
of tie b a- Lepue or the like, as also Nabeia or Navira was

commemorated with a ship upon her tomb, Dracontius by a dragon, Leo

by a lion, Onager by an ass, and Porcella by a pig. In the catacombs at

l pulchral figure of a young Roman lady at Bordeaux, figured

by Mr. Roach Smith in his Collectanea Antiqua, appears grasping a

living cat It lias been imagined, however, that a hare, or
|

— ibly a

rabbit, may have had Borne other signification. It occurs on the pedi-

ment of a tablet found at Bousestea Is, b station on the Roman Wall, to

the memory of Anicius Ingenuus, medicus, the medical officer, possibly,

of the first cohort of Tungrians. The rabbil was a Bymbol of the

Spaniards, and the person, in either case, may have been a native of

that country. In the mosaic floor at Chedworth, Gloucestershire, a

appears holding a hare or rabbil that hangs from his right hand,

and a stag's horn in his left This figure appears to represent Winter
charged with spoils of thi There were, mon in notions

<! popular superstition ited with the hare, and auguries wire

hi from its movements The motive of its introduction in the

ore found al Lincoln is ct of some interest, whether it

may • dated with any mysterious significance, or have
- ly an accessory of capricious nature, <>f very uncommon occur-

in Roman sepulchral mini. .rials."'

The Chaibman exhibited a small oval plaque of enamel, date 1674,
• ating a battle on the Ponte St. Angelo, at Rome.

Mr. S. R II'M i ii> \ v read'a memoir on the discovery of] decorative Pave-

ment Tiles, "ii the Bite of Hal* Owen Abbey, Woro stershire, of special

interest on account of their artistic character, and also because many of

them appear to be identical in design with the beautiful tiles brought

to light at Chertsey U)bey, chieflj through the exertions of Mr. Shur-
1

y. We are indebted to Mr. Bolliday for the following

ct of hi ting communication, which was illustrated by
numerous drawings of thi ind specimens of the tiles

t bemselves :

—

•
'I be til< - from which my dra* ii made were found on the Bite

of Halt Owen Abbey, in the count} of v. and, interesting as

a tl n of t be beauty and excelli ace of i heir

tl hi additional claim i tice from the fact that many
m '••.' re made from i he same mo b of t be tiles

on the ite of ( hert ej Abbey in Surrey, and
thers i nabl( us to fix w it h toll rably

a the '!.''• are.
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" The Chertsey tiles were in 1855 twice brought cinder the notice of the
! tute,8 and they have Bince been described, and illustratione of -

of them given, by Mr. Henry Shaw in bis work on Encaustic Tile Pave-

ments. At the date of that publication, however, the Bubjecl - n presented
in the mosl interesting designs of the series had not been identified,

although it was surmised that they were taken from some of the romanct 9

popular in the thirteenth century. It has since been ascertained beyond
all doubt that I r number of the designs refi rred to are illustra-

tions of the romance of Tristram, and the life of Richard Cceur de Lion.

Twenty-seven subjecta from the former, and eight from the latter, have
been identified. These are on circular tiles about nine inches and a
half in diameter. In addition t" them, and several other designs of the

same character and size, the subjects of which are not known, there are

smaller tiles with the signs of the Zodiac, and illustrations of the months,
variety of conventional patterns, but it is remarkable

that there ibjects ol'a Sacred character.

•At Hales Owen as at Chertsey fragments of tiles have for some years
in picked up from time to time about the ruins of the abbey, but

Done were preserved until a few years since, when several, which were
discovered in making the foundations for some farm buildings, were, by
the direction of Lord Lyttelton, to whom the site of the Abbey belongs,

laid down in St Kenelm's Chapel near to Hales Owen. On seeing tl,

paised Borne of them as being identical with the Chertsey tiles, and
as it seemed probable thai an excavation might bring more to light, I

induced the Archaeological Section of the Birmingham and Midland
Institute to bear the expense in the autumn of last year. It was not,

however, attended by the results I had hoped for. Only a few tiles,

and those Bmall ones, were found unbroken, and although, by carefully

sorting, and, where possible, iitting together the fragments found, I have
been able to make out a number of designs, the}- are probably but a very
small part of what formerly existed. The designs on the tiles found may
be thus described :

—

'•There are Beven or eight of the subjects from Tristram, and one from
the life of Kimr Richard, besides fragments <>f other similar designs

—

some not found at Chertsey—of which the subjects are not known. In

Borne cases there were found portions of as many as six different tiles

bearing the same design. Of the conventional the Chertsey
tiles only a l'v\v examples were found at Hales Owen, and no tiles were
found exactly like those which were used at Chertsey for filling in the

tween the circular tiles. For this purpose two sorts of tiles

were used at Hales Owen, so shaped, that when tour of each set were
placed together they formed a Bquare (each side of which measured about
17 inches), with an aperture in the centre to receive the circular tile.

Round the circle there was in one Bet a band of grotesque animal-, and
in the other Bet the inscription already referred t". The angles were
filled with a foliaged design of a Less conventional type than that on the

Chertsey tiles. The inscription, which is in Lombardic capitals, is as

follow -

D : "l'' NICHOI IB MATB1 : XPJ iu'.I'IT ABAS t VIGE.VT :

3Q2 : I It \" : HA1 BR : DONA : MiTo :

rcb. Journal, vol. xii. pp. 00 and 199.
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I etween brackets do not occur entire on any of the frag-

ments found, but there is do doubt that the blank isrightlj Bupplied by

them ; and, with the contractions expanded, i1 will be seen thai the words

form two rhymed Latin hexameters

l-l D • M \ ii;i CHRTS1 1 DED] r

f YIOBA1 \i>vi I. CHAO MATER DONA NIOHOLAO

Tlii- tomb Abbot Nichola the Mother of Christ,

That ii i~li without confusion, u Mother grant to Nicb

"Ai ind at Bales Owen were Beveral of circular form

bearing the figure of an abbot, Beated, holding a book in his right hand,

and in his left a pastoral staff This Bubject was uol found at Chertsey,

and it •' toable that it was intended for an ideal representation of

Nichi

other subjects, no! similar to any found at Chertsey, there are oon-

ble portions of what no doubt originally was a Bel of tiles repre-

aenting Christ and the Apostles. Each figure was on a separate tile,

and was Bhown Beated under an elaborate architectural canopy. The
fragments found give the whole of the canopy, nearly the whole of the

figure of Christ, in the act of benediction, and parts of St. Pet

by the key), and other figures. There are also portions of two
• tiles representing angels censing, and several whioh bore the

j of two ecclesiastics Btanding. All these tiles were about '.'.'. in.

square There were, besidi it number of Bmaller tiles, from

four to five inches square, showing a great variety of di une of

which arc complete on a Bingle tile, while oth( rs extend over four tiles.

From a very careful examination of all the tiles found, and a comparison

of them with those found at Chertsey, I have oome to the conclusion

from Bales Owen, although of various d I merit, and
it apparently of different dates, were aeverthelesa all made at

ime time, and, further, that thoy were not made at the Bame place

not from the Bame cl e tiles found at Chertsey. It

Likely that Nicholas— who, it .seems clear from the inscription, was

Abbot of B en wishing to pave the abbey church, and having,

perha] r heard of the pavement at Chertsey, thence obtained as

many of the stamps or matrices as he could j and that from them, and

from other Btamps obtained elsewhere, and from some cut on purj

: the Bali made, From the wording of the inscrip-

tion it ''in- that the pavement was Laid down during the lite time of

Nicholas j and LI jo, b tolerably olose approximation to the d I

li ; for, although the name of Nicholas

..I in the List of Abbots of Bales Owen given in Nash's

m a deed relating to the patronage of liar

I Church, which No b lias given,4 that Nicholas was abbot in L277.

rod to, 1 bat Thomac de Leche was

abbot in L276, it follows that Nioholas mu t havi led him in

or in 1-77. The date of the death of Nioholaa is al o a

i tli \ mi il of Woi under

Ibbey,
in i ;1mh,-i m(. i -lii I.-, but this is a mistake,

R P whioh i
' in the Corrigenda,

roL t. p i
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1298, records the death of an abbot of Bales, of whose name
only the initial N. is given. It' this does not refer to Nicholas, he

must, of course, have died or resigned at a still earlier date, in which

the date of the pavement would be brought within still narrower

limits. On the whole, therefore, I conclude that it cannot be earlier

than 1276, and not later than ll".)S."
6

After some remarks l>y Mr. Shurlook in reference to the Chertsey

tiles as compared with those at Hales Owen, the Chairman expn
the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Bolliday for his interesting discourse.

Mr. .1. II. Parkeb gave an accounl "f "The Remains of the House of

Pudens and Claudius, the friends of St. Paul, in Rome." This interest-

say bas been already given at p. 11 of this volume of the Journal.

3iitiquittr£i atrtr ttToritsi of 3rt erbibttrtr.

By the Rev. Samuel Hanks, Rector of Cottenham, through Mr. S. S.
i small four-sided prisms of very hard stone, found in dif-

ferent places at Cottenham, Cambridgeshire. One of them, of dark black-

coloured close-grained material, measures about 1| inch in length, by
half an inch in breadth ; the other, of a stone resembling a i

jasper, and of yellowish-brown colour, measures nearly 2 inches iu

length, and somewhat less than half an inch in breadth on each of its

four laces. The precise circumstances of discovery of the first are un-
known ; the second was found by Mr. Banks in a garden in the village.

(»n one side of this last mentioned stone there appeared to be characters,

indistinctly punctured, and possibly accidental. These objects have been
supposed to be either touch-stones for goldsmiths' use, or burnishing
implements, hones, or the like. There is, however, no distinct trace upon
either of them indicating friction or any such abrasion and polish on the
surface as must have occurred on stone of such hard cpiality if it had
been used for any such mechanical uses. The appearance, under the
microscope, of a few slight golden-coloured spicules, had probabh

i the notion that one of these objects might have been u-. d

touch-Stone, but the conjecture seems improbable. At the same time
the occurrence of these little objects at Cottenham has a certain degree
of interest, on accounl of the numerous vestiges of Roman and probably

rlier occupation in that part of Cambridgeshire. The Romans,
Mr. Banks informs us, must have been much in the parish, the— Carr
dyke runs for about two miles through it ; on the south Bide of the dyke

of broken pottery, and also entire are found:
there may have been a large manufactory of wares, which could b
by water carriage to the Trent. Two miles to the west of Cottenham

Roman camp, in the parish of Willingham, known as I'

Hills. Mr. Banks ha- obtained in the village of Cottenham various relics

apparently Roman, but the chief finds are in the fen, whence numerous
coins in i>ad condition are brought, including a few of silver. A bronze
bust, of the highesl :' art, discovered son,,, year- >ince on the
borders of the (arr dyke, was exhibited by Mi-, banks at the Cambridge
meeting in 1854. The Old Sand Way. a British track, passed ti.

6 A moredetail' 1 section of t!i

r with :i aotioe oi an mid Midland [nstitul

y, will appear in the Proo lings of
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the parish. He obtained a British gold coin, now in the Museum of the

Cambridge Antiquarian S Further information regarding this

interest trict will be found in Mr. Babington'e Ancient Cambridge-

shire, amongst the publications of thai Society; a valuable map, there

. perfectly illustrates the position of vestig - near Cottenham.
Mr.. I. K. Nightingale. A brass key, of elaborate and highly

ornamental workmanship, of Norman character, dug up lately in some
irdens at Wilton, where Beveral mediaeval relics, in-

cluding matrix cf a seal, with other articles, have been broughi to

light. The key, here figured, had been unfortunately Boaked by the

finder in strong acid, and partially worked over with a file to remove the

cru-t of cerugo, bo thai it bad been much injured. It measures 3 inches

in length, and it will be Been thai the design is very quainl and m>t un-

graceful The handle is wreathed, and encloses a bird, possibly a fuloon,

plant ; a grotesque animal's head, with a pellet between its jaws,

o mtrived as to hold a ring or loop for suspension : the end of the

a is piped, which is not usual at bo early a period.

By Sir Edmund II. Leohmere, Bart.— A portraiture of Our Lord, a

r< jJi.'i of the a ime type as thai Bupposi '1 to have been a reproduction of

Emerald Veraicle of the Vatican," the Bubjecl of a memoir by Mr.

C. W. Bang in this Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 181, and there exemplified by
an example preserved in the Isle of Man. Several others may be found

!, vol. viii. p. .".i'ii
; vol. xiv. p. 95. The painting uow exhibited

is "ii panel (10| inches in heighl by "».'. inches in breadth)
;

it has been

long in possession of Sir Edmun 1'- family in Worcestershire, and is now
with numerous fine works of the old ad productions

•i' more recent art, at his residence, near Upton -'i S( vera. In t he upper
id in profile, on a gold ground ;

I" Death is the usual

inscription, only slightly varied from those formerly given, as found on
aples broughi to meetings of the Society.

K cruoifis of sculptured ivory, of un-

certain date. To the extremity a "t' the limbs of the cross are attached

small tabli ad with reprcsontut ored Bubj<

B Mr. Henri Hippi m , \n implemei d of tori ui

] • •
-

1 1 1 1
•

-
1 1 1 i

.-

l 1 age, It wac obtained in London some twelve . ami,

i, had been dug up with hair a dozen other objects of the

\\ ah ham Ci I 1
1 i a I ohain, of which

i

. arc forme I with harp toothed appendage . thai give to ii a

object of punishment or personal torment. It

worn round the ueok for that purpose. At Ghvstoii|
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Lancashire, a very horrible objed of this description, but forming a
rjfagelkm, was recently found, at a depth of 2 rding

to information revived by Mr. Way from Dr. Cameron, of Liverpool.
This scourge, ascribed to the fifteenth century, is of iron, consisl
seven chains, to which are attached sharp dentated rings. It is figured
in the Journal of the British Archaeological Association, voL xxvii. p. 157*

ibjed of such atrocious instruments of torture is also discussed by
Mr. Syer Cuming, ibid., p. 161. Such objects as that in Mr. Bippesley's

ssion may well recall the flagrum talis tessellafzt m pf the Dri<

Cybele.

By Mr. Wbstlakb.—Specimens of the reproduction of the painted
glass in the ohuroh of Fairford, Gloucestershire, executed for the Bon.
.1. Fiennes. These specimens Bhow the canopies differing much from
those of the German school, in which the pinnacles are hoisted and the

ry interlaced.

V( .. xxvui.
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I Vl LACRGWYDDELOD; MEMOIRS ON REMAINS OF ANCIENT DWELL-
[NQS in HOLYHEAD ISLAND. EXPLORED IN L862 AND L868. By

the 1 1 • -n . William Oweh Stanlbt, M.P., F.S.A. London: James Bain,

1. Haymarki t ; Minahull and Hughes, Cheater. 1871. [8va

The attention of antiquaries has of late been frequently directed to

f habitations of the earlier races bywhiohthe British Islands

were occupied The terms Pit-dwellings, But-circles, and the like, ;u-e

11.. w familiar to every archaeologist. Of these remains, those especially to

i within the area of Borne mountain fortress, in the fastnesses of

uncultivated heights, in morasses, occasionally on Borne headland over-

hanging a rocky Bhore, may be ascribed to a remote age, prior to

Roman invasion.. I found the swarming bucolic population of

Britain hutted in abo mbling those of Gaul—" Hominum
infinita multitudo, creberrima que eedificia, fere Gallicis consimilia."

'I '• Jlio dwellings, honourably designated edifices, were, as we Learn

from strain, and 1 iodorus Siculus, of w I, of oircular form, with conical

where obsei vi I as 1 lallorum Btra-

The thatch in question was doubtless of brush-

fern, or any stramenta nearesl al hand. This general type

Iwelling may probably have been retained from primitive antiquity ;

'n the other hand, the cautious investigator of our circular Bites Bhould

r in mind the probability thai in all part- of the country, the like

type may not have been disused until days comparatively

udeed, still il is prevalent in North Britain, especially in

the II' •' d< and thi < rkni

An interesting section of Pre-historic Archaeology is presented to as

in the Bemi-barbarous remains to whioh we have thus adverted ; they vary

iderably in ol dthough for the moal pari circular in form.

Thehut I ometimes quite troglodytio in its nature, and

lerable depth, in proportion to its rory narrow diameter \ Bucb,

amongsi dud mpli thai mighl be cited, are those excavated

l. Warre within the grand tronghold, Worlebury, thai

rhang thi Bristol Channel a1 W< ton-super-Mare. Suoh, likev

iry, d( 'i ibed by one of our d

fellow lain. iirci- in tli<- ] field of research, Mi'. E.

I

" Hint < hips" 1 we may refer for an aooounl "f

thi N( olithic *'
\ In other

the hu1 foundations, olu tered ov< r i iten ive areas, prest al the

\i.li \ oo vol. xi.

tod by tbi l
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aspect of populouB villages, such as the Pen Pita and the like vestiges
in Wiltshire, regarded by Sir Richard I toll Boare as habitations—

"

excavations, covered and protected from the inclemency of the weather
by boughs of trees and sods of turf." Of such olusters of huts, placed,

however, Bingly or apart from each other, Dr. Young das described re

markable examples near Whitby. Nut less interesting remains have
been traced near Newport, in the Isle of Wight, by the Rev. Edmund
Kdl, at Gallibury and Rowborough—a Bubject of attractive investiga-

tion at the next annual meeting of tin; Institute, when the varied anti-

quities of Vectia will be advantageously accessible from Southampton.
It has been suggested by some Archaeologists that to a period of more

advanced civilisation should he ascribed those circular dwellings, con-
structed with rude walls of unhewn stone, of which the ruinous sites

are of frequent occurrence in the Principality, in Cornwall, on the
heights of .Shropshire and the Marches of Wales, on the Cheviots also,

and elsewhere. Our present purpose would uot admit of any detailed
statement of the arguments. In a monograph of pre historic remains
d a domestic nature—still a desideratum in antiquarian literature— it

would be requisite to carry out a careful and critical consideration of
the nature of the most available materials iii each locality where hut-

a occur. The use of simple rafters or poles, overlaid with boughs
and sols, according to Sir Richard Colt Hoare's supposition above cited,

would obviously prevail in a w Hand country, whilst elsewhere, the
ample supply of slaty or other stone suited for the construction of a
rude dome of Overstepped work, as in the typical examples of pagan
houses in the Great Isle of Arran, and in Connemara, figured by Petrie
(Round Towers, p. 126), the curious group of cloghauns at the ancient
town of Fahan, county Keny, figured by .Mr. Dunoyer, in this Journal,3

or in huts of more rude but analogous construction, noticed by Mr. Blight

in Cornwall, could not fail to BUggest the construction of such beehives
as are actually the ordinary dwelling in certain parts of the Hebrides.
Our lamented friend Dunoyer adverts also to similar buildings as fre-

quently found, well preserved, in the mountains of Wales ; a solitary

example, however, has, to our knowledge, been there observed with the
stone roof entire. It is on Penmaenuiawr.

In connection with the interesting investigation of the constructive

peculiarities Of these remains, we may refer, with special satisfaction, to

the memoir on '•Ancient British Walls,'' by Sir J. Gardner "Wilkinson,

writings are always replete with sagacious observations.4 Our
inquiries will also derive much instructive information from recent

explorations of " Prehistoric Antiquities of Dartmoor," by Mr. Spence
to whose labours in the Wesl we would refer with renewed satis-

faction. 4 No systematic examination of the Cyttiau in the Principality

had been carried oul previously to that undertaken by Mr. Stanley, and
carefully recorded by him in the Memoirs firsl published in this Journal.

There appears to be no certain evidence whether the huts on his (.'states

' Journal Brit. Ai'i-li. A , these occur on the mountains in good

p. 1, | ne is omitted,
* Arch. Journal, vol xv. p, 5. The largely perforated to allow of the

mi- iii Kerry are closed with i esca] E smoke, and to admit light."

tone at the apex. Mr. I> i Dnm ictions of the Devonshire
that ' in Wales, where such building! us Association, vdL iv. 1871, p. 191.
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in Holyhead Island had Ted with stepped over," as in

the dwellings last mentioned, or covered by a framework of wooden

overlaid with brushwood, turf, and the Like. The supposition that

Uy domed with pieoes of stone, overlapping each other,

!, in some d< gree, confirmed by the breadth of the base of the

circular wall-, so far a> the small portion no* existing is to be

walls arc constructed of pieoes of stone, no* found embedded in

earth, and compacted i

j
m. Within living memory,

walls, of which the materials have been converted into

- ami the hkc, high as a man's shoulder,

rkable that the decayii I Buch forsaken abodes were,

tly prominent to arresl the attention of the

rver, Camden. In the account of Anglesey, given in his

nia, in 1590, the following allusion (to cite the translation by

Philemon Holland) is m ( yttiau'r Gwyddelod, and their Bup-

11 : "Besides certaine mounts of earth entrenched about,

which they call 'I be Irish mens cotagi s, th< re is a place also, named )'/<

. of the Irish men, who, as we Gnde it recorded in the

of Triades, under the leading of Sirigus, put the Britans to flighl

in that place." ' At the Muriav. Gwyddelod, above Harlech, a group <<t'

circular chambers Burrounded by large enclosures, the walls are in Borne

ft. high,

scarcely needful to observe al how early a period the spoliation

of these "mounts of earth entrenched about " commenced, so Boon as

agricultural improvements, rendering enclosures necessary, caused the

u ct'inaiiy venerable monuments of antiquity. In his Itinerary

of Wales, Leland observes that "in tyme of mynde menne usid nol in

/ te tin xv Grounde, but now Btille more and more they

. Hill kkes yn theyre Groundes, and with the Stones of them
rudely congestid they devide theyre Groundes after Devonshin Easoion.

I they] digge up yn many Places yerthen Pottes with

tin- nlouthes tumid douneward, conteyning cinera et ossa mxniuorum,"

*

be the 6rst mention of cinerary urns in British barrows
j

may not have been considered, as by certain continental philo-

sophers, to be a kind of earth-born fungi ; but more than acenturj later

we tin'i Sir Thomas Browne Borely perplexed by Leland's observation,

"Why the Angl< ea I rns are placed with their mouths downward
r» mains y< t undiscoven d."

The Bpecial Bubjed of archaeological inquiry to which Mr. Stanley's

relate had bi i l< cted in England and W ales,

to I"- found, es] ecially in moun-

tainou , where the advano cultural improvement hi

\\ .• cannot omit, bowevi r, to

recall with Lructive explorations bj our brother

archtci i North Britain. We cannot fail I in perusing

tions, thi ili of i he

. ii|,-
i oj John Li land, ed 1

1

i
. o] i p ..i. i

..'i Th(

ntiquary, it may be remembered, re

h. II. in \ \ 1 1 1 , m
plore the muna

ii.l.
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rude dwellings and of the n 1. red from them, to those In the fax

North, and the islands of the Scottish bobs. We are greatly indebted Eo

such laborious and intelligent investigators as Captain Thomas, Dr.

.Stuart, Mi G Petrie, l>r. Traill, the Rev. Janus Brodie, Mr. James
Anderson (Curator of the Royal Museum of Antiquities at Eklinburgh),

to our lamented friend, Mr. Rhind also, with others whose honour) I

names we have in remembrance, In correspondence with Mr. Stanley,

the following interesting remarks have been recently offered by Mr,

Anderson, in reference to the remains explored in Holyhead Island:

—

"The .Memoirs on the Cyttiau present to us the best monograph that

v,e possess on the subject ofthe dwellings of primitive times in the British

Id rods ; no "ue can peruse them without realising the value and import-

ance of systematic exploration. The hut- circles that are scattered over

the moorland districts in Scotland hear a remarkable resemblance to

several of the group explored by Mr. Stanley. The out-huildings ofthe

Brochs or Pictish towers—rude cells, with rounded corners huilt out of

the fallen materials ofthe towers, have often the characteristic boles or

ambries, small cupboard-like recesses in the walls. The relics that have

obtained from these early sites have a remarkable family i

Maine, so to speak, to those brought to light at Ty Mawr and on the

Hanks of Holyhead Mountain. Bronze indeed appears to have been less

- than it was amongst the hardy occupants of the remote north,

but the stone troughs, hammer-Stones, small vessels, spindle-whorls, and
other relics of daily life seem to have been nearly the same.8 The dis-

covery recorded by Mr. Stanley of traces of pigment, possibly body-paint,

is a curious and striking fact, and claims comparison with certain relics

found in < Orkney and elsewhere. The stone balls, with and without facets,

are extremely common in the outbuildings of the Brochs \ so also are

objects of jet : necklaces, ami buttons of that material usually occur,

l'en y Bone, accompanying interments. It would be very desirable to

carry out careful comparison between the relies obtained from the early

habitations, and those of neighbouring sepulchral deposits.
'• In regard to minor relies, it deserves notice that a few of the curious

little polished Stones figured in Mr. Stanley's second memoir, p. G,

counters possibly, or pieces for some game of chance, are to be seen in

tic National Museum of Antiquities, ;>t Edinburgh ; they are, however,

somewhat larger than the specimens from Ty Mawr. Oneofthese was

obtained from a Brooh, the other from a kitchen-midden. In pursuing

the instructive comparison with such objects as have occurred in North

Britain, we find amongst those that have been obtained in Shetland, a

Bharpening-Stone or whetstone with grooves worn in it, as in figs. 18 and

19 of Mr. Stanley's second memoir. It is of sandstone, the grooves

ir four inches in length, and are fully half an inch in depth.

It has been much prized, apparently : a hole has been cut through it, BO

ase a thong or Btring for convenient transport. Some interesting

notices of mechanical appliances of this description will be found in Mr.

Albert Way's supplementary remarks. (Third memoir, p. 20). The

oval perforated Btonea (ibid plate vi. fig. -1) are not very common in the

» Oui •iil remember the >>l>- lamented friend, Ifr. Rhind, u related

to ]iL;lit in l'v liiin in 1 1 1 i .-* Journal.

a"Pict'a House" in Caithness, by our
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south, or in Wales, The example there figured indioatea by its fractured

extremity the use for which it was intended, Suoh holed stones arc of

common occurrence in the north, usually flattened, rounded, water-worn
pebbles, with a hole pecked through them from the opposite Hat Bides,

They vary from two inch it or nine inches across theflal Bide, and
usually bear no marks of having Berved as hand-hammers or the Like.

It has been imagined that the use of these perforated pebbles may, in

cplained by a curious passage in the Gisli Saga :'

—

1 I had a Bon called Efelgi, ami he was an idiot, the i never
saw, and utterly H treated thai a pierced stone was

tied round his neck, and he grazed out <•!" doors like a Bheep.' May it

inferred thai it was the custom to attach pierced Btonea to the

of Bheep, probably to prevenl their running toe, far off, by the

knocking of tin kinsl their km
- me of these holed Btonea, of which a few good specimens found in

various parts of England have been noticed in the Arch, -lour., may have

been weights, and rollers tor the bottom ropes of a drag-net."

In the very limited Btate of our information regarding all early traces

of domesl o or personal Life, nothing, it is obvious, which may supply

evidence Bhould be neglected. Mr. Stanley has done good Bervioe by
og from oblivion appliances that show the leasl measure of arti-

ficial adaptation in their form, and of which the original intention may
through careful examination, he ultimately ascertained. For

instance, holed Btonea of larger proportions anil ruder construction than

ee mentioned have occurred in hut-circles j their intention was
at firel Bight by no means obvious. They may, however, serve to indicate

tine and construction of the roofing, a point that has Borae-

I a in dispute. It is Vi ry probable that in many localities where

suitable material was readily obtained, the covering of the bee-hive hut

i 'ne, overlapped or rudely domed, as in the Irish cloghauns and
tic- primitive dwellings of Cornwall Mr. Stanley has given some valu-

able remarks on tin.- subject. (Firel Memoir, pp. 2, 7.) More frequently,

it is probable, the roofing was constructed with % Len rafters, overlaid

with brushwood, sods, aid the hke, the rafters being brought to a central

point and lie re supported by an upright post. Such a stone disk em
bedded in thefi of the hut would he almost indispensable as a standard

for the centre post In Mr. Stuart's aooounl of hut-oirclea al Strath

ardh (] \nt., Soot., \-..l. \ i. p. L08), i< is mentioned that

in the floor of one of the dwellings there were Beveu holes Burrounded by

. I' a\ m_' : utfioienl t .
» receive a good stout

]
\ similar

hole was in the centre of the area. At Macduff, (Banffshire, it was ob-

: that the poles supporting the roof appeared to have been in

slantii q an earthen ridge thai Burrounded the hut. A systematic
a of roinaiu oripti throughout the B

island tly to be desired, and may, we hope, I riginated

li tin- impulse of tie il results of Mr. Stanley's well

A in ii-~ t the rem late the ancient oondi

I acipieni ''•
i brou -lit undt r our oon iderat ion

. none |" rhapsl I amonour
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atti ntioii than the indioationa thai the Cyttiau'r Gwyddelod have revealed

of the prad oe of stone-boiling or stone baking. (First Memoir, pp. 7, L8,

33.) A few obscure braces of this practice have occurred in other quarters

of the British islands, Buch as the "milk-stones" in Hampshire, brought
before us bj Sir .1. Clarke Jervoise, and the "put-boilers" noticed in the

oeighbourh 1 of Andover by the Rev. E. Kc 11 and Mr. C. Lockhart.
[Jnquestionable indications also of the same usage occuiTed in the unique
troglodytic habitations at Fisherton, near Salisbury, examined by Mr.

EL T. Stevens, as detailed in bis " Flint Chips," a work that comprises

BO oopious and instructive a collection of ethnological and antiquarian
evidence. The like vestiges of a very primitive culinary expedient are

to 1"- found in the sister kingdom. The observations elicited through
Mr. Stanley's minute researches at Ty Mawr may henceforth, it is hoped,
invite attention to these and other suggestive indications, that cannot
tail to throw light on the habits and daily life of the races by whom
these islands were successively occupied at a very remote period. We
gladly invite notice to these valuable researches, more especially as we
believe thai Mr. Stanley purposes to give to the public the advantage of
his matured experience, gained during his researches at Ty Mawr, in

regard to the form and construction of the Cyttiau, comparing them with
similar early habitations in other parts of the British islands. He will,

moreover, it is hoped, give a further account of certain interesting relics

.. red since the publication of his memoirs.

archaeological Intelligence.

A VALUABLE and amply detailed memoir on the remarkable mural
painting recently brought to light in Chaldon church, Surrey, has been
contributed by Mr. J. G. Waller to the fourth volume of the "Trans-
actions of the Surrey Archaeological Society." Mr. Waller's admirable
reproduction of thai relic of early art in England was submitted to our
Bociety at their monthly meeting in London in April last, and on that

m a very interesting discourse was given by our talented friend,

to whom we are mainly indebted for the preservation of an example of
early design and highly curious artistic symbolism, unique, probably,
in this country. A chromo-lithographic illustration accompanies the
memoir.

Mr. Robert Fi rley, F.S.A., announces the first portion of bis

"History of the Weald of Kent" as ready for issue. An outline of

the early history of the county will be found in this work, and also

a sketch, by Mr. II. B. Mackeson, of the physical features of the district.

This contribution to local history is published, in two volumes, <

v \... by
Mr. fgglesden, at Ashford, and Mr. .1. Russell Smith, in London.
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ADDRESS UPON THE HISTORY OF CARDIFF AND THE
SURROUNDING DISTRICT.*

Liy the Must Noble Che Marquis of urn:.

In assuming the office which has been conferred upon me,

I feel that it would be unseemly did I not make it my first

duty to tender my thanks for being placed in this position. I

beg leave now to do so, and to express my hope that no effort

of mine may be found wanting to respond to the confidence

which is reposed in me. I am well aware how inferior the re-

sult of those efforts must be to that which would be offered by
many whose experience and knowledge are necessarily greater

than mine. It is not without trepidation that I find myself
exalted into a temporary Presidency, of however formal a

character, among the distinguished antiquaries who are here

drawn together. I beseech the indulgence of the members
of the Institute for the faults which I can scarcely avoid

committing, and 1 may say that however imperfect my dis-

charge of the offices connected with the Presidency of the

meeting may be, the will is not wanting to make it more
adequate.

We, in the ancient Lordship of Morganwg, and especially

in the town of Cardiff, congratulate ourselves upon the visit

of the Institute, with the hopes which it brings us of the

elucidation of cur history and the skilful investigation and
nation of our antiquities. And we hare, moreover, to

congratulate ourselves on this, that we do not receive the

Institute in a field which is either barren or likely to be un-

fruitful in those objects to which they arc assembled to direct

1 at the opening "f the Annu.il Meeting at Cardiff, July 25, 1871, on taking
: President oi thi

\<>i . xx vin. (No. 11_). n N
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their attention. While it is better for me to leave to others

the scientific criticism of our legends and our history, and

the more technical description of our monuments, in which

1 Bhould necessarily fail, I cannot but rejoice that we are not

wanting in that which must be the Bubject of their labours.

r'i\ beginnings of this place are enveloped in the

len, if confusing and illusory haze, which in all countrii 3,

but more especially here, covers those ages which the myths

of centuries have peopled with heroic shadows. But I think

may Bay of these great Legends, as has been well written

of the worst of apocryphal gospels, that even when we may
know them to be untrue, the subjects still invest them with

interest In shortly alluding to these and to later and more

r history, 1 may be excused if I confine myself more

particularly to Cardiff. The great earthworks of the castle

and the derivation by some of the name of Caerdydd from
••

( iastra Di lu
" would, according to that story, lead us back

into the first century, as being the legendary period of the

foundation of Cardiff, and which the scanty Roman remains

that have been found here are called in to support. This

r< gion is the home of the legend of Llewrwg Mawr, Lord of

Morganwg, Lucius the "Light-bringer," to whom is attributed

the l'! Uess conversion of his kingdom, and the establish-

ment of thai > Llandaflf whose limit aid to coin-

le with the borders of his dominions. From hence he

Lb said to have sent to S. Eieutherius for missionaries,

and to have received in return Pagan, Medwy, Dofan and
1. fan, whose names have memorials in the churches of this

neighbourhood. Here he is said to have laid down his

v,!!, happy in the knowledge thai his work among his

nation was ended, and to have laboured in bearing the light

to other peoples, till he found a distant grave in the church

of Coire in Switzerland. I have a missal of the church <>!'

Coire, printed in L497, the only copy of the existence of

\\lii<-)i I am aware, and il appears to me evident that upon

whatever grounds, the belief of the inhabitants was that the

preacher whose remains are described as resting in that
i kthedral was the Bame Lucius who is termed the enlightener

of Morganwg. The Gospel read on his feast common
li the word B bold we have Left .

-

ill things, and have

followed Thee ;

" and it is again markedly Baid " Thou h

• upon li ' a crown of precious Btones," which appi
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to me to mean more than is usually attributed to it in this

position. There is a passage lull of puns upon the word
Lucius, and at the end of the book there is a sequence of

considerable poetic merit, though in very strange Latin, con-

taining one or two words which I never learnt at school. In

it I think Wales is meant by the word " Gallia/' as it is still

called in French "Pays de Galles," and the language

"Gallois." Britain also is apostrophised byname as the

happy mother of such a son.

In Cardiff is laid the scene of one of the best known
incidents which figure in the heroic cycle of the Arthurian

llomances. The battle of the Sparrow-hawk, which forms

a feature in Tennyson's " Enid," is described in twelve pages

of the history of Geraint in the Mabinogion ; and at last

when the defeated knight goes to ask pardon of Guinivcre,

the Queen asks him where Geraint overtook him, and he

answers, "at the place where we were jousting, and contend-

ing for the Sparrow-hawk in the town which is now called

Cardiff." The lordship of Morganwg fmall3r passed out of

native hands in 1090, and the scene of the last disastrous

battle is fixed at Mynydd Buchan, the Heath, about a couple

of miles from this spot. AYhile I am not called upon to

offer any historical criticism upon this event, I think I may
oblige some of my hearers by repeating the story of the

revolution, as it is commonly told. Jestyn ap Gwrgan, Lord
of Morganwg, who is said in 1080 to have built largely at

Cardiff, and after whom the keep or great tower at the castle

is properly called, was in 1090 engaged in a war with Rhys
ap Tewdwr, Lord of South Wales, and in an evil hour

promised his daughter Nest in marriage to Einion, called the

Traitor, if he would procure him Norman assistance. Einion

accordingly was the means of bringing into Wales Sir

Robert Fitzhamon and the twelve Knights of Glamorgan,

from some of whom families in this county still trace their

in. The armies met at Hirwain. Rhys was defeated,

and beheaded at a place thence called Pen Rhys to this day.

The Normans were paid for their services, and embarked at

Penarth to return home. There, however, they lay waiting

for a fair wind, when the Traitor, who found his Prince un-

willing to give him his daughter, persuaded them to return

and seize the Lordship for themselves. The fatal eng

ment took place at the Heath. Jestyn fled to Somersetshire,
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Nest was given over to Einion, and Fitzhamon seated himself

at Cardiff as Lord of Glamorgan, in which capacity he issued

nil charters still extant. The adventurers divided the

intry among them, but all had lodgings within the Castle

of Cardiff. The Lordship passed by the marriage of Pitz-

hamon's only daughter into the hands of the Earls of Glou-

ster, and in a lew years afterwards Cardiff became the scene

of that historical imprisonment which brings its name into

ry History of England. In the-year 1 l« ,s Henry [.hav-

ing taki n prisoner his eldest brother, Robert Duke of Nor-

mandy, imprisoned him in Cardiff Castle, where he was con-

fined for twenty-six years, until his death in 1134. As he is

I to have been at Devizes in 1128, when his son was

killed, it is possible that he was occasionally allowed to

change his abode. The authentic records concerning his

imprisonment arc very few and scanty, and it may be hoped

that the gross cruelties, such as putting out his eyes, with

which it is said to have been accompanied, are without actual

foundation. Such stories, however, wire rife at the time,

and in the year 1119, when Pope Callixtus II. met Henry I.

at Gisors, he remonstrated with the King upon his treat-

ment of his brother. Henry replied that, "As for his

brother, In' had not caused him to be bound in fetters like

a captive enemy, but treating him like a noble pilgrim worn

out with long sufferings, had placed him in a Royal castle,

and supplied Ins table and wardrobe with all kinds of luxuries

and delicacies in great abundance." We may hope that, in

tin- words <>!' William of Malmesbury, " He was kept by the

laudable affection of bis brother in lice custody till the day

Of his death, for he endured no evil but solitude, if that '.in

I e called Bolitude where, by the attention of bis keepers, he

was provided with abundance, both of amusement and food.

The same writer says of him, " II" was bo eloquenl in his

native tongue thai none could be more pleasant ; in other

linn's alb-ui - no counsellor was more excellent ; in military

ill equal i" any
;
yel through the "I his disposi-

tion, he v, me 1 until to have the managemenl of

thi State. ' The mention of his eloquence leads me to a

circumstance which, 1 think, I oughl to mention here. It is

l thai Robert set .'hi example, which I wish were more
widely Followed, by b;i rum- i he language "i the people

as bom he lived, .-md .'i poem in thai language is
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attributed to him. It is a sonnet, said to be addressed to a

solitary oak, which stood alone on Penarth Head. I sincerely

apologise to the meeting for my inability to recite this poem
in the original. I am therefore obliged to substitute for it

the following translation by Mr. Taliesin Williams, which first

appeared in the notes to his poem of " Cardiff Castle." The
heading is, " When Robert Prince of Normandy was im-

prisoned in Cardiff Castle, by Robert, son of Anion, he

acquired the Welsh language, and seeing the Welsh bards

there at the festivals, he admired them and became a bard,"

and these are the verses which he composed :

—

" Oak that grew on battle mound
Where crimson torrents drenched the ground :

Woe waits the maddening broils where sparkling wine goes round.

Oak that grew <>n verdant plain,

W'liri-'' gushed the blood of •warriors slain
;

The wretch in hatred's grasp may well ut' woes complain.

Oak that grew in verdure st I

After bloodshed's direful wrong;
Woe waits the wretch who sits the sons of strife among.

< lak that grew on greensward bourn,

Its once fair branches tempest torn;

\\ li-'in envy's hate pursues shall long in anguish mourn.

Oak that grew on woodcliff high,

Where Severn's waves to winds reply;

Woe waits the wretch whose years tell not that death is nigh.

Oak that grew through years of woes,

Mid 1 Kittle broils' unequalled throes
;

Forlorn is he who prays that death his life may close."

In 1134 llobert died at Cardiff, and is stated to have
been carried to Gloucester, and " buried with great honours

in the pavement of the church before the altar." I went
recently to that splendid church, but the site of Robert's

grave is now forgotten. On the walls of the chapter-house

have been discovered some blank shields, with inscriptions

over them commencing ''Hie jacet," followed by a name.

They are possibly the names of persons buried in that

church for whose souls there were foundations. One of

them bears, "
I lie jacet Etohertus," &c In one of the

chapels of the apse is a large wooden image, -aid to repre-

sent the unfortunate prince. Without entering into any
question of its date, which is hard to tell since it has been
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gaudily painted at some recent period, I may merely remark

that it was possibly used in funeral ceremonies. It does not

claim to be contemporary, though it is recorded that an

effigy was used at the funeral of Benry I. in 1136. The

attitude is violent, and, unless my memory tails me. exactly

the Bame as that of an ancient stone image on the tomb of a

Templar in Dorchester church, near Oxford.

With the death of Robert, Duke of Normandy, ceases that

period which 1 may be permitted to call the more picturesque.

[ntO the genealogy and dates upon which the tamer, if more

reliable history is constructed, I beg leave to allow more
skilled workmen to enter, touching merely upon one or two

leading statements. In the year 1158, the Welsh, under

Ivor Bach, founder of Castle Coch and Morlais, are said to

>ted the oppressions of the Normans by an armed

and successful attack upon Cardiff. The Welsh leader, says

Giraldus, "after the manner of his people, had a property

in the woods and mountains, of which the Karl of Gloucester

Btrove t<> gain possession. The Castle of Cardiff is mightily

defended with walls which ring by night with watchmens
cries. It is garrisoned by l- (| Boldiers, and a strong force

of archers, and the paid retainers of 'I"' lord filled the town.

the -nd Ivor placed ladders by stealth against

the wall, gained possession, and carried oil' the Earl, the

Countess, and their only Bon to his own woodland fastm

where he held them prisoners till he net only recovered thai

of which he had unjustly been deprived, but wrung from

tin -in concessions besides." In Cardiff came the first of

warnings which are said to have preceded the misfor-

tunes of the later days of Henry II. Upon Low Sunday,

in 1 171, after church, the King was out riding. An
old man, •"yellow haired, with ;i round lonsniv, thin, gaunt,

clothed iii white, barefooted," addressed him in English, and

bade him stay while he forbade bim in the name of Christ,

of tic- Holy Virgin, of St. John the Baptisl and St. Peter, to

throughoul his realm buying and Belling, or any

work beside i ry cooking on the Lord's hay. "Which
command if he should obey, his undertakings should be

The Km.' in French desired the groom who

holding his horse to "ask the clodhopper where he

dreaml all thai (inguin a ru tico si ista tomniaverit). The
1

• put in English, the Seer answered in the
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same language that whether he had dreamt it or not, if the

king rebelled against his message he should hear that, within

the year, of which he should Buffer to the day of his death
;

and within the year, says the writer, he heard that his sons

had leagued against him. Under Edward I. the lordship of

Glamorgan was assumed by the King on the pretence of a

dispute about the boundary of the county at Morlais, which

has only been settled in this nineteenth century, and he re-

granted it with greatly weakened powers. With the death

of Gilbert dc Clare, Earl of Gloucester, killed by the Scotch

at Bannockburn, the lordship of Glamorgan passed through

his eldest sister to the Despensers, to whose taste and
munificence we owe the once splendid castle of Caerphilly

—at that time a far more important town than this. In

the year 14 04 the town and castle of Cardiff were almost

entirely destroyed by Owen Glendwr. We are told that he

ged the town and castle, "and they that were within

Bent for help to the king, but he came not, nor sent them
any succour." Owen then took the town of Cardiff, and
burnt the whole of it, except the street where the Grey
Friars' Convent was, which street and convent he spared,

because of his love for those brethren. Then he took the

castle, and destroyed it, and took away the great wealth

which was therein, and the Grey Friars petitioned to have
restored to them their books and chalices, which were in the
castle for safety, and he answered them, " Wherefore have
you stored your goods in the castle % If ye had kept them
in your house they had been safe." Isabel, heiress of the

Despensers, married secondly Richard Beauchamp, Earl

of Warwick, in the reign of Henry VI. In this family the

lordship remained till it went by the Lady Ann of Warwick,
wife of Richard, Duke of Gloucester, to the Crown, when he
became Richard III. The lordship passed with the Crown
to Henry VII. , who made a grant of it to Jasper, Duke of

Bedford, but upon his decease it again reverted to the

Crown, and descended to Henry VIII. Edward VI. inhe-

rited it, and sold it to Sir William Herbert, afterwards Earl

of Pembroke.

With the renaissance I feel that that period, to the

investigation of whose monuments your attention will be

particularly called, ends. Had 1 a mind to weary you by
any further remarks, I should have but little to say. In the
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of Mary a person of the name of Rawlins White w;is

burnt in Cardiff, at the instigation of the Bishop of Llandaff.

There is an account of it by Fox, but the Archdeacon of

Llandaff informs me that the Cathedral body have lost the

original records of their proceedings on the occasion. Lithe
reign of Elizabeth the inhabitants had sunk very low, and
were given up to rioting and piracy. In January, 1577,
John Davids, J.P., "excuses himself for not arresting Callice,

the pirate, as Cardiff is the general resort of pirates, where

they are sheltered and protected.'
1

In April, however, in

ime year, Fabian Phillips and Thomas Lewys detail to

luncil their proceedings in the examination of upwards
of sixty of the pirates and their maintainors at Cardiff, and
complain of the difficulties of their Bervice, the townspeople

being unwilling to give any information. A certain number
of witnesses were, however, procured, and in the following

year the Council obtained a confession from the men of

Cardiff of their dealings in piracy, and a note is preserved

of the charges to be brought against the prisoners. JSonie

irriage of justice must have taken place if the Bame
prisoners are meant when the Lords of the Admiralty were

asked, in L629, for a commission to try the twenty-three

poor prisoners who then remained in Cardiff gaol for piracy.

Iniquity at this dark period invaded even the Judicial Bench.
In L587 William Matthew. Justice of the Peace, being

of the murder of Roger Phillips, at Cardiff, Bent in

a medical certificate to say that his health was too delicate

to allow him lo appear, hut the Council of the Marches

complain thai he had immediately gone to London. In

1602, ;i brisk trade in cannon, for the use of the Spaniards,

was being carried on. At the time of the Civil War the

inhabitants turned their attention to politics, in which they
were much divided. The town and castle were occasionally

occupied by different factions, and the castle was once can-

nonaded by the Republicans. Charles 1. came to Cardiff,

whence he dates a letter to Prince Rupert, in August, L645.

There i^ an account in Clarendon of the difficulties which he

rienced. lie hit Cardiff and went over die mountains
!•• Brecknock, where he writes to the Prince of Wales,

5th. It i - mm' e, ssary for me to allude further to

implicated events of this period, the most important of

which was perhaps the battle of St. Pagan's. A person
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named Evan Lewis played a remarkable part under the

Commonwealth. In 1G02 he was arrested for being in

London contrary to the proclamation, and Walter Lloyd

furnishes a description of him, in which he says, "he was
indicted for highway robbery, lied to Eliz. Trice, of Glamor-

ganshire, who entertained him as a servant to her son John
Trice, one of the judges who condemned Col. Gerard and
Dr. Hewitt to death, lie then became governor of Cardiff,

a sequestrator, committee man, and member of Parliament,

and obtained signatures to an address for the murder of the

late King, and to another justifying the same."

After the Restoration things must have remained at a very

lowebb. In 16'Gl the civic authorities of Cardiff represented

that they were already reduced to great poverty and on the

• of ruin in consequence of the wealth and prosperity of

Caerphilly, and they procured the prohibition of the fair

held there every three weeks ; nor am I aware that that town
ever after became of importance till the opening of the

minerals up the country. Towards the latter end of the

seventeenth century the system begun by the burning of

Rawlins White was pursued by persecuting the Quakers
and the Baptists, amongst whom Vavasor Powell is the most
distinguished name. In concluding these remarks, with

which I hope that I have not worn out your patience, I

cannot but utter a word of regret at the total destruction

of old St. Mary's Church, once finer than St. John's, by flood,

and of the ancient walls and gates by the barbarism of men
;

to which latter cause we must assign the disappearance of the

Blackfriars and the house of the Herberts at Grey Friars, as

well as the appalling transformation of the castle at the

beginning of this century. AVhile engineering might have

successfully resisted the encroachments <»t nature, it is your

office by antiquarian education to raise around our monu-
ments a bulwark against the ravages of the human destroyer.

Would that our lost treasures had survived to receive a new
of lite from your presence. For these that remain we

would fain hail the advent of the Institute as a good omen.

Finally. 1 would again say with how much pleasure we greet

you, and how heartily the Institute is welcome -while I

must for myself again ask the indulgence of the members for

what I fear will be ,-i \ht inefficient discharge of the duty of

President of the meeting.

VOL. XXVIII.
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l\ vol. xxvi. of the Archaeological Journal, issued by this

Society in 1869, at page L37i will be found a somewhat

hasty ami inadequate notice of twenty-six anger rings of

various materials.

All these arc ornamented by engraving in intaglio or

otherwise, with emblems, monograms, or inscriptions, by

which we may conclude that they were, for the most part,

fashioned for and used by Christians of the early period of

i 'hurch's history.

1 now have the pleasure of exhibiting other examples of

considerable interest, some of which it has since been my
g 1 fortune to obtain; and. in order to give some ad-

ditional interest to the subject, I have laid upon the table

the whole of my collection of early Christian rings, for in-

spection by the members of our Society. 1

Before describing these additions to my cabinet, I would

firej propose entering into some consideration of the emblems
of more frequent occurrence upon such rings, referring to the

works of authors in which examples are recorded, and to

collections in which specimens are preserved.

1 would then briefly notice the early Christian rings pre-

served in those musi urns and private collections which 1 have

had the opportunity of examining.

And. lastly, 1 would describe those which I now have the

honour of presenting to the notice of the Institute.

In my former paper I have referred to the well-known

i in the Pedagogus Christianus of Clemenl of

Alexandria. The emblematic representations recommended
by him to the members of the Christian church, for use as

ngrai en upon t heir rings, are The I >o\ e
;
the

Pish : the Ship running before the wind
; the Lyre (a device

the ii thly mooting of the In bitute Fobru&rj 2nd,
i hi ii i tuibited.
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used by Polycrates) ; the Ship's Anchor (which Silenus

wore) : a .Man Fishing, by which the wearer will be re-

minded of the apostle and of the children drawn out of the

water.

Accordingly we find in the works of Bosio, Aringhi, Bol-

detti, and later writers, descriptions and some figures of

rings and ring stones, discovered in the catacombs and else-

where, upon which these various emblems are represented.

We also find upon rings, other emblems and devices figu-

rative of the Christian faith, and frequently of very beautiful

symbolism ;
together with sentences and words of accla-

mation. These are engraven upon the material of which
the rings are funned, or upon stones with which they are

Bet.

That gold rings were in use by Christians at the time of

the Apostles maybe inferred from the passage in the Epistle

General of St. James, eh. ii. v. 2 : "For if there come unto
your assembly a man with a gold ring, in goodly apparel,"

&c, and Prudentius is referred to (Peristeph., hymn i. v. 85)
as an authority for their use, of gold, of silver, and adorned
with precious stones. Jt is against the wealing too many of

such adornments that Clement of Alexandria, St. Cyprian,
and St. Jerome protest, desiring the use to be limited to one
Bignet, the annvlus, or annulus sigittarius of the Romans.
Two rings are preserved, which are said to have been

worn by the Blessed Virgin. One of these was treasured in

tie- Church of Sta. Anna at Rome, and is alluded to by
Baronius. The other and more notable is at Perugia, and is

formed of amethyst. It is spoken of by V. Du Saussay, in

the Panoplia Bpiscopalis, 194
; and there is a small volume

by .1". Baptista Laurus (De annulo pronubo Deiparm
Virginis, Roma, 1622), entirely devoted to the consideration

of this relic, which I regret never having seen.

Boldetti refers to the (insula or simple rings of bone and
ivory which have frequently been found attached to the

dosing bricks of bheloculi; the smallness of some, and the

large Bize of others of which, as also the fact of several occur-

ring attached t,. the same niche, would preclude the idea of

their being linger rings. Boldetti aid Buonarotti were of

opinion that they were lor funereal use only. That term

bowever, applied to simple hoops worn as finger rings,

for it is recorded that St. Saturnus at his martyrdom
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]i an one to Pudens, dipping it in his blood—
" Ansulam de digito /» Hit, et vulneri suo mersam reddidit ei,

litatem pignoris relinquetu illi, et memoriam sanguinis.*'

Simple rings of iron and bronze have been found in the

Catacombs.

1. One of the earliest, if not the most ancient emblem in

chor, which in the form of its upper portion

at once represents a cross, and was a favourite device with

the early Christians. It was. moreover, the emblem of hope

in Christ, "the anchor of the soul, sure and Btedfast." It

BOmetimes Occurs alone and upright, the transverse bar thus

directly representing the cross or patibulum on which our

Saviour was suspended; BOmetimes between the Greek

letters X and P, as also between the A and W. On a miii

mentioned by Bottari, it is Been between the letters X and B,

which, as he suggests, may stand for XPICTOCBIOC—
Christ our life. In the Vatican .Museum, en

r JFjjfr No. 2 of the list of that collection which I shall

'••"£//-- presently give, it occurs with the ship. On the

bronze rings in my own cabinet, described under

13 and _l of my former paper, it is represented en

by a second anchor with a single lower arm or fluke.
3

In the Museum at Naples is a duplex ring of gold, on

which this emblem is seen with the palm branch. On No. 1

of my ii-t of the Castellani Collection, a gold ring, is the

anchor of simple form, not having the loop or ring at the

lower end, as bo frequently depicted on the slabs of the

Catacombs, nor the recurved arms
; neither are the ends of

tie- cross-bar wedge-shaped.

A ring figured by Boldetti, and from him by Macario

(p. 157), Martigny, and others, has a bezel formed of two

Conjoined circles, upon one of which is a ship and on the

other an anchor. This last, if rightly figured from the ori-

ginal, would cause some doubt ;i- to the genuineness of the

de- anchor being without cross bar, the lower arms hav-

louble winged or barbed flukes, like those in modern use.

• '
i eli -- mi srepresentat i :curs however in the

J .iiele i • accompanying inscriptions.

I do doI v.; li to anchor, and, I believe, nevei to b< a

toned and u on antique roprosentationa, but the lowex
i Hi' I I.
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2. The Cross. Volumes have been written upon this

glorious emblem of our faith, but I do not propose going

further into the subject than to mark those varieties re-

corded upon rings or ring stones. That the anchor was a

covert representation of the cross there can be but little

doubt
;

3 and it seems equally probable that its use preceded

that of the sacred monogram composed of the letters X and
P, chi and rho. That the " wedge-limbed " cross was

derived from the form, and was to a certain extent repre-

sentative of the Greek letter, as suggested by the Rev.

J. G. Joyce, F.S.A., B.D., in his able paper on the Sarco-

phagus of Valerius Amandinus, in vol. xxvii. of the Archaeo-

logical Journal, would seem to be highly probable; but that

it preceded the simple form represented by the upper

portion of the anchor, may be open to question. A peculiar

and early form of the cross occurs, which I have never

observed upon rings, it is l

-f1 what in heraldry is termed

a "cross cramponnee," the limbs of equal length having

their extremities bent at a right angle to the right.

A plain upright cross + , having arms of equal length,

and not wedge-shaped, occurs on various objects, and some-
times on rings. The same form turned one-fourth round
becomes a " saltire," and would represent the letter X of the

sacred monogram. This again crossed perpendicularly by
an upright stem is another variety >|c, which is referred to

by Boldetti and Longperier, and thought to be

a form of sacred monogram derived from the

letters I and X, and without the P. Of this

variety we have an instance on the gold triple

ring described in my former paper (No. 1). Dr. Smith is

of opinion that these several forms were in use anterior

to .\.u. 31 2.

A further complication of this figure consists of two
crosses crossing each other, and forming a star of eight

points
jfc. An example of this occurs on a ring in the ( as-

tellani Collection (No. 11 of my list). It also is seen appa-

rently as a star upon a ring n<»\v in the Vatican (No. 15 of

my li>t). and figured by Ariughi, Boldetti, Curtius, and
others, in combination with a dove and the sacred iiioiio-

., in the Spioilegium of Pitra, noticed by the
Mr. Joyce.
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gram. Aringhi figures a foot-shaped stamp ring having the

name jvstvs and the star ^ or double cross.

These forms lead as to, and are almost superseded by, the

ed monogram.
N< rertheless the cross occurs alone at a later date, in the

form generally known as the Greek cross, as also with the

lower limb elongated Two varieties are frequent—one with

rmed limbs of equal length *%* as Been on either

side of a monogram on the gold ring described and figured

(No. 24) in my former paper, and which may
trlier date than there stated. Also upon

a gilt bronze ring in the Vatican (No. 17 of

imv list). It is the "cross patee
w
of heraldry.

The other variety, having the lower limb longer

\\ than the others, we have illustrated on the

Ijgold Byzantine ring of the fifth century, bear-

ing two portrait-heads, which 1 shall presently

describe under No. 33.

Again we have another variety, the arms of which have a

T fcm-formed termination the " cross potent " of tin heralds.

It is seen en a lino gold duplex ring in the Castellani Coll.

,_\",,. 2 of my list), above a monogram and beneath the

name Blithia. Again on No. 3 of the same collection, on

either side of ,-i seated figure. In the Vatican, on Nos. 7 to

1 o, and "ii No. l 1 with the word viv \s.

No. 26 of those in my own collection, figured

in my Former paper, is another instance,

where it surmounts what maybe a hunch of

grapes, but which the Rev. Padre Garucci

thinks may represent a glass cup, decorated

with those bosses of blue or green colour

enclosing subjects in gold, so well known to

idents of Christian antiquities, and which

have been bo ably illusl rated l>\ that learned

antiquary. While upon tin- matter, 1 would

call attent ion to the subject engra\ ed on the

bezel of the iron ring described by me in

that paper under No. 22, On it are repre-

ented t wo fig ure . surmounted \>\ I he sacred

monogram, probably intended for Sts. Peter

and Paul, and exactly corresponding with

ntation upon Borne of t be gilded g la bot toms
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of drinking-cups found in the Catacombs, and so well

known.

The significance of the cross is palpable, and its power
as a charm over evil well known. Prudentius says

—

"Crux pellit omne crimen,

Fugierent crucem tenebra,

Sali decat signo,

Mas fluctuari nescit."

—

Hymn vi.

3. The sacred monogram composed of the letters X and P,

the chi and rho of the Greek alphabet. This emblem is

found more frequently than any other on Christian rings

and various objects, but it cannot be considered as one of

the earlier symbols. It was adopted by Constantino on the

labarum, although probably known and in use anterior to his

placing it on the imperial standard. The earliest instance

of its occurrence is said to be about a. D. 317, although it

has also been stated that its first use was in A.D. 323. We
find it alone, and accompanied by almost all the other

emblems, with inscriptions, with monograms, and between
the A and W.

Letronnius (quoted by Macario) thinks that its earliest

form was as the upright Greek cross, the upper limb of

which %. is looped to form the letter P.

Under the ordinary form £ it was publicly used in 377.
Macario, in his Hagioglypta (Paris, 1856), at pages 162-3,

gives a -iiat variety in the form of this monogram as

occurring on monuments. lie, however, sadly misrepresents

an engraving from a ring given by Aringlii (lloma Sub-
terranea, p. 385), and correctly copied by Curtius (Francesco

de Corte) at p. 120 of his Syntagma. This ring, which
belonged to Cardinal Francesco Barberini, was of crystal,

with twisted or corded stem ; upon the SCiido or face was

engraved an unusual type of the monogram M/ formed by an

elongated T passing through the centre of the X, and having
the reversed lobe of the ^ immediately beneath its top bar :

thus combining the t<\n cross with that derived from the

letter X. The letters W and A are. one on each side of the
upper pan

;
a snake coils round tin' base, en either side of

which is a cock ; the word balvs is engraved beneath the

bezel. It will be observed that the A tO, as well as the P,
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are reversed, the ring having served as a seal. In Macario's

engraving from Axinghi he reverses the letters as though

copying from an impression of the signet, omitting the cross

bar of the T above the loop of the P, and merely Leaving

us the ordinary monogram. Again, in place of the serpent

at tli as shown by Aringhi, he figures a sort of flower

offour petals, and he represents the hoop as though fashioned

like a series "1" cylindrical billets place I Bide by side, in lieu

of bei led.

This interesting ring no longer exists in the Barberini

cabinets. In answer to inquiries kindly made by a friend

at my request, the librarian most courteously made recent

li among all the private collections in the palace, as well

;i v the contents of the library cabinets, h is supposed to

have been swept away among the many thousand other

objects of which Italy was pillaged during the devastating

v. trs of the first years of this century.

The ordinary form of the monogram is Been alone or with

other emblems on rings Nos. 11, 15, 10', 18 to 25 and 26

of my list of the Vatican collection, on one now missing from

Waterton collection with the ship, on No. 7 of the Cas-

tellani Collection, also with the ship. On No. 5

-.

;

i one on which it is placed between two palms

In my own collection it is graven on .X<». 15

with a female and doves ; on Nos. 18, 1
.')

~~^±JJ' alone; on No. 20 with cosmb vivas; and on

the iron ring No. 22 with two figures. On
No. 30, presently to be described, it is of the

form of the upright slightly wedge-limbed ci

and "ii a line gold ring in the Castellani Collection (No. 5)

it is similarly formed of cloisons to

contain precious stones or enamel.

same shape is seen on a stamp
in the Vatican. The \ ariety having

,-i third 'in 1 horizontal cro - bar is

to be seen on a rudely worked goli I

ring in the British Museum en-

\ ed "li nicolo. Tins i ing ha 3

i not too well, figured by Edwards in his "Hi torj

an 1 Poetry of Fing< r Ring -." at p. 10.

<.f that collection the P and X occur separately

on No. l 1 of my own with the ship.
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4. The letters A and W, the alpha and omega under which

our Lord is represented in the Apocalypse, " I am Alpha and

Omega, the first and the last/'"the beginning and the ending."

These occur with other symbols as in the nielloed ring which

1 .shall describe under No. 30, and again upon Nos. 16' and

26 in the list of those in the Vatican. Boldetti at p. 504

figures a ring on which these letters occur alone. The W is,

as far as my observation goes, always written thus, and not

as the capital letter now in use. I may here add, as a

correction to my former paper, that a more careful cleaning

of the bronze ring there described under No. 10 has revealed

the existence of the A U), one on each side of the sacred

monogram.
5. The Dove, which typifies the Holy Ghost, the Christian

soul, or when Hying with the palm or olive branch it repre-

sents the SP1RITVS . in . pace, having won the prize in the

race or battle of life. It is frequently depicted with other

emblems. On a ring figured by Aringhi, and now in the

Vatican (No. 15 of my list), it occurs with the jj? and astar.

Boldetti mentions it on a flat gold ring ; and a gold one is

rded by De Rossi, probably the tine ring now in the

British Museum, set with an emerald on one side engraved

with the fish, while the lower bezel has a tree engraved

on the metal, surmounted by a dove, the letters of the name
a km 1 1. i.v being on either side.

4 A bronze ring in the Waterton

Collection (No. 3) is engraved with a dove. In my own

collection it is seen on No. 11 with the fish ; on No. 15 with

a female figure, probably typifying the church.

4 In my former paper at p 112, the Thia ring is not t'«> correctly repre-

Brat letter of thi- n vrongly sented at the top of Plate XVI. in 1

printed u r and the lower \ omitted. " Cataoombee de Rome," in which it is

On the ring thej - tor a made to appeal deeper in proporti

signet, thua:— g a width than is actually the case.

I M
1 .1

A
v. .).. xxviii. r p
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6. The fish, or IX0YS. a symbol of our Lord, used because

the letters of the word form an acrostic of His sacred k.
i e and title Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Xp*

Saviour. This Bymbol is one of the earliest, and (-)eou.

irs more frequently on gems, than engraved on T*°»«

the metal of rings, h is moreover the Bymbol more ~ <-0T1ip>

frequently forged in various ways than perhaps any other,

that of the J* being however almost as often added to antique

plain metal rings, and other objects, by the clever fabricators

of false antiquities. The fish would sometimes appear to

typify the Christian. It occurs on the fine gold ring in the

British Museum, engraved upon the emerald with which it is

bi t : on another gem, the fish, on the back of which is the

doi <• \\ ith palm or olive branch, with the |* and the name bvpi.

The ring of St. Arnulphus, which is considered to be earlier

than the fourth century, and is preserved in the Cathedral of

Metz, has an agate of milk-white colour on which a fish is

engraved. Jn my own collection it is Been with two doves

on the coarse bronze ring No. 11, and two fish, between

which is an ear of corn, on No. 17. On
,<(£_W\ No. 9 of the Castellani collection one large

wwli hsh is Been between three smaller cues.

: up V/~~ "Again on a Bimple gold ring in the museum
.•it Naples. De Rossi describes about thirty

genuine gems, on which the fish and variations of the word

IXGYZ or. -in-. Some others have Bince been found.

7. The ship. This emblem is met with engraved on

Btones and on the metal bezel of rings. When alone it is

considered to be emblematic of the happy voyage to the safe

haven of eternity, whereas, when represented on the back

of the fisfa it probably typifies the Church. In Boldetti we
find figured a ring, already mentioned, with double bezel, on

one oi which is an anchor (of dubious form), and on the

other a .-hip. In the Waterton Collection was a massive

bronze signet rine. with the ship in lull Bail, having the

i monogram upon the sail, while round it arc the

names, btrpanvs . bblbnae. fn the Castellani Collection

are two fine bronze rings in perfeel preservation, on

winch this emblem ie Been (Nos. 6 and 7), and it is rudely

represented on No. I I in my own cabinet. Alexander (Ref.

Symb. Etom., 1629 describes a ring-stone, and another is

given by Ficoroni (Gemme Antiq. on winch the ship is
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borne upon a fish. The ring- of Cardinal Borgia was set with

an antique intaglio, the subject of which was a ship, having

six rowers oe one side, which, presuming the corresponding

m\ on the other, would represent the twelve apostles ; there

is also a pilot or helmsman, and the name IHCOYC inscribed

on the reverse, allusive to Our Lord. Another variety of the

ship, on which is a cock, with palm, is seen on a jasper ring,

No. _ in my former list.

8. The Good Shepherd, the Pas/or bonus, generally

represente I carrying the Iamb in bis arms or upon his

shoulders, is a subject engraved upon ring-stones, but I have

never seen it upon the metal bezel of the ring itself.

Forgeries of this figure are also frequent. In the British

Museum is an early Christian gem with this subject on red

jasper ; another on carnelian, with a wreath and J*, and the

inscription, Deus dedit rims in Deo; and also on an onyx of

three strata between the fish and a palm. I may again refer

to my own collection, No. 6 of which is a bronze ring set

with an intaglio on red jasper, representing the Shepherd

holding a branch of olive to two sheep, a variety differing

from the typical representation. The lamb alone occurs on

a Hue bronze ring in the Waterton Collection. Tertullian

tells US that in his day it was usual to represent the J'n^'ir

bonus upon the chalice used for the commemoration of the

Sacrament " Procedant ipsae pictura calicum vestrorumubi
est oris perdita a Domino requisita et ejus humeris revecta.*'

9. The Palm Branch. This emblem occurring alone is one

of various signification, as there is no doubl that it was in con-

stant use as a pagan symbol of material victory, and adopted

by the Christians as emblematic of the spiritual victory over
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sin and death. For this reason, in the absence of other

evidence to prove that the object on which it occurs is really

Christian, 1 Bhould hesitate accepting it alone as a warrant

ich attribution. Mr. Waterton is of opinion that those

really Christian may 1"' distinguished by the rude manner of

the representation, more truly, as he justly observes, figuring

the natural object, but 1 cannot pin my faith on that alone.

Among the rings discovered in Greek and Greco-Roman
tombs bj Genera] Cesnola in the island of* Cyprus, were

:al children's rings, some of which are now in my pos-

!i : of those found together, sonic are rudely figured

with a palm leaf, others inscribed in opus punctatum with

the word EnATAGOIC or EnATAew— Ep' agathois, or

agatho " to the good," child or children being understood,

and from which we may infer that they were rewards or

prizes given for -

in learning, or in the games.6 More-

over, in. other Christian emblems have occurred on objects

found with these rings. I should be disposed, therefore, to

doubt whether tic examples numbered 7. 8, and :>. and per-

haps even J_, and described in my former paper, can really

•-" :

be considered as Early Christian. The same doubt may
attach i" a silver ring with palm in the British Museum

;
to

a duplex ring of gold with two palms, and t" several small

single iin of old in the Naples Museum ;
;i- also to a I

one in the Waterton ( lolled ion.

Wh'ii
i

i Christian Bymbol the palm branch is al o

the emblem of martyrdom; it signifies victory over death,
1 -lili III I lie A poc;i!\

i

I di or doittea

where thoj were
ind. It i even more probable thai i be

Intended i o oon*
•

i i i ia i i .,
i be

! . hildron. n v.
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10. We find on some Christian rings and stamps words

and sentences, or acclamations, of a parallel character

though in a different Bpiritfrom those so frequently occurring

upon Pagan Roman objects. Thus we have vivas, bibb.

and again bpbb . in . deo—vivas . in . dbo alone, or accom-

panied by a propername. On a gem in the British Museum
we find DBVS . dbdit . vivas . in . deo. De Rossi gives a

nearly similar reading to the monogram on my ring, No. 16,

and on Nos. 3 and 4 arc varieties of the second admonition.

On No. 20 cosmb . vivas . surrounds the sacred monogram.
On the gold ring I shall presently describe it occurs with the

name and a star. I' pen shoe-sole shaped rings we have
in DEO. Again, upon larger stamps of bronze in the Vatican

Museum, and upon one in my own collection to be described.

A larger shoe-sole stamp in the Vatican bears bpes. in.
deo. The word vivas alone, and accompanied by the palm
and cross, and by the words IN . deo, is also seen upon
rings in the Vatican Collection (Nos. 6, 13, 14).

Some sixteen years or more since, a fine gold ring was
discovered in the river Saone. which passed into the hands
of Cardinal de Bonald. It is believed to be of the third or

fourth century, and round the chaton is engraved the accla-

mation, vivas . in . deo . asboli. It is figured by Le Blant

[nsc. Chret. de la Gaule, t, i. p. 64, pi. 6).

Oth<T devices more rarely occur, as that of Abraham's
Sacrifice, which I shall presently describe : the

female figure typifying the Church on No. 15 of

my for r list ; the ear of corn on No. 17 ; the lion on

No. 25.

No. 8 of the Castellani series is a bronze ring with

twisted shank of exactly similar character, and apparently

of similar provenance, to those on which the ship is incised.

This represents a hare or rabbit feeding on a hunch of

grapes, and is believed by that gentleman to be a Christian

emblem.

When last in Rome I purchased a solid geld antique

ring engraved with the subject of a hare pursued by a dog.
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1 hesitated adopting the opinion of some, that a Christian

emblem of persecution was here represented, agreeing rather

with the »n o the Rev. Padre Garucci, that dogs

chased hares before the days of Christianity. The ring is

of the fourth or fifth century. Perret, in his folio work,

"Catacombes de Rome," volume iv. on plate xvi. at No. 43,

figui i od which this subject is represented, and which,

it appears to me, has little more claim to rank as an early

Christian emblem than that upon the gold ring in my pos-

m, and which 1 have exhibited with the rest, i have

already allude I to a bronze ring in the Waterton Collection,

on which a sheep or lamb alone is engraven. In that

gentleman's description of the portion ofhis rich Dactyliotheca

contributed to the Special Loan Exhibition of 1862, at page

627 of the revised edition of the catalogue, he gives an

explanatory account of the subject on a gold ring with

.silver bezel, engraved with an elaborate symbolical repre-

sentation. I do not recoiled having examined this ring,

which has unfortunately been lost sight of during the vicis-

situdes to which that fine collection was exposed, previous

to its being Becured for the nation. A coarse double-bezeled

ring, No. 0' in that collection, has the cross upon one and the

figure of an orante on tin- other.
8

D

EARLY CHRISTIAN RINGS IN THE VATICAN MUSEUM OP

CHRISTIAN ANTIQ1 LTIES.

mighi be expected, the Vatican contains one of the

richesl collections of early Christian rings, many of which

e found in the ( latacombs.

I will briefly describe all the more important from notes

taken directly from the rings themselves, the greater number
of which I had an opportunity of minutely examining.

The majority are of bronze, of which the following,

—

1. A l.i . ring, with circular projection, pierced with a

of precisely similar type to thai presently to be de-

scribed and figured (No. 32) Mom my own collection, li

i- believed to have been found in the Catacombs.

\\
|

'.•. [{ h .i fund of

I

the v.. mi ..i

I u !• i bo .\ much
ml.lv, v. • in our I unent d fi lead i lu-

ll \. iy Rl v ill.- < '.hi. .ii I.
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2. One with circular bezel, on which is engraved the ship

and the anchor.

::. Having a monogram on the bezel, [\p, composed of

the letters n . a . r . i: . e and perhaps i. There is no Christian

symbol on this ring, nor on that which follows.

4. With the letters 3 s reversed.

.">. Having the separate letters p, x . (I had some doubt
of the integrity of this ring, but it may have been over-

cleaned).

6. Having a square bezel, incribed
VIVAS

INDEO

7 to 1<>. Three bronze hoops, each engraved with a ^
"potent," and inscriptions which I was unable to transcribe.

11. A fine ring, with broad pelta-shaped bezel engraved
with the % between two stars

"
::' above a name, which in

consequence of the oxidation of the metal is not clearly

legible, but which appears to be composed of the letters

N O T -- M Or M I T -- M.

12. On the circular-oval bezel are inscribed two words
separated by a transverse line, which Mr. Soden Smith
suggests may be read

—

Kvpte LORD

2a>T7jp(?) (our) SAVIOVR.

13. A stamp-ring, of bronze, with bezel shaped as the

sole of a shoe, and engraved with the word vivas reversed,

SAV1V.

14. A hoop-ring, engraved with a branch of palm, a *{*,

and the word VIVAS.

L5. A bronze ring, with large oblong square bezel en-

graved with the £ (reversed and the dove standing en an

olive branch, and beneath a star. This is. in all probabilitv,

the ring engraved and described by Aringhi in the Roma
Subterranea, p. 385, of his second volume.

16. The $* between A and U).

17. A bronze ring, gilt, with high trumpet-shaped 1><

similar to that described under No. 21 of my former paper,

and engraved w ith a J*.

18 t" 25. Are bronze rings 1 I' less importance, engraved
with the $ only, or with the dove, the palm. &c., one of

which is formed a- the sole of a -hoe.
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26. A bone or ivory ring, on the oval bezel of which is

engraved the £ between the A ana U). This can hardly be

of the ansulae referred bo by BoldettH

27, i : only gold ring in the collection was found with a

gold and a Bilver bell. It is a simple hoop. 1 think inscribed,

but unfortunately 1 am unable to find a memorandum of the

inscription.

A.8 1 shall presently have to direcl your attention to a

!„•,„,. - mp, found with the ring No. 30 in my own col-

lection on which is represented the sacrifice of Abraham, I

appended hereto the inscriptions upon four similar

ps, which are also preserved in the Christian Museum

of the Vatican. On one of them the follow-

in-- inscription in relief is upon the oblong

Bquare face of the stamp,

% ;it:i %
SAVIV

On another of" similar form is incised
PR0BN0

VSVIVIS

Another of the same shape is in relief, + ansi

Another, formed as the sole of a shoe, of larger Bize than

the rings of that form, has the letters reversed and incised

—

THE MUSEUM AT NAPLES

contains 3ome Christian rings of gold,—

1. of duplex form, is engraved with the palm ami the

anchor.

2. Of simple form, engraved with a fish.

-,-i with an intaglio on Bard, engraved with a ship.

l. Duplex, with palms engraved on each bezel; doubtful

whether Christian.

And several small gold rin raved with a palm, which

may or maj not be < !hri i\ ian.

In -,
-, eral of t be c< mtinental museums are to be seen

iue rings with palms engraved upon them, and occa-

one w it li i he Bacred monogram,

unfortunal of the French capital, till lately,
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has precluded my examination of the contents of her cabinets.

I am therefore unable to refer to them in this paper.

THE CASTELLAN1 COLLECTION,

now exhibited in the British Museum, contains some re-

markably Hue early Christian rings.

I. 7 Of gold, a flat band swelling towards the bezel, on

which is a raised oval, engraved with a simply-formed

anchor.

2. A heavy duplex ring of gold, found at Orvieto ;
on

the oval bezel of one of the united hoops is incised the name

BLITHTA, and on the other Ir^-fr apparently a monogram

of the same name.

:>. A massive gold ring, set with a garnet, on the face of

which is rudely engraved a draped figure seated between

two Greek crosses, of the form known in heraldry as

" potent." The gold setting is embossed with figures of

doves on the shoulders.

4. A heavy plain gold ring, round, with flattened bezel,

iely engraved with the palm ( 1 Christian).

5. Gold ; an octagonal hoop, swelling to the shoulders,

and surmounted by the letter ^, formed of cloisons of gold,

which have held stones or enamel. A remarkable and

beautiful ring.

6. Bronze ring, with twisted or corded hoop and circular

bezel, engraved with a ship propelled by oars, the mast

and yard of which form a <j) cross.

7. Bronze ring of similar form ; on the bezel is engraved

a ship, also propelled by oars, the mast of which supports a

circle bearing the sacred monogram, (Qj
8. Bronze ring of similar form ; on the bezel is engraved

a hare feeding on a bunch of BTapi

!». Bronze ring of coarse work, the bezel engraved with

one large Bsh between three smaller on< 3. ...
10. Coarse bronze ring, with oval bezel, engraved with a

cross or anchor, partially obliterated by wear.

~
'|

| r the ' latalogue. I
> mark applies t<<

ad do 1
1 »t cor- the <>tln'r lists.

ad with 0. i ( the tst< Hani

VOL. XXVIIL Q Q
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11. Coarse bronze ring, circular bezel, engraved with a

double cross -^.

Tin: WATERTOB COLLECTION,

recently purchased for the South Kensington Museum, con-

- a f< iw interesting specimens of early Christian rings. I

already referred (<• one exhibited by that gentleman

in 1862, and to another engraved with a ship, but which

are now unfortunately wanting in the series. Ul' those still

in the collection are the following :

—

1. A leaden ring, of enar.se workmanship, having the

figure of a cross punched upon the bezel (S. K. M. Inv.,

No. 607.71).

•J. A small ring of gold, with broad flat hoop, Bwelling

to the bezel, which bears a palm branch, rudely punched

with a blunt instrument—possibly Christian (No. if! 7.71).

:}. A heavy bronze signet ring, with massive hoop and

projecting bezel, upon which is the figure of a dovej the

hoop is modelled as :i wreath, having the bezel as a central

ornament | No. 605.7 1 >.

4. A bronze Bignet ring, with oval bezel, on which is

1 a sheep or lamb; the hoop of this also is formed

a- ,-i wreath ( X". 604.71).

.>. Of bronze, with square bezel, inscribed vivas in deo

iX- 603.71).

6. A bronze ring of remarkable form : a hoop sur-

mounted by a fiat circular bezel, en which is rudely en-

graved the figure of an orante with nimbus
;
on the oppo-

point of the hoop is a smaller tabular sigillum, en-

grayed with .'i Greek cross. Of rude workmanship
; per-

haps Byzantine (No. 606.71 I.

In the British Museum is •• remarkable gold ring of

analogous form, on one face of which are three interlaced

triangles, and on the other intertwined circular linos, leaving

the form "l .-i cro* in the centre. These lines, and others

on the hoop, are in aiello.

.Mr. Crofton Croker, in his catalogue of rings and personal

ornaments formed tor Ladj Londesborough, describes and

tinder .'
I with a stone of

elongated octagonal form, and rising with sloping Bides to

the face, on winch j engraved what is said to be a palm,
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but what appears more closely to resemble an olive branch
;

while tli»' doping Bides bear the inscription, tb . amo . pabvm.
Ii is stated to be of fine Roman workmanship, of the fourth

or fifth century, and found at Amiens, and that the form

of the gem resembles that of a Christian coffin lid. Without

the opportunity of examining this ring, I should, from the

engraving and description, have some doubt of its being

early Christian.

No. 183 of the same catalogue, of "alchemy " or mixed
metal, bears upon its face the sacred monogram, composed
<>f the letters X and P.

The Braybrooke Collection, by the catalogue, would only

appear to contain one which may be early Christian. It

is No. 49, described as bearing the sacred monogram.
It is, in all probability, one of these rings which is figured

by Mr. Fairholt, at page 85 of "Rambles of an Archaeolo-

gist,'" 1871, in which volume his "Facts about Finger

Rings " are reprinted from the Art Journal.

( )n plate xvi. of the fourth volume of Perret's "Catacombes"
are figured several ring-stones, which, it seems to me, have
no more claim to being of Christian origin than the many
others on which the palm alone is engraved. Thus we have
portrait heads with the palm, figures, and animals, which
may be pagan as well as Christian. I have exhibited in my

some half-a-dozen antique rings, which have quite as

strong a right to that distinction as those referred to in

Ferret's work. On one of gilded bronze is a rude palm or

laurel branch. On the square bezel of another, also of bronze,

is a male head in profile, having a palm on one side and the

word vita on the other. Another, of gold, is set with a

nicolo, on which is engraved in intaglio a male and a female

draped figures, lacing each other, while "hand joins hand."

She is the taller of the two, and behind her is a branch of

palm. The lady may be a Christian or a pagan bride, or

may represent a wingless victory, or a province welcoming
a brave or fortunate ruler or soldier. Another bronze ring

graved with a fish, but I fear it is a pagan gurnard, and
th.' iin- Greek or ttalo-Ionic work, of too early a period for

onversion. Another bronze ring of curious form, with

wide splayed Bhoulders of ..pen work, is set with a paste, on
which is what appears to In- a peacock ; but this again may
be intended for Juno's emblematic bird, as well as a Christian
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BjmboL These have as strong a claim to be recorded among
Christians as many of those figured intheabove named

and other works, and which 1 fear may have been too easily

admitted into the fold
;

but I hesitate accepting them, and

they may not pass the atrium without further prool of

character.

It is well known that when the tomb of Maria, the wife

of the Emperor Honorius, was opened in the year 1544, a

quantity of personal jewellery was discovered, nearly

all of which has been dispersed and lost to knowledge. The
India is pi i in the Trivulzio palace at Milan

; but of

contents of one casket, her Dactyliotheca, plated with

gold andsilver, and containing more than L50 rings of gold

B( I with gems and precious stones, nothing is Left to us which

can be recognised. Among these was the priceless emerald

engraved with a portrait of Honorius, but whether many or

few of tlniii were ornamented with Christian symbols we arc

not informed
;
and indeed it is more probable that such was

ie case, but that they were of the usual type of costly

ornaments belonging to a Roman lady of high position, and

lured for their beauty and their value. But as a Christian

lady bIio would more probably wear, at any rate on ordinary

iions, a Bignet ring, or rings, on which her faith was

mbolically n pres< uted.

1 will m>\v proceed to describe the new additions to my
own collection.

No. -7. A gold ring of duplex form, the unite. I he/els

being each of elongated and pointed oval

/^ar

•

shape. On one is engraved the name/^^^ .

J VIVAS
••^jv/CTrSir ri i. in an, .-111,1 on the other * From^^ l\ DEO

A

between these ovals al their junction a line of six beads

falls on either Bhoulder of the ring, the remainder of the

hoop, diminishing in width from the he/el. being plaiu and

rounded externally. It is "I b< lid gold, and wi

penny v

Tin- remarkable ring wa discovered in the neighbour-

tiai mall tow nship <>l t he archdeaconry of

tl udei wliii li I
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Permo, in the Marches, by some peasants who were digging

trenches for planting trees, in the year 1860. They found

some Large slabs of stone, placed together to form a tomb,

beneath which were pieces of cement and small fragments

of gold, Borne bones of the deceased, and the ring. On
hearing of the discovery my friend, Don Antonio Donati

(till latelv librarian to the college of the "Sapienza" at

Rome), and who was then in the neighbourhood, imme-
diately visited the spot for the purpose of ascertaining

whether any inscription existed upon the stones ; but none

was found, nor could be hear of the discovery of any coins.

J lc however, secured the ring, which was shown by him at

the Roman Exhibition of Keclesiastical Objects in 1870, and
which he subsequently ceded to me.

I have already referred to a duplex ring of gold, of some-

what coarser workmanship, preserved in the Castellani

Collection, No. 2.

The ring now described is in all probability of the latter

part of the third or beginning of the fourth century, although

it has been Stated that Christianity extended to that part of

Italy as early as the second.

No. 28. A silver ring of duplex form, the united

bezels being each of elongated and pointed

oval shape, similar in general fashion to that

of the gold ring just described, but wanting
the bead-work on the shoulders, where,

in the present example, the united bezels are received

into a wider collar of the hoop, marked by two transverse

incised lines. On one oval is engraved the name pavstvs,

and on the other is the palm branch. The weight of this

ring is 4 dwt. 4 grains. In the year 1865, during excava-

tions made by Prince Torlonia, at Porto, on the northern

side of the Tiber's mouth, ruins of a large house were dis-

covered, which are believed to be those of the Xcnodoehio
of Pammachio, the friend of St. Jerome. In and near these

ruins many objects for domestic and table use were subse-

quently discovered, of glass, of pottery, bronze, and Bilver,

the greater part, or nearly all of which were adorned with

Christian subjects or Christian emblems. The larger number
of these mosl interesting objects were presented by the

Prince t<» the Christian Museum of the Vatican, and are now
preserved there. They are described by Signer <\r Rossi in
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his " Bulletino " for May and June, 1868, and in subsequent

Dumbers of that work. But although many were acquired

by the Vatican Museum some others escaped, notably some

"rat-tailed" silver Bpoons, inscribed with names and mono-

grams in niello, winch are now in the rich collection formed

bv Signor Oastellani, dow exhibited at. and we hope secured

for the British Museum. Among other small objects which

Aped, the ring now under observation is belie \ ed to 1"' >»ne,

having been Bold in Koine by a person who had been

employed at Porta It was immediately recognised by

Sig. de Road as being of the same workmanship, having the

Bame patina, and bearing the same name as one of the

Bj us now in the Vatican, the figure of which, No. 6, will

be seen on the plate from the
f
* Bull. d'Arch. Crist.," Nov.

and Dec, 1868. One of the spoons in the Oastellani Collec-

tion bears the Bame name.

Christian rings of silver are unusual. The date of this

specimen is probably of the latter half of the fourth

century.

No. 29. A bronze ring, with high projecting bezel of

Bquare Form, expanding to the shield \ the

hoop is a simple circle, of angular projection

externally. Ou the square lace the subject

of Abraham's sacrifice is deeply engraved,

coi ering I he w hole Burface.

In the centre of the composition Abraham
Btands grasping the upraised knife in his

right hand, while with the left he holds the

head of Isaac, who Kneels before the altar.

Abraham's attention is Been to be arrested

at the mo in. for he looks behind over his

left shoulder al the ram, standing beneath

what would -com to be s palm branch.

Above his righ! aim. ami between the sword

and the back of the patriarch's head, is

what would appear to be the figure of an angel, bul may
,-il-o represent, as suggested by the Padre Garucci, raya

of light (the celestial voice) descending to stay the sacrifice.

This figure or object, which is rendered with a near ap-

proach to accuracy in the accompanying engraving, is not

Bufficiently well defined in the intaglio of the ring to enable us

to decide upon itc nature with certainty, but 1 am dis-
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posed to think that it conveys a rough idea of the figure of an

angel quite as much as that of rays of light, or ol a roll of a

1m.ok.

The execution of the intaglio, which is in a perfect

Btate of preservation, is superior to the fashion of the ring,

and may be attributed, perhaps, to the latter end of the

third century, hut more probably to the fourth.

This subject is new upon a ring. Jt occurs in mosaics, on

Barcophagi and lamps, on wall paintings, and on gilt glasses.

The rinff, which I obtained in Rome during the winter

before last, was brought by a person from Viterbo, in which

neighbourhood it was presumed to have been found, toge-

ther with the bronze

st imp No. 29* (here also

figured), and which is

incised with the words

QVINTILIANE VIVAS. This

inscription is in intaglio

and reversed, the stamp
having been probably

used for impressing the

name upon pottery when in a soft state, previous to

baking. The engraving shows the impression.

The Chevalier de Rossi, to whom I communicated these
objects, giving him impressions from them, has published
both in a late number of his valuable serial, the " Bulletino

"

(new series). Number 3 of the first year (1870) contains

engravings from the ring and from the stamp ; and in No. 1

of the second year (which has only recently arrived in

England) he has given a description of them. Abraham's
sacrifice he reminds us is typical of the sacrifice of Our
Blessed Lord ; and he states his opinion that the object

represented between the back of Abraham's head and the

sword, may be intended for a bundle of rolls of writings,

tied together with cord or ribbon, and meant to exi

the volumes of the prophetic Scriptures ; which gives to

the Bubject a sublime symbolical meaning, proclaiming Abra-
ham father of the Faithful, in whose posterity all people
should receive the promised blessing. 9

I'i.i il capo di Abramo ed il ferro delineate Nell' impronta c\w ho
da lui impugnato, £ un pi lo aranee gli ooohi, Eavoritami dalli oortaaia del
dil mix dwegnatore aasai incertamente | partni n ere m
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The Chevalier de Rossi agrees with me in assigning this

ring to the latter end of the third or beginning of the fourth

century. He publishes another stamp, which was brought

into Rome P r about the Bame time as those just

described, which may be of rather later date, and upon which

came plorrntini and the sacred monogram £ are in-

1. Ti; purchased by Count Gregorio Strogonof.

And also an intaglio ring-stone, which was Becured by the

l; . Padre Tongiorgi for the Kircherian Museum, and on

which is engraved IX0YC MT around an anchor with loop

between its lower arms, which arc recurved, and upon the

m of which a fish is placed. This may be an interesting

emblematic representation of the Crucifixion.

Tli' 3tion that these objects had perhaps been found

in tin- neighbourhood of Viterbo, from the circumstance of

their having been brought from that place for sale to Rome,

may, I fear, have been imparted by me when conversing on

the subject with the Chevalier, in language more affirmative

than I intended ; as he makes my communication the autho-

rity f'»r such being the Ideality of their discovery.

1 wish, therefore, to Btate thai ii was merely suggested as

a probability, heightened by the indefinite information of the

vendor, hut not from any positive knowledge of the fac

3 the mor sary, ;is at the same time th<' Chevalier

tells us thai this would he the first instance recorded el' the

turrence of Early Christian remains in the vicinity of

that city. The duplex gold ring in the Castellani Collection,

d with the name blithia, is stated by that gentle-

man to have been found near Orvieto
;

pos-

Biblv seme localitv between these two cities

M& may have hceii the site at which all th.

objects were discos ered.

No. 30. A bronze ring with square

expanding bezel, on which is engraved the sacred symbol,

the united (hi and rho h< tween the ul/ilui ami omega above,

and two Bheep below.

It i- remarkable thai although the *j is reversed

though intended for sealing, the nljihn and omega are rightly

re d( i credenl i

.. il volUC • • ( iitli i

i
i
opoli
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placed, and would be reversed in the impression. The form

of the sacred monogram is precisely similar to that on the

Bepulchral tablet of the boy Marcianus (except that the loop

of the P is reversed), which is Bgured in plate 1, at

page 279 in vol. xxvii. of our Society's Journal, in the

Rev. Mr. Joyce's extremely interesting paper on the Sarco-

phagus of Valerius Amandinus, discovered at Westminster.

It may, however, bo doubted whether the ring was in-

tended for sealing, as there is an appearance inside the

engraving on the bezel and the ornamenl of the hoop, as of

the remains of niello, with which all the incisions may have
been originally filled. The hoop is circular, swelling to the

shoulders, and of angular section ; it is ornamented with

incisions, probably intruded as palm leaves, and of similar

character to that on the ring No. 16, described in my former

paper, at page 1 I I of Vol. xxvi. of our Journal.

Tlii-v interesting ring, which is probably of the middle of

the fourth century, Mas recently brought to me from Home.
No. 31 is a bronze ring, the bezel of

which surmounts the swelling shoulders of

a hoop of half-round wire, and is Bhaped
as the sole of a shoe, upon which is coarsely

incised INDEO, with a continuous border

line of punctuations. The bronze is covered

with a dark-green patina. This ring could

hardly have been used for stamping or

Bealing, as the lettering reads lightly on

the ring, and. would of course be inverted

in the impression.

Aringhi, followed by Francisco de Corte, figures a ring

with shoe-sole shaped bezel, bearing the name IVSTVS with

a *, which was found in the Catacomb of St. Agnese on the

Via Nomentana.
There is a foot-shaped stamp ring in the Vatican Museum

(No. 25), engraved with the palm and a sort of star, or

double ct

Boldetti gives an engraving, at page 50G, of a ring-stamp,

shaped as the side of a boot, on which are the letters maro.

and what Beems to be a heart. It was found in the Cemetery

of Priscilla.

The foot-stamp was probably typical of possession, the

"pedis positio" among the Romans, but whether adopted

v.»i . \\\ Hi, R R
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by the Christians as having another signification is a

question which would lead me beyond the .subject of this

paper. It was a form used previously and contemporaneously

by pagans, and similar rings, bearing names and words

that cannot be assumed as Christian, are preserved in the

I stellani, the Waterton, the British Museum, and other

collections.

'. A key-ring of bronze, which opened the lock by

lifting a latch. it is a simple boop, the

bezel of which is Blightlv raised and flattened,

and from the side of which projects a small

neck, attaching a circular table flattened

towards the ring. This is pierced with a

cross, which is surrounded by a circular

m or bordering : the cross-shaped piercing cor-

responded with the wards of the lock. It is presumed to

been for the use of a Christian, as the emblem oi that

faith adopted for fashioning the wards, would hardly have

been applied inadvertently at a period when the cross was

looked upon as a badge of disgrace, or as the Christian

standard, [have referred to a key-ring of similar form in

the Christian Museum at the Vatican, which is believed to

have been found in our of the Catacombs.

It is perhaps worthy of remark thai the cross is placed in

an upright position relatively to the hoop of the ring, and

not as the letter X ; neither is il in any degree wedge-limbed,

but a pure Greek cross I procured this ring several years

Bince at Rome. It is perhaps of the fourth century.

Boldetti gives as figures of key-rings found in the Cata-

combs, but upon which no Christian emblems arc to be seen.

These have been supposed to possess talismanic properties

from having been placed in contact with relics of the saints,

a supposition which may savour of a later period than that

at winch they were ma le and worn.

No. 33. A gold ugnejb-ring, formed as a hoop of

angular projection externally and flat inside, which bears
a circular button-like bezel, on the face of which arc a male
an 1 a female bust, looking towards each other; above them

. the lower limb of which is longer than the others,
and all having a wedge shaped termination.

The subject is incised upon the gold
;
the workmanship is

of that inde and peculiar character o well known upon
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the coins of the Byzantine emperors of the earlier half

of the fifth century, and I am accordingly

disposed to consider its probable date as

about 140.

This ring is probably a Bicephalic matri-

monial or love ring, having the portraits of

husband and wife " respectant," as the

language of heraldry would express. Such
exisi of pagan times, and I am reminded by

Mr. Way tb.it a ring of that class, found in

the north of England, is figured in the

Archaeological Journal at vol. vii., p. 191.

They were doubtless the prototypes of the

love rings of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-

turies, some of which arc in my collection.

It is a ring of Byzantine character, as regards its form
and style of workmanship, and was sent to me from Athens.

[ts weight is 3% pennyweights.

It was my intention to have added to this paper a notice

of Karlv Christian rings referred to by various writers, but
to do this it would be necessary to go over considerable

ground, the which, I find, has been already and most ably

traversed ; for only since writing the foregoing pages has

an opportunity been afforded me, for the first time, of

reading the interesting brochure by the Abbe Martigny,
" Des Anneaux thez les Premiers Chretiens" (Macon,

•
), in which I find that he has adopted an arrangement

of the subject somewhat similar to mine. I have merely
given a list of the emblems mentioned by Clement of Alex-

andria, and have then considered those met with upon rings,

not venturing to d<> more than occasionally refer to engra

ring stones, or gems, in illustration of my subject. Upon
these the Abbe* Martigny, in the pamphlet just named, gives

much interesting matter. His references to the works of

previous writers are most valuable, as also to recent autho-

rities on the engraved -ems, but he does not refer directly

to more than a lew rings as existing in museums and private

cabinet-. Probably from the statements of Boldetti and
other early writers, he tells us that BUch rings have been

foimd in Catacombs in considerable quantity; but if such

were ever the case, how lew. comparatively, now remain to

our knowledge.
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I am afraid, in consequence of the many forgeries which

have been produced within the Last few years, that Early

Christian engrav< - have been, and arc often regarded

with suspicion and consequent neglect.

The discrimination between a genuine antique intaglio or

cameo and a modern imitation, is a matter requiring, in the

place, an inherent appreciation of those indescribable

characteristics which distinguish the art of various epochs, and

the power of a keen eye. The development of these faculties

by the examination and comparison, the constant handling

and intimacy with objects of art and antiquity of all sorts

ami periods, stimulated by a real love for them and for their

Btudy, is the next requirement. No amount of classic

Learning or book-knowledge will make up for the want of

; although most valuable and indeed necessary for the

elucidation of the objects themselves and of their history.

The art exhibited in Early Christian gems is almost in-

variably of a low order ; they were, for the most part, the

production of a period of decadence. The greater number

have been cut by means of the wheel. Hence arises an

additional difficulty in distinguishing the genuine from the

false. Their rude workmanship is easy to copy with the

-.•Hue instrument as that with which they were cut
; antique

stones are abundant at hand, and Roman artists are apt and

facile in imitation.

J do not think that the fabrication of Marly Christian

rings lias been carried on quite to the same extent, but that

.Mich falsification is practised I can too truly testify. Some
of the- imitations in ivory and in silver are \ery ingenious,

and well executed ; fragments of antique ivory or bone are

worked upon ; as in the case of bronze, plain antique rings

of which are engraved with the requisite emblems, and duly

coloured
; or, where thev have held a stone or paste, it has

been replaced by a modern intaglio with Christian Bymbol,

the interstice - being filled up with green wax, or a cona-

tion of the scraping of antique bronze and other

ingredients.

Jt is greatlj to be regretted thai these nefarious practices

among all the various objects of art and antiquity receive

bo much encouragement from dishonesl vendors and unwary

puri
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Tin; Normans in a.d. 1093 conquered South Wales, where,

although the Welsh subsequently recovered the whole of

Cardigan and most of the mountainous districts, they per-

manently maintained themselves in the most fertile portions

of Brecknock and of the three southern counties of Glamor-
gan, Carmarthen, and Cardigan.

According to historians, this conquest was effected by
several expeditions, made at different times, under different

leaders, acting without any concert The then King of

and, it is said, countenanced, or at least allowed, these

attacks, but was no further a party to them ; and to each

leader was left the right of apportioning the conquered
lands among the followers who had taken part in his ad-

renture ; and hence arose the Lordships-Marchers of South
Wai<

For this account, the only authority, Mich as it is, is tra-

dition, the earliest notice of which that I have met with,

though it in- doubt was current long before, is of the second
quarter of the sixteenth century. The above account is, in

my opinion, erroneous, and I shall endeavour to show that

th« • war in which South Wales was conquered was a national

war, and the great probability that William Rufus personally

took part in it.

30, it will, however, 1"- desirable I i notice

the previous proceedings of the Normans in the neighbour-

After the conquest of England in a.i>. 1066, the three

bester, Shrewsbury, and Hereford were
lished upon the borders of Wales; the last, which,

Herefordshire, comprised all, or nearly all, of the

county i of the Severn, was granted t<»

William orn, to whom, as Ordericus Vitalis Bays
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(book 4. c. vii. vol. ii. p. 4 7. Bonn's edition), "Was given the

charge, in conjunction with Walter de Lacj and other tried

Boldiers, of defending the frontier against the Welsh, who
v. ere breathing defiance."

The condition of South Wales waa then one of anarchy

;

there being, besides the actual possessor, one native pre-

tender, or more, to every little principality into which it was

divided. FitzOsborn entered into an alliance with one of

the princes who held the western part of Monmouthshire,

a Caradoc ap Grriflith ap Etydderch, the same who is men-

tioned, in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as the destroyer, in

a.d. 1065, of Harold's buildings at Portskewett, and who is

ken of in Domesday as King Caradoc. With this aid,

FitzOsborn, who died in February a.d. 1071, had won. as is

shown by his 'lunations to various religious houses, all the

era part of Monmouthshire, extending westward at least

to Raglan, as a charter of Walter JJloct ((). Mon. vol. ii.

p. 989, line 50), confirming grants made by him in that

place, makes manifest.

Such was the result : of the occurrences that led to it

we have no details. The Brut, it is true, does state that,

a.d. 1070, Caradoc, son of Griffith, son "I Rhydderch, and

the French, defeated Meredith, son of Owen, on the hanks

of the river Rhymney, but the date given is probably in-

correct ;
both it ami the Welsh Annals savin-- the event

happened in the same year .-is that in which, according to

the Brut, Macmael Munbo, King of the Q-wyddeliang, ac-

cording to the Annals, Diermed, King of the Scots, was

slain. The person referred to is Diarmaid, son of Mael-na-

enbd, but his death is placed, not in \.d. 1070, but in

\.i,. [072 by the Annals of Loch Ce. If a.d. 1072 be, as

I believe, the correct date, it is so far of importance as

showing that Roger, e I William FitzOsborn, and his

ii,-,—

,

r in his English honours, continued in alliance with

Caradoc ap Griffith.

I,, ,\ i). L075 Earl Ii" r took part in an unsuccessful

conspira tinst the Conqueror, and therebv lost all his

1

1 u itli tli. in. li' 11 \nt ra

ither Out all

1 th the I in. 1
• of the adherent i of Rhj • -.

Illl

lydden b lequently > lured
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lands. A portion of them, that which constituted what was

subsequently called the Honour of Monmouth, were given,

immediately after the Marl's fall, to a certain Wihenoc, who

— not William FitzBaderon, as Dugdale Bays—was the fust

Lord of that honour when held in capite of the Crown.

-

In ad. 1081 the Conqueror himself led an army into South

Wales, of which we have the following notices. The Brut,
•• that he came lor prayer on a pilgrimage to Menevia."

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, " that he lead an army into

Wales, and there he set free many hundred persons."

Henry of Huntington, "that he lead an army into Wales,

and reduced it to submission
;
" which Wendover, who

places it in a.i>. 1079, explains by saying, "he received

the homage and fealty of the petty princ In Domes-
day we find some statement which explains and illustrates

these quotations. At fol. 162, col. 1, it is said, "that Beveral

villa in M nouthshire were wasted by King Caraduech
;

"

and at fol. 185b. col. J, " that William de tSchoies held eight

ploughlands in the Castelry of Carlion/

Caerleon was a portion of Caradog's territory, and its

Bsion was, lor nearly two centuries after the taking of the

Domesday survey, a subject of continual contention between
his descendants and various Lord-Marchers. It is also to be

noticed, that whilst all the other part of Monmouthshire in

Norman possession was surveyed with the County of Glou-

p, and administered by its Vice-count, Caerleon was
surveyed with Herefordshire. The explanation of which I

take to be, that it was not held by the Normans when
r, Earl of Hereford, forfeited his lands.

Coupling these circumstances with what is said of the

Conqueror's having set free many hundred persons, we may
suppose that Caradog, in his warfare with the Normans, had

obtained some notable advantage; but, unable to oppose a

1 army, had, on his submission, in a.d. 1081, been de-

prived i
i on.

The above is a supposition, ami may be erroneous ; but

there can be no question of the confirmation which an entry in

: There can be no doubt Wihenoc waa mistaken Li~ name, there spelt Quer-
i" William 1 d, thenane, for that of a place, "

The l > tli.' I omeeday account of tin- lands of
Eter tli.- trea- William FH in Qloucestei

Karl of Hereford, • ntiont .1 ol manors tint
him tJ th In the Wihenoc, fa • held it Wihenoc

datum, the editor of tint work has waa, I believe, hia uncle.
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Domesday (fol. 179, col 2), saying " Riset of Wales renders'

to King William £40," gives to what is said by Henry of

Huntingdon. According to the Brut in a.m. L077 (really

1079), Rhys ap Tewdwr began to reign. He is the Risel

spoken of; and if there were any doubt that the sum named
for South Wales, it would be removed

by another entry in the Bame book (fol. 269, col 2), where

Rob rl Rhuddlan is stated to hold North Wales at farm

for a like amount.

A difference in the chronology <>f the Welsh and Irish

chronicles has been previously noticed. I am not competent

ay which is correct, but believe that, from a.i>. 1068 nil

some years after ld. 1 100, the marginal dates in the former

That they are bo from A..D. 1079 is certain :

they place in that year the Conqueror's expedition into

Wa'hs; his death in \.i>. 1085 ; the death of Kh\

Iwr and Malcolm King of Scotland in a.i>. 1091, and that

of Wiiliani Rufus in a.i>. 1098. These events follow in the

same order, and with like intervals, as in the English chro-

nicles, but two years earlier; which is prdpahU- a mistake,

as there can be no doubt of the years in which the ( lonqueror,

his Bon, or Malcolm, died.

Thi il reason for noticing this is. that writers of

: -v and topography state that the conquest of

Glamorgan and Brecknock occurred after the death of Rhys

ap Tewdwr, but in ld. 1091 : bul such death, being by both

Welsh and English chronicles ascribed to the same year as

that of Malcolm King of Scotland, it clearly did not happen

till ld. L093.

Both South Wales and England were, after the death of

the Conqueror, in a.d. 1087, torn by internal dissensions.

Rufus had to contend againsl the claims of his brother and

the revolt of his barons, and Rhys ap Tewdwr was, for a

time, driven from his country by his opponents. Eventually

both overcame their difficulties, but il was not till ld, 1093

that Rufus was able to turn his attention to Wales.

Whether he had any just grounds for war cannot 1"' said,

Put . le, and far from improbable, thai Rhys,

icd by hi over hie rivals, may ha\ e nTn jed, or,

ii ei i

hed b) his si rug ! may h;i\ e been unable

the t ribute due fi om his dominions. I lowei er I hat

: in \ n. 1093 the Normans invaded South Wales,
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ami, meagre though our information be, it is yet less so than
of anj previous contest.

Easter Sunday that year fell on the 17th of April, and in

Easter week a battle was fought near where Brecknock
1 tie was afterwards built, in which Rhys was defeated and
shin. The importance of the event is marked both by the

English and the Welsh chroniclers in almost similar words.

Florence of Worcester adding, "From that day kings ceased

to reign in Wales ;
" and the Brut, " that then fell the

kingdom of the Britons." Nothing can better show the

distracted state of Wales than that within a fortnight after

this action Cadwgan ap Bleddyn, one of the former adver-

saries of Rhys, made a raid into and ravaged Dyved.
The Normans, their purposes being different, were more

deliberate, and it was not till the 1st of July that they
oiitered Cardigan and Dyved, "which," says the Brut,
" they have still retained, and fortified castles, and seized

upon all tin' lands of the Britons." This, there being no
mention of any attack on either "Wentlooge or Glamorgan,
is all that either Welsh or English chroniclers directly tell

us of the conquest of South Wales ; but, incidentally, from
the former we learn some circumstances of importance,

which will be hereafter noticed.

It not being my intention to enter into the history

of South Wales, my subsequent remarks will be confined to

two questions ; one as to the mutual bearings of the Nor-
mans and Welsh on the conquest, the ether as to whether
the war in which the conquest was effected was a national

war.

Assuming, for the present, the latter to have been the

there is nothing surprising in the rapidity with which

South Wales was overrun. To a royal army the chief

difficulties would have consisted in the nature of the country

and in the conveyance of stores. But as the army, by
i lie condition of its services, must necessarily be withdrawn,
even if, which is improbable, it could have been pro-

visioned had it remained; the difficulty was in holding the
country after it was won. This could not have been accom-
plished by those who had accepted the task but with the good-

will of a considerable portion of tie' Welsh ;
such they would

not have had if, as the Brut says, the Normans seized on
all the land- of the Britons ;

and that they had not only

VOL. XXVIII. - -
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their good-will, but also their active assistance is shown by

the Brut itself (pages 125 and 1-7).

That no universal confiscation followed upon the conquest

i by the Pipe Roll of Henry [., and by two early docu-

ments in the Cartulary of Carmarthen, the latter of which

show that Bome Welshmen, and those of the best

birth, retained ( .

:t In addition to this,

the distribution of property, such as we find from records

existed in Carmarthen during the reigns of Henry HI. and

Edward I., is totally inconsistent not only with a universal

d with a genera] confiscation of lands.

My opinion, therefore, in itself a reasonable one, and which

besides is in accordance with the few facts with which we
are acquainted, is, that the Normans took for themselv

the lands of Rhys ap Tewdwr and his adherents, whilst

his opponents were left in possession of theirs, rendering

the military service due for them.

The next Bubject for consideration is, whether the war
:i national war

; of which, were Rufus personally en-

j in it. there can be no doubt. It will be advisable

to commence by Bhowing the reasons there are fur believ-

ing that he was. According to Florence of Worcester and
others, William, being seized with severe illness, removed
to the neighbouring town of Gloucester, where he lay

in a languishing condition during the whole of Lent. He
n at the same place, on the 24th of August, to

meet Malcolm, King of th< pursuant to a previous

arrangement.

Ai in the interval South Wales was conquered-—and there

is no mention of his being elsewhere during that period

any one previously unacquainted with the Bubject would bo

Ented, on the i

lOp of II' hi
J I

p. 10) Bare we find on< ol '1 ppon
I 1 n ill ,,

of hie

b to Pi

i \\ il-

i 12 In it.'

d the ehun li of

ted by th I

•
'. reditfa PitsRichard, to the Priory,

] 27, 1.0 1110 a,)., i
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naturally assume that he was taking part in the conquesl

i require, from those who maintained a contrary opinion,

evidence to Bupport their view. None such, as far as I know,

could be produced, but much to support my position, for

Gerald de Barri, in his " Itinerary * (hook ii. chap. i.
;

Hoare's edition, vol. ii. p. 9), speaking of St. David's, s;

"In clear weather the mountains of Ireland are visible

from hence ; on which account William, the son of William

the Bastard, and the second of the Norman kings in Eng-
land, who was called Rufus, and who had penetrated far

into Wales, on seeing Ireland from these rocks, is reported

to have said. ' I will summon hither all the ships of my realm,

and with them make a bridge to attack that country.'
'

Gerald was born about fifty years after the death of

William Rufus, but, as his family were resident in Pembroke,

grandfather for some time custos of that Honour, and
his uncle Bishop of St. David's, his testimony, so far as

relates to William having been at St. David's, is almost as

strong as would be that of a contemporary. This visit was

male, I believe, in a.d. 1093.

The Welsh and Anglo-Saxon chronicles mention two ex-

peditions of Rufus into Wales, one in a.d. 1095, the other

in a.d. 1097. In the former, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

informs us that he led his troops to Snowdon ; it therefore

could not have been in that year he went to St. David's.

Of the latter our information is less definite. " William/'

we are told, " marched into Wales with a large army, and

his troops penetrated far into the country by means of

some Welshmen who had come over to him, and were his

guides. He remained there from midsummer till Aug
but, failing to effect his purpose, returned into England,

and forthwith caused castles to be built ou the marches."

The circumstances of William needing guides and causing

castles to be built on the marches, show that this expedition

into North Wales. In the south, of which the Normans
had retained possession for four years,even though it may have

: a dispu ion, guides could scarcely have 1

i led ; BtiU Less were castles on its marches when the Welsh

had failed to drive their invaders from Pembroke. Florence of

Worcester and Simeon of Durham mention, in similar w.

an expedition of William into Wales in a.d. L095, earlier than

that I pokenof, which took place in the summer, but it
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I g in the winter Beason, there is no probability that he

then went to St. David's. My opinion, it will be Been, is,

that at qo other time than a.m. 1093 could William have

been at St. David's, but as the point admits of doubt, I shall

: bo other evidence, [t has been pre\ iously mentioned

that the Welsh chronicles notice incidentally, in connec-

tion with subsequent events circumstances that occurred in

the war of a.m. L093, and which hear also upon the present

ion.

In a.m. 1094 (1092) the Annals tell usthat" William. King
of the English, went to Normandy, and he there tarrying,

and fighting against his brother, the Britons hurled away
the yoke of the French, and purged North Wales, Cardigan
and Dyved from them, and their castles, two excepted,

i ly, Pembroke and Ethyd y Gors." The Brut, more
expli - "demolished all the castles of Cardigan and

Dyved," except those named. For the present there is

only one point in this sentence to which 1 wish to draw

tition, namely, what was the writer's meaning in the

words " and he there tarrying " (ipsoque ibi morante). It

might be only meant to fix the date ofthe events; but for thai

too indefinite, and rather, therefore, to imply that

the Britons were availing themselves of William's absence in

Normandy. If this latter meaning be accepted, it follows,

that William, even if not himself present, yet rendered

tance to the. conquest of South Wales, or his absence

from or presence in England would be alike indifferent.

In a.m. 1096 L094), the Welsh chroniclers say, " William

FitzBaldwin died, who Founded the castle of Rhyd y Gors,

by the command of the King of England, and he being dead,

rted." This William FitzBaldwin was

Bon of Baldwin the Vice-count of Domesday, and hereditary

Vice-count of Devon. Ethyd y Gors was, I believe, old Car-

marthen, but bion is of little moment so far as

the
j

inquiry is concerned, that it was in the neigh-

bourhood is clear from a pas age in the r>nn (p. 77) : "Then
Richard FitzBaldwin Btored the castle of Ethyd y Gors, and

Howe! son of Goronwy was driven from his dominion the

man to whom King Henry had deputed the con ervancj of

tli- Vale of Tywi and Ethyd 3 Gor This explanation was

b recent writer of a history of Wales having
1 1 1 bat Rhyd was in Pom
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The two quotations given from the Welsh chronicles

establish the Following facts : 1st. The castle ofRhyd y G-ors,

being one of the two which the Welsh were unable to capture

in \.i>. 101)4, must have been built either early in that or in

the previous year. 2nd. That before its building William

FitzBaldwio was acting in Carmarthen as an officer of the

crown. 3rd. That notwithstanding his public duties, as

V'ice-count of Devon, he continued so acting till his death in

a.d. 1096. This, though not expressly stated, is implied,

and was so understood (vol. i. p. .93) by the historian of

Brecknockshire.

These facts seem tome totally inconsistent with any other

opinion than that the conquest of South Wales was the result

of a national war. It was not till July a.d. 1093 that the

Normans enter Dyvedj and in the same, or early in the

following year, we find an officer of the crown by the king's

command had built a castle there, and further that the same
officer till his death, some two or three years later, remained
there in command. Nor is this all. Had there not been

several other castles erected by the Normans, the order of

Rufus to build the castle of lvhyd y Gors might have been

taken as merely a general one to build a castle, as it is none
other than their special signification can be attributed to

them, namely, that the site of Rhyd y Gors was expressly

chosen ; and for such to have been the case, Rufus must have

had of it a personal knowledge.

What has been said renders, I think, the probabilities,

both that South Wales was conquered in a national war, and
that Rufus took in it a personal part, so strong, that the few
other circumstances to be noted may be done so briefly.

In the first place, the attacks on South Wales are said to

have been made by bands whose leaders acted without

any combination. Thus Jones (Hist, of Breck. v. i. p. 88)
tells us, " In the following year, allured by the success of

Robert FitzHamon and his accomplices, and perhaps invited

by them tocompleat the conquest of the principality, another

swarm of freebooters entered into Brecknockshire, headed by
Bernard de Newmarch." To this mode of action the Brut
gives both a gem ril and a specific denial : a general, where
it Btates that the French, from Brecknock, as 1 under-

stand it. went into Dyved and Ceredigion ; a specific, when
ii says (p. '17) " that Kriiulf, brother of the Karl of Shrews-
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bury, had obtained Dyved for his share by ballot, and who
magnificently built Jtle of Pembroke/1 What tin*

translator m ballot I do not know ; the word used by
the Brut, "o goelbren," according to the Welsh dictionaries,

is iv lot. But whatever may be the interpretation, the ex-

rion implies there was a division, how< ver made, and in

that division Dyved was allotted to Arnulph. Such there

would not have been had each leader acted solely for him-

tently the war, if a private war, was under!

Lifferent hands, under allied leaders. Of these leaders,

Arnulf de Montgomery, son of Roger Earl of Shrewsbury,

of the chief conspirators against Rufus, and Bernard
ewmarcb Ord. Yit. b. viii. c. 2) was actually in anus

st him ; even then though they had submitted to the king,

i; is little likely he would have permitted the mustering of a

force in Herefordshire, under their command, when
all the leading men of that county, as the Anglo-Saxon
I mentions, had been in rebellion against him.

The weigh! son, however, for believing the war to

have been a national one, is the cost it must have entailed.

I bat that actually was, nor of the revenue of England at

< we any trustworthy evidence; but we can-

e much deceived in estimating that they bore the same
proportion to each other, as they did in subsequent wars in

Wales. OJ the formei we can speak with certainty, for

the foreign accounts of the Chancellor's Roll, 17

that of William de Luda, of the receipts and
of the king's expedition to Wales, against

1 llin, son of Griffin, Prince of Wales, and David his

brother, from Palm Sunday A 10 (22nd March 1282), to the

S. Edmund's A 13 (20th Novemto r 1284 >, by which
it appears hie receipts were £102,621, and his expenditure

Of the revenue I do not pretend to speak posi-

tively, but compute it to have been between him- hundred

and twenty and one hundred and eighty thousand pounds a

\ i ar ; and acci p! nearly corn ider that the

i war with Wales to have equalled two thirds of a

may have been circum tances, though unknown to

! :, i.
: he proportionate cost to he lee in

. of ltufus than in thai ol Edward [., but there were

rould have a contrary effect. The
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expedition of A.D. 1093 took place at that season when the

harvest of the preceding year would be nearly consumed,

whilsl that of the year itself was unfit for use; and Wales

being then, as William of Neuburgh says (hook ii. chap. 5),
•• barren ol corn, and incapable of supplying its inhabitants

with food without importation from England," all the corn

food must necessarily have been brought from thence.

Moreover, it would have to be conveyed and guarded during

its conveyance from the borders of Herefordshire to Pem-
broke, a distance of more than one hundred miles. On the

other hand. Edward, with his fleet and fortresses, would
never have been more than twenty-five miles from his

Ihit even if the comparative cost of the earlier

were much less than that of the later, the actual cost would

yet have been for more than could have been defrayed save

by tin- royal revenue ; and the war, therefore, must have
been national, and not private.

Had this been a history, and not an essay, giving the

result of my conclusions, and not the reasons on which they

founded, it is thus that I should have narrated them.

In A.D. 1093, William Rufus, having overcome the diffi-

culties with which, since his accession to the throne,

he had been contending, resolved to invade South
Wales. In the absence of any information no judgment
as to the justice of this enterprise can be formed, but

he was not improbably incited to it by the defeated

opponents of Rhys ap Tewdwr. Accordingly, in the earlv

part of the year, he went to Alveston, a royal demesne near

Gloucester, to superintend the necessary preparations ; but
ere illness and the affairs of the see of Canterbury,

prevented him, when these were completed, from taking

part in the firsl operations of his troops. These commenced
in the middle of April with the invasion of Brecknockshire :

ami Rhys ap Tewdwr, in k- k (April 1 7 to

rashly giving battle to his enemies, was defeated and slain

Brecknock. After this success, the victors, engi

no doubt, in fortifying ports to secure their communications,
and in bringing up provisions, previously Btored, from the

borders of England, remained inactive till the first of July,

when, joined by William, they advanced into Cardigan and
Pembroke, which they occupied without opposition. Whilst

these events were in progress, an expedition from Devon.
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under the command of its Vice-count, William FitzBaldwin,

had taken possession of the southern parts of Carmarthen-
shire : passing through which country, on his return, Rufus

fixed upon a Bite for, and directed the building of, the Castle

of Ethyd y Grors. Thence he w< at on to Gloucester, for the

meeting which had been arranged to take place there

between him and Malcolm, King of Scotland, on the 24th

<>f August. Whilst the heavy armour of the Normans was

an immense advantage to them during the engagement, it

wc.uk 1 necessarily be \ «iv detrimental in the pursuit ; it is

therefore, at all likely that the number of Welsh slain

in the battle at Brecknock was so large as to paralyse further

rition. We must look, then, for some other cause to

account for the rapidity with which the conquest of South

Wales was effected ; aor is this tar to be sought, since the

opponents of Khys ap Tewdwr would welcome the Normans
a- deliverers. In this there is nothing to create Burprise :

at all times tin' domestic enemy has been hated more bitterly

than the foreign foe, and such feeling, if ever justifiable, was

BO at this time in South Wales : for Khys ap Tewdwr,

whose reign commenced in a.m. 1
<

>

7"
:

' ( 1 <> 7 7 ) . having been in

A.o. L089 (1087) expelled by his countrymen, returned the

same year, and recovered his power by the aid of heathen

and Scottish mercenaries, to whom he gave an immense sum
of money, as the Brut Bays, hut. according to the Annals, an

immense tribute of captives (* [ngentem censum captivorum

gentilibus <\ Scotis, Res filius Tewdwr, tradidit "). If this

latter account be true, it Cannot he a .subject of surprise

that the Normans, win., though foreigners, were at least

Christians, should find allies amongsl those whose fellow-

countrymen had been given a- Blaves t" heathens. Such

are the conclusions at which I have arrived, but the informa-

tion i
'ity that they cannol be put forward as certain,

and it is only as being probable that they air advanced.
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VENETIAN BRONZE GUNS RECOVERED BY DIVERS IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN.

By JOIIN HEWITT.

A few years ago a party of sponge-divers at the Isle of

Symi in the Mediterranean, discovered on the sea-floor a

number of bronze guns of various forms and sizes. Subse-

quently a portion of them was raised, and they proved to be

of Venetian manufacture. Advised of this curious find,

General Lefroy immediately placed himself in communica-
tion with our Vice -Consul at Rhodes, M. Biliotti, and through

his agency obtained for the Royal Artillery Museum at

Woolwich three of the guns in question. They were received

at the Rotunda in October, 1871, where they remain, open

to the inspection of the public.

From the letter of the Vice-Consul in 1869 it appears

that about forty bronze guns were seen by the divers, of

which nine had then been recovered. The heaviest had not

been fished up, and of these some are said to be 12 ft.

long. It may reasonably be supposed that they formed the

armament of some Venetian vessel or vessels that were sunk

in these seas ; whether by storm or battle can only be con-

jectured. And even this conjecture may be far from the

truth.

The three guns at Woolwich are, a C-pounder bronze

muzzle-loader, ft. 8 in. in length, 3f in. calibre, weighing

L2 cwt. ; and two bronze breech-loaders with movable

chambers, 3 ft. 4 in. long, weighing each 1 cwt. 2 qrs., calibre

.*> in. Each piece bcus the Lion of St. Mark, and the

chambers, which are also of bronze, have the same badge.

The square hole seen at the breech of the smaller gun was

no doubt for a tiller. The movable chamber is curious

from the channel formed across it for reception of the bolt
;

which bolt, passing through the holes at the side of the

breech, occupied also the channel, and this wedged-up the

chamber close to the chase. All three guns have cylindrical
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trunnions, those of the larger piece prolonged from the lower

line of the bore, aa shown by the dotted lines of our sketch.

ientific friend calls our attention to the fact that •while

are only half the weight of our modern

guns of corresponding calibre, the muzzle-loader is double.

k must I-' remembered, however, that of the old pieces, the

r only is a cannon, the other being a perrier; the first

rry iron Bhot with large charges of powder, the other to

propel stone Bhot with a low charge. And how low a charge

used, may be gathered from the fact that these

mmonly fired from a fixed ]>ivot on tin* gun-

waleof a boat, where of course no recoil could be had.

3 an old weakness of virtuosi to exaggerate the antiquity

of the memorials they encounter. Old guns in especial are

subject to this fallacy. Crecy crops up immediately ; and

if that is not conceded, our virtuoso, with a truly Bismarckian

obstinacy, takes his stand oh the neplus ultra of Agincourt.

Breech-loaders with movable chambers are at once set down
the remotest age, though a little inquiry would show

that this nature of gun was Mill in vogue in Europe as late

as the seventeenth century. CT&no, in 1613, engraves one

precisely like the example before us, but with the tiller in

its place, and tells us thai such pieces, made of iron or of

are still "fort usitees, principalement es navires"

(chap. 5). Gasperoni figures the gun on it- carriage, calling

it a "petriera a braga." This example is copied in the fine

work of General Marion and M. 1)'' Brette, " Recueil des

Boucl i les plus remarquables," plate 54. See also

the perriera engraved in the "Milice franchise" of Pere

Daniel, vol. i. plate 31. And the plate of Grose, vol. i.

; 402. They are shown as employed for boat service,

hips, and for shore batteries ;
the last mounted on a

kind of bench, and moving on pivots. We have already cited

i to in 1613. Three years distant only, comes Florio (in

id i ), who tells us thai the Petriero a braga was " called of

our Gunm pa a fouler, being but aboul foure inches diameter

.•it the mouth; there is another sorl of six inches diameter,

called Porl piec The Petriero maschio, he adds, wa

oi P< rrier w< II fortified in the breechea and well

tiled, called a Male perrier
;

" and the Petriero femina

a female perrier, not so well fortified in the breeches
•'- th< former '

(p. 374 ),
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In Cotton MS., Augustus 3, a book supposed to have
belonged to Henry VIII., may be seen a very curious draw-

ing of a boat armed with swivel guns ; there are eight guns
in all, six on swivels on the gunwale, two on carriages. We
give a drawing of half of this boat with its armament, the

Other half resembling it in all particulars. It will be observed

that the gun on the stem is treble shotted ; that on the stern

is similarly loaded. Archers and halberdiers are mingled

with the gunners. 1 In the work named above, " Itecueil des

bouches a feu," are figures of the pivoting breech-loading

gun from real examples, showing the form of the wedge
which secured the chamber in its place, and how it was
attached by a chain to the tiller (plates 58 and 54). In the

Tower may be seen a piece of similar fashion, made of iron,

and moving on a pivot : probably a boat gun. Woolwich
lias another, of the same construction. The Chinese, it will

be remembered, use the movable-chamber gun to the present

day. The Chinese junk exhibited in London in 1852 was
armed with such " gingals," which were fixed on pivots along

the gunwale. Specimens of the arm are in the Tower and
Woolwich collections.

On the subject of the retention of old forms in gunnery,
we may allude to the hoop-and- stave breech-loaders re-

covered from the ship Mary Rose, sunk in 1545, and of

which examples will be found at the Tower and Woolwich,
se, if not well authenticated as to their provenance,

would certainly have been put down to Crecy, and we
should hawe had the old jumble of Froissart, and Villani,

and Berthold Schwarz all over again. Iron-hooped guns
are seen also in the picture at Hampton Court of the Em-
barkation of Henry VIII. from Dover: they are mounted
on the forts. Some of the guns from the Mary Hose still

retain the stone shot with which they were loaded when the

vessel went down (No. 2 of Class 19 of the Tower Catalogue,

and No. 10 of Class 1 of the Woolwich Catalogue).

In order to arrive at an opinion as to the age of the

guns before us, or of any ancient specimens, it is necessary

1 Some of th>- drawings in this codex altogether is a perfect cyclopaedia of
may have Conned a book belonging, aa military matters of t: th cen-
Strutt suggests, to Henry VIII., for they tury, and d<

i bis time. But others are suited by all who desire to know e

decidedly later. However, the i riod.
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to consider, aot alone the general principle of their con-

struction, but (as the architects do in their investigations)

the particular fashion of the mouldings. Everybody knows

what a wonderful difference there is between the deep

channels of the "Early English" period of building and

shallow outline of the " Perpendicular" time. Not less

striking is tic- contrast of the early and late contour of

cannon mouldings ; and it is from these only that a critical

opinion of thi of eld guns can he fennel. We have,

unfortunately, no hand-chart of such mouldings, so that

. particular case has to I"- worked out by a special

comparison of contemporary exampli Prom a careful

examination of this kind we are inclined to place the age

of the larg( l- gun here represented as not earlier than the

middle of the sixteenth century. As authorities, we may
to Plates 13, 1 i, -7. 41, and 46 of the "Recueil des

i-l'.u." and Plates 37 and 38 of Colonel Fav6's

third volume of "Le Passe' et I'Avenir de I'Artillerie." The
little brass gun (faucon) of Charles I., cast in 1638, in the

Woolwich Beries, may be compared with the Venetian exam-

now under consideration; both muzzle mouldings and

ii mouldings are almosl identical. See also, of the

Woolwicl I tion, Nos. L20, 137, I 10, lie. and 127 of

2. The breech-loader oi our drawing may be of any
tine 1500 or 1600

; but, as in the case of tlie •
(

and tip- Cranes," being found in company with the si\-

pounder, must be content to share the fat'' of that ultima

ratio regum.



Original Documents.

"EXTENTS DE KA1KDIFF, LANTRISSEN, LAXGUNIIIT, NEHT,
LANILTVVIT ET LISWRINI," IX THE COUNTY OF GLAMORGAN.

(Wallia, Bag I, Xo. 15, P. R. 0.)

'I'm; Bag from whence the following records have been drawn, brought
to my notice by Mr. limit, contains ten documents upon a file, all evi-

dently of one date, and all relating to (damorgan or Monmouth. The
an! most important is the Extent of the County of Glamorgan.

This lias recently been printed in this volume of the Journal (p. 60),
and the live which follow

—

I.lantwit and Lvsworney being combined —
relate to places within thai county. The four not given belong to Mon-
mouthshire, and are Extents of Usk, Llantrissant, Cwmcarvan with
Troy, and Newport with Stow.

Of all these documents, as of the county extent, the seals are lost, but
the name of each sealer is written in a contemporary hand, upon the

end of the label to which the wax was attached.

EXTEXTA DE KAIKMIF.

Extenta ville de Kairdiif facta per sacramentum Roberti Upedyke,
Stephani Bagedrip, Ricardi Lude, Thome Kene, Willelmi Selicok,

Walteri Cornubiensis, Ricardi Crispi, Roberti Coleswein, Ricardi Rum-
bold, Hugonis Faucun, Ade Midewinter, et Siinonis Fox. Qui jurati

diount quod

Litus burgi est ..... xx 1
' iiij

5
viijd

xlvi o o

xiiij o o

viij o o

iiij o o

El Molendina valent

Et de prisa cervisie

Et de piscaria

El de theloneo mercati

Et de nundinis, quia domus Magdalene Bris-

tollie percepil \\ s annuatim de eisdem nun-
dinis per cartam domini Comitis . . vi

l'.t de prisa buBoe et carbonis ... x

Et de placitis e1 perquisitis Eundredi et pro

licencia cariandi meiremium in Anerliam . be

I
£96 La b/.] Summa iiij

301
xv.i

11 o1 et w 1

[Nomen amissum,] Stephani Bagedrip, Ricardi Lude, Thorn B

[nomen amissum,] Walterus Cornubiensis, Ricardus Crispi, Robertus
Coleswein, Ricardus Rumbold, Bugo Faucun, Adam Midewinter, Simon
I

Endorsed " Kayrdiif."

VOL. xxviii. u u
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Of the i: mee Bag(Wp, and more usually Bawdrip,

is the •illy one oonneeted with the land of the county. Bawdrip ia a

Igewater whence the family probably came, and in after-

timea they were » ttled a1 Splot, near Cardiff, and at'Odyna Fee, in Pen-

nKirk. The other Dames, also -ill English, have not been detected in

l.MKNl a in. LAKTRI8BJ ft.

ptum domini Regis foots per sacra-

meutum Bowel! Vochan, Evorab Caoherot, Lewelin ab Meurio, Ibrverhl

ab Adam, Yvwan al S 5 verht ab Wrgeneo, STorverht Vochan,

Lewelin ab BowelL Griffid Gooh ab Lewelin, Philip ab Lewelin, Yvwan
I

II .'. el. Qui jurati diounl quod

litua burg] est .....
El redditibus liberorum et rustioorum
l'.t de auxilio ad lardarium ....
Et pro molendino de Br sseley

Et dominioum debile oontinet v oarucatas terre

valet tempore paoia .....
l'.t lij acre more que potesl falcari

El de pisoaria ......
lit de j Molendino .....

••lis .

Et de servicii ma in aul umpno .

El de pannagio ......
I it de reddit u plurabi .....
I it Ti rem el L mveir ad auxilium ad

lardarium ...... vj

oio liberorun et rusti

•
i] urn de tenementis de Sanoti

I mo ......
I

•

io ibidem .

I
• de terra locata ibidem

I
• de redditu Adaafab Yvor pro j esperuario

I .•
l( placitic et perquisitis ouriarum

Summa \ \ \ ij
'

' \ s v ob.

E( • ibi advocaoio ecclesie de Lantriasea que valet ex maroaa et

: Comitem. Et advocaoio ecclesie de Pentirech que valet iiij

l'.t memorandum quod predictum molendinuro tempore paoia

l
• aliud molendinuro q 1 ibidem similiter

solet ni.i urn omnino. Et

: ibidem • Et mi morandum quod
filii M I idewall ban babent ' Slynrol h< oi.

i rht ab Adam, Yawan ab
I Vorvorlit ' orht Vochan [nomeo amissum], Griffid

Philip ab Lewelin, Yvwan ab Wianu, Uriffid Goch ab
I.

ii."

: M i in Cadowolthao are mentioned in the County
i boldii half :i cummod ia ' llynrotheni.

xiij 3
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1

M\T\ DH I. \M.I\IIIT.

Extents de Languniht per preceptum domini Regis facta per sacra-
mentum Griffini ab Rees, Wilim ab Yorverht, Henrici ab Griffid,

douo ;
i f

* Yorverht, Lewelin ab Yvor, Tuder ab Reee, Ree ab I

Meurio ab Rees, Cradouo ab Gwither, Madouo Voehan, Yorverht ab
Gronu, e1 Bowel ab Felip. Qui dicunt quod

I' 1 ' redditu assiso ..... iiij
1 '

iij
3

iiij
J ob.

I'.t ilc redditu molendini quod est ad feodum
Kt do consuetiuline ad lardarium
I'.t Mint ibi \ij acre terre <[ue valent
I de placitis el perquisitis curiarum .

Kt molendina de Kenefeic valent

Ei dominus Rogerus <!•• Clifford de dono
Comitis tenet totum residuum ej usdem ville

de Kenefeio

iiij" iij
3

1
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valet x marcas. Et molendinum Bupradictum tempore paois solet valere i\

Ei \ .
• i !.. bidem sunt combuste et destruote per

gwerram.
II • lb \ chan, Madoc ab R .

I- ab Baylon, Cradouc ab

•i. Wrgan, Madanev ab Yorverht, Maurioiua Holen-

b Ithenerht, Johannes le Wogare [duo

nomina i

1
•• Extents de Neht."

DB l.AMI.TWir i.l LI8WBINL

i: de manerio de Laniltwil perpreoeptum domini

aentum .1. hannis tilii Willelmi, Petri tilii Rogeri, Johelia filii Ro-

tilii Johannis, Willelmi Toaard, Ricardi Lacham, llu^'iiis

- vii Blancaignel, Willelmi B Basset, Petri de Veteri

VVillelmi JueL Qui jurati diounl

h redditu liben tenenoium ejusdem tnanerii . xj 11
viij" iiij'

1 quad.

Di x\ acris terre arabilis in dominico preoium

acre vi l Bumma ......
....

\
:

ij acris prati preoium acre svuj° Bumma
Et de vij xv et vij aorifl pasture preoium acre iiij

d

.!il:i ........
Et de pasture grave 'in.' vocatur Coytlon

1 lumbario ......
lino .......

1 oum nundinis ....
I

•

ilendino ......
I

in manerii tenent wmc etxvi

reddit uum 1 1 sen iciorum e< irundem

I ,nt vj homines in eodem manerio qui debent

terre domini [et] valel

I .hi ididem iiij
vv cotarii qui ad pastum domini

re per j diem in autumpno et \ del

1
• lem cotarii debeni ooll gere th acres prati et

.

custumarii ad pastum domini debeni
• oolligere iviij acres <-t dimidiam prati

t et valet .... vj >\

Et nun- fober ejusdem manerii pro terra Bua debet

linque paria ferramentorum oaruoe '!<'

pro] lomini ft valet operacio . vy vj

Mi •: bundredi ... o o

Summa oixu v" j'
1 quad.

: mi quod apud Cartmayloc computate in eod< m manerio

lo quibus tempore i I reddere Ixvj1 v 1

<>l».

i modo niriiii inde babel ur.

i

i ramenl um prediotorum. Qui jural i diounl

in
|

-a! i. in ejui dem villc in dotem.

xj 1
' viij 9
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In the hamlet of Garth-Maelog, two

caruoate8 of land, usually yielding E2. 6s. L0|cL, were utterly waste.

The Puhlio Reoorda afford oonflioting evidenoe as to whether the two

Stephen B oetter known as de Baioois), were

elder brother, the preceding baron. The
l

lit. Agnes i- well known to have

widow, and here it appears thai she held her third

mi. 1 the earl, in the absence of heirs of Sir Stephen's body,

ther two-thirds. The two n. at that time of age, and

man
the inquisitors Bhow the prevalence of the Welsh in the

In Cardiff all twelve are dearly English In

LI intuit the Bame. In Llantrissant, perched astride upon the hill>, and,

notwithstanding its castle, peculiarly exposed, all twelve are Welsh, as

L ogonydd. In Neath, though much exposed, the pn

of the castle and abbey probably attracted strangers, for, of the twelve,

inly are decidedly Welsh, and five English. Here are some Welsh

tenants, who do nol elsewhere appear, save in Llantrissant. Adaafab
[vor i - arrowhawk, probably involving a licence for fowhng.

The \> ivmeni " ad lardarium "
is probably for alloM ing the hogs to Gal ten

or produce lard in the lord's woods, and answers to pane men-
i. though why the two phrases should be used in the Bame schedule

• appear.

inquisitions give the advowsons of Llantrissant, Pentirch, Llan-

I, and Neath, and omit those of Cardiff and Llantwit with

Llantrissant, however, belonged to Tewkesbury Abbey from
i. Pentirch was in the Dean and Canons of Llandaff,

and Llangonydd in Margam. Neath Beems always to Lave been in the

ind bo descended. Llantwit, held with Lysworney,
.

thai though the general return is called " Extents ••..mi

of the county, do mention is ever made of the Earl, Bave as

holding the two-thirds of Lisworney, of which Agnes Bausson held one-

third. Unfortunately th I shedule in the Inquisitiones p.m., th

England, has only one Welsh entry, the manor of
1 hi, which in the county extent is uol in the Marl, but

in Thoma II :
' evidently held for the heir of Richard

•
i i nl v held tin- by licence from the Earl, for in the

Cai. G mi. I. 1"7 this Richard is entered as having held Mar
hanna la Butillere, who was daughter of

William P John Butiler, whioh John was brother of

! rd le Buttiler, whose heir and greal niece was . I. .hanna. Bu(
.i id the inheritance was olaimed by the two

her lather William, and tl m ter of her t. at unole

: • i. and pending th Earl held possi ssion, and u

.

holding when he died.

jrrick the Pincernn family name was Halwey, and
•

i ;i of Simon de I (alweia, mai ried t he

Philip de Mai l had S imp on de I ralweia, w ho
It will probably turn >.ut thai this family was

1 t. and of St I tonal ;

, w ith

i tho o mai
G i



ijrocrrtrimjs at fttrrttnrjs of tije Hogal &rcrjacolocjtcal

Institute,

July 7th, 1871.

The Very Rev. Canon Rock, D.D., in the chair.

Mr. J. H. Pabkbb gave a discourse on "Excavations in Rome during
the winter 1870-71" (printed at p. 219 of this vol.). On this com
munication many remarks were made hy the Chairman and .Sir M.
Digby Wyatt

Mr. Bunnell Lewis, F.S.A., Professor of Latin in Queen's College,

Cork, read some remarks on five cabinets, considered to be of Italian

workmanship, in possession of Mr. Wickham Flower, and brought,

through his kindness, for exhibition to the meeting. Three of them
t ebony, inlaid with ivory, and ornamented with allegorical figures,

representing Truth, Justice, Charity, Temperance, and Innocence. Truth
has the usual symbols, a mirror and a globe, in her hands ; Justice

carries a BWOrd and a balance ; Charity leads a child by the hand, and
holds another in her arms; Temperance pours liquid in a thin stream
into a tasaa ; Innocence stands before a column, and points to a land)

at her feet. One of these cabinets has, as a centre piece, a personifica-

tion of Summer, with a wheaten garland on her head, a cornucopia and
sickle in her hands. The drawers present hunting SO

The other two cabinets, Professor Lev< 1, are of wood, veneered
with iv<>ry. They were purchased by Mr. Flower from Madame Fillers,

of 1 taesden, by whom their history was thus Btated. An ancestor of the

Feinds family in that City married, whilst on bis travels iii Italy, a noble

lady at Venice, to whom the cabinets were given as a wedding present,

the smaller one of the two exhibited Berving as a jewel-casket. The
married pair went to Germany, where the Italian cabinets were much
treasured; in 1524 they were brought to Dresden, and thence to Bam-
burgh. They had been an old family possession, as stated before the

citation as a nuptial gift ; they subsequently descended as an heir-

stated, in possession of the same family for 347
j

chiefly at Hamburgh, in the choioe collection of the great-grandfather of

M. Bhlers. In 1813, during the siege ol thai city, they v. I with

difficulty, the country house where they were being burned by the

French. They remained in possession of the family, and can

inheritance to the late OWn< r, and at length, by pun ;

'\r. Flower.
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net, th" r is ( gant in design,

but inferior t*> the larger one in execution. The oentre-piece representa

the drawers are decorated with paintings of subjects

on the doors are to be Been Jonah escaping

I under the gourd— a mixture of sacred and pro-

tnon al tb

net, Professor Lewis proceeds t<> say, deserves
- 20 in. in height, \>\ 15 in. in width.

lumns and cornices of walnut wood; the figures are

richly gilt, landscapes haying been previously

. on the
]

Around these paintings, at each of the corners,

the capitals of the columns, the hinges and
I eots, the highly finished details, and I

. in connection with th>' traditions of the Ehlers

family, Lead to I ilusion that this eleganl cabinet is of Venetian

th century. Labarte, in the Eandbook of the Arts of

: Idle \ . ted thai the Society of Painters at Venioe

its membei - and varnishers,

i ion, p.

•
• describe in detail the subjects of the

paintings on the smaller panels, being familiar scenes from Ovid's Meta-

morphoses:— 1. Daphne changed into a Laurel 2. Apollo shooting the
• Python, hen i ited as a dragon, according to the type of

\.il art : these two Bubjeots, it may be observed, are found

m a majolica plate in the British Museum. •"•. Lglauros

d which Erichthonius had been concealed

by Minerva. L Phaeton asking permission to drive the horses of the

Sun. •">. Cadmus and the Dragon. 6. Apollo Bhooting Coronia 7.

1 to. 8. Lctceon i'Ii ing d into a stag ;
and '.».

namoun I
It deserves notice that in the Bubject

cne as in t he w 1 engravings

in the M Tel in Ovidii Metamorphoses," by Germersheim, I

remark applii a to other paintings on the cabinet

larger panels, as described by Professor Lewis, the Bubjects

: Orpheus amid the wild beasts; and Perseus

Andromeda. There are bus flora] designs, amongs! whioh may
• •. the lily, and the forgel me-nol ; they are treated in a

iaJ manner, the most suitable for the purpi -
, for a too realistic

would rati i of plucking a flower, than of decorating

I ic furnit ure.

Chairman then drew attention to the forthcoming meeting of the
i lii!', and to the < P toric Archoool*

I

I
. .nd u liirli had i" en posl poned on

f th(

nit of the 'li ''"\ ery of some
a the church of ( Isle of Wight, of w Inch

will, it i h iped, I ;\ en.

flntfqutttal .uin BBariuJ of -lit tfrbuVUtr,

I on behalf of Mr. J II f Wa thing-

e of neck ornameutal ion, « i
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in purest gold, weighing 8 ounces, and standing 3| inches high. In shape
it is a human being down to the hips, wearing a helmet formed of an

- bead, with open beak and well-ruffled on it E oh pinion of the
feathered wings ends in a human hand, in the right one of which is h< Id

b bal led, and the left, covered by a small round shield,

three arrows. Beld by a Btring just under the chin hangs a sort of
jt-plate, and the abdomen of this man-eagle is very large, and jutting

to take the form of a bell, and from a Long wide opening at the
bottom and the presence of a small ball of metal, it must have i»een so
used From each end of this broad slit Bhoots out the leg of an eagle,

f which look as if each foot clutched a twig. In fact, whin in

its original state a dragon was here seen banging to it, but that figure
has been lost, and the present owner of this Mexican antiquity would
receive with thanks any information of the actual possessor of the dragon.
The hooked nose and the large mouth, showing its teeth, are quite like

those features to be seen on all art-works from old Mexico of the human
did on this, though seemingly of a man, then' arc ear-rings in

hi- ears.

Bj Mr. II. V. Tebbs.—A Missal of about A.D. 1 M)0, principally accord-
ing to the Sarum use. It was written apparently either by a chantry priest

for his personal service during a part of the year at a private altar, or by
a priest having to officiate at Borne distance from his abode, and who may
have divided his missal into three volumes for convenience of carriage.

Mr. Tebbs read notes particularising the "offices" and services contained
in the volume, and made comments upon the special circumstanc
any, relating to them. A calendar contained in the volume has on its

margin numerous entries of the births, deaths, and marriages of members
of the " Dauntesey " and " Mervyn" families, which may perhaps give a

clue to the history of the book. The volume is in its original oak boards
1 with parchment, and is perfect with the exception of two or four

which have dropped out. The services generally follow the Sarum
re several variations, and sometimes the uses of Hereford

and Bangor are followed. In other points it is peculiar to itself. Mr.
i - concluded his notes with a critical examination of examples of
.somewhat similar works, and of their comparative rarity, (fee.

. By Mr. (
'. P. K. FoRTNUM.—A small collection of early Christian

finger riims of gold, silver, and bronze. This was in continuation of the

upon which a memoir was given at p. 137 of \-o]. wvi., and which
is followed up by that at p. 2GG of the present volume.

By Mr. Wkkiiam Flower.—Two cabinets of ivory and thi'ce of ebony
of the sixteenth ami seventeenth centuries.

By Mr. Nash.— A Bet of goldsmith's touch needles, Italian.

By Mr. .1. <; Ni' bolb.—A volume of drawings of Inscriptions taken

by a Swiss artist from the columns of the chapel at Bethlehem and
elsewhere in the Holy hand, said to be record- of the knightly pilgrims

who visited the shrines. The volume belongs to Mr. Eelsby, of

Manchester.

By Mr. J. Parker— Iron clamps from the wall of Servius Tullius at

Home. Drawings, sketches, photographs, and plans illustrating r
archfeological n d Koine.

By Miss IYakuinoton. A photograph of a portrait of Simon Lord
;

II . ith. The original was in the temporary museum formed
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PROCEEDINGS A.T MEETINGS OF

ter Meeting of the Institute, and is mentioned at p. 350 of

VOL |

ibk Jkrvoisb. Two Etonian brass ooins fonnd at

Carfa v. of a Late type. These were specimens of a considerable

number Lately acquired on very reasonable terms, the greater part of

which were very ind \ ad many were covered with a pattna m>t

1 on undoubted exampli

ANNUAL MEETING \T CARDIFF, L871.

July 25 to August 1.

This was the Bret meeting of the Enstitute within tlic principality of

. and was eminently successful. The inaugural meeting commenced
on Tuesday, July 25, when Ex>rd Talbol de Malahide, President of the

Prius Court of the Town Hall at half-past

tompanied by the Marquis of Bute, the Lord BiBhopof Llandaff,

El Winnington, Bart., Sir Stephen R. Glynne, Bart., Octavius

i, EJsq., Ml', ami V.P., Mr. <;. T. < lark, ami other members of the

Council of the Enstitute. The attendance of members of the Institute

and oi pas very considerable The chair having been taken by

at of the Institute, the Mayor of t lardiff called upon the Town
('hrk to read the Address voted by the Corporation. The Town Clerk

(Mr. Salmon) then read a- follow

'l thi Pree lent aid Members of the Royal Archaeological Enstitute

df ( treat Britain and Ireland.

We, the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough of Cardiff

r you our Binoere and hearty well

• this borough is with the evidences of the various races

which v within the distriot, ami with remains must in'

archseol earnestly hope thai the members "I' the
t.- will feel that their visit will not have been without profil aid

Real ion.

En welcoming amongst us the members of the Institute, we cannot

ng the additional pleasure that has been afforded to us

I titute having sei I lent of this me< t ing one

tfa ancient borough feels a deep debt of gratitude as the

of a Long and I line of ai

i if t he honour i fi rred on t his

elected as 1 he place of holding t he first i

thin the principality, and our earnest desire is that when
ember! of t he Ensl it ute may

th them the recollection of a buccs ful and agreeable

our Corns 251 h daj of July, I n.

i db Malahidi ire w it h « Inch

winch had been read. ll<' considered such

of 1 he I nst itute, as t hi

nt
i \ had i" en of immeti te \ alue to t be com
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munitj ;it large. Saving introduced the Marquis of Bute aa president

of the meeting, hia lordship resigned the chair.

The Marquis of Bote thru took the chair, and waa eery warmly
received After some prefatory remarks expressive of his diffidence in

occupying thai position, hia lordship spoke of the pleasure with which
the principality welcomed the visil of the Institute, and then delivered

an address in which he gave a Bketoh of the history of Cardiff and the

Burrounding district (printed ;it p. l'"<7 of this volume).

Sir T. K. W ixNiNcioN, Bart., congratulated the Institute on the meet-
ing having for its president a nobleman so well acquainted with the

archsBologioal lore of the district, and who had so well succeeded in direct-

in- attention to the Bubjecta thai would be brought before them.
The Lord Bishop of Llandaff, on his own behalf and that of the

clergy of the diocese, hedged leave to say that they entirely sympathised
with the welcome to the Institute which had been presented hy the

Mayor and Corporation of the town, and spoke with emphasis of the
change which had been effected in regard to the relation of the clergy to

the laity, which was so different in mediaeval times, when the clergy were
the exclusive depositaries of the learning aud knowledge of the timea in

which they lived. Among the agencies for the cultivation of the intel-

lect, archaeological studies took a high place. Therefore it was that they
welcomed the members of the Institute amongst them.

The Venerable Archdeacon Blosse supported the welcome which had
extended towards the members of the Institute by the Bishop of the

He looked forward to their visit as full of promise to those who
took an interest in the conservation of things of past times.

Mr. OCTAVIDB MORGAN, M.P. and V.P., rose and said that on behalf

of the Council of the Institute he wished to express his warm and grate-

fid thanks for the enthusiastic manner in which they had been received

in the borough of Cardiff. In the many places which they had visited

they had always met with good feeling, but never in a ne ire gratifying

way than on the present occasion. He thanked them heartily, and hoped
the meeting would be enjoyable, aa well as instructive to all.

Major Vaughan If. Lee, High Sheriff of Glamorganshire, on behalf of

the gentlemen of the county, welcomed the Institute amongsl them, and
trusted they would not regret the choice of their present place of meet-

ing. Sir Stephen EL Glynne, Bart., having briefly thanked the High
Sheriff for hia expression of welcome, Mr. Burtt announced the arrange-

ment- for the day. and the meeting adjourned.

At half-pasl two a dejedner, on a very handsome scale, was given bythe

Mayor in the Drill Hall, which was handsomely decorated for the occasion.

i gueste were considerably increased by private friends invited by his

worship, and were upwards of four hundred in number. The usual loyal

and local toasts were drunk, and in reply to that of the •• President and

Members of the Royal Archaeological Institute," the Marquis of Bute

returned thanks, and concluded by proposing the toast of "The Mayor
and Corporation of Cardiff." Tins having been acknowledged bythe

r, Mr. Alderman Watkins proposed the health of " The Strai

coupling therewith the name of Sir Bartle Frere,to whom he paid a high

compliment as a distinguished traveller, and as one who had rendered

greal the down when occupying a posl oi iponsibility

in our Eastern Empire, and who was accompanied by bis accomplished
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daught .• f a work upon India Sir Bartle Frere appro-

the compliment, and oonolnded by proposing

thi Mayor, Mr. Jones returned thanks,

and the party then broke up.

k the members of the Institute and their friends

of Cardiff Castle, where a graphic historical

tructure was given by Mr. G. T. Clark. His address was

by an all . the fact thai on the Bpot which Mr. Clark

John Wesley had addressed enormous crowds of Welsh-

given an impetus to that religious movement which had

Mr. Parker afterwards conduoted many of the

I -tie.

ng the Marquis of Bute held a reception at the cs

ided by a large number of the principal families of the

Fellas by the visitors to the i

W. dn< -lay, July 26.

The Historical Section was appointed to assemble in the Nisi Prius

Court at 10 a.m. But this court was occupied by the Judge of the

t, and after a short delay arrangements were made to use

room of the Royal Hotel for the purposes of the Section,

i; .\ Freeman, Esq., D.C.L., President of the Section, in the chair. The

lings commenced by the Hon. Secretary (in the absence of the

ding a memoir entitled "TheConquest of South Wales," by

Mr. W. Floyd (print* d at p. 302 of this rolumi

The lii.v. \Y. J. I.e. Fin thru iva<l -.me notes "On the Lords of

Cardiff," commenting chiefly on their alliances and heraldic insignia

Mr. i
I irk, Mr. Tregellas, and others ent< red into a discussion upon Borne

ments of the writer.

President of the Section thm delivered his Address (printed at

p. 1 7 7 . lume).

I
'I'm i."i m m ai.aiiiiu: expressed the gratification of the m< mbera

to the President of the Historical Section, for hie very able and compre-

H< bad gone over a wide field and had thrown much
vividness into his descriptions. The caution which had been addressed

to them as to the way in which they should carry out their inquiries

, doubtli due weight, and his lordship was disposed to

i the application of Borne of the points touched upon by connecting

3outh Wales with the conquest of Ireland -a connection

to which the names of places and olearlj pointed. He tendered

f the meeting to the Pn idenl of the Section for his

.-•Hi and powerful addi •

I ite, who had been courteously invited to

lunobi I
I in by the Bishop of Llandaff, then started for

Us entertained. The) were

J, by ti on after three

; t thi ith if the cat liedral, I

I

• ti uol ure. I lere t he loci ui^i I

the fabric, and after pointing out il iral features,

tructun 'ii.
I touching upon t b<

mo, the pai ty pa ed on to the front of i he
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u entrance, where Mr. Freeman critically discussed several
|

in the restoration of the building.

The cathedra] was then entered, and al aboul the centre of the Dave
Mr. Freeman resumed his discourse. Here they had an example of

what an English cathedral could be, and whal such buildings might be
made under the direction of common sense. He regretted much thai

the aneienl teredos had been removed and something substituted for

it eery like one of the tombs in Westminster Abbey. He thought the

loss of the old recedes was one of the faults of the restoration. Mr.
Priohard, the diocesan architect, here interposed, and Btated that the

old reredos was too mutilated to be restored, that it would havi

tended across the whole presbytery, and covered the outer jambs of the

beautiful Norman arch, and thai do funds were available for the resto-

ration. Advancing to the altar-screen Mr. Freeman gave a technical

iption of that part of the building which was believed to have
been erected I > v Lishop l'rl>an. Passing on to the Lady < hapel, and
indicating its chief points of interest, the lecturer expatiated on the

happy circumstance of there having been three Deans in succession who
bad shown great zeal in restoring the cathedral from the scandalous
condition into which it bad fallen. The Chapter House was next visited,

and Mr. Freeman's discourse concluded by his description of the consti-

tution of the establishment.

The company then Btrolled to the Deanery, and availed themselves of

the pleasant and hearty hospitality ottered by the Very Reverend the
1 >eau of Llandaff.

In the evening a public dinner took place at the Cardiff Arms Hotel,

a considerable company assembled under the presidency of the

Marquis of Bute. The toast of the evening— "Success to the Loyal

Arohaaological Institute "—was warmly given by the noble chairman, in

an amusing speech, and cordially responded to by the President of the
Institute, Lord Talbot de Malahide.

Thursday. July 27.

At nine o'clock a.m. the general meeting of members of the Institute

was held in the grand jury-room of the Town Hall, Charles Tucker, Esq.,

! J8.A.J and Hon. Sec.,'va the chair. Mr. Burtt, Hon. Sec., read the

balance-sheet for the year 1870 (see p. 23G), and the Annual Report

for the past year, as follows :

—

Report of the Central Committee of the Loyal Archsaologica] Institute

for the year 1 870.

Your Committee are enabled to present their Annual Report with
• considerable satisfaction. The Journal of the Institute bears

g I evidence that the high character of the contributions presented to

the consideration and study of the members of the Institute has been
well maintained. A very interesting circumstance has occurred in rela-

tion to the Archaeology of Ireland aince the date of the last report of

your Committee— it is that of the discovery of an object of bronze, with
a Runic inscription, brought to light bj Gen. Lefroy, Vice President of

the Institute, whose appointment to the governorship of Bermuda has

removed him for the present from the position be bo ably filled upon
your Committee, and deprived the Institute of bis valuable servic
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mtributed upon that discovery bo the"

urnal your Committee would advert with feelings of great

otifio knowledge which it displays, and its

careful and elaborate illustration of the Bubject with which it deals.

That memoir h aother feature of greal and pleasant interest

rdial onion in archaeological researches presented

by the friendly co-operation of Archaeologists in the north of Europe in

President in his investigations.

oal of 1 uta additional evidences of the

tried "ii with patient labour and skill by the

t [on. Id .1. v in Anglesey. The investigations of that gen-

intinued for the Bpaoe of nearly ten yours, and

ih to acknowledge bis great generosity in placing the

before the archaeological world in the pag

irnal of the Institute, and his handsome Liberality in the presen-

the numerous woodcuts with which they are illustrated free of

. the Institute. The example presented by the labours of Mr.

Stanley is one that might be commended to the consideration of owners of

lande I
ipon winch lie some of our neglected historical monuments.

Annual Meeting held last year in Leicester was marked by a

gratifying incident in relation to the prosecution <>f the science of

Archaeology. (, ii that occasion your Committee were favoured with the

highly valued assistance of the Rev. Mr. Joyce, in the illustration of the

very important Roman antiquities remaining in Ratae. Mr. Joyce's

: and ably-arranged excavations on the site of Silchester, in

Hampshire, have long been known and appreciated, and it is with feel

tion and pleasure that your Committee advert to

tion with the Institute upon another Bphere of action.

financial affairs of the Institute demand a few words on the part
i Wiiil.- the balance-sheet for 1870 Bhows a muoh

Btnaller amount
|

ts under the head of annual subscriptions than

uted last year, your Committee has the satisfaction in reporting

the diminution is owing t<> various causes which raised thai item

in the \' it 1869, and to no falling off in the Dumber of their friends

In the face of the fact of thi L ter meeting pro-

- bul "/" additional member, your Committee consider this to be a

ircumstanoe.

Your Committee now subjoin the following Bhorl obituary notic

the members of the Institute who bave been removed from them during

the :

—
Archdeacon Hale, long foremost amongst our heartiest

lidiim nt of tl ty in 1845 ; member
of tl I 1

( k>mmil I

i ol the i land, an antiquary of
• accuracy I i . .. I . Ii . lie MTVrd for

i Committee, and often aided our annual meetings.

of I Diversity Colli e, Di Plumptre, a eerj warm
• • be ' kraimil tee. I le greal ly promoted t be mi

Hunt friend on manj ol I

I'lu! teful architi cl years

ilu ible auxiliary.

i
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Sir Baldwin Leighton, Hart. J Ic cordially promoted our prosperous
inert ing at Shrew si mry.

Rev. John Hailstone, hearty in rendering general assistance and ID his

hospitality at the Cambridge meeting.

Our venerable and excellent friend Mr. Fates, of Bighgate.
Mr. Earrod, the able Archaeologist, to whom the great success and

satisfaction of our Norwich meeting was mainly due. Be was long
irv of the Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society, under the

favourable auspices of our lamented friend Sir John Boileau.

Also Mr. R. G. P. Minty, whose varied exertions in the field of East
Anglian antiquities have been of the highest value and interest.

Bolton Corney, a gentleman of great literary attainments, and a cor-

dial friend of the Institute.

Ralph Sneyd, of Keele, Staffordshire, a most tasteful and discerning

judge in all that relates to the progress of the arts in this country, and
to the cultivation of literature.

G. Durnford Greenway, of Warwick. lie was a cordial supporter of

the pleasant and successful meeting held in his native town.
W. E.Walmisley.

Rev. II. Longueville Jones, the founder of the Cambrian Archs
gicaJ Society

; for many years a good auxiliary to the Institute, and
contributor of memoirs to our Journal.

Mr. \V. Sidney (!ihson, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, a zealous north country
topographer and historian

;
very useful at the meeting in Newcastle.

Robert Chambers, the Nestor of antiquarian and topographical re-

searches in North Britain ; a name to he remembered with all honour in

connection with literature and the encouragement of science ; a most
hearty and valuable promoter of our Edinburgh meeting.

Thomas Willement, the skilful and accomplished artist in glass; an
early promoter of all things connected with our efforts in regard to

various branches of mediaeval art in England, and the researches that
relate to heraldic inquiries; a valued auxiliary from the earliest estab-

lishment of the Institute.

Mr. II. I-'. Bolt, of Clapham, a contributor of valuable objects for ex-

liihition at the meetings of the Institute.

Your Committee beg leave to conclude by presenting the following

Hal of members of the institute retiring from the administration in

ordinary course, and the recommendation of names to till the vacan-

cies :

—

To Retire. To Succeed.

Om Via President. Vice-President.

General Lefroy. Mr. C. T. Clark.

\£emb< rt of < 'ouncil. < 'ouncil.

Mr. <:. T. cia.k. Rev. J. V. Russell

Rev. R. !'
I SirT. E. Winnington, Bart.

Mr. .1. I>. Gardner. Sir Stephen Glynne, Bart.

Mr. .1. Stephens Rev. Lord Alwyne Compton.
Mr. (

'. Km-ht Watson. Mr. I!. II. Holmes //. .1/. /.;/.,.>.

Col. Lane Fox Mr. T. Roger Smith.

Auditor. Auditor.

Rev. J. 1'. Russell R. II. Soden Smith, Esq., F.S.A.
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of the Marquis of Bute and of Colonel Crichton Stuart, Lord I

nearest kinsman, and member for Cardiff.

These arrangements were well devised and Bteadily carried out, and
thus there was do crowding. It is unnecessary to Bay thai the enter-

tainment was an excellent one, and the wines of the I

The hall presented a very picturesque spectacle. It was floored, and
a plain but solid and permanent roof protected the interior from the

weather. Four large though broken window openings Lighted it on one
side, and between the centre pair yawned the grand old fire-plact

much broken. At the lower or entrance end, openings Led into the

ancient cellars and ohapel, and in the castle wall, which formed another
opened the pas to the kitchen and the water-gate. A dais

I the upper md <>t' the hall, and carried the high table, and the

chair of the President, a curious pie< f antiquity saved by the late Mi-.

Evans from the old house of the Van, hard by. Three Long tobies occupied
the body of the hall, and a small do '1' near the President admitted the

attendants and communicated with the old withdrawing room, us<

this occasion as a temporary kitchen. When the second party of diners

had finished, Lord Bute again took the chair. The outsiders came in,

all closed up, and the spaoious hall was entirely filled, either by sitters

or those Btanding up. Probably live hundred were then present.

The President then called upon Mr. Clark, who ascended a sort of

mstrum behind his seat at the upper end of the hall, and spoke as

follows :

—

•• My Lord of < IabrphHiLY, Ladies and Gentlemen,— It is very probably

545 years ago since an assembly at all approaching to that I see before

me has been collected for festive purposes in this spacious hall (loud

i). In the year 1326 the then Lord of Caerphilly, Hugh le De-

Bpenser the younger, here received his sovereign, King Edward II., then

in his flight from his Queen and the Prince, his son. Despenser had
acquired this castle and the lordship of Morgannwg by marriage with a

and co-heir of the last de Clare, who closed the male line of that

ancient race upon the field of Pannockhurn. He was a very wealthy
and powerful noble, and he well knew that upon his resistance here de-

i his own Life and power as well as that of his sovereign. He
therefore had made great preparations for the d( : nee. He had already

enlarged the castle, rebuilt this hall in which we now are, and much
strengthened the military defences of the place.

" What force the Queen and Prince brought against the castle is not

known, but only a few j re, when the barons rose against I

•

r, they marched from Newport with 800 men-at-arms, 500 an

and 1' t, and we may suppose that the presenl gathering would
certainly not be inferior. That the hang was here is certain, for from

this place are dated certain man bed by him in per

tinted in the 'writs,' and preserved in the'records ol the realm.

I I a great quantity of provis sposal

rtain, but here also the precise figures have not been preserved.

That the isiderable indeed is certain from th<

, w bich, though bI tired a vi I gar-

nd hold it, as it was le Id.

pen mal property of a near descendant of this

!
•

. »W what were the mean-, in victual, at the

rxvia V Y
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disposal "f a great baron of thai day. There were found at lus attainder

2 . 1. oxen and Bteers, 1,200 kine with calves, 40 mares,

with . iO draught h roes, 202,000 hogs, 3,1 bullocks, t0 tuns of

win< : Martinmas beef, 600 carcases

sheep in his larder, 1" tons of cider, armour, plate, jewels, £10,000 oi

wool, and what is worth noticing, a library

of books A ir ling uo doubt in quantity,

tin . ly to be compared in quality, with the plentiful and excellent

fare Bet befon lay by our hospitable li

•• It is diffioult t.. transport ourselves back into the past, and to conjure

up by an effort of the imagination the brilliant sight that Caerphilly

must have pn it the time of the King's visit, when the walls v.

red by a force without and defended by a well-equipped garr

within. Feudal warfare was far more picturesque than that of modern
a 1 personal qualities and distinctions entered far more deeply

into its compositioa Thi the emblazonry on the shield and

banner, the ring and glitter of armour, combined with the voices of the

md the shouts of the Boldiery. And the constitution of such an

army was very favourable to the doing and witnessing acts of individual

valour. I don't mean that the men of that day carried hearts mure true

or arms more Btrong than their descendants now d>>. None can say that

aerated, but the description of weapon and the

imperfeel discipline then employed, rendered each soldier less of a machine,

and less dependent upon his combination with others than he now is.

If tl strategy, m for those higher qualities which

distinguish modern generals, there was far more Bcope for personal

Each man, from the leader down to the lowest varlet, was in

ependence upon some feudal superior to whom he paid personal

. and t.. w hum therefore he was personally known. The armies

of oompanii - of nun drawn together from

. wh had known one another from childhood, who had

th with each other in their local meetings and wappen-
.

v. h<i supported one another shoulder to shoulder, and were sure to

follow wlnre their chief, also their landlord, led the way. They fought

under each other's eye, and well knew that every bold Btroke and every

dai would be reported to the maids and mothers of merry Eng-

land al home None could do less than his best under Buoh a system,

thout in any way depreciating the uses of the modern rifle, all

mu that there was far more of manliness in the handling of the

I
u .

, ,n all understand the feeling which led Cmur de

Li d to curse the arblast, the weapon by which he afterwards fell, a

pou of which a ohild might pull th< haw a cloth

required a man, and an Englishman.
• \\ here was the man, with the hearl of a man within him, who would

illant an army, l'.nt t ho miserable K ing

thi war be bad provoked, 'lie armj wa mu tered, the

tic uded, th< I i bent, the lances were in n t, but the

i
: rmy < bafi d to be led to bal t le, but t bo h ing bad

\ i cl \ i I 1 1, . PI • Bt, lh

f groat iim n. IV him t monarch
ii triumj li over the Holds of France, during who i

I b they, and agin
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oouri after them, bave since remained. Bui the King was ooi only the

sire of Edward III., bul he was the son of a far, far greater man ; not

merely the greatest man of the greal race of Plantagenet, but the gri

man and warrior who ever filled the English throne, a monarch
whose heart burned with one engrossing devouring ambition— who though
not cruel, was sti rn and severe in carrying oul thai ambition, because lie

knew thai whal he Btrove to do was for the weal of that country which

God bad called bim to govern ;
who was ambitious only that his empire

should be consolidated, and who was determined, as far as in bim lay, to

weld into one compact mass the various provinces and kingdoms into

which Britain was then divided. Unhappily the qualities which shone

in the father were wanting in the son
;
like the waters of the river of

antiquity theyflowed unseen beneath the intermediate stage. The King
fled, ami in the history of Caerphilly he appears no more. The Castle

was lef) to be defended by the son of the younger Despenser, and by
John ile Felton, probably the father or uncle of the hero in the campaign
of Xajara, of one of the most brilliant exploits recorded by Fro

How long he stood out we do not know, hut we do know that he made
such terms as saved nol only the lives of his soldiers and his own, but

also of the youngest Despenser, who shortly afterwards received a pardon
from foes not too much disposed to be merciful But the house of Des-

c fell with Caerphilly, and for four generations, though at times

possessed of this lordship, they were never in a position again to occupy

it. The last of the race, Thomas, recovered the earldom of Glouo
but he held it but a few months, being put to death by the populace of

!

1 early in the reign of Henry IV. The estates passed with his

I
-. Isabel, to the Beauchamps, Marls of Worcester and of Warwick,

from them to the Nevilles, and to Richard, Duke of Gloucester, and,

after Bosworth, the Lordship of Glamorgan was granted by the Crown to

r Tudor. In the time of Henry VI., Caerphilly had fallen so low
as to be the prison of the district, and Lord Bute has papers showing
the names of the prisoners. This seems also to have been its condition

when belaud was here in the reign of Henry VIII. Thus adversity and
prosperity were alike fatal to Caerphilly. Cinder the later Despensers it

irily neglected, and t he Beauchamps were far too much attached

to Hanky I it with the rich meads of the Severn and to the

lordly towers of Warwick, to care for the gloomy and barren grandeur of

Caerphilly. Thus it appears to me probable thai from the visit of

Edward II. to the present day this Castle hall has not witnessed a Bight

like that now before us. And now, before I proceed to the topography

of the fortress, let me say a word upon the reception of the Institute in

this district. When, a year ago, al Leicester, I was asked whether, if

the Institute came to Cardiff its members would be well received, I

replied that thai depended upon two things. I said there were two
i- in Cardiff concerned in the matter, one the representative of the

Lords of Morgannwg, and the other the re; ve of the citizens of

Cardiff. ' [f you have." I continued, ' a cordial invitation from the Mayor
and Corporation, and if Lord Bute agrees to take tin' chair of the Insti-

I think I can predict for you smh a meeting as yon have Beldom,

if ever, received. In thai little room al I
• r such was the answer 1

ventured to make to Lord Talbot. For some time pasl 1 have felt a

great weight upon my shoulders. That weighl is now more than re-
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_ ui:i<- hopes never Led me to expect Buch a day,

such a sight as tin-. We have had many presidents, many excellent

. but none I am Bare who united in themselves the persona]

and intrinsio qualities of the President of this meeting. For we can
• find a president who shall, t<> his personal qualities, add

the possession of an ancestral uitude as Caerphilly, or

who
|

- and the will to afford us bo generous ;i welcome,

the Institute may last, and Long may that period be, we can

inder circumstances so favourable as the

d never hope to find ;i nobleman who will in- in possession of,

and will tit up for our use, Buch ;i hall as you see aboul you, which con-

within its walls the fairest of the fair box, which shelters here that

ity for which the oounty of Glamorgan is famous.

to why Caerphilly is placed where it is. The
Norman invaders, marching from Gloucester along the coast, and de-

scending from Shrewsbury along the lower inland valleys, obtained pos-

:i of thai Btrip of comparatively level Land which intervenes, in this

count; i
tic- mountains and the sea. Here they ami their fol-

i placed a castle upon almost every manor in the district, but

Lthough Llantrissant commanded one important pass,

in perpetual danger from the wild Welsh of the hills along

Lorth. The Welsh held more or Less the great triangle of which

Merthyr is the point, ami the Rhymney and the Neath form the two

To protect the plain from these quarters, the Norman lords oon-

strucb i Coch and tin' tower of Whitchurch, to command tl,

of the Tatl', Caerphilly t<> protect tin' Lower course of the Rhymney, and
finally. al the point of tl,.' triangle, the lull <':^tl<' of Morlais, and thus

to el), ok tie- advance of the Welsh, ami afterwards t.. cut

off ti LI ird, with far more than bardic Licence, has

luntryraea assembled within the "Id camp of Morgraig,
on tin- hill above us, looking down with vengeful eye upon the pastures

by the Saxon from the Gael,' during the storm which is said to

. St Mary's church with its burial-ground into the

rn, and under cover of which the Wei 1 to have attacked

iff."

Mr. < 'lark thru proceeded, by tic aid of a gigantic map and a I

in the pencil of Mr. Brigd< n, to

iphy of tic' castle. Ho pointed oul that a natural

laud had been oul across in two pla isolate the

;
i he fortn 3, I bat t his island was

• I and revetted with masonry, and defended by I and a

Within tl. placed the inner ward, contained by a

i four drum towers at the angles. It < ich end was
i.t he hall, chapel, and "t her

i the Lord. ( tut ide t In
, in t he middle ward,

. oid a water tank. The w bole -t I in an

lilworth, for I by damming up the Nant-y-

f to 1 be 1
."

1
1
y inn. \. Tin- dam wa - pat t of i

rand gat bouse,

front of unrivalli I grandeur,

I with ( .
i

. Want ick, or <

'I
i
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of the castle was oovered by a large horn-work, also surrounded l>y

water, and on either side were parapel walls and other defences beyond
the lake, it was a fine example of a castle which l

(| yean ago Mr.

Clark had called Edwardian or concentric, much resembling Harlech,

though much Larger, and baving much of its detail analogous to Beau-

maris and the castles of Edward I. Caerphilly was buill in the last

year of Edward L, bul the ornamental parts arc of later date, and no
douht the work of Despenser in the reign of Edward II.

" 1 have thus," Mr. ( lark continued, u endeavoured to describe to you
tie, the area of which is said to be, after Windsor, the largesl in

Britain. It is not only an ancient, but it is, in a military point of view,

a very OUrioUS Castle, and what adds to its interest is that we know its

exact date. It is true that it bas U01 heeii honoured by the Occurrence

of an; vent, its Btory has not been fully recorded by any his-

torian, neither has it been celebrated in sen-- by any bard. Neverthe-
ts rude and barren magnificence invests it with a grandeur ap-

proaching to Bublimity. It is not bosomed in tufted trees, there is but
little ivy upon its walls, its towel's, displaced by gunpowder during the

Commonwealth, are tottering to their fall, hut the ruin is noble and
majestic. You may people it with the creatures of the imagination, and
figure to yourself its battlements alive with warriors, but of its actual

history but little is recorded. All you know is that it has had its brief

day of splendour, and is now barren and deserted.'' (Loud and prolonged
rs.)

Mr. Clark then gave the health of the President, with all the honours.

The party then broke tip, some of them continuing their explorations

of the ruins under the guidance of Mr. Ootavius Morgan, and thus ended
a day which will long be remembered in the annals of the Institute and
by the inhabitants of the district.

At 9 p.m. a conversazione was held in the temporary museum in the

assembly room of the Town Hall, and was numerously attended. In

the course of the evening Mr. J. P. Seddon drew attention to a drawing

of a remarkable rood screen in Uangwm church, and described the

manner in which he bad been enabled to complete that drawing, chiefly

from fragments of the screen in various pi

Friday, July 28.

This was the day for the excursion to Caldicott, Caerwent, and Chep-
stow. The party was numerous, and the day tine, alter a somewhat
threatening morning. Starting from Cardiff at lu a.m. b) the Great

rn railway the party proceeded to Portakewetl station, where

carriages awaited them. Having reached Caldi I tie, Mr. Seddon
kindly undertook the task of conducting the party over die ruins, Mr.

I in, M.P., the expected ciceroru of the day being al

(as it was afterwards known) on account of illness.
1 The route w. s

then resumed to Caerwent, through a very picturesque country. At
Caerwent the party were upon the well-known site of a Roman
which had been well explored Borne yean -nee that time the

the Architecture and by < >. Morgan and Thomas Wakeman.
History of Caldicot « •

, Publi
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remains hive I grown by vegetation, and the indi-

>us points of interest were rather confused. Passing

,,n to I found a Bubstantia] luncheon provided

ut tli i ind then the fine Castle, which afforded many
in, and the town walls and gates were visited,

Mr. ~~ aide. Mr. Bloxam also

kindh table remarks on several of the debateable

irred during the perambulation. Many of the party

return i rdiff by the appointed tram; but a considerable number
availed th< if the opportunity offered for visiting the noble ruins

item, and enjoying the lovely scenery of the Wye between that

Saturday, Jul;

At 1" a.m. a train started from the South Wales Station for the
• St, I' oat's, Ewenny, &o. The weather was not very favour-

Ithough it improved in the course of the day, and the afternoon

From Llantrissant a special train conveyed tin' party to

' .;•, n oarr _• - were in waiting to carry them on, time

Fort • urination of the interesting objects there. After

j through a fertile country, the descent from the high land to the

in which Beaupre' is situated was made through a long, narrow,

and rugged lane, in which the long procession of vehicles taxed the care

and
;

I Bomewhat curtailed tin' time at

f the party tor examining the interesting mansion of the

i house of tie- Elizabethan period, of which it is a v,tv

pie, built "ii the site of a house of the fourteenth century, of

which thei Here Mr. Parker discoursed upon the

•in- building, to the consideration of these, however,
: von. Tie- road t,, I .hint \\ it was then

. and that place was almost reached, when a heavy thunderstorm,

ipanied by high wind and pouring rain, burst upon the party.

I . the doubtful character of the morning had ensured some pre-

inst bad weather. But the appearanoe of the

id intended t" have assumed quite a joyous as]

illy marred by the down pour of rain,

led the effeel of the banners and triumphal arches. The
i, ,il of l.lantwit Major, in winch few of its ancient characteristics

. and which a) chool room, had <>n t his

• luncheon ball of the Institute, and hero a welcome

the paiiy after their rough battle with the elements,

interval the weather cleared up, and on resuming their pro-

of, and the remainder of the day was as beauti-

I party proceeded to the ohurohyard, where
l Mr, Parker di i t the very ourious and

nh, w bich h ; much Bp< culal ion amon archaa-

i. .. bad been a nv paroi hial building,

upon t lie in me nis

...ut t be church, some of w bich an

D I

'

eat Of 1 >r. ' 'ani'\
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1, by a road which afforded an excellent view of the Bristol

Chaunel. It La La a charming position, and forms a most picturesque
object in the Landscape. After a mosi hospitable entertainment by the

r. the many points of archaeological interesl in the structure were
descanted upon by Mr. Parker, t<> which Kir. Clark made some

additions, especially in regard t <
. the history of the building and its

owners. .Many <>f the party Leisurely strolled over the grounds and
portions of the old castle, while others examined the picturesque little

church in the dell, on the wesl Bide of the castle. Again wending their

way, hut somewhat too rapidly, through a charming country, the journey
continued to Ewenny Priory. This is a remarkable specimen of

combined conventual ami parochial buildings under one roof, upon which
Mr. Freeman gave an aide discourse. The courteous hospitality of the

owner, Major Turberville, was here proffered to his numerou
ami suitably acknowledged. Prom this point the railway station at

Bridgend was reached, ami a long ami very interesting day was brought
to a close.

Monday, .Inly 31.

This was the last excursion of the meeting, and was made to Caerleon
and Raglan Castle. The party was very numerous, the Sunday's rest

having restored those who had felt fatigued. At about 9.30 a.m. the
train started for Newport, where carriages were ill waiting to convey
them to Caerleon ( Isea Silurum). Here Mr. J. K. Lee Of the Priory,

and Mr. Woollett of Newport, met tin' party, and conducted them at

once to the Museum, where the numerous examples of Roman ren

gathered from the place and neighbourhood are preserved, and have
been carefully arranged. Then followed the visit to the " Mound," the
examination of the Roman walls, and of the amphitheatre known as
" Kin-' Arthur's Round Table." Mr. Lee then invited the party to par-

take of refreshments at the Priory, ami Mr. Clark, in returning thanks
on behalf of the Institute, said some words of acknowledgment of the

greal services rendered to archaeological pursuits by Mr. Lee during the

Lasi thirty years. Returning to Newport, carriages were taken at the
mi Valleys Station for Raglan Footpath Station, which was reached

at about L.30 p.m. In the Castle -rounds a commodious tent had been
1, in which an excellent luncheon was >erved ; and after strolliug

over the castle and -rounds, Mr. (lark gathered together the numerous
iblage in front of the great gateway, and standing upon the old

table now placed in the spacious entrance com'. rief sketch of

the ruins. He commenced by remarking upon the difference between
the topography of a military or civil and an ecclesiastical building. In

each they knew what to look for, but it was only in the latter that they
knew where to look for it Given the uses of a church, or the order of
monks to which a monastic building belonged, and all was tolerably

cl<ar; but in a castle, though there musl have been a hall, a kitchen,

well, and a chapel, they were placed after no fixed rule,

ami thi ir ruins could not alwaye !» identified. Here, lev much
of the building remained that il no difficulty in pointing out

vera! put-. 1 b< keep, the gatehouse, the hall, the withdrawing
and state rooms, the kitchen, all w < re in evidence ; and although there

were difficulties about the chapel, its actual site seemed to he well known.
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not like Caerphilly, a castle-palace, but a palace-oastle,

and oue of very late date. It was built by the lasl of the Herberts and

the first of the Somersets, who married the Berber! heiress. It was nol

. iu South Wales or Monmouthshire, to remind an audienoe of

fthe Herl . s. Atone time they numbered about thirty-

; male branches, each possessing a landed estate in Wales, and very

many of them had won their way to the peerage. Some considerable

genealogical confusion had been produced by the absence of a regular

Birname, so that there wer I

1 md Thomases, and Raglans, and

! i many other names, each descended in the male

line from the main stock. The Duke of Beaufort was the representative

in the female Uneofthi Earl of Pembroke, the best known and
rful of the race; but Mr. Herbert of Llanarth was a representa-

tive in the male line, an I probably the enly one in Monmouthshire.

Ting to a large plan provided by the keeper of the castle,

Mr. ('lark pointed out the various parts in some detail He dwelt on

the curious feature of a i >, the which vied with the round
r mbroke in dimensions and grandeur. The gridiron-like grooves

the entrance had been described as recesses for the pipes by which

rell-known mechanician, the great Marquis of Worcester, supplied

iter-works. They were, however, intended only to receive the

- of the two drawbridges when not in action; there were grooves

similar to be Been in the citadel at Verona, into which the

: r carriages and fool |
. Were still occasionally

'. pointing out the grand machicolations of the gate-house,

Mr. Clark showed the exquisite workmanship of the windows and Btone

work of the state rooms, with the old Beaufort badge of the portoullia

and their motto referring to it, of" Ah ra Seouritas." He then pointed

out the details of it-- military defences, the points in which it differed

from the much earlier Castle of Caerphilly, and in which it resembled
r Heidelberg, the type of all such Btruotun

glau commenced and concluded with the civil wars,

when it wa i by Fairfax and defended by the Marquis of Wor-
. a cavalier of the besl and ooblesl type. It was unfortunate

for the II >u •• of Beaufort that they found it neoe Bary at the Restoration

ft their resi lence to the grand, but utterly un i Badminton;

to their departure, and to the consequent negleol of the

old walls, that v. i- due the peculiar charm of Rfl 'I an, the \cnluiv ami

luxuriance of the ivy that draped its walls, and made it far more lovely

in it than it could ever have been in its prime.

time at the disposal of the party was oul short by the nee.

I diff in time for th< ione at the Museum, bo

h which would otherwi been said wa unavoidably
i lend id, and t i. rd in its

Seldom h s rural archo »lo \ bi an rendei

v ret urning vid t be < Srumlin V iaduot,

u hah en ibled 1 to t he looalil me of i h

of i a glimpse of 1 be fine

•
:

i he I
•".

t < i < -
. \ I ae m t be M u
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Tuesday, August 1.

At L<> \.m. the Historical Section met in the Nisi PriuH Court of the

Town Hull, E. A. Freeman, Esq., D.C.L., in the chair. A memoir by

Mr. Floyd upon "The Haweye and Stradling Families" was read by the

Secretary, upon which some disoussion ensued, as the writer interfered

considerably with the usually accepted histories of those Familiea This

was followed by a paper on " The Sepulchral Monuments of Glamorgan-

shire ami Carmarthenshire," by Mr. G. T. Clark, which dealt, not only

with the existing memorials in those counties, but referred to those which

had been destroyed, and to those of the worthies of the district which were

nt in other parts of the kingdom. The Chairman made some

favourable comments upon both the essays, and a vote of thanks having

been passed to the writers, the meeting was dissolved.

At Noon the concluding meeting was held. The Marquis of Bute

occupied the chair, and there was a numerous assembly of members of

the Institute and visitors.

Mr. 0. Morgan, M.l'., moved the best thanks of the meeting to the

Mayor and Corporation of Cardiff for the use of their handsome and

commodious Town Hall. He regretted exceedingly that his health had

prevented his taking so active a part in the meeting as he had hoped to

have done, and dwelt upon the great advantage to the Institute in having

so commodious a building placed at their disposal. He felt sure they

would all recollect with pleasure the princely reception they had met with

at the hands of the Lord of Caerphilly and the .Mayor and Corporation

of Cardiff. The motion was seconded by Mr. Burtt, and carried

unanimously.
The Mayor of Cardiff, in acknowledging the vote, said it was not

only gratifying to him, but to the other members of the Corporation, to

find that the meeting had been so successful, and that the accommodation
placed at the disposal of the Institute had met with their approval. He
hoped that the Institute would have no cause to regret that their first

visit to the Principality had been paid to the town of Cardiff.

The Rev. J. B. Drake proposed a vote of thanks to the writers of

- and addresses on the objects of the meeting. This was seconded

by Mr. Mackie, and acknowledged by Mr. G. T. Clark.

Mr. C. Tucker moved a rote of thanks to the contributors of objects

to the temporary museum, some of the chief of which he specified. This

eoonded by Mr. R. R. Holmes, and responded to by Mr. Octavius

Morgan.
The Very Rev. Canon Rook moved thai the best thanks of the meet-

ing be Liven to the noble President of the Meeting, the Mayor of

Cardiff, the Lord Bishop of Llandaff, the Dean of Llandaff, and others, for

the splendid and courteous hospitality afforded by them to the members
of the Institute and the visitors during the meeting. At some Length the

Rev. Canon referred to the cordial and princely reception which the

Institute had met with at the hands of the Marquis of Bute, and to the

hospitable welcome accorded to them throughout the country they had

visited. And though, he said, the Mayor of Cardiff was a Welshman,

the members of the Institute would call him an Englishmaa Aadthey
would the Severn with the feeling that there was to be met with

in Wales a thorough and hearty English hospitality.

VOL. xxvui.
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Mr. •.. T. < ibi 9 aded the motion, and spoke of the genera]

itable and kindly reception accorded to them, the

t" which would be too Long to enumerate.

S] mish Consul for Cardiff, said he ventured

it to the manner in which he, as a foreigner,

tute had i The impression made upon

a mind was • i ture that he felt he must express

L to the welfare and oomforl
• in the tr • ob of the meeting. What he had Been and

i would c i solution in his own opinions with resp

I html, learned Englishmen, and English people

and English life in general

motion having been put to the meeting by the Bon. Secretary,

i u ii Ii acclamation.

i Bi cb rose amidst loud applause, and, in acknowledging

: thanks, said he felt half ashamed that tin' vote should have

oe of those which had preceded it. Bui in

menl he was speaking in behalf of the Lord Bishop of the

: the Mayor ami Corporation of Cardiff, of the Dean of

Idalidati'. of Mr. I.' e of Caerleon, and of 1 he others who had entertain, d

the Institute. Some of those had already expressed the gratification

they i 1 at having had the opportunity of receiving the

ind he mighl say for the "tiers thai they fully shared those

And for himself he would repeat that it' lie had been able to

them pleasure, the advantage which accrued to him was greater than

that obtained by them.
Mr. I '.i km proposed a vote of thanks to the Local Committee for the

ired upon the preliminary arrangements, and, in so doing, highly

coin].' \| r. Waldron, tin- Secretary of that Committee, for the

manner in which those arrangements had been made. Ho
that Mr. Waldron, rented by a pressure of business,

which had been accumulating during the time he had devoted to the
I titute, from being present to hear how his exertions

li id been appreciated. The motion . aded by the Rev. Canon
I and, having been put and carried, was acknowledged by Mr.

. behalf of Mr. Waldron and the Local Commitl
id : Hi p se to dissolve tin- present

leave the chair in which the kindness of the meeting
had placed him. In so doing, he had only to gay about the meeting

.hit had already i there, thai ho trusted its operations

n that part of the world, particularly as

And he fell that he ought there

n for tin- somewhat flippant .joke he had made
• t of :i nt iquaries founded upon •• The

iped that what he had already

dt ol the labours of the Archa ol I

acifully sketched out \>\ tie

• thi m for then- kindm --. an 1 tipol for the

li ni, he dec! Hed the
i
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The Museum.

in the handsome Assembly Room of t he Town Hill.

lent oollection was brought together, which, although highly

in many branches of Archaic lore, was le.-s perfect in some

than many of the temporary museums formed at the annual

gatherings of the Institute. The arts of earring in ivory and "f

_' «-n copper were but sparingly represented, whilst early

documents were more than usually abundant and of

uderable inter

I.
i I T i DB Mai.ahim: contributed numerous drawings of Celtic

rly period, from the Museum of the Royal

Irish Academy, and some curious bronze ornaments. Mr. Lee, of 1

• of ideal restorations of the lake dwellings

in Switzerland, and dra<A iects found there, together with many
of tli 3. The Town Museum, Mr. LuEIS and Mr.

Traill Bent flint and Btone arrow and spear heads, chips and flakes; also

i of such objects from Norway. The j.re-historic section of

archaeology was, however, but scantily represented in the temporary

in. The Rev. W. B. BathursT sent a large and remarkable col-

the Roman period, found at Lydney Park, Gloucester-

shire, together with drawings of other relics found there, and groiind-

- made some go. They were the

of excavations on that site commenced by the late Right Hon.
Charles BraL'ge Bathurst, about the year 1" Seep. 174 of the pre-

sent volume for a fuller account of the discoveries at Lydney.)

Mr. 0. Morgan, M.P., exhibited a fine collection of Chamberlains' gilt

three in number, being the insignia of office of the Chamber-
lains of nearly all the sovereigns of Europe, from about a.d. 1690 to

richly ornamented; a card purse of enamelled plaques,

with y other specimens of enamel ; five specimens of

f the sixteenth century: a chrismat

crystal, and other u f that material ; a compound
dial, folding I requiring to be set; an excellent example of early

printing, a M isc
-

ted at Venia org about

f large open type in red and black, with a title

showing it had beloi I Hereford, and

iu binding of the period; al I
I imon Prayer, printed in

London, bj __ ' d, in 1560, with which are bound other

-
: Mr. M Miniatures on ivory of

I

• the Rhine, and Elizabeth his wife, da

md Queen of !

atemplating the magnificent

le double cup

. in silver-gilt work : end of sixteenth century.

LlaKBAJ : :;um-

l value them a letter from

.i to the 1 in 1 165, with the

letter

1 f the judges on the trial of hang Charles I., to

th June. 1647 ;

mentary army, 1 i
-
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granted by Charles II., I iVilliam Spencer, for having sheltered :i

le ; and various other doouments connected with the S] encer family.

Mrs i ivant, wife of the bishop, exhibited a large collection of en-

gravings, drawings, lithographs, and photographs of various churches,

- of antiquity in the county of Glamorgan.

Miss < >i.i.i\ ls at to the museum a rare collection of autographs,

two volumes ; a gold c >in of Henry VI.
;
and several others,

found in d foundations for the new buildings at the cathedral.

Brand Chaptbb oi Llandaff exhibited a Latin addn

Bishop Blethin to the Prebendaries of the Cathedral, with an appendix

containing the ancient " consuetudines " of the Cathedral long Lost and

I itely found.

Willi \ms daughter of the Dean of Llandaff, exhibited a Ch
1 box, with portrait of Sir G. R. Rodney.

Mr. Rbadi (of the British Museum) brought several Egyptian ami

other vases and urn-. f terra ootta, Looks and keys found in the

Thami f bronze, a jester's -till', a belt clasp, ami other objects

ft' bronze, a tine ohasuble of English work, of the fifteenth century, (fee

Mi-. Wyxnk. of Peniarth, sent some valuable manuscripts of greal Local

Lmongsl them were some of the Hengwrt Collection, once
\ Lughan, the antiquary, of Merionethshire, who

; L667 j the "Sand Graal," a Welsh manuscript of the tine' of

VII.; History of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
I

•
I i manuscript of the fifteenth century; first edition

of the Welsh translation of the Book of Common Prayer; a copy of the
' Liber Laudavensis," in the handwriting of Vaughan ; Caxton's " Specu-

lum Vitas Christi," differing fp. n the copy in the Museum.
'I'll.- !:• . . .1

. Bathi mi Dbane brought a small Roman vase, of peculiar

tion, found in Bath; Beveral miniatures and other inter.

irt, including a Bilver ring cut in facets, and a silver Bnuff-box,

with medallion of Charles I.; and Mrs. hi wi. brought a oolleotion of

. [ndian and European, of delicate execution.

Mr. G I. I m:k exhibited three good paintings on panel, portraits of

Q I th (by Zuochero), Queen Mary, and the Elector Palatine

;

or Dutch pewter dishes, dated hill, with engravings of workmen
at their trades, and descriptive inscriptions.

Mr. Caldwi ii. exhibited two ohasubli -. one remounted on gold cloth,

with the arm ol Robert Lord Fitzwalter, temp. Henry VII. ; and another
of red velvet, having the ground richly decorated with angels, stare, and

jold.

i. i:n contributed several good Bilver-gilt ami ivory tankards,

sculptures in ivory, ter dish, and other articles a\ luxt in silver

gilt, an enamelled - 1 b< wl, a .huh- \ i e, a bronze elephant, and
il other inton f Oriental art.

• i: "i Cardii i exhibited a handsome volume of old en

id Cat Castlo and ot her places in < rlamorganshire,
- many and int< i i

i leu- appearance ;
ah" a

volume, tii l i.\ John K< rv< r at Paris in 1521, entitled "Silva

Mr. Lt U Joni , of I' .iiiii- mi i mi numerous deeds
ill" fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth oenti

in Glamorganshire. Mr. 8 n i

'• ruB contributed

: monumental h I'ho Rev W. David enl a
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in of the door of Llanilterne Chapel in the parish of St. Fagans,

with a lar of the simplesl possible construction, the key and
works in g 1 condition, perhaps thirteenth century, A British, celt

found in Greatw 1, St. Pagans, ami three Hint arrow-he
Mr. I'.. Matthews exhibited a singular jug of early English ware, pro-

bably sixteenth century, found in diggings foundation in Cardiff. It

is aboul 18 in. bigh, with a pale green glaze, ornamented with six

attenuated figures, with heads of monkeys (?), apparently dancing.

il residents in Cardiff sent specimens of the potteries of Nant-
garrow and Swansea, but nothing very special was Bhown. Mr. Seddon
brought a drawing of richly decorated rood screen in Llangwm Church,
of late decorated period. Mr. Heard sen! a bronze sacring bell, aboul
7 in. high, richly ornamented in relief, inscribed " Mater Dei, memento
niei :

" " Petrus Ghineus me fecit 1571."

The agent of his Grace the Duke of Beaufort brought a variety of
interesting relics from Raglan Castle

;
such as encaustic tiles, moulds for

balls and shot
;
also fragments of lead pipes of peculiar form, relics of

t he remarkable waterworks constructed there by the celebrated Marquis
of Worcester. An iron back plate (broken) of a fireplace, found in Cardiff,

with the arms of (ceil. Earl of Salisbury, Lord Treasurer, and with royal

motto and supporters, and the motto of the garter, was exhibited by
.Mr. Clemen r Luoab.

Harding Giffard, Esq., Q.C., exhibited a most magnificent volume,
ated to John Giffard, Esq., by King Charles II.. It is bound in a
manner, with large corners, clasps, and plates of massive silver,

and decorated within with highly coloured plates designed by Bloemart,
Diepenbeck, De Broyer, Heemskerke, and other Dutch artists, and all

engraved by Vischer. The Common Prayer, Administration of the

Sacraments, and Psalms of David printed in England in L679— S0,folios.

Bible, or Old and New Testaments, printed at Amsterdam in 1G79

—

824 folios.

-n b Morgan exhibited an English Bible, dated 1553 .

union Prayer, 1560; the Psalter of London, 1561. Also,

Bible in Englishe," London, L553 : Cranmer's version, an edition of
ie rarity. Homilies, called Certain Sermons, first printed in 1-360

;

unknown at the British Museum.
Mrs Traherne exhibited a [picture of Our Lord, from a Russian-

1

. church at Kirtch, brought home at the time of the Crimean war
;

curious playing-cards, representing the "Popish Plot " of Titus Oates

;

medal of Dr. Sancroft and the seven bishops, imprisoned by .lames II.;

miniature of John Locke; curious inventories, medals, &c. ; roll of the

manors of the Pari of Pembroke in Glamorganshire, a.d. 1597 j and
Minis' inte of Henry, Earl of Pembroke's possessions in 40th
Elizabeth.

tain E. .1. Pi dford, P.X., sent various objects from [ona, and from
inds of Harris and Lewis. Also, a small cup of unbaked clay,

of a dark-brown ("lour, and of a kind still in use by the inhabitants of

the island of Tyree, on the wesi coasl of Scotland.

An extremely eleganl mace of silver, dated 1633, in good preservation,

exhibited by the Portreeve and Town Clerk of the borough of
Llantrissent, t: tion being four caryatides, supporting act
topped with a fleur-de-lis. Also the original charter of the
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borough, 3 Henry VI., granted by Richard Beauohamp, Karl of War-

wick, Lord le Despenser, and Lord of Glamorgan, great soul appended :

Beauchamp impaling L< Despenaer, and counter-seal; Beauohamp im-

paling Newburgb ;
Bar! of Warwick, and Clare impaling Le Despenaer.

sire to acknowledge with thanks the follow-

oatione in aid of the expenses of the Cardiff Meeting, and of the

I ititute :—J. Henderson, Esq., 51. ; UoL C. II.

.
1'. L«.j G. T. Clark, Esq., ."./.; Bev. I'.. David, 1/. is

;
W. Bruce,

l r. Edmunds, Esq., 1/. U . EL 0. Jones, Esq., 1/. La; O.J.

Esq., LJ. La; 1'. ( Si • . Esq., 67. ; Ev. Williams, Esq., 11. Is.',

| Gwyn, I G. W. Nioholl, Esq., U. La; J. E Lee, Esq.,

Si.; The \ Dean of Llandaff, •'»/.: Rev. J. Griffith, 1/. La ;

th Philip, Esq., 1/. 1 a : J. Pride, Esq., II L«.; H.S.Giffard, Esq.,5J.j

• oal Provincial Bank, 6L; The Mayor of Cardiff, '>/.
: II. Heard,

! ; I;. W.Griffith, Esq., 21. 2a; C. Thompson, Esq., 2A !».>•.;

W. Alexander, Esq., 21. 2a; Major .1. I'. Turbervile, 5J. ; C. II. Page,

Esq., 1/. La; Chaa Luard, Esq.,3J.3a; I '. Morgan, Esq., M.l\ :•/.
; The

Lord Bishop of Llandaff, 51.) Sir E Smirke, 2L\ Rev. W. David, 1/. La
;

E. W. David, Esq., 21. 2s
;

J. Brogden, Esq., 1/. La; A. Way, Bsq.,2J. ;

Westmacott, 1/.; C. S. Greaves, Esq., 2L ; W. B. Watkins,

;/. u ; .1. Bird, Esq., 2J. 2a; Rev. II. II. Richards, 1/. U; Col. J.

; I ton Stuart, M.P., 5L ;
Messrs. Hill & Sons, 51. ; J. MoConoohie,

2

Archaeological Intelligence.

The arrangements for the Annual Meeting of the Institute at South-

ampton are progressing satisfactorily. A cordial spirit prevails among
the inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood, and good promi

Bupporl have been received from all parts of the county. The Presidents

tions are proposed to be:

—

Antiquities, Major-Gen. Sir Henry
.1 an,, b, K.I-'.., Director of the Ordnance Survey

;
Ibchitegtubb, A. J. K.

i Hope, Esq., M.P.
;
History, the Lord Henry Soott, M.P.

Among the pictures exhibited at the Royal Academy in the Brs1

months of the pn Bent year, was a portrait called in the catalogue " Lady

Grej " This name is painted <>n the background of the picture

itself, in modern letters, and cannot !»• taken as authoritative. Atten-

tion has been called, however, to a Bhield or, rather, Lozenge of arms

above the right shoulder of the figure. Thej consist of the coat of Arch-

bishop Cranmer, argent on a chevron •> ure, between threi pelicans m />i<fi/

sable, thret cinquefoils, or: impaling, or, a spread eagle sable, dimidiated

with, bendy or and -" ,
'

atly a foreign coat. Can these arms
•

. the widow of Cram i rman Lady, the niece of his friend

r? Hei .'.in.' apparently not mentioned by .my E i

authoi
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Trinity CoLLEGH, Cambridge, December 1G, l
v
7 I.

Sib,— I Bhould feel much obliged it' you could afford me space for the

correcti"ii <>f the following misapprehensions in Mr. Parker's re-view of

my book on Rome and the Campagna.
I. Mr. Parker lias mistaken the meaning of the opening sentences

which he quotes from the book. The remarks I have there made do not
apply to the stone dug from the quarry on the Aventine, but to the
" harder kind of tufa of which a greal part of the hills of Rome con

The whole of his criticism of this first paragraph rests upon a misappre^
henaion of my meaning.

II. In the sentences following his account of the Servian walls, Mr.
Parker Bays, " Mr. Burn's plan of the agger of Senilis Tullius (which he
calls the Servian wall) is very incorrect, or rather incomplete He does
not see that this agger or bank turns at a aharp angle at each end.''

there are two misapprehensions : (1) the plan on p. 49 is distinctly

called " Servian agger." (2). The curves of the embankment at both
ends are distinctly given.

III. Mr. Parker thinks that " Mr. Burn's plans are almost entirely

copied from Canina."

There is one plan in the book, that on p. 30 G, which is taken entirely

from Canina and acknowledged, bur none of the others are taken from
that sourci The plan of the Afons Oppius on p. 233 is also taken partly
from Palladio and partly from Canina, as stated in the description

underneath.

IV. Mr. Parker observes, " Many of the woodcuts are evidently taken
from Mr. Parker's Beries with which most of the recent visitors to Rome
are familiar." But further on he says, " Most of the subjects in Mr.
burn's plates are what are usually called the 'hack Bubjects'in Rome,
familiar to all those who know Rome and the usual photographs of it.

The few that are novel are taken from Mr. Parker's series." There are

eighty-five illustrations in the book, and of these three are taken from
Mr. Parker's series. The three so taken appear on pp. 50, 142, '1~> G.

My obligations to Mr. Parker are acknowledged in the preface.

Y. Mi-. Parker says, "Mr. Burn puts his Porta Trigemina in the
Forum Boarium a quarter of a mile to the north of the real Bite." This
i< also a mistake, for on p. 51 of Rome and the Campagna it is stated,

"The .site of the Porta Trigemina was between the north-western corner
of the Aventine and the river," and in a note on that

|

" Later
. ttionshave proved that the Poi ta Trigemina was at the Salaria, ami

that the Pons Sublicius was close to it." Mr. Parker his l fear been
misled by the position of the P< - Sublicius in the [chnograpbia at the
end >'[' the book to which a mark of doubt is a| pended.
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VI. The paragraph quoted by Mr. Parker on page 80 of the Journal.

beginning " It is well known," ami ending " the Emporium," isnot taken

from • Rome and theCampagna ;" and 1 think that Mr. Parker has inad-

vertently marked it with inverted commas, as it appears t.. be his own
rtainly not mine.

VII. Mr. Pai -'I'll.- great wall against the cliff of the Aven-

tine, p. 5 I, is doI 'one of the Servian walls.' as Mi -

. Burn calls it." The

wall in :; i- ii"t called in my book "one of the Servian walls," but

the title given to it is ••Servian wall. >u the Aveiitine." which is explained

in tht mean that it is regarded as a portion ft' the Btone wall

with which, aooording to Livy and Dionysius, Servius Tullius Burrounded

the whole
\ HI. On the Porta A-inaria Mr. Parker remarks. ''This view (p. 66)

•lie Porta A>inaria,aud it is CUlioUfi t- BOC Mr. Burn Btating en

the oppoail that this old gate is unfortunately hidden by some

buildings in front <•!' it." The meaning of tin 1 passage in question has

pprehended by Mr. Parker; for though it is true that the

on each aide of the gate are -.nil Btanding, and are represented in

in.- woodcut, the gaU itself is blocked up and bidden by modern

buildi

IX In quoting my note in tin' Porta Ardeatina (p. 69, Note 1), Mr.

has misapprehended my meaning. The note was nol written, as

to think, to express dissent From his views. If the pass

which the note is appended lie referred t", it will he seen that the eoii-

struction of th< j is distinctly Btated to be of "an early period,"

and I have no doubt that Mr. Parker is approximately right in referring

ntury. 1 cannot, however, assent t » tin- inference which

Mr. Parker draws from tin- early date of the gateway, viz., that it

i
it tie- outer boundary of Rome was then in the Bame line as

the wall of Aurelian in the third century." The gateway in question

evidently nol built in the first instance a- part of a line of forti-

.-. but beloE ine building incorporated into Auivlian's

wall. Nibby d< ' appartenente a qualche fabbrica del primo

Becolo del [mpero." In quoting Nibby 1 had overlooked this sentence,

and am obliged to Mr. I'arker for pointing OUt that Nibby must have

written 1 and not LO.

ROBERT BURN.
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THE HAARLEM LEGEND OP THE INVENTION OP PRINTING BY
L0UREN3 JANSZOON COSTER, CRITICALLY EXAMINED. By Dr. A.

dbh I.imh:. Translated bj J. II. Hi- bls, with an Introduction ami a

Lfied List of Coaterian Incunabula. London. Blades. 1S71.

Mk. Kessels, who has been Bome years in (Iiis country, and is already

favourably known to many members of the Axchaaological [nstitute for

his remarkable acquaintance with the early history of printing, has con-

ferred a great favour upon scientific bibliography by his translation of

I h: Van der Linde'sable work. And to our members who had the oppor-

tunity ofseeing the remarkable collection of early printed books brought
hi r in the rooms of the Institute in .May last, a notice of this work

is due as a supplement to the valuable and entertaining discourse

delivered by Mr. Winter Jones on the occasion of that exhibition. (See

p. 1 of this volume.)

We Deed uot re-state a question which has, for at least two
centuries, engaged the attention of every student of the history of

typography. The claims of Gutenberg and Ins associates rest upon
too firm a foundation to require any additional support; but it is

very satisfactory to have, in a convenient form, all the points at issue

fairly set out and clearly disposed of, as they are in this volume.

Both Dr. Van der Linde and his translator arc natives of Haarlem, and
ted, if anyone can now he interested iii the promulgation of a

falsehood, in supporting the belief that Coster, their fellow-townsman,

was a printer ol Fust and Schoffer appropriated the inven-

tion of Gutenberg. Many distinguished bibliographers, both here and
on the Continent, committed themselves to this view ; and the people of

Haarlem put u: and monuments, the lasl in 1856, to the honour
ofCoster. In an amusing chapter, near the end of his work, Dr. Van

- what he calls the M metamorphosis of the legend
;

" and
by way of pointing out, most easily, the character of his book, we may
give a few of the beads under which, in this chapter, he has summarised
the whole story. First, in a pedigree drawn up in 1 546, it i-

thai I
. arena Jansz on Coster brought the first "print " into the world, a

hundred years before—namely in L446. Guicciardini, in 1567, Bays, "'The

rlaarli jert that the art of printing was invented in their town,

and brought, after the di ath of the inventor, who left the art unfinished,

t<i Mentz by a servant, who was received there with open arms. I
•

know, however, whether this is true." Next cornea the famous state-

ment "i Junius, made toward- the ch.se of the same sixteenth century,

that a certain Lourens Janszoon Coster invented, on thi n of a

walk in the limit in 1 I l<», the art of printing fr> m woo, 1, .a blocks ; that

he printed a Dutch " Spiegel " with it, and that he after war. is used i

-
; that, finally, on Christmas night in I I 1 1 he was robbed by his

servant Johan, Bup] be Fust, who carried off the invention to

I Emitting some intervening authoritii a of minor importance, we
then the Btory given by Scriverius in L628, in which Jans-

. XXVIII.
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zoon i> called Sheriff of Haarlem in 1431. The Btoiy of Scriverius is

sistent with that of Junius, and is the more easily

. Dr. Van der Linde. It is true that a sheriff of Haarlem,

in 1431, was name 1 Lourens Janszoon : but it is also true that this civic

worthy, who was by trade an innkeeper, died in 1 136. It is, therefore,

impossible that he was a chandler iii 1 1 11 , and that he invented printing

in t
; that is, that printing was invented in 1441. Bui

the most circumstantial statement is that of Seiz, in 171". He adopts

and bis predecessors, and goes BO far as to name
the - nted by Coster j and bo the legend -rows and grows, iB

irably reo ived in many places besides Haarlem, and is adopted by

eg, I' \. . \ ;n Lennep, and many other authorities of

: weight, while the Bubjeol "I" it alternately figures as

an innke. \- p, a chandL r, b Bheriff, and a Bexton, until in May 1870, an

article, written by Dr. Van der Linde, finally disposed of all the Btories

by showing' their inconsistency with eacb other, and with authentic docu-

ments, nay even with the printed books hitherto attributed to the

Bheriff innkeeper, or the ohandler sacristan. Who printed these books

of It*/*' it us and these Spiegel* is a mystery yet to be solved ; bui it Be ims

tty certain, after a perusal of Mr. Hessels1
preface, and after even a

cursory glance at Dr. Van der Linde's pari of the work, that they are

Mian bas often been Bupposed, that they are the work of an

unknown printer, and that all the Btories givi in the < lologne < Ihroniole,

in Junius, iii Scriverius, and others, are absolutely false. It must not,

however, be Bupposed that there is nothing else of interest in a closely

printed volume of almosl 200 pages. <>n the contrary, it is full of col

lateral matter, and mi lied with advantage on a large number of

the questions which will disturb the mind of everj beginner in this most

difficult and obscure branch of history.

W. ,1. L.
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inia, golden crown and chalice cap-

bured in, 243.

Addington, Mr., exhibit* an ornamented
Leathern missal-case, L70.

v : golden crown and chalice cap-

tured in Abyssinia, '243.

Aldridge, Mr., calls attention to the

threatened destruction oi

Camp," at Wimbledon, Surrey, ll'i.

Aldington, Great, manor of, near South-

ampton, Roman coins found at, 171.

gold figure of a human being

with eagle's head, Ac, from Mexico,

exhibited, 316.

An i BET : —notes on stone implements,

fcc., found on Holyhead mountain,
i;7. 70, 111; memoir on the cham-
bered tumulus in Plas Newydd Park,

memoir on the cromlechs of

Angl( -• y, '.'7
; notice of the Hon. \V.

O. Stanley's Memoirs, "('vttiau'r

Gwyddelod," '250.

Saxos ANTIQUITIES :— " Incense-

oup " found at I tevizes, Wiltehu
Antoninus, mem iir on the Tenth Iter of,

109.

ABOdi 1 ' i: :
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History of Kent, to be edited byMr.T.
ett, 83 ; Mr. Waring's

work mi " Stone Monuments, Tumuli,
and < >rn imente of Remi >te Ages," &c.,

'. ; M r. Wa n

ibid. ; the proposed meeting of the
i Iambi ian Ai i hseolo iation

al Bi ec n IT 1 '; memoir on the mural

painting in Chaldon church, Surrey,

by Mr.J. Q.Waller,255
;
Mr. Fm

• Historyof theWeald of Kent,"tout.;
preliminary arrangements for the

portrait of the Lady Jane Grey, ibid.

Arch i Public \ i [ons :
— see

Pu d.

AROHITBOTURE : — memoir on Sir J.

Tyrell's chapel at Gipping, Suffolk, 1
;

memoir on the House of Pudens in

Rome, 41; investigations in Rome,
161, 219, 315, 317.

Abms and Armour :—monument in the

cloister of St. Maria Annunziata, at

Florence, 50; spurs found at Ciren-

cester and matchlock, 176 ; early hel-

mets in the Armoury at Parhain

Tark, Sussex, 203 ; memoir on \

tian bronze guns recovered by divers

in the Mediterranean, 305.

Army, Prize Committee of the, exhibit

golden ciown and chalice captured
in Abyssinia, 243.

Arniston, Mr. Dundas of, exhibits crucifix

of sculptured ivory, 248.

Ash, Rev. J. Holland, exhibits a silver

medal commemorating acquittal of

the Bishops in 16SS, 242.

Asia :—vase found in the Troad, 164.

Auditors' report and balance sheet for

l-,"". 236.

B.

Banks, Rev. Samuel, exhibits two prisms
of hard stone found at Cottenham,
Cambridgeshire, 2 1 7.

Bathurst, Rev. W. Hiley, exhibits Roman
antiquities found at Lydney Park
and Lydney, Gloucestershire, 174,

175.

:;. v. J., exhibits sketches i

found at Fittleworth, SuBsex, 17o.

BishopB, medal commemorating acquittal

of the, in 1688, 242.

Bodmin, < lomwalL ivorj

at. ami "skippet" discovered there,

169.

lurse on early printed, by
Mr. J. Winter Jones, 1.
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of tindredged up in ;by Maj ir-< leneral

Sir Henry James, B.E , 196.

•t, Mr. T. Godfrey ; notice of a

History of Kent to be edited by him,

i on, Mr. ; his remarks upon the

I urnao, in Brittanj . 69.

Ffarrin . exhibits photograph

oi portrait of Lord Loral by Hogarth,

317.

Fittleworth, drawings of Blabs

found at, 1 To.

Florence, memoir on a monument in the

Cloister of St. Maria Annuntriata at,

by W. BurgeB, 50.

Flower, Mr. Wickham ;
exhibits cal

815, 817.

Floyd, Mr. William, his memoir on the

Norman conquest of South Wales,

Fortnum, Mr. C. D. EL, gives particulars

of Archa ©logical Lave I ig it ions in

Rome, l'il ; exhibits plaque of l >elft

ware, belonging to tin' Rev. J. F.

Porter, 1 7 i ; his memoir on finger-

rings of the early Christian period,

( !hi istian rings,

817.

Franci Rem irks on the megalithic

structure of Carnac, in Brittany, 68 ;

drawings of tombs in the Vosges dis-

trict, 17."-; coins found at Carhaix,

my, 818.

in, Mr I'M ward A. ; his address to

the Historical Section at the Cardiff

meeting, 177.

G.

Qadbury Camp, Worcestershire, carved

Btone found there, 287.

Geogbegm, Mr. A. <i., exhibits a deed

ting to 1 1 iddington, Shrop
165.

Gipping, Suffolk ; memoir on Sir J.

Tyrell'a chapel at; by Rev. W. II.

U, 23, L61.

Glamorganshire:— "extent" or Sur-

y.y of the county of, 60 ; Mr. Free

man to 1 \*<- 1
1 istorical Sec-

-'. 177; the

Marquis of Bute's address at the

tiff meeting, 267 .

irdifl and othi i

|

. report of the Cardiff meeting,

okbtbrshirb : Roman antiquities

found at Lydney Park, 174 ; chalice

and paten found at Lydney, 175;

BpUl I . 1 7'!.

nente &c . " :— ci own and
ih dice captured in 248;

Mexican figure of a human 1

with an eagle's head, &e . 816.
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Mr. C. S., his remarks on "In-
oi ii-'- oups," 68 ; exhibit -

i

found in theTroad, 164.

he Lady Jane, arms on portrait of,
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at, 287.

ir.
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.

Hampshire: Roman coins found at
Great Allington Manor, near South-
ampton, 171 ; discovery in the church
of Carisbrook, tale of Wight, 816;
preliminary arrangements for the

aampi on meeting, 338.

Harland, Mr. 11. S., exhibits relics of

Roman construction found at Old-
cotes, Nottinghamshire) 71.

larters, probably relating to

Herefordshire, 15'J.

1 1 1 uk : —Herbert charters, pro-

bably relal Lng to, 1 59.

Hewitt, Mr. J., his notice of a font of the
twelfth century at the "Hermitage
of Hondesacie," Staffordshire, 156;
memoir on Venetian bronze guns
recovered by divers in the Mediter-
ranean. 805.

Hippealey, -Mr. Henry, exhibits brass chain
found at Waltham Cross, Essex,248.

b ; photograph of portrait of Lord
Lovat by, 817.

Holland :— silver statuettes from, 171
;

plaque of Delft ware, exhibited, 174.

Holliday, Mr. S. It., his memoir on deco-

rative paving tiles found at Hales
Owen Ml")-. Worcestershire, 244.

Holmes, Mr. R, U, on behalf of Prize
Committee of the Army, exhibits
golden crown and chalice, captured iu

Abj ssinia, 243.

1 1 1 >lt, Mr. 11. F., exhibits a coll

of candle-holders, &o, 167; silver

statuettes, being knife and fork

handles, fr< m Holland, 171 ; his ob-

Bervations on the mural painting
found in the church of Sta
Norfolk. 172.

Holyhead island, ,- .-tone im-

I
lements and other relies found in,

67, 7". 114.

Hondesacre, Staffordshire, notice of a font

of the twelfth cent ury at, 155.

Hudson's Bay Ten itory ; u tic
I

Indian and Esquimaux manufacture
from. 171.
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Wickham Flower, 816.
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tomb found at, and photograph of

same, 248.

Lincolnshire :—fragment of a Roman
tomb found at Lincoln, 24 ;
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Loftie, Bev. W. .'.. exhibits an orna-

mented leathern missal o use, 1 7".

London, < ityof; photograph of portion
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yed at Wellington Park, North-

umberland, 72; plan of Roman pave-

ment found in, 164,

Lord; photo ;raph of porl i

by Hogarth, 817.

Lydney and Lydney Park, Qlou
shire; Roman antiquities found at,

17 l ; chalice and paten found at, 176.

Lyon, Lords, photograph of the arms
of, 72.

M.

Maclean, Sir John, exhibits a collection

of clocks and watches, 1 67 ; h

in i !.- upon the ivory oaski t from
tin, 17"; exhibits a MS. in tin-

hail E Peter Le Neve, 171.

Mamraerl hofen in Switzerland, photo-

graphs "i the ' astle of, 71.

M.itr.i. I D
found at, 72.

Mediterranean, memoir on V.

1 >/.'• guns rei o\ ered i

the,

found
Peniarth, 7o.

M in m wiili
i

MiDDl i i \ : photo ;rapb of poi i i"ii of

atohievemi a\ of i be ai m • ol the < ity

1. 1 London, pi i wi \ od at Wallington
I'n ... N . .i i butnbei 1 md, 7 '

: pi >n of

m |
i\< in- nt i id in I. "ii Ion,

164.
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!. Mr. Ootavius, MP., and VI'.,

exhibits enamelled watch, li>7,a pair

of crystal cups, and rings, 172, 17^5 :

an oval plaque of enamel, date 1<J74,

244.

N.

Mr., exhibits goldsmith'! touch-

leS, Italian, 317.

Neve, Peter Le, MS. in his handwriting,
171.

Nioholl, Mr. S. J., his account of the die-

i Roman remains at Uld-

ttmghamsbire, 66, 71.

Nichols, Mr. J. G., exhibits a volume of

inscriptions from the Holy Land,

317.

Nightingale, Mr. J. E., exhibits jet seal

found at Langton Matravers, I
1

7'-'
; brass box containing cup-shaped

weight found at Dean, Wiltshire,

164; brass key, of Norman character,
found at Wilton, Wilts, 218.

i K :—mural painting found in the

church of Stanton, 161; observa-
tions thereon, 172. 173.

Noktiii Mm hi. and :—photograph of por-

tion of atchievement of the am
the city of London, preserved at

Wellington Pai k. 72,

Nottinqhamshibb :—Roman remains at

Oldcotes, 66, 71.

0,

iiro, Old.

Oldcoti ghamshire, Roman re-

mains fouud at, 66, 71.

Owen, Hairs, fa Bales < taren.

Oxford, inventory of goods belonging to

a warden of New College, a.D. !

p.

P.uvi iv. s : -portraiture of Our Lord,

exhibited by Sir E. H. Lechmere,

•J I

1
-

;
photograph of portrait of Lord

Lovat by Hogarth, 817; remarks on
the arms on portrait of Lady Jane
Grey

Parham Park, Sussex; notices of early

helm umoury at, 203.

Parker, .Mr. J. H.. CJB : In- memoir on
the House of Pudens in Home, 41;

his account of excavations in Rome
during the winter 1 570-71, 219, 315,

817.

I'cniarth, Merionethshire, ovoid stone

found aeai

Plas Newydd Park, Anglesey, the cham-
bered tumulus in ; memoir on, by
the Hon. W. V. Stanley, MP, 85.

Porter, Rev J. F., plaque of Delft ware
belonging to, i 7-j.

: rim of a cinerary urn found
in a harrow at Winterslow, Wilts,

70 ; plaque of Delft ware exhibited,
171.

Public Record Office, tee Burtt, Mr.
POBLIOATIOHS, A.ROBLSOLOOI0AL :—review

of "Rome and the Campagna,"
~
t

-'<

;

parochial and family history of the
deanery of Trigg .Minor, in the
County of Cornwall, by Sir John
Maclean, 81 ; memoirs on remains
of ancient dwellings in Eolyhead
Island, 250; Mr. Burn's letter in re-

ply to tin- review of "Rome and the
Campagna," 839; review of "The
Haul. in Legend of the Invention of
Printing,'' fte., by Dr. A. Van der
Linde, translated by J. H. Hessels,
341.

Pudens, memoir on the House of, in

Rome, by .Mr. J. H. Parker, 41, 24 7.

Q.

Queen, Her most Gracious Majesty the,

exhibits early printed books, 2 4 3.

R.

Riggs, Mr. James Karrick, exhibits Mexi-
can figure in gold of a human being
with an eagle's head, &C, 316.

Riley, Mr. H. T., contributes inventory of

goods belonging to a warden of New
College, Oxford, a.d. 1396, 232.

Rhydd, Worcestershire; portraiture of

Our Lord from the collection at the,

248.

RiN'.s :—exhibited by Mr. Morgan, 172,
174 ; Mr. Fortnum's memoir on early

Christian rings, 266; exhibited by
Mr. Fortnum, 317.

Rock, Very Rev. Canon ; his remarks
on Roman remains found at Old-
cotes, 67 ; upon " incense-cups,'' 68

;

his observations on a mural painting
in Starston church, Norfolk, 161 ; on
the caverns at Guildford, Surrey,
240 ; on a mural painting in < !haldon
church, Surrey, '241

; exhibits Mexi-
can figure in gold, of a human being
with an eagle's head, &c, belonging
to Mr. Riggs, 31'!.

Roman AHTIQU1TIKS : -remarks on Ro-
man coins found near Woodbridge,



index.

Su:':

of Pudei mains

found at -hire,

71; memoir «.>n the Tenth Iter

il in-

I . •jr. 1
. 815,

317 found in

Allington, Hampshire, 171 ; tl

unp
"

at '•'.

171;
.• Lin-

found at

I J.

|
i
the House of Pudena

r. .1. II. Parker, 11. _i7;

I Mr. Burn's work " Rome
and tin- t !ampagna," ''•

.

Mr. Burn in i ulara

• in.

1<; ; tiona in, during the

wiiit- r 1 ^7"-7l, 219, 815; plans

. exhibited, 3] 7.

1
7">.

, . .1. Fuller, exhibits me lal

[uittal of the

ta from Rosb >fin, 17.">.

-

the Lords Lyon, 72; oruoil

1 ivory exhibited by -Mr.

Dun 248.

Mr. Laing'a eat il -

ti-l,
• found .-it

72.

..
. ti . memoir on

T\! pel at Gipping, Suffolk,

161.

Shbopshibb di "l i I i

din)

Bhnrlook, Mr. M
, exl i flint

ad near Egham, Sui

ii the till •

• n. U 17.

b, Mr. W , exl

* in the *ud
1 7-'

Smith, Mr. i '.
!

C
:

-. I

i- ml. ird,( ihibii

• oi the

Stanley, the H in. W. Owen, M P., cx-

hil«it.i relics found in Holyhead
I-liii'l. 70; his memoir on the

ohambere 1 tumulus iu Pits Newydd
Park, An. - y. 35 ; suppl mentary

found byhim in Holy-

head Island, 144; his work <ui Remains
in I i

i. Norfolk, acoount "t' a mural
I in the church <>f, 16] ;

. a.MT[QUtTlX8 OF : — 11.

im

:

Holyhead
md, ,; 7. 7". Ill; rem, uks on the

megalithic Btructun I e in

Brittany, 68; ovoid Btone found
Peniarth, Merionethshire, 7'->

;

notice of Mr. Wsring's work on
Monuments, . Bint

implement found near Worthing,
164; carved Btone found at Gadbury
Camp, Worcestershire, 237 ; Uint celt

found near Egham, Surrey, ~\-;
prisms of hard Btone found al

tenham, Cambridgeshire, ~)7.

Sru "iK:- memoir on Gipping chapel,

28, 1 I ; reu arks on Roman o

found ne a W Ibi id

Surbb? ; - - tin. ..• • ruction >>f

"Caesar's camp" at Wimbledon,
1

7

:; of the caverns at Quild-

J, 242; accouut of the mural

I.
anting in Chaldon cl u ch, '_'

1

1

Bint celt found near Egham, 242
l lint implement found near

Worthing, 164; drawings of Blabs

found ;it Pittleworth, I .

helmets in the Armoury at Parham
Park,

Swim BLAND ; pi

of Mammertshofen in, 71

.

Symonds, Rev. W. s, exhibits •

ae found at • ladbury Camp,

I.

Tebbs, Mr. II. V . exhi I. 817.

Thui nam, I 'r.. bi

cup " found ti l
'

• . Will

c-v i of :> cinerary
in n found at Wintei slow, \\ ill

Tillard, Rev. J., exhibits enamelled

a buroh,
1 1 mil in •! n hire, 1 6 l.

Tin, block "i", dredged up in Falmouth
h .1 bour, memoir on, by M ijoi < ; n

I; i'.
. 106.

1 i-
.
M P., oxhibil

pi in!
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Has, Mr. W. II.. exhibits Roman
: Allington,

Hampshire, 171 ; articles of Indian

and Esquimaux manufacture from

the Hudson's Bay territory, ibid.

Tn •
1 % :m. sir Waltea I chibits

photograph of j
•• > 1 1 i« n of atchieve-

ii:.
• inns of the City of

London preaerved at Wellington

Park, Northumberland, 72.

e found in the, 164.

Trollope, the Ven. Archdeacon, li is notes

: ien1 of i Roman
and at Lincoln, 2 IS.

lit of the block of tin dredged

ii i> in Falmouth harbour and now in

the museum of, l>y Major-General
Sir Henry James, K.E.. 196.

Tyi< i.kai'hy : a discourse on early

printed books, by Mr. J.Winter Jones,

1 ; review of the " Haarlem Legend of

the Invention of Printing," &c . by
Dr. A. Van der Linde, translated by
.1. 11 HesBels, 841.

Tyrell, Sir James, his chapel at Qipping,

Suffolk; memoir on, by the Rev.
\V. II. Sewell, 28, 161.

U.

Opton-on-Severn, Worcestershire, por-

traitureof < lur Lord in the possession

of Sir E. II. Lecbmere, Bart., near,

248.

V.

France, drawings of

tombs iu, 175.

W.

Walis:- " extent" or survey by inquisi-

tion of the county of ' Ilamorgan, 60;
nob ae implements, &c,
found on Holyhead Mountain, Angle-

. 1 70, ] 1
1 ; ovoid stone found

mar Peniarth, M erionethshire, 70

:

memoir "ii 1 1
1-

- chambered turn

in Pl&s Newydd Park, Anglesey.

memoir on the oromlechc
.

.

'.'7
; pro]

ibrian Archaeological Association
at Brecon, l7o

; Mr. ad-

dress to the Hi-t irical Section at the

VOL. W'Viu.

Cardiff meeting, 177 ; notice i i thi

Hon. W. 0. Stanley's Memoirs on the
i ytti a'i I Iwyddelod," 250 ; the

Marquis of Bute's addn
ning of the < lardiff mi

Mr, W. Lloyd's memoir on the Mor-
man conquest of South w
'extents" of Cardiff and other
places in the county of Glamorgan,

Waller, Mr. J. G., his remarks on the

mural painting in Starston church,

Norfolk, 17 ; ;; bis account of that in
Chaldon church, Surrey, 241, 242.

Wallington Park, Northumberland, pbo-
raph of portion of atchievement

of the arms of the City of London
rved at, 72.

Waltham Cross, Essex, brass chain I

at, 248.

Waring, Mr., his work on '' Stone Monu-
ments," 4c, 83.

Warne, Mr., bis work on "Ancient
Dorset," 83.

Watkin, Mr. W. Thompson, his memoir
on the Tenth Iter of the British por-

tion of the Itinerary of Antoninus,
and some of the Notitia stations in

the North of England, 109.

W ay, Mr. Albert, his notes on stone im-
plements found on Holyhead Moun-
tain, Anglesey, (17 : exhibits photo-

graph of sculptured cross at Eyam,
Derbyshire, 71 ; his memoir on the

cromlechs of Anglesey, 97 ; snp-

pl mentary n "tices of relics found in

Holyl: i. 144.

Westlake, Mr., exhibits modern painted
glass.

icott, Frofessor, his remarks on
the mural painting in Starston

church, Norfolk, 173.

WL'Lt. Isle of, discovery in the church
of Carisbrook, 310.

Wilton, Wiltshire, brass key of Norman
character, found at, 248.

Wn.Tsmju; :— incense cup found at De-
vizes, 68 ; rim of urn found at

Winterslow, 70j brass box contain-

ing cup-shaped weight found at

Dean, 101: l>rass key of Norman
character, found at Wilton, 248.

Wimbledon, Surrey, the threatened de-
- camp " at, 1

7

:;
.

low, Wiltshire, rim of urn found

at, 70.

ridge, Suffolk, remarks on B

coins found near, by Professor Bun-
nell Lewis, 34.

rved stoi

at Qadbury < !ai 12 : memoir
on decorative paving tiles found at

Hal* 'r.iitureof

< Mir Lord in th d of sir HI.
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H. Lecbmero, Part., at the Rhydd,

ng, Sussex, flint implement found

Wynne, Mr. W, W. V... exhibits ovoid
i'i ni.u ill, Mcriini-

remarkfl on the

megalithio uliucUire of Carnae in

Brittany, 68; exhibits plan ofRoman
pavement found in London, lo4

;

exhibits early printed books, 17;"'.

V..

Zoache, the Lord, liis notices of early

helmets preserved in th>' Armoury
at Parham Park, Su

END OF VOL. XXVIII.
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